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As Secretary of Environmental Affairs, I hereby determine that the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) submitted on this project adequately and properly complies with the
Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (M.G.L. c. 30, ss. 61-6211) and with its implementing
regulations (301 CMR 11.00). The proponent should prepare a Final Environmental Impact
Report (FEIR) as further detailed in the scope below.
I applaud the proponent for its progress in designing a transit-oriented, smart-growth
redevelopment of the South Weymouth Naval Air Station. 1 would also like to commend the
Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) for their invaluable role in the progress reflected in the
DEIR and I look forward to its continued participation in review of the FEIR. The information
and analysis presented in the DEIR is generally responsive to the direction of the Certificate on
the Environmental Notification Foml (ENF), and has provided extensive information and
analysis valuable to the review process. It is clear that the proponent's extensive planning efforts
and consultation and coordination with the towns of Abington, Rockland, and Weymouth, the
CAC, regional interests, and state and federal agencies, have resulted in a project that has the
potential to establish a new standard for environmentally responsible developrncnt. I will look
forward to reviewing in the FEIR a comprehensive mitigation plan with firm commitments to
necessary mitigation and specific comprehensive sustainable design measures.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The overall redevelopment program has not changed since the filing of Notice of Project
Change (December 15,2005). The proposed project, referred to as The Village Ce~zterPlan in
the DEIR, consists of up to 2,850 residential units, 2 million square feet (sf) of
commercial/industrial space, an 18-hole golf course, active and passive recreational amenities,
and institutional space (including sites for a school and civic/community facilities). The project
also involves associated infrastructure development including an on-site wastewater treatment
facility, and water supply infrastructure, road construction and other transportation
improvements, and a multi-modal transportation center based on expansion of the existing
commuter rail station in South Weymouth. The project is proposed for implementation in three
phases' over a 14-year period.
The proposed project is expected to generate approximately 34,000 average daily vehicle
trips. The parking needs assessment in the DEIR proposes a range from 8,220 to 11,650 parking
spaces (the differential is due mainly to minimum-maximum estimates for residential units).
Additional on-street parking is proposed but not yet quantified. Wildlife habitat impacts are
estimated at approximately 280 acres (which includes a significant amount of rare species
habitat). The project as proposed in the DEIR will result in approximately 1.62 acres of wetlands
impacts. Water demand is estimated at 1.4 million gallons per day (mgd) for potable supplies.
Irrigation water requirements are esl.imated at up to 300,000 gallons per day (gpd) for the golf
course and 150,000 (gpd) for other site uses. The project will generate approximately 1.3 mgd of
wastewater. The preferred water supply alternative identified in the DEIR is a direct connection
with the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) water works system. The
proponent is also proposing an on-site well combined with use of reclaimed wastewater to meet
some of the project's water supply needs. The project will also impact 35 acres of soils classified
as prime agricultural soils, or soils of state or local significance. Other project impacts include air
quality impacts associated with construction, transportation, and building energy use, and solid
waste generation associated with construction and operations.
JURISDICTION
The proposed project exceeds a number of thresholds for a mandatory EIR review,
including thresholds pertaining to land alteration, creation of impervious area, vehicle trip
generation and parking spaces, water supply, and wetlands. The project is also undergoing
MEPA review because of potential impacts to rare species, and historical and archaeological
resources, and because of impacts associated with wastewater generation.
The project is undergoing MEPA review and requires the preparation of a mandatory EIR
pursuant to: Sections 11.03(1)(a)(l) of the MEPA regulations because it will result in alteration
of 50 or more acres of land; 11.03(l)(a)(2) because it involves creation of 10 acres or more of
impervious area; 11.03(3)(a)(2) because involves an alteration requiring a variance in accordance
with the Wetlands Protection Act: 11.03(3)(a)(l)(a)
. , ,. , . , because it involves alteration of one or more
acres of bordering vegetated wetlands; 11.03(4)(a)(3) because it involves construction of new
water mains ten or more miles in leiigth; 11.03(4)(a)(2) because it involves a new interbasin
\

I

Phase I of the project includes a "Phase 1A" portion that was granted a Phase I Waiver pursuant to the Certificate
on the Notice of Project Change, dated Februaly 10, 2006.
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transfer of water of 1,000,000 or more gpd; 11.03(4j(a)(3) because it involves construction of 10
or more miles of new water mains; 11.03(6)(6) because it involves generation of 3,000 or more
new vehicle trips per day on roadways providing access to a single location; 11.03(6)(6) because
it involves construction of 1,000 or more parking spaces. The project is also undergoing review
pursuant to 1 1,03(2)(b)(2) because it will involve a "taking" of an endangered or threatened
species or species of special concern; 11.03(5)(b)(l) because it involves construction of a new
wastewater treatment facility with a capacity of 100,000 or more gpd, and 11.03(5)(b)(3)(c)
because it involves !4 mile or more of new sewer mains.
The project requires a wide range of state, federal and local permits including a
MassHighway Access Permit, Interbasin Transfer Act (ITA) Permit, Wetlands Protection Act
Variance, Water Management Act (WMA) Permit, Watershed Management Approval (for
stormwater discharge to outstanding resource waters), Water Supply system Modification
Permit; Sewer Extension Permit, Conservation and Management Permit, 401 Water Quality
Certification, Chapter 91 License, and Orders of Conditions. The project involves funding from
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Therefore, MEPA jurisdiction is broad and extends to all
aspects of the project with the potential to cause Damage to the Environment as defined in the
MEPA regulations.

SCOPE
GENERAL
The proponent should prepare a Final E E ( F E E ) in accordance with the general
guidance for outline and content found in Section 1 1.07 of the MEPA regulations a s modified by
this scope. As further detailed below and in the comments received, there are several major
issues that must be addressed adequately in the FEIR in order to meet the requirements of scope.
These include information and analysis necessary to demonstrate how the project meets the
criteria for a variance from the Wetlands Regulations, and a comprehensive mitigation package
with firm commitments to wetlands and rare species, transportation, sustainable design and other
mitigation measures. Pursuant to Section 11.08(8)(~)(2)of the MEPA regulations, a
supplemental FEIR will be required if the FEIR is determined to be inadequate.
I received many thoughtful and comprehensive comments on this project, and appreciate
the effort of the CAC, residents, community groups, environmental organizations, elected
officials and public agencies to assist me in developing this scope. The comment letters should
also assist the proponent in refining project design and furthering the project goals of smart
growth and sustainable development.
The FEIR should include a project summary with an update of any changes since the
filing of the DEIR, and should provide maps and site plans to facilitate review and comment. I
note that the plans and other graphics included in the DEIR (Volume 2) were detailed and well
organized, and very helpful during the review process. The DEIR should include a copy of this
Certificate and a copy of all comments received on the DEN. The proponent appears to have
addressed the majority of the CAC's comments in the DEIR. I expect any outstanding issues

MEPA.01

MEPA.02
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relating to CAC comments will be addressed in the FELR. The project summary should include a
list of permits required and a schedule for construction and other development activities
associated with each phase.
The DEIR indicates an increase of 32 acres of impervious area for the overall
redevelopment project. This number is quite different from estimates provided during previous
MEPA review. The FEIR should confirm or clarify land impacts and include a summary chart
that quantifies impacts (including but not limited to land alteration and impervious area, traffic,
parking, wetlands and rare species, water demand (potable and irrigation) and wastewater
generation). The FEIR should clarify how much of the land alteration and impervious area is on
previously-developed areas and the amount of alteration which will occur in undisturbed areas.
The summary chart should include impacts associated with the reduced-build alternative(s)
evaluated to facilitate comparison.

MEPA.03

ALTERNATIVES
As required by the scope, the DELR included detailed analyses of infrastructure
alternatives. The DEIR aIso evaluated site planning alternatives, including adjustments to
housing areas and golf course design, to address rare species impacts. Certain aspects of the
scope relating to the "no variance" and "reduced-build" alternatives need further analyses andlor
explanation in the FEIR as outlined below and in the wetlands section of this Certificate.
The majority of the wetlands impacts associated with the project, for which a variance is
required, are associated with the proposed East-West Parkway. In response to the DEIR scope
requirements for a reduced-build alternative that would not require a variance, the proponent
presents a "Phase I" alternative and indicates that without the Parkway, Phases I1 and 111 would
not be possible. While the DEIR notes that traffic impacts beyond those of Phase 1 could not be
adequately managed without the Parkway, there is little discussion or analysis to support this
conclusion. The FEIR should provide additional information and analysis to support the
proponent's conclusion that traffic impacts beyond those of Phase 1 could not be adequately
managed without the Parkway.
The DEIR included a detailed analysis of alternative access routes at the eastern and
western ends of the proposed Parkway. Certain alternatives were not selected at the eastern end
because they impact more rare species habitat and wetlands than the proposed alternative. As
noted by MassDEP, this approach is also appropriate for the western end alternatives analysis,
and MassDEP has recommended that the analysis of preferred alternative W1-C be
supplemented to include the use of a bridge to avoid the proposed 48,000 square-foot wetlands
alteration. The FEIR should include a more robust alternatives analysis for the western segment
of the Parkway as outlined in the wetlands section of this Certificate and as further detailed in the
MassDEP comment letter.
The proponent has also indicated that alternative levels of development (e.g. somewhere
between a no variancePhase I only and the full build-out) would not be feasible because of the
costs associated with water supply and wastewater infrastructure needs for any development
beyond Phase 1. As with the no vanance alternative, there is little discussion or analysis to

MEPA.04
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support this conclusion. The FEIR should provide additional information and analysis to support
the argument that there are no other feasible alternative levels of development. For example, the
FEIR may include site plans and a summary of analyses of alternate levels of development
considered during preparation of the Master Plan. This discussion should clarify the relative
benefits and feasibility of alternative levels of development based on quantified impacts
associated with alternatives considered (e.g. wetlands and rare species habitat, impervious area,
traffic, water and wastewater etc.).

MEPA.06

TRANSPORTATION
As required by the scope, the DEIR included a transportation study that conforms
generally to the EOEAiEOT Guidelines for E W E l S Traffic Impact Assessments. The Executive
Office of Transportation (EOT) is satisfied with the scope of the analysis presented in the study.
As described in the DEIR, the proponent consulted with state, regional and local agencies to
reach agreement on a methodology )to define the study area and identify intersections to be
included. The proponent also consulted with EOT and the MassHighway Department (MHD)
regarding necessary transportation infrastructure improvenlents to accommodate the project's
traffic impacts. Proposed improvements consist of the East-West Parkway to provide access
from Route 18 to the east side of the: base, widening of Route 18 from the Route 3 interchange to
Route 139, and intersection improvements at several locations in the vicinity of the project. As
noted in the EOT comment letter, these improvements are generally consistent with the previous
MassHighway Access Study recom~nendationsfor the Redevelopment of the South Weymouth
Naval Air Station, and are necessary to mitigate impacts at full build-out. The DEIR included
additional analysis of the proposed improvements and associated impacts, and presented a
phased plan for implementation of transportation infrastructure to accommodate varying stages
of development.
The FEIR should address outstanding issues as required by this Certificate and as further
detailed in the EOT comment letter. EOT has expressed concerns regarding the East-West
Parkway alternatives analysis, permitting, funding mechanism, and future ownership, and off-site
mitigation measures.
General

Any conceptual plans for roadway improvements included in the FEIR should meet EOT
requirements as further detailed in its comment letter. All land takings and permits necessary,
and the party responsible, should be identified in the FEIR. The FEIR should address future
ownership of the East-West Parkway upon termination ofthe South Shore Tri-Town
Development Corporation (SSTTDC). The FEIR should provide an update on the local
permitting process with respect to state highway issues. The proponent should continue to work
with the EOT Office of Transportation Planning, MHD District 4 and 5 Offices, and MHD
Environment, Highway Design and Traffic Operations sections during preparation of the FEIR.
Comment letters from the Town of Weymouth and community residents have raised
concerns regarding traffic impacts as well as the nature and timing of mitigation. Commenters
have identified Columbian Square in South Weymouth and the Hingham Street Comdor as areas

MEPA.07
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of particular concern. I ask that the proponent work closely with the Towns of Weymouth,
Abington and Rockland during preparation of the FEIR to address the concerns as further
detailed in comment letters received. I ask that the proponent also consult with the Town of
Hingham Department of Police regarding its comments.

MEPA.11

MEPA.12

The FEIR should provide an update on consultations with local communities and further
development of mitigation plans. The Town of Weymouth provided extensive comments on
transportation in the letter from Mayor Madden, and I expect that the proponent will respond to
these in the FEIR.
East- West Parkway Alternative Ana&

The DEIR indicates that the proposed East-West Parkway will provide a regional
connection between the Route 18 and Route 3 comdors while accommodating the project-related
traffic. However, as noted in the EOT comment letter, the modeling conducted by CTPS found
that the majority of traffic along the Parkway would be base-related, and the proponent has not
yet demonstrated that traffic volumes using the preferred alternative are sufficiently high enough
to justify a regional need.
The DEIR identified a potential conflict between the W3 alternative alignment and the
proposed wastewater groundwater recharge system, and this alternative was not selected as the
preferred option. However, the siting of W3 was considered the best location for other reasons.
The FEIR should provide a more detailed evaluation to justify the proponent's preliminary
findings since the W3 alternative appears to have significantly more regional benefit than other
alignments and could result in significantly less wetland impacts than W-I. EOT also highlighted
potential conflicts related to Trotter Road as a proposed alignment or access point. The FEIR
should clearly identify the competing needs of that roadway segment to establish a balance
between its functionality and access requirements.
The FEIR should include costs associated with proposed bridges and criteria used to
evaluate traffic flow and impacts as further detailed in the EOT comment letter. The FEIR should
provide a more detailed comparison of the effectiveness of proposed alternatives. The FEIR
should include a more detailed analysis of the W I, W2 and W3 alignments as recommended by
EOT, including a combined alignment between W3-B and W3-C that minimizes wetlands and
upland sandpiper habitat. The alternatives analysis should justify the number of lanes required,
comparatively assess wetlands impacts per roadway segment and bridge cost and Right-of Way
impact (area as well as buildings), and clearly compare transportation efficiency.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in its comment letter, questions
whether the Parkway will reinforce the smart growth nature of the development, or work against
it. Concerns have been raised regarding the design and potential speeds on a Parkway that is
intended to be a central component of a pedestrian-friendly development. The FEIR should
evaluate whether two lanes in each direction are necessary and demonstrate how the proposed
design will ensure that travel speeds are kept below the 40 miles per hour design speed. The
FEIR should include alternative designs for the Parkway that will keep speeds down, ensure a
safer pedestrian environment, and meet area transportation needs. I note that the Department of

MEPA.13
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Conservation and Recreation (DCR) has been working on parkway design and traffic calming
measures (for unrelated projects) and I encourage the proponent to consult with them during
preparation of the FEIR.
The DEIR scope required additional information on the temporary access road, its
alignment, and related impacts. Based on the information provided in the DEIR and discussions
with the proponent, it appears that the temporary access road is intended as a contingency plan in
case the Parkway is not completed prior to Phase 11. This temporary access road would not
consist of an alternate route with additional impacts (beyond those described in the DEN).
Rather, the temporary access road would include the eastern segment of the Parkway as proposed
in the DEIR and traffic between the Phase I area and the eastern end would be directed through
on-site roadways (that are part of the overall Master Plan) while the remainder of the Parkway is
under construction. The FEIR should include an update on plans for the temporary access road
and describe any proposed changes in alignment or impacts.

MEPA.18

Riaht-of-Wav
The FEIR should identify all ROW impacts associated with the project and identify
parties responsible for acquiring the properties. The cost of ROW should be provided and where
necessary, included in the evaIuation matrix.

MEPA.19

Wetlands imoacts
The FEIR should expand upon the analysis of wetlands impacts as requested by EOT in
its comment letter. The wetlands impact assessment should include temporary impacts to Old
Swamp River, impacts associated with the project east of the Base, and temporary and permanent
impacts for the preferred alternative for the water pipeline along Route 37, for which
MassHighway access permits will be required.

MEPA.20

Hazardous Materials
The FEIR should discuss the status of remediation, the potential impact of the Rubble
Disposal Area on the Parkway, and regulatory requirements and future maintenance
responsibilities.

MEPA.21

Desien Issues
The FEIR should reevaluate the East-West Parkway connections to the local street system
and further investigate and resolve lane balance and configuration concerns identified by EOT
and other cornmenters, including issues relating to the 40 mph design speed standards. The
F E N should evaluate merge and diverge traffic operations at a11 Route 3 ramps along Route 18,
Derby Street and Hingham Street and include appropriate mitigation as recommended by EOT.

MEPA.22
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Mitipation Commitment and Funding
The proposed improvements will require significant investments in transportation
infrastructure and require close cooperation between the proponents and appropriate state and
federal agencies. To date, MHD has not committed formally to be a co-proponent of the Parkway
and east-side improvements. Outstanding issues, including selection of preferred alternative and
demonstration of regional travel benefit to the state highway system may need to be addressed
prior to a MHD determination regarding funding. As further detailed in the EOT comment letter,
federal funding of the Parkway has not been ruled out; therefore, compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) may be required through the Federal Highway
Administration. If state funding is utilized, NEPA compliance will be administered by the Army
Corps of Engineers for the individual 404 permit. EOT has indicated that its Office of
Transportation Planning and MassHighway will continue to work with the SSTTDC to ensure
that the project will meet all access, connectivity, and ownership criteria for federal funding, and
identify the best way to fund, program, permit and expedite improvements. I expect that the
FEIR will provide an update on mitigation commitments and funding for proposed transportation
improvements.

MEPA.23

Trans~ortationDemand Management (TDM)
The FEIR should expand upon the list of TDM measures proposed to include a plan with
specific information on implementation and incentives as further detailed by EOT in its comment
letter. The FEIR should identify specific qualitative and quantitative measures that will be used
for each element of the TDM program and set goals to measure program success. I strongly
encourage the proponent to work with the EOT, MHD, MassDEP, CAC, local communities and
regional planning agencies to establish TDM goals. As noted in its comment letter, EOT will
require the proponent to commit to implement any recommendations that result from the
monitoring program to help attain set goals.
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) has reiterated its recommendation that
the proponent set a target for reducing auto trips to the site (MAPC has suggested 50 percent). I
expect that the TDM plan to be included in the FEIR will propose measurable targets upon which
success of the program can be evaluated, and additional mitigation developed as necessary.
The FEIR should analyze potential demand for reverse commutes on the rail line from
Boston or other communities north of the project site, and discuss whether changes in service
would be needed to optimize such usage. The FEIR should also expand upon plans for the TMA
to include other large employers in the area, such as the South Shore Hospital and Blue
Cross/Blue Shield.
The FEIR should clarifv the TDM measures that will be implemented for each Phase
(including but not limited to the availability of shuttle bus servicesio Phase 1occupants). The
FEIR should clarify specific timelines for completion of other transportation and TDM elements
as requested by MAPC. The FEIR should include additional information on bicycle/pedestrian
connectivity and public transit as requested by the Old Colony Planning Council (OCPC), the
Rockland Open Space Committee, and other commenters. EPA has reiterated in its comment
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letter concerns expressed during drafting of the Zoning regulations. I strongly encourage the
proponent to incorporate modifications recommended by EPA in order to improve the pedestrian
environment and reduce the number of vehicle trips on the project site.
The FEIR should provide an update on the status of discussions with the Coast Guard
concerning the buoy depot station adjacent to the commuter rail station on Trotter Road. The
FEIR should provide information on the implications for the project's transit-oriented
development goals if this area is not acquired by the proponent.
The FEIR should discuss how proposed traffic monitoring will be used to inform
mitigation plans and future development (e.g. parking needs). The proponent should also
consider a more hequent monitoring program to support timely planning and mitigation, and
possibly avoid any unnecessary intersectionlroadway improvements. The FEIR should discuss
how future monitoring and mitigation will be coordinated with local communities. I refer the
proponent to the MAPC and other comment letters for specific recommendations on the TDM
program.

MEPA.30

MEPA.31

MEPA.32

MBTA Issues

The DEIR indicates that additional capacity on the PlymouthKingston commuter rail line
will be needed to accommodate the project. The DEIR suggests that single-level coaches be
replaced by bi-level coaches to accommodate additional riders and that trains accept more
standing passengers. The DEIR also1 indicates that additional capacity will be required in the
future to accommodate potential background growth in regional trips. However, the mitigation
section of the FEIR does not include a discussion of, or commitments to, commuter rail capacity
improvements. The FEIR must provide an update on the outcome of consultations with MBTA, a
discussion of the feasibility of capacity improvements to adequately accommodate additional
ridership, and firm commitments to ensure that adequate rail capacity, which is a core component
of this transit-oriented development, is made available.
The proponent should continue working with MBTA to address vehicular, pedestrian,
and handicap access based on the proposed layout, and provide an update in the FEIR. The FEIR
should evaluate the feasibility of an at-grade crossing at Trotter Road to address access and
safety concerns. The FEIR should include cost estimates and funding sources for design and
construction of proposed improvements, including the additional coach and parking spaces
required, to address increased ridership associated with the project.

RARE SPECIES
The DEIR describes impacts to rare species habitat, as required by the scope, and
considers alternative alignments of the proposed East-West Parkway, as well as revisions to golf
course and housing- plans
in order to avoid and minimize rare species impacts. The DElR also
proposes on-site and off-site grassland mitigation and measures to avoid and minimize impacts
to rare species during project construction and operations. In addition, as further detailed in the
letter, the proponent proposed habitat mitigation measures for the Eastern Box
Turtle, Grasshopper Sparrow, and iJpland Sandpiper in a letter to NHESP dated August 3,2006.

comment

9
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NHESP has indicated that the proposed project along with the mitigation proposed would be
permittable under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA). As further detailed in its
comment letter, a number of outstanding issues must be addressed. NHESP will not render a
final decision until a formal Consenration and Management Permit Application has been
submitted and the MEPA review process has been completed.
As further detailed in the MIESP comment letter, the proponent is proposing a range of
impact minimization measures and iiet-benefit mitigation, which includes permanent habitat
protection, modifications to golf course and East-West Parkway design, a long-term habitat
management plan, turtle protection during construction, species monitoring and conservation
research, and off-site grassland bird habitat mitigation. Examples of specific mitigation and
impact minimization measures proposed include:
Permanent protection of a large block of state-listed rare species habitat that includes the
entire southern portion of the base south of the proposed "Transit Village" and golf
village", and including areas A, B and C (formerly proposed for housing units);
Landscaping the golf play area as grassland to the greatest extent possible and
maintaining an undisturbed 16-acre block of grasshopper sparrow "core habitat" and
restoration of an additional 87 acres of grassland within and adjacent to the golf course;
Narrowing the Parkway to a total cross-section of 75 feet and minimizing median from
16 feet to 4 feet, and consolidating bicycle and pedestrian accommodations into a single
10-foot wide shared use path;
Constructing a bridge over the Old Swamp River and restoring river channel and banks;
Constructing culverts under Parkway to reduce fragmentation effects (the exact location
of the culverts has yet to be determined. NHESP remains concerned about light
penetration into the culverts and is likely to require modifications during the permit
process. The proponent should explore methods of increasing light penetration as
recommended by NHESP in its comment letter);
Grassland mitigation funding based on a ratio of 2 acres of mitigation for every one acre
of net loss of on-site grassland (the proponent has proposed mitigation in the amount of
226 acres for 113 acres lost. NHESP notes in its comment letter that it may not accept all
preserved grassland in the golf course area as providing usable habitat and will continue
consultations with the proponent to determine the amount of grassland that will count
towards the on-site preservation acreage total).
The FElR should provide an update on the consultations with NHESP and updated rare
species protection and mitigation plans. The F E E should include clear commitments to rare
species mitigation. The FEIR should include additional information on the following:

MEPA.36

Final parkway turtle crossing structure and barrier design;
Final conservation restriction or other means to ensure permanent habitat protection;
Proposal to mitigate for endangered species impacts associated with the off-site portion
of the proposed parkway;
Final golf course design plans;
Final grassland bird and Eastern Box Turtle habitat management and long-term
monitoring plan (as further detailed in the NHESP comment letter);

MEPA.37
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Legal and financial instruments in order to guarantee the long-term management and
monitoring of endangered species and protected open space;
Legal and financial instruments in order to guarantee adequate inspection and long-term
maintenance of turtle road crossing structures and barriers.
WILDLIFE HABITAT
As described in the DEIR, the Base contains approximateIy 990 acres of natural habitats
including upland grasslands, upland forests, forested wetlands, upland and wetland early
successional shrub, wet meadows arid aquatic habitats (including ponds, streams and vernal
pools). These habitats support a diverse array of wildlife species, in addition to the rare species
protected pursuant to MESA. The project as proposed in the DEIR will impact approximately
200 acres of grassland habitat, 22 acres of shrubland and 58.5 acres of forest habitat. Based on
the habitat assessment provided in the DEIR, the project will impact most of the upland
grassland areas, approximately 50% of upland shrub and 20% of upland forest on the Base.
Wetland habitat impacts are estimated in the DEIR at 0.7 acres of the 92-acre wetland/shrubland
habitat and 1.2 acres of the 343 acres of forested wetlands. The FEIR should clarify if these
impacts are based on the project design prior to removal of housing areas A, B, and C from the
plan, and provide adjusted numbers as necessary to account for the most recent version of the
development plan.
As discussed above, the proponent is working with NHESP to develop on and off-site
mitigation for grassland impacts, and will be providing additional information in the FEIR with
regard to avoiding and minimizing wetlands impacts and demonstrating consistency with the
variance criteria. As described in the DEIR, wildlife habitat impacts have been reduced by
restricting redevelopment primarily to previously developed areas of the Base, and by
maintaining Riverfront Area and other wetlands buffer zones, and preserving riparian and other
wildlife movement corridors and crossings. I encourage the proponent to continue efforts to
minimize wildlife habitat impacts, including impacts to upland forest habitat, and to consider
habitat and connectivity improvements as part of the MWRA pipeline proposal as recommended
by MAPC. The Rockland Open Space Committee also raised concerns regarding connectivity,
which I expect the proponent will address in the FEIR.

MEPA.38

MEPA.39

As noted in the previous Ceitificate for this project (NPC Certificate, February 10, 2006),
the project is subject to broad scope jurisdiction and therefore extends beyond rare species to
include the full range of wildlife on the site. The FEIR should address permanent protection for
wildlife habitat as further detailed in the Open Space section below. As noted below, additional
wildlife habitat evaluation will be required as part of the MassDEP permitting process.
WETLANDS
The FEIR should describe and quantify on-site and off-site wetlands impacts associated
with the project, including Riverfront Area impacts, and identify any changes since the filing of
the DEIR. The FEIR should include impacts associated with intersection improvements and
other transportation elements as further detailed in the transportation section above and in the
EOT comment letter.

MEPA.40
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The project as proposed in the DEIR will require a variance from the Wetlands Protection
Act. The majority of wetlands impac:ts are associated with the proposed East-West Parkway. The
proposed Parkway would result in 61,000 square feet (sf) of alteration to Bordering Vegetated
Wetlands (BVW). The preferred alignment alternative at the western end (Wl-C) will result in
48,000 sf of wetlands alteration where the Parkway crosses French Stream and connects with
Route 18. The remaining wetlands impacts are associated with alteration proposed at the eastern
end of the Parkway and off-site. In order for a variance to be granted, as noted in the MassDEP
comment letter, one key criterion requires a finding that the variance is necessary to
accommodate an "overriding community, regional, state or national public interest". Typically,
one necessary element to show an "overriding public interest" under the variance provision is
that the project proponent is a public: entity or a private entity whose project is fulfilling a public
purpose. The FEIR should clarify, and address in more detail, present and future relationships
between the project proponent (STTDC and/or LNR South Shore LLC) and MassHighway with
respect to the East-West Parkway and other transportation components of the project, including
whether any future applications for ;I wetlands variance will be by the project proponent or
MassHighway. The FEIR should include updated, additional detail on the proposed variance
applicant, and describe and document any communications with STTDC and/or MassHighway
on this issue.
The argument presented in the DEIR with regard to the public interest is that the EastWest Parkway will fulfill regional and local transportation needs relative to traffic management
and circulation. MassDEP has questioned whether the future build levels of service, as presented
in the DEIR, will result in a clear improvement over the future no-build levels of service.
MassDEP will also consider traffic enhancements related to public safety in considering a
variance request. However, the DEIR indicates that current accident rates in the area are
generally lower that the statewide average and does not include a no-build/build accident
analysis. The FEIR should address these issues as recommended by MassDEP in its comment
letter. The FEIR should include MassHighway's view and any related analysis of the degree to
which the East-West Parkway is necessary to accommodate an overriding regional traffic
managementlpublic safety interest. MassDEP acknowledges in its comment letter that traffic in
the project region is in need of improvement and that the proposed redevelopment project would
provide economic benefits. However, the proponent will need to demonstrate compliance with
the specific variance criteria in 310 CMR 10.05(10) in order to justify a variance from the
wetlands regulations.
MassDEP has expressed concern regarding the preferred alternative alignment WI -C,
which would result in filling of 48,000 sf of BVW and impact vernal pools, riverfront area, and
rare species habitat of the Mocha Emerald Dragonfly. The FEIR should supplement the analysis
of the preferred alternative Wl-C to include the use of a bridge@) to avoid the 48,000 sf of BVW
impact as well as Mocha Emerald and vernal pool impacts. The cost of a bridge for Wl-C may
eliminate the cost advantage over the W3-A and B alternatives, which should be given serious
consideration in the FEIR. Mitigation costs associated with each alternative should be
incorporated into any comparison of total costs of the various alternatives.
The alternative analysis in the FEIR should confirm or clarify the conclusion regarding
alternative W-2 feasibility based on input from MBTA and MassHighway. The analysis should
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also address the feasibility of bridge construction associated with alternatives W3-A, B and C
and provide additional analysis as further detailed in the MassDEP comment letter. The F E R
should also include additional evaluation of habitat area use by vernal pool species as requested
by MassDEP and describe any impacts to Atlantic White Cedar Swamp areas, as well as
proposed measures to avoid and minimize or mitigate adverse impacts on wildlife habitat. As
noted by MassDEP, a detailed wildlife habitat evaluation will be required during the permitting
phase. The proponent should consider including the wildlife habitat evaluation, or components of
it, in the FEIR to the extent it could supplement the alternatives analysis and conclusions
regarding adequacy of impact minin~izationand mitigation.
MassDEP indicates that, in addition to wetlands replication, appropriate mitigation
measures for the project will include: stormwater, wildlife and rare species habitat, riverfront
area, and compensatory storage. The proposed daylighting and restoration of French's Stream
may help the project comply with the Riverfront Redevelopment standards and may be proposed
as a limited project pursuant to the wetlands regulations. The FEIR should provide additional
information as requested by MassDEP relating to the proposed groundwater infiltration and
recharge systems and any newly established wetland resource areas. The FEIR should include
additional information to clarify whether all of the culverted section of French's Stream will be
restored and to respond to other EPA questions regarding restoration of stream characteristics.
MassDEP has indicated that the proponent will be required to conduct an analysis
pursuant to 310 CMR 10.57(2)(a)(3:) to delineate the extent of Bordering Land subject to
Flooding (BLSF) on the site. The FEIR should discuss any alterations proposed within BLSF and
describe how the project will comply with BLSF performance standards.

MEPA.46

MEPA.47

MEPA.48

OPEN SPACE
The project as proposed in the D E R includes approximately 1,007 acres of open space,
which includes generally passive and active open space (708), the golf course (204 acres), a
recreation and sports complex (52 acres) and the village center and neighborhood parks (43
acres). The DEIR commits to permanent protection of 380 acres of the generally passive and
active open space under the Public Benefit Conveyance (PBC) from the National Park Service.
The DEIR also indicates that an additional 300 acres is composed of other wetlands and buffers
(not part of the PBC). Several comn~entershave expressed concern regarding the lack of
permanent protection for non-PBC open space and the proponent's indication that future
development may occur in these areas. Based on the information provided in the DEIR, it
appears that a significant portion of the remaining upland forest areas lies outside of the PBC and
is not proposed for any permanent protection. The FEIR should clarify how much of the
remaining 222 acres of upland forest habitat will be permanently protected. The FEIR should
provide additional discussion and plans to demonstrate maximum feasible permanent protection
of wildlife habitat and open space areas. The FEIR should identify the location and size of
proposed community gardens, which are indicated as possible mitigation for the projects
agricultural soils impacts.
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STORMWATER
The FEIR should provide additional information as described below. and as further
detailed in the MassDEP comment letter, to demonstrate that the project will comply with the
MassDEP Stormwater Management Policy standards. The Town of Weymouth, Rockland Open
Space Committee, Rockland Sewer :Department and other commenters raised questions and
concerns regarding off-site flooding and other stormwater issues, which I expect the proponent
will also address in the FEIR.
As part of the application for a variance from the Wetlands Regulations, the proponent
will need to demonstrate that mitigation is provided to offset stormwater impacts associated with
the project. The project as proposed in the DEIR will increase impervious area by 32 acres and
would be classified by MassDEP as a combination of "new development" and "redevelopment".
Stormwater discharges associated with new development are required to be in full compliance
with the Stormwater policy standards; redevelopment is required to comply with the standards to
the maximum extent practicable. MassDEP believes that a development of this size should be
able to manage stormkater in full compliance with the standards &d that further peak rate
attenuation should be practicable beyond what is proposed in the DEIR. The FEIR should
include information to demonstrate that stormwater being discharged through existing
conveyances will not cause erosion 1.0 wetlands (this may- require
. evaluation of the need for
energ; dissipation measures at existing outlets). The FEIR should include alternatives, with
numerical calculations, showing how different scenarios will achieve compliance with the
Stormwater Policy standards.
The FEIR should include design alternatives that generate substantially less stormwater
than proposed in the DEIR and consider additional Low Impact Development (LID) techniques
as recommended by MassDEP. The FEIR should include stormwater calculations, and identify a
Runoff Curve Number to be used when modeling for peak rate attenuation. The FEIR should
include a discussion on proposed management of fertilizer and road salt runoff in the context of
the Stormwater Policy.
The FEIR should address the recent proposed changes to Stormwater policy with regard
to hydrologic soil groups as further detailed by MassDEP in its comment letter. The FEIR should
include an alternatives analysis showing stormwater recharge to the maximum extent practicable
and address the issue of potential preclusion of certain stormwater recharge alternatives due to
the on-site wastewater treatment system. The FEIR should address the feasibility of reducing
commercial parking and identify opportunities for additional stormwater recharge as
recommended by MassDEP.

MEPA.51

MEPA.52
MEPA.53

MEPA.54

MEPA.55

MEPA.56
MEPA.57

The proposed project will alter existing drainage areas and may affect the amount of
water available to wetland resource areas. The FEIR should include hydrologic budgets and an
analysis of the effects of different basin configurations on water surface elevations and flows in
wetland resource areas

MEPA.58

The FEIR should include an alternatives analysis addressing the merits of different
structural and non-structural stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs) as further detailed
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in the MassDEP comment letter. As noted by MassDEP, it is important that different alternatives
be considered given the length of the proposed construction period and the presence of
Outstanding Resource Waters (ORW) on site. The FEIR should discuss the siting of stormwater
treatment practices in relation to OR.Ws and consistency with the requirements of the 401 Water
Quality Certification regulations. The FEIR should discuss techniques to be used in the event
shutdown and containment is necessary due to a spill. The FEIR should assess the feasibility of
alternative source reduction and po1:lution prevention measures and should describe different
construction phasing scenarios and how they might affect the quality of stormwater runoff. The
FEIR should include alternatives for operation and maintenance (O&M), and consider the costs
of alternatives, to ensure the controls operate effectively over time. As noted by MassDEP, the
proponent will need to submit an application to MassDEP for approval of a construction activity
with a stormwater discharge to an ORW.
MassDEP highlights additional O&M requirements that should be incorporated in project
design, and indicated that MassDEP is likely to require an Environmental Management System
Analysis (EMSA) as a condition of project permitting, as well as employment of an independent
observer (10). The purpose of the EMSA is to ensure that environmental requirements are
integrated into daily construction and post-construction operations. The role of the I 0 is to
monitor the permitee's compliance with the Wetlands Protection Act and regulations and
relevant permit conditions. As further detailed in the MassDEP letter the I 0 also facilitates
communication among local, state and federal agencies and the proponent. I encourage the
proponent to consult with MassDEP on these issues during preparation of the FEIR and to
provide updates in the FEIR along with any draft plans that have been prepared.

MEPA.60

MEPA.61

MEPA.62

MEPA.63

WASTEWATER

Industrial Users - Wastewater Characteristics
A high percentage of the project's wastewater will be generated by biotech and other
industrial users. The DEIR notes that pretreatment standards will be established for industrial
users so that raw wastewater characteristics will be similar to design values (as shown in table
3.7-3). I note the concerns expressed by the Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee in its
comments regarding the potential for discharges of pharmaceutical and bio-medical wastewater
to French's Brook. The FEIR should, therefore, address this issue by including a detailed
analysis of wastewater characteristics and evaluating whether additional treatment steps will be
necessary to meet effluent and groundwater standards. The FEIR should identify the basis of the
8-degree Centigrade design value for minimum wastewater temperature (as listed in Table 3.73).

MEPA.64

MEPA.65

Reclaimed Water Use
The FEIR should discuss the basis for estimations of biotech water demands and include
case studies or examples of processes requiring potable water as well as evaluation of the
potential for reclaimed water use as recommended by MassDEP in its comment letter. The FEIR
should explain the basis for any conclusion that the justification of biotech or industrial water
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supply demand should be the subjec:t of a separate analysis when more is known about the
specific use.
The DEIR included projections for irrigation water demand using reclaimed water. The
FEIR should expand on the analysis to include estimated potable water savings from proposed
use of reclaimed water for cooling and for toilet flushing in commercial, industrial, officeand
retail facilities. The analysis should also include the costs and benefits of measures to reduce
potable water demands. The FEIR should discuss potential reuses in more detail including an
explanation of how the system is being designed to connect to buildings so that toilet flushing is
a feasible option.
The DEIR proposes an irrigation water storage pond for the golf course. The FEIR should
explain how design factors contained in MassDEP's Interim Guidelines on Reclaimed Water
(Revised) for reclaimed water projects will be incorporated in the project. As an alternative to
use of irrigation ponds, the FEIR should consider and discuss siting an irrigation well
downgradient of any wastewater discharge to ground.

MEPA.67

MEPA.68

MEPA.69

Water Conservation
The FEIR should discuss and evaluate opportunities to retrofit existing facilities with low
flow fixtures and appliances, and rehabilitate existing sewers that will remain in service (e.g.
Coast Guard facilities) as part of water supply and wastewater mitigation plans.

MEPA.70

Groundwater infiltration and r e c h a r ~
The MassDEP has not made a final determination as to the appropriate wastewater
permitting approach for this project. This determination will be made afier MassDEP has
completed its evaluation of supplemental hydrogeological fieldwork and modeling (which the
proponent has recently conducted). .As noted by MassDEP in its comment letter, it will not allow
breakout to occur from the discharge of treated effluent along the banks of French Stream or
adjacent wetlands. The FEIR should incorporate the detailed technical report on the scope and
results of the supplemental fieldwork and modeling as further detailed by MassDEP in its
comment letter. The FEIR should confirm and provide details on, whether the system includes
provisions for a reserve area in accordance with MassDEP Guidelines for the Design,
Construction, Operation, and Mainl'enance of Small Wastewuter Treatment Facilities and Land
Disaosal (April
2004). The Watershed Action Alliance and other commenters have raised
.
concerns regarding potential mobility of contaminants as a result of the proposed groundwater
discharge. The FEIR should respond to this with a discussion of analysis undertaken and
measures proposed to avoid potential conflicts associated with movement of contaminants.
The DEIR indicates that there will be a high demand for irrigation water in the spring,
which is one of the seasons of greatest concern for flooding. MassDEP has questioned this
conclusion. The FEIR should assess flood management at times when there may be no irrigation
with reclaimed water, and while there will be a full discharge to groundwater and perhaps
stormwater storage and infiltration at capacity.
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The FEIR should include a more complete and detailed analysis of the alternatives
including the alternative that combines groundwater disposal and discharge to a sewer for offsite treatment as recommended by MassDEP in its comment letter. The FEIR should expand
upon the analysis of potential impacts associated with breakout of treated effluent and
incorporate the results of recent field work and modeling. The FEIR should address other
secondary environmental impacts associated with on-site wastewater disposal including the
scope of wetlands alteration associated with the East-West Parkway, which is related to the
proposed on-site wastewater system location. The FEIR should update and supplement the
description of the range of alternatives and include more specificity on the scope and cost of
facilities required for the direct connection to MWRA alternative.

MEPA.75

MEPA.76

MEPA.77

Phase I Waiver Project

The FEIR should clarify total wastewater flows for the Phase I waiver portion of the
project. In order to assist MassDEP in evaluation and permitting decisions for the proposed full
build-out, the FEIR should include a detailed proposal of how implementation of the Phase 1
waiver project will be used as a valuable "pilot" and source of data to apply to the full build-out
project. The proposal in the FEIR should include the information requested by MassDEP in its
comment letter, which includes a monitoring program, evaluation of stormwater management
practices, and an assessment of the legal, regulatory, financial and management framework for
the Phase I waiver project.

MEPA.78

MEPA.79

WATER SUPPLY
General

The preferred alternative in the DEIR is a dedicated pipe connection from the MWRA
system in Quincy to the NAS base. 'The FEIR should include an update on the status of securing
the approvals required for this alternative, which include approvals from the MWRA Advisory
Board, the Legislature, and the Governor. The proponent should also provide an update in the
FEIR on consultations with MassDEP regarding water supply permit requirements for the
project, and whether the proponent needs to register as a public water supplier. The FEIR should
identify responsible parties for distribution system ownership and maintenance and water quality
testing, and provide additional information as requested by MassDEP.

MEPA.80

MEPA.81

Interbasin Transfer Act llTA)

The DElR provided much of the information needed to evaluate the preferred option
against the criteria of the ITA. The FEIR should include additional information, as outlined
below and as further detailed in the WRC comment letter.
The FELR should include a map showing the watersheds of the donor basins. As noted in
the WRC comment letter, the water demand and projection numbers provided in the DElR are
inconsistent with those provided to WRC and used in the analysis for the June 9,2005 Decision
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for the Town of Reading. The FElR should clarify water demands and demand projections on the
MWRA system. The FEIR should discuss limiting factors for average day demand as well as
corresponding peak demand and any proposed contract with MWRA that will specify amount of
water to be provided. The proponent should provide a copy of the planning documents listed
under Section 2.3 of the Draft Local Water Resources Management Plan to the WRC staff at the
DCR Office of Water Resources as irequested in its comment letter.
The FEIR should include additional information to evaluate the proposed water supply
alternative against Criterion #2 of the 1TA regulations which require that all reasonable efforts
have been made to identify and develop all viable sources in the receiving area. The FEIR should
discuss why the Abington-Rockland. Joint Water Works is not considered a viable source. The
FEIR should identify the basins of each alternative considered, and in-basin water supply sources
should be identified on a map. The FEIR should fully describe efforts made to identify and
develop all viable sources in the same basin as the project in accordance with the WRC's EZR
Scope for Communities seeking approval under the Interbasin Transfer Act.
The FEIR should clarify whether Weymouth was asked to provide 150,000 gpd over the
long-term and whether some of its registered capacity is available for the project. If capacity is
not available, the FEIR should explain why the Weymouth system cannot continue to meet a
portion of the project's water demand. The proponent should also provide WRC staff with a copy
of the Pumping Test Report for the well at site 1-01 and a cost estimate for treatment of well
water.
The FEIR should provide additional information to evaluate the proposed water supply
alternative against Criterion #3 of the ITA regulations, which require that all practical measures
to conserve water have been taken in the receiving area. The FElR should clarify if the
residential component of the development will have access to non-potable well water or
reclaimed water for irrigation of private lots and gardens. As WRC recommends, this water
should be made available to as much of the project as possible. The FEIR should discuss
proposed irrigation plans for residential areas. The proponent should modify the project's
sustainable development guidelines as recommended by WRC to promote water conservation
measures that go beyond the minimum requirements of the Massachusetts Plumbing Code. The
FEIR should include details on how the project's Water Conservation Public Education Plan will
be implemented. The FEIR should also clarify to what degree conservation measures will be
legally binding through the project's regulatory framework.
The FEIR should include additional information to evaluate the proposed water supply
alternative against Criterion #5 of the ITA regulations which require that instream flow in the
river from which the water is transferred is maintained. The FEIR should clarify the status of
MWRA's analysis and provide any additional information needed to complete the analysis.
The FEIR should provide additional information needed to evaluate the proposed water
supply alternative against Criterion #7 of the ITA regulations which requires that communities
should have adopted or be actively engaged in developing a local water resources management
plan. The DEIR provided a draft plan. The FEIR should address WRC comments and questions
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on this issue, including issues relating to stormwater management and surface water resources,
and updates to wetlands and rare species information.
The FElR should include additional information to evaluate the proposed water supply
alternative against Criterion #8 of the ITA regulations which requires that the Commission shall
consider the impacts of all past, authorized or proposed transfers in the donor basin. To the
extent that information is available, :[ ask that the proponent include an update in the FEIR on
discussions between MWRA, the Department of Fish and Game and EOEA regarding
opportunities to improve the flow regimes in the Swift and Nashua Rivers.

MEPA.97

Water S u v ~ l Alternatives
v

The DEIR included a detailed analysis of alternatives, including a justification of why
certain alternatives were eliminated from further consideration. The Metropolitan Area Planning
Council (MAPC) concurs with the DEIR conclusion regarding the preferred alternative, but had
requested that the BrocktodAquaria option be carried forward to the F E N in case an alternative
to the MWRA is needed for any reason. If the BrocktodAquaria option is being reconsidered as
a preferred alternative, I expect that the proponent will address this in the FEIR or in a future
Notice of Change (NPC). The Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee (WSCAC) has
questioned some of the financial comparisons between the MWRA and BrocktodAquaria
alternatives. The FELR should provide additional information to address the WSCAC comments.

MEPA.98

Blue Hills Covered Storage Proiect
The MassDEP issued a variance from the Wetlands Regulations for the Blue Hills
Covered Storage Project in Quincy. The FEIR should also clarify the degree to which the
preferred water supply alternative is dependent upon construction of the Blue Hills Covered
Storage Project.

MEPA.99

Water Management Act (Irrigation Well)

The FEIR should describe the Water Management Act permitting requirements for the
proposed irrigation well. According to the DEIR, the project will require 20 million gallons of
water for a normal golf course irrigation season and 30 million gallons for a drought season.
Irrigation demand for recreational fields and other landscaped areas is estimated at 0.15-0.25
mgd. The FEIR should refine the irrigation demand for the golf course based on the proposed
layout, and provide additional infonnation on water conservation, irrigation of other areas, and
phasing of landscaping and recreational field development as further detailed in the MassDEP
comment letter. The Water Conservation Plan in Appendix F should be modified to address
irrigation. The DEIR proposes use of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) at the golf course. The
FEIR should discuss the incorporation of Integrated Pest Management principles into landscape
maintenance for other areas of the project site that are within the watersheds of the Weynlouth
public water supply.
The results of the modeling for the test well site at TW-1-01 indicate potential impacts to
wetlands and vernal pool north of the proposed irrigation well. MassDEP has requested that
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wetland monitoring be undertaken as soon as possible, and the proponent should consult with
MassDEP regarding monitoring requirements and the schedule for baseline monitoring. The
FEIR should provide an update on c:onsultations, summarize the monitoring results and describe
proposed monitoring to be undertaken during the project's irrigation seasons.
As noted in MassDEP's comment letter, the pump test on TW-1-01 did not reach
stabilization. Therefore, the potential for it to be used as a public water supply for the project is
unlikely, because its sustainability fiom a public health and safety perspective cannot be
guaranteed. The FEIR should inclutle the results of the pumping test and potential impacts to
nearby resource areas, note MassDEIP's assessment of the viability of the well and further
discuss any related project and permitting implications.

MEPA.104

MEPA.105

INFRASTRUCTURE - OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
The FEIR should clarify the ownership and management responsibilities between project
proponent and other parties, including the necessary legal and financial arrangements and an
explanation of how allocation of responsibilities may change during each phase of the build-out
and on a long-term basis. The FEIR should identify and adequately address ownership and
management responsibilities for the construction, operation and maintenance of project
infrastructure, including the following elements:

MEPA.106

MEPA.107

Water supply facilities and distribution;
Wastewater collection, treatment and disposal facilities;
Water reuse facilities and distribution systems (including but not limited to reuse for
irrigation, cooling water, industrial process water and/or toilet flushing);
Stormwater collection, treatment and recharge or discharge facilities; and
The East-West Parkway transportation corridor.
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
The FEIR should clarify andl provide an update on whether the Navy of the project
proponent is responsible for the Small Landfill and discuss how compliance with MassDEP's
Solid Waste Management Regulations will be achieved. The project will also be required to
comply with other solid waste and air quality regulatory requirements as further detailed in the
MassDEP comment letter, including those related to asbestos containing materials and other
denlolition materials. The FEIR should identify the facilities proposed for disposal of demolition
materials and discuss their capacity to handle the anticipated demolition materials. The FEIR
should clarify if demolition waste associated with golf course development is included in plans
solid waste management plans.

MEPA.108

MEPA.109

AGRICULTURAL SOILS
The FEIR should provide an update on plans for mitigation of impacts to agricultural
soils, including the proposed community garden, and clarify the action the proponent will take to
facilitate conservation and reuse, as well as responsibilities for excavation and transportation.
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HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
The proponent should consult with the Massachusetts Historical Commission regarding
the results of the reconnaissance survey conducted for access to Route 3 and Trotter Road. The
proponent should work with MHC to develop measures to avoid, minimize or mitigate any
adverse effects to any significant historic and archaeological resources identified in the area of
project effect. The FEIR should include a summary of the results of consultation with MHC,
described in a manner that does not disclose any sensitive archaeological site locational
information in order to protect the sites.

MEPA.111

AIR QUALITY
The FEIR should include more detailed information on the proposed Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) program, including specific measures to mitigate air quality
impacts as further detailed in the M;lssDEP comment letter. The FEIR should include an
implementation plan for the TDM program to address the various phases of the project during
development and upon completion of build-out. The FEIR should discuss how the Transportation
Management Asssociation will be developed, who will lead it, and proposed vehicle trip
reduction measures to be undertaken. The FEIR should provide more details on bicycle paths,
shuttle bus funding and parking supply restrictions as well as ride-share programs and other
incentives to reduce vehicle trips.
The FEIR should include a more detailed plan for air quality impact minimization during
u d Dro~onentfor its commitment to reauire emissions controls
construction activities. I a ~ ~ l a the
(including diesel controls) on heavy construction equipment. I refer the proponent to the EPA
comment letter and MassDEP's diesel retrofit program for additional recommendations on air
quality mitigation measures to incorporate in the FEIR.
A

A

A
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MEPA.115

.

WASTE SITE CLEANUP

-

The FEIR should brieflv sunimarize measures that will be im~lementedto recomize and
respond to unknown hazardous waste sites and cite plans (e.g. soil management plans) that
identify specific measures to be implemented. The FEIR should supplement the discussion on
transfer to explain cleanup requirements and level of E P A - ; ~MassDEP
~
oversight (as
noted by MassDEP, agency oversight does not depend on the mode of transfer). The FEIR
should include a table that summarizes the condition and status of active cleanup sites and
includes information on the nature of existing and proposed Activity and Use Limitations
(AULs). The FEIR should include additional information and clarifications as requested by
MassDEP, U.S. EPA and the MAPC:. The FEIR should provide an update on plans to deal with
contamination at the West Gate Landfill site, which is adjacent to the South Weymouth Rail
Station and proposed multi-modal transit station.
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General

The DEIR included a set of Sustainable Design Guidelines, which address site planning,
natural resource conservation, environmental protection, energy efficiency, renewable energy,
and green building design. While I commend the proponent for its efforts in further developing
the sustainable design elements of the project, I note that many of the guidelines are presented as
recommendations rather than requirements. Any distinctions between "guidelines" and
"requirements" that will be imposed on future development should be clarified in the FEIR,
which 1 expect to include firm commitments to mitigation as further detailed below in the
MitigationISection 61 Findings and other sections of this Certificate.
1 strongly encourage the proponent to make commitments to seek certification under the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) for Neighborhood Development, to
make firm commitments to ensure that buildings are eligible for LEED certification, that eligible
buildings are designed to meet Energy Star criteria, and that all non-residential buildings are
required to meet specific performance targets for energy efficiency as further detailed in the EPA
comment letter. The FEIR should include stronger binding commitments to ensure all buildings
within the development will conserve water.

MEPA.120

MEPA.121

MEPA.122

Remlalorv Framework

The FEIR should include a detailed assessment of the effectiveness of the Zoning Bylaws
and Regulatory Framework to address environmental protection (including water resource
protection, conservation and management, and wetlands protection). The assessment should
consider the effectiveness of proposed land use controls in terms of their consistency with
applicable regulatory requirements ;md the principles of Smart Growth, Low Impact
Development and Sustainable Design. In response to comments from MassDEP and others, the
FEIR should evaluate and address whether further revisions and additions to the Zoning Bylaws
and Regulatory Framework are warranted. The FEIR should include, as an appendix, the zoning
bylaws and land-use regulations for the proposed project (which may be included in CD format).
Given the size and nature of the proposed project, the lengthy development timeframe, and the
multiple parties involved, it is important that there is a clear understanding of how the stated
goals of smart growth, LID, and other sustainable design commitments will be achieved over
time. Inclusion of the bylaws and regulations at this stage of the review will facilitate evaluation
and comment on this aspect of the project. The DEIR includes sustainable development
guidelines for the project. It also notes that sustainable development regulations have been
developed and as well as bylaws that represent the best in smart growth zoning. 1 expect that the
FEIR will clarify commitments to Smart Growth, Low Impact Development and Sustainable
Design and demonstrate how proponent's intention to create a model development will be
carried forward afler the permitting and environmental review is complete.
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MITIGATION AND DRAFT SECTION 61 FINDINGS
Additional mitigation commitments pertaining to smart growth and sustainable design
should be incorporated in the draft Section 61 Findings. As noted in the EPA, MassDEP and
other comment letters, it is not clear to what degree the sustainability guidelines and other
recommendations in the DEIR will actually be required as part of the project. The FEIR should
present design and mitigation measures, including sustainable design measures, as f i m ~
commitments or requirements to provide a greater level of assurance that impacts associated with
the project will be adequately avoided, minimized and mitigated.
The FEIR should include a separate chapter on mitigation and Section 61 Findings that
includes a detailed description of all feasible measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate adverse
effects on the environment which will be incorporated as part of the project. The Section 61
Findings should identify parties responsible for implementation and include a schedule and cost
estimate for mitigation measures.

MEPA.125

MEPA.126

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
The FEIR should include copies of all comment letters received on the DEIR and respond
to the comments received to the extent they are within MEPA jurisdiction. The proponent
should use either an indexed response to comment format, or direct narrative response. The
FEIR should present any additional narrative or quantitative analysis necessary to respond to the
comments received.

MEPA.127

CIRCULATION
The FEIR should be circulated to all who submitted commented on the DElR as listed
below, to the Towns of Abington, Rockland and Weymouth, to the CAC., to any agency from
which the proponent may require a permit or approval, and to others as required by Section 11.16
of the MEPA regulations. A copy of the FEIR should also be made available for public review at
the Abington, Rockland and Weymouth Public Libraries.

December 15. 2006
DATE

MEPA.128

EOEA# 11085R

DEIR Certificate

Cornments Received
Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Water Resources Commission
Mary Parsons
Allen &Major Associates
William Cotter
Dominic Galluzzo
Anne Hilbert
Michael Zupkofska
John Loughlin
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
Town of Weymouth / Town Council
Town of Abington Planning Board
U.S Environmental E'rotection Agency
South Shore Chamber of Commerce
Massachusetts Historical Commission
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
Massachusetts Divislon of Fisheries & Wildlife
Blue Cross Blue Shield
Town of Hingham Police Department
Councilor Arthur Mathews, Weymouth Town Council
Perry South Shore Development
Friends of Blue Hills
Town of Weymouth I Mayor David Madden
Councilor Michael Smart, Weymouth Town Council
Rockland Open Space Committee
Al Ferreira
Robert Millette (3)
David Wilmot
Watershed Action Alliance of southeastern Massachusetts and MassAudubon
Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee
Beth Sortin
Congress for the New Urbanism New England Chapter
Tricia Pries
Councilor Paul Leary, Weymouth Town Council
Metropolitan Are Planning Council
Old Colony Planning Council
Executive Ofice of Transportation
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 1
1 CONGRESS STREET, SUITE 1100
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02114-2023
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December 8,2006
I

Mr. Robert W. Golledge, Jr.
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
MBPA Office: Attn: Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
RE: EOEA #I 1085R,Draft Environmental Impact Report, Naval Air Station Development
Projy t

i
"
EPA,hTew England (EPA) is pleased to provide comments on the Draft Environmental
Dear ecretary Golledge:

Impabt w o r t (DEIR) for the Naval Air Station Development Project in Weymouth,
Abington and Rockland, Massachusetts.
The fixed-use development plans for redevelopment of the Naval Air Station South
~ e y h o u t (NAS)
h
include construction of 2,855 housing units, up to 2 million square feet of
comipercial and industrial space, sites for a school and civic/community facility, athletic
playihg fields, an 18 hole golf course, and a multi-modal. transportation center. The village
centd plan was designed by LNR, the master developer ofthe base, in response to a master
plan ind zoning by-laws shaped through input fiom the host communities of Abington,
Rockland and Weymouth and fiom various state and federal agencies, including EPA.
b
As you know, EPA has been actively involved in the review of numerous analyses related to
the disposal. and reuse of Naval Air Station South Weymouth (NAS). In the past we have
expr ssed comments and concerns about land use, water supply and traffic impacts
asso iated with the redevelopment under both the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act
(ME?A) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). We also continue to be
invotved in investigations and remediation work for contaminated areas of the base. In
addition we have encouraged the South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation
(SS'ITDC) and LNR to plan a redevelopment that mbraces smart growth concepts and
minimizes the potentialfor impacts. EPA recently worked with the host
SSTTDC. rewresentatives of the regional ~lannineauthorities and the
deve oper to help develop Ale's and regulations that $11
thedevelopment of the base.
EPAicontinues to believe that redevelopment on the NAS should benefit, not burden, the host
ounding communities while protecting natural resources and maintaining livable
GO
unities. Our comments enclosed with this letter foous on potential impacts of the
projekt and the need for commitments to mitigation for unavoidable impacts. EPA remains

1

t

anr
t

i

617-Q18.1010
Internet M r e s s (VAL) h ~ ~ ~ . e p a . g o v l r e g i o n l

corn 'itted to helping make the redevelopment of the NAS successful and believes that the
corn 'tments made as part of the environmental review of the project under MEPA will help
protedt the environment and makc the project successful.

3
I

Than you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIR. Please contact Timothy
Tim emann of EPA's Office of Environmental Review at (617) 918-1025 with any
ques ons.

d

9

Since'rely,

Review

s
L

Detailed Comments on DEIR for Naval Air Station Development

I

As a general, comment we note that in more than one instance, it is not clear that
commitments made in the DER concerning how the project will be implemmted to avoid
and hitigate impacts will actually be required as part of the project. In many instances the
draft Section Gl Findings in Section 8.0 of the DEIR references guidelin& that can be
followed to addresslavoid project impacts. We believe that without mitigation measures
framed as fum commitments or reauirements it will be difficult to determine whether or not
will be appropriately svoided/minirnized. Therefore,
the iipacts associated with the
we s&on,qlyrecommend that the FEIR be revised so that important design and mitigation
EPA.01
measuresire specifically described as requirements. The FEIR should make distinctions
between guidelines and requirements clear.
!

stredm Restoration
EPAPas long supported the restoration of French's Stream as a component of the
rede~lopmentof the NAS, including daylighting of the stretch of stream that currently flows
throligh a culvert under the east-wcst runway. The DEIR indicates that the proponent plans
to dailight the culverted section of the stream as part of plans for providing wastewater
treatyent, but it remains unclear as to whether the plan is to daylight and restore all of the
culvqrted section, or only a portion. The existing stream follows a linear course through the
proje~tsite and is characterized by relatively steep side slopes, both features being relics of
the drainage system designed ro shed water rapidly from the airport runways. We believe the
~~1sh.hould
include specific information about the plans for French's stream including a
EPA.02
coditment to restore sfxeam ~haracteristicsmore typical of the pre-airport condition. If ,
corn lete daylighting/restorationof the steam is not adopted we recommend that the FEIR
q.
explyn why this modification is not feasible.

1

.

H a b p t Protection
01Y support the proponents' intention to abandon their plan to develop the three
we
eastep-most clusters of residential development, and instead incorporate these housing units
into ther areas zoned for residential development. Elimination of these isolated pods of
deve ppment will improve the environmental performance of the plan (by protecting
impopant turtle habitat and making the development footprint more compact and transitorienfed) and will enhance the likelihood that the project will serve as a smart growth model
for tl+eregion aqd state.

7
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Tra portation

!

We ve some concerns about whether the East-West parkway through the NAS will
reinf rce the smad growth nature of the development, or work against it. First, we believe
the F F should examine whether two lanes are necessary in each direction on the parkway
to provide adequate acccss across and within the site. Second, we are concerned

EPA.03

design speed and layout of the parkway, particularly in the central,podion of the
to residential areas. If the design speed for the parkway is 40 miles per hour
accommodate high speed, it is likely that traffic will be traveling much faster
speed. A high speed thoroughfare is not compatible or consistent with the
stated objective of creating pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods which the parkway will
EPA.04
border, and in some cases, bisect. We recommend that the FEIR include a
discdssion/analysisof an alternative design for the parkway that will keep travel. speeds down
and provide a safer pedestrian environment, while still meeting area transportation needs.
I

The &alysis of transit and transit improvements in the DEIR is very useful, but we did not
find qny discussion of the potential for reverse commutes on the commuter rail line from
Bostpn or other communities north of the base to jobs at the project site. We recommmd that
the FPIR contain an analysis of the potential demand for reverse commute service, and a
disc ssion of whether changes in service would be needed in order to optimize such usage
(e.g.,*whetherthere a need for additional outbound trains from Boston in the morning and EPA.05
inbo nd trains in fhe afternoon, and if so, how this could be accommodated).
I
We sfrongly support the proponents' plan to form a base-wide Transportation Management
Asswiation (TMA) to oversee implementation of a traffic demand management plan. The
currqt plans are to establish a TMA composed of LNR, SSTTDC, and base employers and
builwg owners. Although this would be a significant step towards managing traffic demand
on thi, South Shore, we recommend that the FElR evaluate the feasibility of expanding the
TM4 to other large employers in the immediate area, such as the South Shore Hospital and EPA.06
Blue ross/Blue Shield. The larger the number of companies and employees that are,
enrol ed in a TMA, the more comprehensive the services it can offer, and the more effective
it wifl be at reducing h f f i c demand.

Y

Y
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~ n e ' hthe
f reasons this development plan performs well envir~hmentallvi s that it is desimed
edestrian-oriented and bicycle:f~e~dly.EPA participated in draking the Zoning
that the SSTTDC adopted in order to help the development program perform
bettet enviro~unentally,and there are some conccrns we expressed durini that process that
EPA.07
we rejterate: 1. Sidewalks should be a minimum of 5 feet in width, instead of 4 feet.
Alyugh, this may seem a minor point, wider sidewalks are more appealing to pedestrians,
and e sier to use by people in wheelchairs; 2. Doors into nowresidential spaces in the heart EPA.08
of th Village Center District retail area should be located at frequent intervals (50' average
spaci g) and parking garages adjacent to important pubhc spaces like streets should be
wrapyed with liner buildings that provide usable space for retail or residential uses.
Modi,tications such as these that significantly improve the pedestrian environment are likely
to fiqher reduce the number of vehicle trips on the project sitc.

f

f that acquisition of the Coast Guard buoy depot station adjacent to the commuter rail
We npte
on Trotter Road is not specifically addressed in the DBIR. Although we recopize
proponents do not own or control this land, we believe Ule transit-oriented nature of
the plan will suffer if this propcrty does not ultimately become part of the smart growth
rede$plopment project. We recommend that the proponents be asked to provide information
in thqFEIR on thc status o f discussions with thc Coast Guard concerning the property, and EPA.09

i

also tb provide information on what changes they would need to make ifthey are unablc to
acquire it, and what this would do to traffic if the development ultimately is less transitOrienrd.

~ust$nable,~esi~n
~ 1 t h G u we
~ h commend.theproponents for developing Sustailiable Design guidelines, we are
conc.$med that mahy of the elements of the guidelines are recommendations and not
rfquifements that are reflected in the draft Section 61 mitigation findings. We believe that EPA.10
the guidelines should be made requirements so that the project further minimizes
envirwental impacts. We also recommend that the proponent commit to seeking
EPA.11
certification under Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) for
Neighborhood Development @ID), which addresses smart growth and neighborhood design.
By 2608 LEED-ND should be out of the pilot phase and into broader use, before most of this
proje$t will be under construction. We recognize that seeking certification will require an
experjditure of funds, but for a project ofthis magnitude and importance, we believe it should
be dofie, and that it may irltimately help the proponent market the project.
Altb{ugh we don7tthink that every developer that buildsprojects at the base should have to
seek certification for LEED-New Construction, we do believe that firmer commitments
shoukl be made to ensure that individual buildings will be eligible for certification. As the
D E is~written, developers can choose not to adopt many of the green design elements in
their buildings. We recommend that the F E R mitigation commitments contain a provision
that requires all non-residential buildings to meet specific performance targets for energy
inten$ity as the primary means for achieving superior energy efficiency in the design process.
Specifically, we recommend that'they use energy modeling/simulation tools such as DOE-2,
and e ergy performance target setting software such as ENERGY STAR'S Target Finder. EPA.12
Further, we believe that they should commit to ensuring that eligible building types shall
meet riteria for Designed to Earn the ENERGY STAR reco.gnition (i.e., they shall be
desi , ed to achieve a performance rating of 75 or higher out of 100) on the ENERGY STAR
Nati+al Performance Rating scale. For buildings that are not eligible for ENERGY STAR
recogpition the proponent should commit to designing them to meet or exceed energy
inten$ityperformance targets, equivalent to 15% less energy than the simulated energy use of
a similar building that meets the minimum state building code standard. Further, we believe
that the FER should contain mitigation commitments that will ensure that residential
buil~igswill be designed and constructed so they can qualiPy for LEED certification.

P
&
t

I
Similarly,
we believe there should be stronger bindin:: mitigation commitments in the FEIR EPA.13
to endure that all of the buildings within the development will conserve water. One example
woul4 be a commitment to require all developers to install water conserving fixtures in all
buildjngs.
i. : ' .
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~ u r i &the construction phase of the project, emissions from construction equipment may
contqbute to air quality problems in surrounding areas. This is particularly true ofdiesel-
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I

powerfd equipment which can contribute high levels of particulate matter (PM)emissions.
Natio~ally,EPA has established strict new engine standards that will reduce missions from
a typiyal non-road diesel engine by up to two-thirds from the levels of previous standards.
By myeting these standards, manufacturers of new non-road engines and equipment will
achieye large reductions in the emissions (especially NOx and PM) that cause air pollution
probldms in many parts of the country. However, it will be a'number of years before the
newer, cleaner construction equipment is in widespread use, and until then there will be
many plder pieces of diesel-powered construction equipment that will emit high levels of
particulate matter and other pollutants.

i

Emissions from older diesel engines can be conhlled with retrofit poIIution control
equipment such as diesel oxidation catalysts or particulate filters that can be installed on the
exhaust of diesel engines. Retrofits have been successfully applied to many diesel engi*s.
across the country and oxidation catalyst technology has been successfully applied to
consthlction equipment used on several projects in the northeast, including the Central
AderyIThird Harbor Tunnel project in Boston and thc Q Bridge Reconstruction project near
New Haven, CT. Based on this success, some New England States (e.g., MA and CT) are
now Tquiring consttuction equipment to be retrofitted witb, retrofit conttol devices or use
cleanifucls.
t

FPA ipplauds the language provided in Section 3.3.3.1 of the DEIR (Air Quality Protection)
indiqting that the project proponent will require emissions control equipment such as diesel
oxidfiion catalysts to be installed on heavy construction equipment to reduce diesel
pollufants. We also commend the other measures listed in this section to further reduce local

1 a five minutc idling limit for all construction equipment;

*I

a conmitment to pursue clean he1 options for construction equipment to reduce
nitrogen oxide (NOx) and PM;
additional construction management practices such as locating truck staging areas
I carefully to keep diesel emissions away from abutters and the public.

*;
B

Thes measures are critical for minimizing emissions on and near the project site,

5

Storywater

1

The vproach to stormwater management described in the DEIR for the phased
redeyelopment appears sound and consistent with the MassDEP Stormwater Policy. The
proposed inclusion of low-impact development practices and emphasis on groundwater
rechAge is encouraging, especially in light of the fact that MassDEP is currently drafting
reviskns to its Stormwater Policy that may specifically promote both. MassDEP's updated
S t o ~ w a t ePolicy
r
is due out early next year and the proponent should be aware that it may
inclqe, among other things, revisions to groundwater infiltration rate assumptions; the need
to co31fi that development sites are free of illicit discharges; and enhanced operation and
mainfenanceprovisions for BMPs, all of which could impact the proposed management plan.

i

!

Regarding National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater
permi{ting, the DEIR correctly identifies the need for coverage under the EPA's Construction
General Permit (CGP) during the active construction phase. Section 7.1.2 of the DEIR
briefly describes how the ~rojectintends to fulfill. this permitting obligation; however, we
encoyage the proponent to review the CGP and associated guidance available on the EPA
Regiop 1 Stormwater Web Page ( h t t v : / / w w w . e o a . n o v / r e ~ i o n l / t o ~ i c s / w a t EPA.14
~l)
to estqblish the permitting responsibilities for each entity in this public-private partnership.
In addition, since the project may result in discharges to an Outstanding Resource Water
(ORW), the proponents will need to file a BRP WM 08B NO1 with MassDBP prior to filing a
NO1 with EPA seeking coverage under the CGP or, where applicable, the Multi-Sector
General Permit (e.g. for the proposed POTW).
SmallJMunici~al
Separate Storm Sewer Svstem (MS4) Permitting hulications:
i

Sectiqn 6(c) of Chapter 301 of the Massachusetts Acts and Resolves of 1998 (enabling
legislation) grants the SSTTDC the power to:
I

oyn, manage, operate, convey, or lease facilities for distribution of public utilities
including, but not limited to, electricity, gas, water, sewer, telecommunications, and cable
svices, and to own, manage, operate, or lease the production plant for steam that is
lo' ated at NAS South Weymouth,

F

TTDC is the land use regulatory body and can exercise eminent domain within the
Development Area only, but they may also own, manage, and operate public utilities
in theberimeter Area (Sections 6 and 14). Though the SSTTDC recognizes in its DEIR and
subdibision regulations (Article 111 3.6 0.)its potential obligation to obtain NPDES permit
coverage for stormwater discharges from its Small MS4s, it does not elaborate on how it
intends to fulfill this obligation. Specifically, once the SSTTDC takes over ownership or
opera* of a regulated MS4 it must obtain permit coverage for any stormwater discharges
to waters of the U.S. by submitting aNOI to EPA and MassDEP. (The USCG or FAA would
be re$onsible for any MS4 that it may operate at the former NAS.) EPA Region 1 has made
avail ble the MS4 General Permit for those owners/operators seeking pennit coverage.

4

.The qSTTDC's subdivision, zoning, and wetlands protection regulations appear to go a long
way it^ satisfying the land development stormwater management provisions identified in the
Phase II rule (htrp:Ncfpub.epa.gov/npdeslstomwaterlswphases.c#pse2)and MS4
permit. However, the SSTTDC will need to develou and imulement a stormwater
manabement pro&am (SWh4P) that also addresses public education and involvement, illicit
ges to its MS4 (e.g+sanitary and storm sewer use regulations), control of construction
the NPDES CGP),and the operation and maintenance of its municipal
facilities/operations. Though we may need a legal interpretation of its enabling legislation,
Sectiin 6(r) appears to grant the SSlTDC authority to implement the necessary permitting
and iespection proprams to satisfy these permit provisions. We recommend that the
EPA.15
S S W C meet with the EPA (possibly in conjunction with the host communities) to discuss
how to proceed with MS4 permitting and the division of permit roles. .
~
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Hazardous Waste
i
I
General Comment:

i in Sections 2.8.10,5.10,6.11, and 8.10 of the DEIRprovides a broad description of
The text
portions of the redevelopment site with hkardo~tswaste investigations and/or clean-up
activities. The descriptions are generally accurate, although a full, detailed review of the
statui of such sites relative to the areas slated for development cannot be conducted until the
table referred to on Page 5-67 is provided. The text on that page states, "Additional detail on
active sites or release areas that are being addressed under the IR,MCP,or EBS programs is
provi'ded in Table 5.10-1 ..." Table 5.10-1 in the report merely lists four sites with activity
and qse limitations. A table with a detailed summary of all hazardous waste sites that
overlktp the areas slated for development should be provided. Such a table would also
supp rt the summaries of site activities in thc text (e.g., such as provided in Section 5.10.3).
We 4 1 1 be able m conduct a meaningful review once this table is provided.
swcj)ic comments:
Page 5-62, Section 5.10.1. The first paragraph of this section states that the Federal Facilities
Agreement (FFA) was signed in January 2000 (and last updated November 2001). The FFA
tually signed in November 1999. Also, the FFA was not updated in Noveinbcr 2001.
should be corrected accordingly.
~ a g e j - 6 3Section
,
5.10:l. Third paragraph, last sentence. The USCG Record of Decision
(ROD) was signed in September 2006. This section should be corrected accordingly.

r
*
Page 5-65, Section 5.10.3. Second paragraph, the Rubble Disposal Area (RDA) was not a

"no f@er action" ROD. A cap remedy was selectcd with Institutional controIs and long
tern. monitoring for the RDA. This section should also be revised to note that the Tile Leach
Field /Is part of the no action ROD that was signed in May I, 2006.
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COMMONWEALTH
OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Commissioner

December 8,2006
Robert W. Golledge, Jr.
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 021 14
Attn: Aisling Eglington, MEPA Unit
Re:

MassDEP's comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Naval
Air Station Development Proiect (EOEA #11085R)

Dear Secretary Golledge:
The Department of Environmental Protection ("MassDEP") has reviewed Draft
Environmental Impact Report, dated October 16, 2006, submitted by LNR South Shore LLC
("LNR") and the South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation ("SSTTDC"), collectively the
project proponent of the Naval Air Station Development Project (EOEA #11085R) (the
"DEIR"). In a letter dated January 31,2006, MassDEP previously commented on the Notice of
Project Change ("NPC") submitted by the project proponent under MEPA on December 15,
2005. The Secretary of EOEA issued a certificate on the NPC on February 10, 2006. In
addition, MassDEP, at the request of the project proponent, provided comments on a preliminary
draft of the wastewater management sections of the DEIR in a letter dated October 6,2006.
General Comments on the Project

As proposed, the Village Center Plan includes approximately 2 million square feet of
commercial/industrial/office space and 2800 residential units and proposes to increase
impervious area by approximately 32 acres from an existing 318 acres to a total of 350 acres of
impervious area. This project will place a significant demand on water resources, requiring an
estimated average water supply demand of 1.4 MGD and a maximum day demand of 1.8 million
gallons per day ("mgd") with a proposed treated onsite wastewater discharge of 1.3 mgd. The
site of the proposed project includes the headwaters of the Old Swamp River, which is an
Outstanding Resource Water and tributary to Weymouth's public water supply, and the
headwaters of French's Stream, which is a Medium Stressed Basin.

-

This information is availnblo in alternate format. Call Donald M. Comes, ADA Coordinator at 617-556-3057. TDD Service 1-800-198-2207.
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The Secretary's Certificate on the NPC noted the project proponent's commitment to
incorporating sustainable design principles, and that there are many elements of the revised
Village Center Plan that enhance its capacity to become a model of Smart Growth. As described
in the DEIR, the project proponent has presented a strong commitment to Smart Growth, Low
Impact Development, and Sustainable Design principles. Consistent with this commitment, one
of MassDEP's goals through the project development process will be to ensure these principles
include adeauate measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate environmental impacts from the
project on water resources. Although the project represents a redevelopment of the site, the
majority of the infrastructure and development are proposed to be built from the ground up.
~ h u sthe
, project presents a rare opportunity to establish the model for sustainable development
including water conservation, stormwater management, and water reuse.

-

Specific Comments on the DEIR
Wastewater Management
Wastewater Characteristics
Tables 3.7-2 and 3.7-3
The values chosen for the selected design criteria are very similar to typical textbook
values for raw domestic wastewater. Yet it is MassDEP's understanding that a high percentage
of wastewater generated by the project will consist primarily of non-domestic flows, particularly
from the biotech industry. The DEIR generally noted that pretreatment standards will be
established for industrial users so the raw wastewater characteristics will be similar to the design
values (p. 3-55). The FEIR should evaluate in detail wastewater characteristics and whether
additional treatment steps will be necessary to meet effluent and groundwater standards.
The projected irrigation water demands using reclaimed water are identified. However,
the water demand analysis should also include the estimated potable water savings from the
proposed use of reclaimed water for cooling and the estimated potable water savings from the
proposed use of reclaimed water for toilet flushing in commercial/industrial/office/retail spaces.
The water demand analysis should include the cost and benefits of these potential means and any
other means for further reducing potable water demands. Benefits would include, but not be
limited to, reducing the amount of wastewater for onsite disposal and preserving more potable
water for other regional demands.
The basis for estimating the biotechnology industly water demands should be provided in
the FEIR. Case studies or examples should be presented of biotechnology processes that require
the estimated volume of potable water and justification for not proposing to use reclaimed water
should also be included. Among the questions warranting further evaluation are: Is it possible
that certain industrial processes may require pretreatment of a potable water supply such that an
industrial user could pretreat reclaimed water to an acceptable level of purity? What are the
contaminants anticipated in industrial wastewaters that preclude the industrial user from
recycling its own wastewater? The FEIR should explain the basis for any conclusion that the

DEP.01

DEP.02

DEP.03

justification of the biotechnology or industrial water supply demand should be the subject of a
separate analysis when more is known about the specific use.
MassDEP notes that the minimum wastewater temperature is listed in Table 3.7-3 is
identified as "8-10" degrees C. MassDEP requests that in order to provide for a higher safety
factor, the FEIR should identify the basis of the design to be 8 degrees C.

DEP.04

Wastewater Reuse
Section 3.7.1.2
This section lists the irrigation reuse flows and notes that there will be adequate capacity
for other reuse needs, identifying industrial cooling water and landscaping as examples. The
FEIR should address the above potential reuses in more detail as well as toilet flushing, including
a fuller explanation of how the system is being designed to connect to buildings so that toilet
flushing is a feasible reuse option.

DEP.05

Section 6.6.2.3
MassDEP's Interim Guidelines On Reclaimed Water (Revised) for reclaimed water
projects contain a number of design factors for irrigation storage ponds. The DEIR does not
explain how those factors will be incorporated into the proposed golf course irrigation pond,
which the proponent should address in the FEIR. In addition, the FEIR should discuss the best
management practices proposed for the irrigation ponds using reclaimed water.
As an alternative to the use of irrigation ponds, the FEIR should consider and discuss
siting an irrigation well downgradient of any wastewater discharge to the ground.
The Groundwater Infiltration and Recharge Svstem
Section 3.7.1.5
This section describes the proposed "Groundwater Infiltration and Recharge System" and
references the results of an earlier geotechnical program to evaluate the suitability of areas for
siting the system. At MassDEP's request, LNR conducted a supplemental hydrogeologic field
investigation and groundwater modeling of the system in November, 2006. MassDEP has begun
its review of the preliminary results of this additional field work and modeling and will continue
to provide comments and input to LNR on this issue during LNR's development of the FEIR. As
vreviouslv communicated to LNR, MassDEP has not made a final determination as to the
appropriate wastewater permitting approach for this project. Such determination must await the
completion of MassDEP's evaluation of the above referenced hydrogeologic field work and
modeling, and LNR's response to MassDEP's comments on the work. M~SSDEPhas made clear
to LNR that it will not allow breakout to occur from the discharge of treated effluent along the
banks of French Stream or adjacent wetlands. One area of focus will be on the impact of the
discharge on adjoining wetlands, given that the most recent modeling shows an increase in water
levels in portions of those wetlands. The FEIR should incorporate the detailed technical report

DEP.06

DEP.07

on the scope and results of the above supplemental field work and modeling, as modified or
supplemented by MassDEP's comments on such work, as well as an updated summary of the
status of this evaluation in Section 3.7.15 and other relevant sections of the FEIR. In describing
the groundwater infiltration and recharge system, the above section of the FEIR should also
confirm, and provide details on, whether the system includes provisions for a reserve area, in
accordance with MassDEP's Guidelines for the Design, Construction, Operation and
Maintenance of Small Wastewater Treatment Facilities with Land Disposal (April 2004).

DEP.08

Section 6.6.3
This section concludes that the preferred groundwater recharge system will provide a
stable base flow, reduce flooding, and improve water quality in French's Stream. In support of
these conclusions, the FEIR should provide a more complete analysis of the environmental
benefits and advantages of daylighting the stream and providing enhanced stormwater treatment
and recharge. As to the latter, see MassDEP's comments on stormwater management.
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Section 6.6.3.3
Since inland waterways are typically phosphorus limited, and given the existing nutrient
levels in French's Stream, the FEIR should assess in more detail whether new inputs of any
additional phosphorus will contribute to impaired water quality. Table 6.6.2 lists effluent P
concentration from the wastewater treatment facility in the range of 0.1 - 0.5 mgl Total
Phosphorus. MassDEP notes that the appropriate phosphorus limit would be determined by
MassDEP during permitting, which, based on recent groundwater discharge permits issued by
MassDEP, has been in the 0.1 - 0.2 range.
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Section 8.5.4.1
This section states that there will be a "high demand" for irrigation water in the spring,
which is one of the "seasons of greatest concern" for flooding. MassDEP is not convinced that
there will be this high demand for irrigation water during all time periods where there is the
greatest concern for flooding. In addition, there may be time periods when wastewater effluent
quality will not be suitable for irrigation irrespective of seasonal concerns for flooding. The
FEIR should assess the issue of managing flooding when there may be no irrigation with
reclaimed water while there will be a full discharge to groundwater and perhaps stormwater
storage and infiltration facilities at capacity. Overall, there will be 1.3 mgd of new treated
wastewater flow introduced to the hydrologic system and 32 acres of additional impervious
surface adjacent to the headwaters of the Old Swamp River (ORW and tributary to Weymouth
water supply) and the headwaters of French's Stream.
The Wastewater Alternatives Analvsis
Section 4.3.2
This section addresses the wastewater treatment and disposal alternative screening
analysis. In response to MassDEP's October 6, 2006 comments on a preliminary draft of this
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section, the analysis in the DEIR includes an alternative combining groundwater disposal and
discharge to a sewer for off-site treatment. See p. 4-32 and Section 4.3.25. However, as
commented below, the FEIR should contain a more complete and detailed analysis of this and
the other alternatives.
Sections 4.3.2.1 through 5
The analysis and discussion of the off-site (Rockland, Weymouth, MWRA) and the
combined on-siteloff-site disposal alternatives in these sections are more limited than the
proponent's preferred alternative of an on-site facility. While the latter acknowledges that a
disadvantage associated with the preferred alternative is a potential for on-site environmental
impacts such as breakout of treated effluent for a groundwater discharge and water quality
impacts to French Stream for either a surface water or groundwater discharge (p. 4-37), this
aspect of the alternatives analysis warrants more detail, including taking into account the results
of the more recent field work and modeling. In addition, the analysis and related sections (e.g.,
6.6.1.6 and 6.6.3.6) should expressly address the other secondary environmental impacts
associated with the on-site wastewater disposal alternative - including, specifically, the scope of
wetlands alteration associated with the proposed location of the East-West Parkway that, in turn,
is related to the proposed location of the on-site wastewater system. The FEIR should update
and supplement the description of the range of alternatives, including with respect to the direct
connection the MWRA alternative, more specificity on the scope and cost of facilities required.
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The Phase I Waiver Proiect
MassDEP notes that the Phase I waiver flows are listed in this section as 68,000 gpd.
However, the Secretary's MEPA Certificate on the NPC states on p. 5 that the wastewater flows
are estimated at an average of 87,850 gpd, while Section 4.3.2.4 of the DEIR under
"Advantages" states that the Phase I flows could be as high as 150,000 gpd. The FEIR should
clarify this issue.
To assist MassDEP in the evaluation and permitting decisions for the proposed full buildout of the project, the project proponent should include a detailed proposal in the FEIR to use the
implementation of the Phase I Waiver project as a valuable "pilot" and source of data to apply to
the full build-out project. The proposal should include the following components:
A monitoring program that will develop and characterize for water use data for
residential, commercial, and irrigation, including average flows, peak flows, maximum
day flows, etc;
An evaluation, consistent with these comments by MassDEP on the DEIR, of stormwater
management practices, including peak run-off attenuation, run-off volume attenuation,
pretreatment efficiency, stormwater discharge quality, operation and maintenance;
A description of the scope of the legal, regulatory, financial, and management framework
and strategies in place for the implementation of the Phase I waiver project, and an
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assessment of their effectiveness for assuring that the full build-out of the project will
achieve compliance with the range of permits, approvals, and standards required to be
met by the project. See also MassDEP's related comments on the project proponent's
Regulatory Framework for the project below.
The Project's Regulatory Framework
The DEIR contains an overview of the land use controls for the project, including the
zoning bylaws and land-use regulations (the "Regulatory Framework"). See, e.g., Section 3.4.
While these documents are available on the website of the South Shore Tri-Town Development
Corporation, it would be helpful for them to be included as an appendix to the FEIR. More
importantly, the FEIR should provide a more detailed assessment of effectiveness of the Zoning
Bylaws and the Regulatory Framework, in particular, to address environmental protection
matters (water resource protection, conservation and management, wetlands protection, etc.),
consistent with applicable regulatory requirements and the principles of Smart Growth, Low
Impact Development and Sustainable Design. The FEIR should also evaluate and address
whether, in response to relevant comments by MassDEP and others on the DEIR, further
revisions and additions to the Zoning Bylaws and the Regulatory Framework are warranted.
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Ownership and Management Responsibility for Project Infrastructure
The FEIR should identify and adequately address the range of ownership and
management responsibilities for the construction, operation and maintenance of the project
infrastructure, including the elements identified below. For each element, the FEIR should
clarify as the ownership and management responsibilities as between the project proponent and
other parties, including the necessary legal and financial arrangements, as well as address
whether and how the allocation of responsibilities may change during each phase of the build-out
and on a long-term basis. In particular, the following infrastructure elements should be
addressed in the FEIR:
water supply facilities and distribution;
wastewater collection, treatment, and disposal facilities;
water reuse facilities and distributions systems, including reuse for irrigation and for
other potential reuse applications, including, but not limited to, cooling water, industrial
process water, and/or toilet flushing;
stormwater collection, treatment, and recharge or discharge facilities; and
the East-West Parkway transportation corridor.
Wetlands
Scope of Impacts
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As described in the DEIR, the project proponent's preferred alternative (WI-C) proposes
the alteration of 61,000 square feet ("sf '). of Bordering Vegetated Wetland due to the East-West
Parkway construction, while 250 s.f. is proposed to be altered for other development activities.
Alternative W1-C will result in 48,000 s.f. of wetland alteration at the western end where the
parkway crosses French's Stream and connects with Route 18, while the remaining amount of
alteration would result from the parkway at the eastern end and off-site. Additional impacts are
proposed to occur to isolated vegetated wetlands that would require obtaining a water quality
certification from MassDEP.
Need for a Variance from the Wetlands Regulations
A.

Overriding Public Interest

Section 7.2.1 1.1 of the DEIR states accurately that under MassDEP's Wetlands
Regulations at 310 CMR 10.00, unless the proposed activity constitutes a "limited project," a
conservation commission may not issue an Order of Conditions allowing the filling of more than
5,000 s.f. of bordering vegetated wetlands, unless the Commissioner of MassDEP grants a
variance to the regulations in accordance with the criteria in 310 CMR 10.05 (10). One key
criterion is that the Commissioner must find that the variance is necessary to accommodate an
"overriding community, regional, state or national public interest".
The above section of the DEIR acknowledges that because the East-West Parkway will
alter more than 5,000 s.f. of bordering vegetated wetlands and cannot be defined as a "limited
project," the project (as proposed in the DEIR) will require a variance under the Wetlands
Regulations. See also Response to Comments MEPA.61 (stating that the project proponent does
not currently proposed to seek permits under the "limited project" provisions). The DEIR also
highlights MassDEP's statement in its September 11,2000 comment letter on the ENF that:
"Historically, wetland variances have been issued only in rare and unusual circumstances
to protect public health (e.g. hazardous waste cleanup, water supply filtration, and landfill
closures); public safety (e.g. airport safety areas, roadway improvements, and flood
prevention) or environmental improvements. The Department has not considered
economic development to constitute an overriding public interest."
MassDEP made a similar point in its January 3 1,2006 comments on the NPC and also explained
the scope of the "limited project" provisions.
Typically, one necessary element of making a showing of an "overriding public interest"
under the variance provision is that the project proponent is a public entity or a private entity
whose project is fulfilling a public purpose. The FEIR needs to clarify and address in more
detail present and future relationships between the project proponent (SSTTDC and/or LNR
South Shore LLC) and MassHighway with respect to the East-West Parkway and the other
transportation components of the project, including whether any future application for a wetlands
variance will be by the project proponent or MassHighway. Response to Comments MEPA.60
states, without elaboration, that SSTTDC, MassHighway, or both will be the variance applicant
for the Parkway. The FEIR must provide updated, additional detail on the proposed variance
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applicant, including describing and documenting any communications with SSTTDC,
MassHighway, or both on that issue.
Apart from who the variance applicant will be, any such applicant must demonstrate to
MassDEP's satisfaction that the variance is necessary to accommodate an overriding community,
regional, state or national public interest. The project proponent makes the argument in the
DEIR that the East-West Parkway is proposed to fulfill regional and local transportation needs
relative to traffic management and circulation. It appears to MassDEP, based on the information
in the DEIR, the future build levels of service will not result in a clear improvement over the
future no-build levels of service. Traffic enhancements to address public safety issues are also
another legitimate factor in assessing whether a transportation project meets the "overriding
public interest" standard. However, the traffic accident analysis in the DEIR indicates that
current accident rates in much of the area are lower than the statewide average. Moreover, no
future no build/build accident analysis is included in the DEIR. The EEIR must address the
inadequacies noted above, with supplemental analysis and explanation, and include, in particular,
documentation of MassHighway's view and any related analysis of the degree to which the EastWest Parkway is necessary to accommodate an overriding regional traffic managementlpublic
safety interest.
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While MassDEP generally recognizes that traffic in the project region is in need of
improvement, and that the Naval Air Station Development Project would be positive for the
region from an economic redevelopment standpoint, justifying a variance from the Wetlands
Regulations for the project as currently designed will require the project proponent to
demonstrate compliance with the specific variance criteria in 310 CMR 10.05(10).

B.

The No Variance Alternative

In the February 10,2006 Certificate on the NPC, the Secretary stated that the DEIR
should present at least one reduced scale project alternative to identify opportunities to "avoid
and minimize environmental impacts and to provide examples of different levels of development
and different site configurations that can guide future planning and development of the site." As
highlighted above, a key environmental impact associated with the project is the scope of
wetlands alteration associated with the construction of the East-West Parkway. The discussion
of the "No Variance Alternativemeduced Build Alternative" in Section 4.1.3 of the DEIR is
summary in fashion and does not adequately respond to the Secretary's direction in the NPC.
This section acknowledges that without the East-West Parkway, Phase 1 of the Village Center
Plan would be possible, but does not provide an adequate explanation or analysis for its
conclusion that later phases depend on the Parkway and could not be built, including as
envisioned by the Scope for the DEIR, analysis of different levels of development, and not just
an alternative that eliminates the East-West Parkway. The Scope for the FEIR should expressly
require the project proponent to develop a serious, detailed alternative that would avoid the need
for a wetlands variance, taking into account MassDEP's more specific comments below.
In developing a no variance alternative, MassDEP recommends that the project proponent
first focus on the western end alternatives for the connection of the East-West Parkway with
Route 18. MassDEP is particularly concerned about the scope of wetlands impacts associated
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with the preferred alternative, W1-C. This alternative would result in the filling of 48,000 s.f. of
bordering vegetated wetland, impacts to rare species habitat for the Mocha Emerald Dragonfly,
as well as potential impacts to certified vernal pools and riverfront area.
In comparison, the alternative W2 has less impact to wetlands (31,000 sf.) and no
impacts to rare species habitat but is characterized as "non-functional" due to "significant haffic
flow problems" (see Table 4.4-4). Section 4.4.7 acknowledges that the traffic operations impact
of this option were not fully evaluated, but concludes that it is anticipated that it would not be
acceptable to either MassHighway or the MBTA. The FEIR should confirm or clarify this
conclusion based on direct input from the above agencies.
The W-3 alternatives offer overall better levels of service than the W-1 alternatives, and
two of the options (W3-A and W3-B) have substantially reduced wetland and vernal pool
impacts when compared to the W1-C preferred alternative. MassDEP acknowledges that W3-A
and W3-B have significant rare species impacts. However, the project proponent should
evaluate the feasibility of constructing a bridge or two bridges associated with alternatives W3-A
and W3-B to avoid an adverse effect to the rare species habitat, or otherwise meet the
Massachusetts Endangered Species Act's standards for a Conservation Management Permit
("CMP"), as well as to accommodate the siting requirements associated with an on-site
wastewater system. While alternative W3-C was evaluated with a bridge that would minimize
the significant wetland impact and would avoid altogether the rare species impacts, no specific
impact reduction numbers were included in the DEIR analysis, nor was there a discussion as to
whether impacts to VP9 could be avoided. It appears that this alternative was primarily rejected
due to a preliminary cost estimate for the bridge.
In addition, the proposed alterations to riverfront do not meet performance standards (310
CMR 10.58(4)) and the implications of this issue have not been adequately addressed in the
alternatives analysis.
The DEIR also indicates that the preferred alternative, W1-C, will have direct and/or
indirect impacts to certified vernal pools VP3 and possibly VP19 and their surrounding 100-foot
habitat. MassDEP notes that studies have documented that areas beyond the 100-foot habitat
zone are biologically important for vernal pool species. Where those vernal pools are embedded
in jurisdictional resource areas, those areas beyond the 100-foot zone within jurisdiction should
be evaluated as to how they may be used by the vernal pool species. Based on the limited
information provided in the DEIR, the vernal pools contain wood frogs and spotted salamanders
that require access from the vernal pool to adjacent upland forest for non-breeding habitat. The
DEIR acknowledges that W1-C would divide a forest block into two smaller areas, reduce
interior habitat, could act as a barrier to amphibian movement during migration, and could
increase mortality.
In addition to requesting that the FEIR include a more complete analysis in the above
areas, the project proponent is advised that during the permitting phase, the applicant will be
required to conduct a detailed wildlife habitat evaluation in accordance with the Massachusetts
Wildlife Habitat Protection Guidancefor Inland Wetlands issued in March 2006. All project
stream crossings should meet the stream crossing design standards contained within the wildlife
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guidance. A wildlife specialist with extensive knowledge and experience with vernal pools
should conduct the vernal pool evaluation. Anv areas of Atlantic White Cedar Swamp should be
delineated and impacts, if any, identified. M ~ ~ ~ D
anticipates
EP
that extensive avoidance,
minimization and mitigation measures will be required to avoid an adverse effect on wildlife
habitat. MassDEP wili work closely with MNHESP to review the impacts to the Mocha Emerald
Dragonfly in this location, as well as the other rare species habitat impacts in other locations,
including the eastern end and the golf course area.
In summary, the analysis in the FEIR of the current, preferred alternative, W1-C, should
be supplemented to include the use of a bridge(s) to avoid the 48,000 s.f. of bordering vegetated
wetland impact, the Mocha Emerald impacts and the vernal pool impacts. MassDEP notes that
with respect to alternatives associated with the eastern end of the Parkway, alternatives E-A, E-B
and E-D were not selected, in part, because they impact more rare species habitat and wetlands
than the preferred alternative, E-C. That approach is also appropriate for the western end
alternatives analysis.
The cost of a W1-C bridge would likely eliminate the cost advantage over the W3-A and
W3-B alternatives and those latter alternatives warrant serious reconsideration in the FEIR.
Moreover, the cost of Wl-C does not appear to include associated mitigation costs, which would
also reduce the cost advantage. In the upcoming FEIR and as a matter of practice, mitigation
costs associated with each alternative should be incorporated into any comparison of total costs
of various alternatives. In addition, to the extent that additional wetland impacts are associated
with the numerous intersection improvements, such impacts should be documented in the FEIR.
Other smaller wetland impacts proposed on the eastern end and elsewhere should be avoided and
minimized in an attempt to reduce the total wetland impact to below 5000 s.f. If necessary, the
FEIR analysis, consistent with the Secretary's direction in the NPC, should consider reducing the
scale of the development to first avoid, and if infeasible, minimize environmental impacts.
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Mitigation Measures
MassDEP notes that the nature and scope of wetlands mitigation requirements associated
with the project's wetlands impacts will ultimately depend on the extent of such impacts. With
that in mind, MassDEP has the following comments in this area:
A.

Wetland Replication

It is premature to consider the use of wetland replication as a mitigation measure. The
project proponent must first demonstrate that it has avoided wetland impacts, and where
avoidance is not possible, that wetlands impacts have been minimized. Only after the above
showing, is consideration of the use of wetland replication and the development of related siting
and construction plans appropriate. MassDEP also notes that the scope of its review of
appropriate mitigation measures for this project will also include, but is not limited to,
stormwater, wildlife and rare species habitat, riverfront area and compensatory flood storage.

B.

Daylighting of French's Stream
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The DEIR proposes the daylighting of French's Stream, which is in close proximity to
the location of the proposed wastewater leaching chambers. MassDEP notes that the daylighting
of rivers and streams encased in closed conduits has been allowed as mitigation. Alterations and
related mitigation that need to be considered when daylighting include full restoration of the
daylighted portion and partial restoration. Full restoration may consist of the establishment of an
incised channel, meander belt, creation of poollriffle habitat, reestablishment of natural substrate,
bank restoration, and establishment of Bordering Vegetated Wetlands adjacent to the stream
channel (including shade features), and Bordering Land Subject to Flooding. Partial restoration
could include some portion or combination of these elements of restoration.
In addition, daylighting and related restoration may help the project comply with the
Riverfront Redevelopment standards pursuant to 310 CMR 10.58(5)(f). Daylighting and stream
restoration may also be proposed as a limited project pursuant to 310 CMR 10.53(4). MassDEP
notes, and the FElR should confirm, that proposed groundwater infiltration and recharge system
would be located a minimum distance of at least 50 feet away from Land Under Water or any
BVW restored adjacent to the daylighted portion of the stream. In addition, daylighting the
stream will establish a Riverfront Area, BLSF, and Buffer Zone, and any structures proposed
within these newly established wetland resource areas must be designed to comply with the
applicable performance standards in the Wetlands Regulations.
C.
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Stormwater
1.
MassDEP notes that as a component of any application for a variance from the
Wetlands Regulations, the project proponent will need to demonstrate mitigation is
provided to offset the stormwater impacts associated with the project. To demonstrate
that the stormwater impacts will be mitigated, the project proponent must, at a minimum,
demonstrate compliance with 310 CMR 10.05(6) which requires projects to comply with
the MassDEP Stormwater Management Policy standards.
2.

Classification of the Proiect under the Stormwater Policy

In the DEIR the project proponent appears to consider the entire project as a
"redevelopment project" under the Stormwater Policy. See Section 3.8 (p. 3-61), Section
6.8.3 (p.6-125), and Section 6.8.6 (p.6-128). Redevelopment projects under the
Stormwater Policy are only required to meet the policy standards to the maximum extent
practicable. However, because the project proponent is proposing to increase the amount
of impervious surfaces by 32 acres, MassDEP would classify this project as a
combination of "new development" and "redevelopment." Accordingly, the project
proponent will need to demonstrate that the stormwater discharges associated with new
impervious surfaces ("new development") are in full compliance with the Stormwater
Policy standards, and that existing impervious surfaces ("redevelopment") comply with
the standards to the maximum extent practicable.
For the redevelopment component, peak rate attenuation, stormwater treatment,
and recharge must improve existing conditions to the maximum extent practicable (rather
than being required to show that there were only minor decreases in the peak rate of
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runoff). However, for a new development and redevelopment of this size, MassDEP
believes that the proponent should be able to manage stormwater in full compliance with
the Stormwater Policy standards. For example, MassDEP believes that further peak rate
attenuation should be practicable beyond that proposed in Section 6.8.2 (pp. 6-123 and 6124). In demonstrating compliance with Stormwater Policy Standard No. 1 (sSection
6.8.6, p. 6-126), the proponent must demonstrate that stormwater being discharged
through existing stormwater conveyances will not cause erosion to wetlands. This may
include evaluating the need for energy dissipation measures at existing outlets. The FEIR
should include alternatives, with numerical calculations, showing how different scenarios
will achieve compliance with the Stormwater Policy standards.
3.
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Low Impact Development ("LID)

Consistent with the Secretary's directive in the NPC that the DEIR should
evaluate sustainable design alternatives, such as LID, the FEIR should include design
alternatives that generate substantially less stormwater than proposed in the DEIR. The
use of stormwater treatment techniques such as biofillers and porous pavements, while
important measures, do not capture the full concept of LID. See, e.g., the reference
Section 3.5.7 (p.3-46). Research indicates that reducing the amount of impervious
surfaces will reduce the volume of stormwater runoff and associated wetland impacts.
Additional LID techniques that should be further evaluated in the FEIR and permitting
are reduced roadway widths, reduced driveway widths and lengths, smaller parking lots
including reduced stall sizes, reduced building frontage, and reduced building footprints
(including garages). Section 3.3.3.4 (p. 3-25) states the proponent will build roads that
are narrower than traditional design standards, yet Section 3.5.2 (pp. 3-36 to 3-44)
describe major widening of roadways.
No calculations were provided in the DEIR describing how the project proponent
modeled peak rate attenuation. As part of the calculations requested above to evaluate
different alternatives, the FEIR should identify a Runoff Curve Number to be used when
modeling for the peak rate attenuation calculations associated with porous pavements
4.
The FEIR should also be supplemented with a more complete discussion as to
how the fertilizer and road salt runoff will be managed with BMPs in accordance with the
Stormwater Policy.
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5.

The proponent must anticipate that the required stormwater recharge volume will
likely be substantially higher by the time any Notice of Intent is filed. In particular,
stormwater recharge to Hydrologic Soil Group (HSG) " D soils (clays/mucks) is not
promoted. However, in changes to the Stormwater Policy recently proposed by
MassDEP, stormwater recharge will be required in HSG A, B, and C soils to offset
development in HSG " D soils. Consequently, the project proponent will need to
increase the volume of stormwater to be recharged, since no stormwater recharge was
proposed to offset development in the HSG " D soils. See Section 6.8.3 (p. 6-125).
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The FEIR should include an alternatives analysis by the project proponent
showing stormwater recharge to the maximum extent practicable, including whether
certain stormwater recharge alternatives are precluded by the on-site wastewater
treatment systems (stormwater recharge systems are required to be setback at least 100
feet Erom Title 5 systems).
The project will also include commercial parking lots with greater than 1000
vehicle trips per day, which is classified by MassDEP as an "Area of Higher Potential
Pollutant Load," where stormwater recharge to or near a "critical area" is prohibited.
Critical areas include ORWs. If the stormwater infiltration is not directed into, or near, a
critical area, stormwater recharge may occur, but only with proper pretreatment to
prevent groundwater contamination. Consistent with the Secretarv's directive to
incorporate LID measures as part of the development, MassDEP encourages the
proponent to reduce the amount of commercial parking available. Reducing the amount
of commercial parking spaces and vehicle trips iikely to be generated will make
stormwater recharge more viable.

-

-
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The existing drainage areas on the site will change due to the project
configuration. In so far as this may alter how much water is available to particular
wetland resource areas, the proponent should prepare hydrologic budgets to analyze the
effects of different basin configurations on the water surface elevations and flows in
wetland resource areas, including vegetated wetlands, those vernal pools subject to the
Wetland and 401 regulations, and land under water (e.g. Old Swamp River).

6.
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Stormwater Oualitv Treatment

The FEIR should also include alternatives addressing the merits of different
stormwater structural and nonstructural stormwater BMPs, including possible locations in
relation to the proposed development. At a minimum, the alternatives should investigate
dispersed stormwater BMP structures, where each structural BMP would be associated
with lot level development, and regional stormwater structural BMPs, where stormwater
basins would be sized to accommodate runoff from multiple numbers of lots. Dispersed
stormwater BMPs are more in keeping with LID practices.
Siting of stormwater treatment practices in relation to ORWs must also be
considered in the FEIR. The 401 Water Quality Certification regulations, 314 CMR 9.00
specifically requires stormwater discharges to be set back away from ORWs and be
provided with the highest and best treatment. Structural stormwater BMPs cannot be
located in vegetated wetlands and land under water, and although allowed in the Buffer
Zone or Riverfront Areas, alternatives must be considered to provide as much separation
to wetland resource areas as possible. In some cases, this is required in the Stormwater
Policy. For instance, stormwater infiltration measures are required to be at least 100 feet
from vegetated wetlands and lands under water.
Types of structural BMPs must also be considered in the alternatives analysis
because the Stormwater Policy only allows certain practices to be used for stormwater
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discharges to or near ORWs and "Areas of Higher Potential Pollutant Loads." The
Stormwater Management Policy requires discharges to or near critical areas to be
designed to provide for shutdown and containment in the event of a spill. Consideration
as to what techniques would be utilized to provide such shutdown must be considered in
the FEIR. Alternatives must also be analyzed as to which source reduction and pollution
prevention measures are most feasible. For example, alternatives must include how trash
will be stored so it won't co-mingle with stormwater runoff, snow disposal from the
commercial areas must be evaluated so snow melt will not detrimentally impact wetlands.

7.

Construction Period Controls

The FEIR should also identify alternatives to minimize construction period
impacts for this project, which is projected to be built out over a 14-year period.
Although elements of the material that should be included in construction period control
plan are included in Section 3.1 1 of the DEIR, no alternatives were presented as to how
different construction phasing scenarios will effect the quality of stormwater runoff.
Research indicates that wetlands are most detrimentallv impacted from stormwater runoff
during the construction stage, so it is imperative given the length of the proposed
construction period and sensitive wetlands (ORWs) that different alternatives be
considered.

.

A

After completion of the MEPA process, the project proponent is encouraged to
prepare one plan to satisfy both the EPA NPDES Construction General Permit for land
disturbances of 1-acre or more and the erosion control plan required by Standard No. 8 of
the Stormwater Policy. The final SWPPPES Plan should be submitted to MassDEP as
part of the NOI. MassDEP has independent authority to require its approval of changes
to the SWPPPES Plan during construction. In addition to permitting under the Wetlands
and 401 regulations, the project proponent will also need to submit an application for a
construction activity with a stormwater discharge to an ORW (Application No. BRP WM
08B - see http://www.mass.gov/dep/water/approvals/wm08ba~~.~d~.
8.
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Operation and Maintenance

The FEIR should also include alternatives for operation and maintenance, to
assure that the stormwater controls for both the construction and post construction phases
will operate effectively over time. Some BMPs cost more to maintain than other BMPs,
so the alternatives need to consider the maintenance costs of each of the alternatives
considered, as well as analyze who will be responsible for legally maintaining the
structural and nonstructural BMPs. In addition to the alternatives analysis, the proponent
is directed to consider the following:
a. Catch Basins (page 3-64): Required by the Stormwater Policy to be
inspected and cleaned as needed a minimum of 4 times a year to receive
the 25% TSS removal credit, whereas the proponent has only proposed to
inspect and clean them twice a year.
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b. Pavement Sweeping: TSS removal credit for street sweeping is
discretionary on the part of the permitting authority issuing the Order of
Conditions pursuant to the Stormwater Policy interpreting the Wetlands
Protection Regulations. MassDEP's view is that sweeping only twice a
year would likely provide no TSS removal benefit, regardless of the type
of sweeper used.
MassDEP envisions that as a condition of the appropriate permit issued by it for
9.
the project, the project proponent would be required to conduct an Environnlental
Management System Analysis ("EMSA"). The purpose of the EMSA is to ensure that
the project proponent integrates compliance with environmental requirements and
concerns into daily construction and post-construction operations. In developing the
EMSA, the vroiect vrovonent should evaluate the extent to which its management
systems and policies promote the goal of attaining and maintaining compliance with all
applicable environmental laws and regulations; of identifying opportunities for toxic use
reduction and pollution prevention, and to incorporate such opportunities into their
operations. Typically, the permittee is required to submit a report on the implementation
of the EMSA to MassDEP for approval.
A

"

A
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Delineation of Wetland Resource Areas:

Because FEMA has not delineated Bordering Land Subject to Flooding on the site (E
Section 6.8.5, p. 6-126), the project proponent will be required to conduct an analysis pursuant to
310 CMR 10.57(2)(a)3. to delineate the extent of BLSF on the site. If any alterations are
proposed within BLSF, the proponent must-propose measures to comply with the BLSF
performance standards. Finally, MassDEP notes that the BLSF discussion was contained in
Section 6.8 of the DEIR. It is more appropriate that this discussion, including a more detailed
discussion of how project will address BLSF and compliance with the performance standards,
should be should be contained in the Wetland Resource Area section.

E.
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MassDEP also envisions that as a condition of the appropriate permit issued by it
10.
for the project, the project proponent would be required to employ an independent
observer ("10") on the project to monitor the permitee's compliance with the Wetland
Protection Act and Regulations and the relevant permit conditions. The goal of the I 0 is
to provide an additional line of communication for the local, state and federal agencies, as
well as for the project proponent, from an informed source whose sole role is to observe
the work from an environmental perspective and whose interests and goals are
independent from those of the project proponent and the selected general contractor. The
I 0 will be required to report directly to MassDEP, contact MassDEP immediately
regarding matters that may compromise wetland protection, and submit a weekly report
that shall not be submitted to the project proponent or contractor prior to submission to
MassDEP.
D.
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Water Suvvlv Connection Alternatives:
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MassDEP notes that it issued a variance from the Wetlands Regulations permitting the
Blue Hills Covered Storage Project in Quincy, which is located near the source of this project's
preferred water supply alternative. The principal objectives of the Blue Hills Covered Storage
Project were to: (1) provide sufficient storage for equalization and emergency flows; (2)
maintain adequate disinfectant residuals; and (3)comply with the requirements of the federal
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and MassDEP's Drinking Water Regulations. Because the
above referenced variance to the MWRA was specifically for emergency, and not primary water
supply purposes, the project proponent should evaluate in the FEIR whether the use of its
preferred water supply alternative would conflict with the goals of the Blue Hills Covered
Storage Project and/or the terms under which the wetlands variance was issued.
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Water Management Act
A.

Test Well TW-1-01: Pumping Test Results

MassDEP notes that the prolonged pumping test at test well site TW-1-01 started on
February 24,2006 and ended on March 2,2006. Stabilization of drawdown at TW-1-01 did not
occur at a constant pumping rate of 195 gallons per minute ("gpm"). The calculated safe yield
for TW-1-01 is 156.6 gpm and the withdrawal rate requested by the project proponent is 140
gpm. Water levels were monitored at numerous observation wells and drive points throughout
the antecedent, drawdown and recovery periods of the pumping test. Drawdown as measured in
the observation wells did not appear to extend beyond 600 feet from the pumping well and water
levels monitored at the drive points did not appear to be influenced by the pumping well.
The results of the numerical model indicate potential impacts to the wetlands and vernal pools
north of the proposed irrigation well. Observations made at drive points and well pairs in the wetlands
during the pumping test indicate a limited hydraulic connection between the peat of the wetlands and the
underlying aquifer. However, the prediction of drawdown in the southern portion of the wetlands is still
a sufficient basis to warrant wetland monitoring. This monitoring should begin as soon as convenient to
establish a baseline and continue through the irrigation seasons to assess potential impacts. The project DEP.52
proponent should contact Leslie O'Shea, Southeast Regional Office, MassDEP, at 508-946-2837 or via
e-mail at leslie.o'shea@state.ma.us regarding minimum monitoring requirements and proposed schedule for
the start-up of baseline monitoring. The FEIR should confirm that the above contact has been made and
summarize the monitoring undertaken by the project proponent.
As noted above, the pumping test on TW-1-01 did not reach stabilization. Consequently,
the potential for this well to be used as a public water supply serving the project is unlikely
because its sustainability from a public health and safety perspective cannot be guaranteed. The
FEIR should include the results of the pumping test and potential impacts to the nearby resource
areas, note MassDEP's assessment of the viability of the well, and further discuss any related
project and permitting implications.
B.

Need for a WMA Permit
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The project proponent will be required to obtain a Water Management Act permit from
MassDEP based n the scope of the projected water withdrawal needed to meet the demand for
the entire project e g ,the total irrigation demand for the golf course, recreational fields and all
other landscaped ommon areas. Section 7.0 in the DEIR (Standards & Requirements) does not
include a description and discussion of the Water Management Act permitting requirements.
This should be addressed by the project proponent in the FEIR.

i
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Section 3.6 of the DEIR (p. 3-49) states that the irrigation demand for the golf course will
be approximately 0.2 to 0.3 mgd. Approximately 20 million gallons will be needed for a normal
irrigation season while 30 million gallons will be needed for a drought season. Irrigation
demand for recreational fields and all other landscaped common areas is estimated between 0.15
and 0.25 mgd. This section notes that the demand for recreational fields and all other landscaped
common areas will be phased in as the project is developed.
Section 3.6.2 (page 3-51) states that Test Well TW-1-01 will be used in conjunction with
an irrigation pond to supply the irrigation demand. The irrigation pond will have approximately
2.5 to 3.0 MG usable capacity. Test Well TW-1-01 will have the capacity of 200 gpm, and
based on the pumping test report, it appears that the requested withdrawal rate will be 140 gpm.
The FEIR should refine the irrigation demand for the golf course based on the proposed
layout. A breakdown of acres of greens, tees, fairways, primary and secondary roughs, and
practice greens should be provided. Irrigation requirements for each of these components
should be calculated for the grow-in period and after the turf has been established. The project
proponent should detail any conservation measures to be built into the course design such as
naturalizing rough areas. If further details are available regarding acreage for the recreational
fields and other landscaped common areas, that information and related evaluation should also be
provided in the FEIR, along with the estimated irrigation demand based on this acreage.
In a related matter, MassDEP notes that a Turf Management System utilizing Integrated
Pest Management is incorporated into the proposed golf course operations. The golf course is
located within the French's Stream watershed. Given that other areas of the SWNAS are within
the watersheds (Mill River and Old Swamp River watersheds) of the Weymouth public water
supply, the FEIR should explore mechanisms for ensuring Integrated Pest Management
principles are incorporated into the landscape maintenance in these other areas to be
redeveloped, as well.
The FEIR should also include a further discussion of the phasing of the landscaping and
development of the recreational fields in conjunction with grow-in for the golf course. For the
three to five year period that reclaimed water will not be available for golf course irrigation, the
project proponent should demonstrate that the peak irrigation demand can be met under drought
conditions by using TW-1-01 only in conjunction with the irrigation pond and that use of other
on-site wells and/or potable water will not be necessary for irrigation of all the landscaped areas
under these conditions.
A water conservation plan is a required component of an application for a WMA permit.
Water conservation plans approved by MassDEP are then incorporated as a condition of the
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WMA permit. An auurovable water conservation vlan must include detailed information
regarding: water conservation Best Management Practices to be implemented; the irrigation
system to be used; metering; employee awareness program
and training; operation and
.
maintenance, including leak detection procedures; on-going activities to reduce water use, as
well as schedules for implementation over the next five (5) years. While the project proponent
has included a water conservation plan in Appendix F of the DEIR, it does not specifically
address the conservation related to the irrigation activity.
A

-
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Drinking Water
The project proponent estimates an average drinking water supply need of 1.4 mgd at full
build-out. The Town of Weymouth has committed 150,000 gpd of water to serve Phase I of the
project, which will cease upon the project's connection to a permanent water supply source.
The project proponent evaluated eleven (1 1) water supply sources.
Sections 2.7.2.1
and 4.2 of the DEIR. Two alternatives were selected for further review: connection to the City
of Brockton water supply after the Aquaria desalination facility is built; and, connection to the
MWRA system. A present worth cost estimate showed the MWRA connection to be less
expensive than a Brockton connection. The DEIR identifies a dedicated pipe connection
between the MWRA system in Quincy and the Base as the preferred water supply alternative.
The project proponent acknowledges that the implementation of its preferred alternative requires,
among other things, approval from the MWRA Advisory Board, the Legislature, and the
Governor. The FEIR should included a detailed update on the status of securing the referenced,
necessary approvals associated the preferred MWRA alternative.
The project proponent will need to finalize its long-term water supply alternative. The
required drinking water infrastructure include: transmission main; possibly a pump station; a
ground level storage tank; an elevated storage tank; distribution system piping, hydrants, valves
and associated components. The project proponent will also need to apply to MassDEP for a
water supply system modification permit prior to the construction of any portions of the drinking
water infrastructure. The proponent must also contact the Department to determine if it must
register as a public water supplier, and present the results in the FEIR.
Section 7.0 of the DEIR does not include a discussion of applicable MassDEP Drinking
Water Program requirements, including any permits from MassDEP. The DEIR also does not
state if any chemical addition will be required for the project. Both of the above matters need to
be addressed in the FEIR. Because the project proponent's potential status as a Public Water
Supplier may differ from Phase I to full build-out, the FEIR should include a description and
discussion of who will own and maintain the distribution system at both Phase I and full buildout; list the necessary water supply permits; list the water quality testing requirements within the
development; and describe who will be responsible for water quality testing.
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Draft Section 61 Findings Regarding Mitigation of Water Supply and Wastewater Impacts
In the draft Section 61 Findings, the FEIR should evaluate and discuss, as part of the
mitigation of water supply and wastewater impacts, retrofitting low flow fixtures and appliances
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on all existing facilities on the SWNAS, rehabilitating any existing sewers that will remain in
service to reduce 111, and investigating and eliminating any illicit discharges to the stormwater
system, as necessary. Although the portions of the site to be redeveloped will include virtually
all new infrastructure, improvements to the Coast Guard housing portion of the property that is
not being redeveloped could provide immediate mitigation of impacts on municipal water supply
and wastewater from the proposed Phase I Waiver Project.
Solid Waste Management

A.

The Small Landfill
Section 5.10.1.3 ("Massachusetts Solid Waste Sites") of the DEIR states as follows:
"These are sites regulated under the Massachusetts Solid Waste Regulations. One site,
the Small Landfill, is being closed under this program. Other areas on the Base mostly
surficial solid waste debris, will be addressed in accordance with these regulations.
These areas may become the responsibility of the Corporation and LNR upon property
transfer."

In response to the above information, MassDEP states that if the Navy does not apply for
a Corrective Action Design ("CAD") permit for the Small Landfill (Application No. BWP SW
25), then the project proponent will be required to do so. In the above scenario, the project
proponent will also need to comply with MassDEP's Solid Waste Management Regulations at
310 CMR 19.044, which sets out the requirements and procedure governing the transfer of
permits. The FEIR should clarify and provide an update on whether the Navy or the project
proponent is responsible for the Small Landfill, and discuss how compliance will be achieved
with the above referenced Solid Waste Program requirements.
B.
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Building Demolition and Asbestos Containing Waste Material:

The proposed project includes the demolition of buildings and other structures many of
which may contain asbestos. The project proponent is advised that demolition activity must comply
with both MassDEP's Solid Waste and Air Quality Control regulations. More specifically:
In accordance with the air quality regulations at 310 CMR 7.09(2), the proponent must
submit an AQ-06 form to the MassDEP for all construction projects to comply with the Air
Quality Regulations at 310 CMR 7.00. The proponent should suggest measures to alleviate
dust, noise, and odor nuisance conditions, which may occur during the demolition. If the
facility was constructed prior to 1980, the proponent should contract a State licensed
asbestos consultant to conduct an asbestos survey of the facility and the facility components
prior to conducting any demolition or renovation activities. As part of the asbestos survey,
samples must be taken of all suspect asbestos containing building materials and sent to a
State certified laboratory for analysis.
Should any of the sampled materials contain at least 1% of asbestos by weight, the
proponent must hire a State licensed asbestos abatement contractor to remove the asbestos
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containing material(s) from the facility or facility component prior to demolition or
renovation. The Massachusetts Department of Labor and Work Force Development,
Division of Occupational Safety (DOS) is the agency responsible for licensing and
regulating all asbestos abatement contractors, designers, inspectors and analytical
laboratories in the state of Massachusetts. The proponent and contractor will be responsible
for submitting an ANF-001 notification form to the MassDEP at least ten (10) working days
prior to beginning any demolition or renovation of the asbestos containing materials. The
removal of asbestos from the buildings must adhere to the special safeguards contained in
the Air Quality Regulations, as required at 310 CMR 7.15. A waiver to the notification
provisions contained at 310 CMR 7.15(l)(b)2.a. and b., may be granted by the MassDEP's
regional offices in the case of an emergency; as determined by the MassDEP. For the
southeast regional office please call 508-946-2844.
Pursuant to 310 CMR 19.061(6)(b),the disposal of asbestos containing materials, except for
vinyl asbestos tile ("VAT"), and asphaltic-asbestos felt and shingles, within the
Commonwealth must be at a solid waste facility specifically approved by MassDEP to
accept asbestos containing waste materials. For further information regarding the removal,
handling and disposal of non-friable asbestos containing materials, (i.e., vinyl asbestos tile,
asbestos cement shingles and asphaltic-asbestos felt and shingles, etc.) the proponent should
refer to the MassDEP, "Policy Concerning Non-Friable Asbestos-Containing Materials,
Bureau of Waste Prevention Policy # BWP-96-012, Revised December 11, 2000" and
'IAsbestos Cement Shingles Guidance Document, February 2006". This policy can be found
on-line at MassDEP's website: www.massgov/dep, As per 310 CMR 19.061(6)(b), no
asbestos containing material; including VAT, asphaltic-asbestos felts or shingles; may be
disposed at a solid waste combustion facility.
Asphalt, brick and concrete ("ABC") rubble, such as the rubble generated by the demolition
of buildings must be handled in accordance with MassDEP's Solid Waste Regulations.
These regulations allow, and the MassDEP encourages, the recyclinglreuse of ABC rubble.
The project proponent should refer to MassDEP's Information Sheet entitled "Guide To
Regulationsfor Using or Processing Asphalt, Brick and Concrete Rubble, revised February
2000" that answers commonly asked questions about ABC rubble and identifies the
provisions of the solid waste regulations that pertain to recyclinglreusing ABC rubble. This
policy can be found on-line at MassDEP's website: www.mass.gov/dep.
C.

Disposal of Demolition Materials
The DEIR, in Section 5.0 of Appendix K ("Materials Characterization"), states
"Materials that cannot be reused or recycled will be disposed of at appropriate facilities in
accordance with state and federal regulations. Detailed plans to manage these materials
will be developed for each phase of work."

The proponent has indicated in the DEIR that demolition of existing structures will be
done in such a way that as much material as possible will be reused/recycled in order to reduce
the amount of material that will be sent off-site for disposal. The FEIR should identify the

specific facilities to be utilized and ensure those facilities have sufficient capacity for disposal of
the solid waste that cannot be re-used/recycled.
In addition to addressing solid waste debris generated by demolition of existing
structures, the FEIR should explain how the substantial quantity of existing ABC debris (e.g.,
more than 1,500 cubic yards in the FOST 3 area) will be addressed.
Section 3.3.2.3, Section
3.10, Section 5.10.1.3, Section 6.12, and Appendix K. The FEIR should also identify the
party(ies) who will be responsible for management and ultimate disposition of this debris in
accordance with MassDEP's Solid Waste Regulations.
More specifically, based on a July 25, 2002 letter from the MassDEP's solid waste
program in the Southeast Regional Office to the Navy, MassDEP expected the Navy and
SSTTDC to reach agreement on responsibilities for this debris and to work with the solid waste
program to develop an acceptable plan for the ultimate disposition. However, since the letter
was issued, the Navy has clearly indicated its intention to transfer the debris and the
responsibility for ultimate disposition entirely to SSTTDC.
Section 5.10.1.3, which, briefly
alludes to this situation. The FEIR must include an update and explanation to clarify or
eliminate the uncertainty regarding who will be responsibility for the above activity.
Air Quality

The DEIR states that the project site will draw approximately 20,000 new daily vehicle
trips to the area once construction is completed. The significant number of projected new daily
vehicle trips triggered MassDEP's requirement to conduct an air quality mesoscale analysis by
the project proponent. The mesoscale analysis data submitted by the project proponent indicate
that volatile organic compounds (VOCs) will increase by 0.012 tons per day (tpd) in the 2017
Build scenario, an increase of 7.77% over the No Build scenario. To mitigate this air quality
impact, the project proponent has proposed altering or enhancing the design of 14 intersections,
implementing traffic calming measures, and monitoring key roadway links, transit ridership,
construction traffic and other activities. The project proponent has also committed to
implementing several transportation demand management (TDM) measures, including:
Constructing on and off-street paths that connect to the Village Center and outside the
site to increase bicycle use;
A clean-fuel shuttle that is estimated to reduce 0.2 tpy of VOCs in the Build Year, based
on a projected 800 transit trips per day;
Restricting the parking supply through zoning; and
Creating a Transportation Management Association (TMA) that would invite both large
and small employers at the project site to be members.
MassDEP acknowledges the project proponent's commitment to these measures;
however, the FEIR should include more detailed information and discussion regarding the
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proposed measures. Specifically, MassDEP requests that the FEIR include, at a minimum,
additional details regarding the following TDM measures:
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The bicycle paths, including the length of the paths, their general locations and the
amenities along the paths such as lighting;
The shuttle, including its projected funding and general days of operation;
The parking supply, including how much the parking supply will be restricted by zoning;
and
The TMA, including how it will be developed, who will lead it and the proposed vehicle
trip reduction measures it plans to undertake.
On August 9,2002, the Secretary issued a Certificate for a Phase I Waiver. In that
Certificate, the proponent committed to instituting a site-wide TMA as part of its TDM program.
According to the Phase I Report, the TDM program may also include implementing T-pass
subsidies for employees, shuttle service to MBTA stations and nearby retail centers, high
occupancy vehicle incentives (e.g., carpool/vanpool services, preferential parking), a guaranteed
ride home program, bicycle racks and a bicycle way. The Secretary stated in the Certificate: "I
expect the DEIR to contain a more fully developed TDM program for the entire project, which
will in turn be made applicable on all development parcels within Phase I." Similarly, in the
most recent February 10,2006 Certificate on the NPC, the Secretary required the development of
a "detailed" TDM program and implementation plan as part of the scope for the DEIR, including
proposed measures to comply with the anti-idling provisions in MassDEP's Air Quality Control
Regulations at 3 10 CMR 7.1 1.
Except for the shuttle, TMA and bicycle paths, subsequent correspondence, including this
DEIR, have made no mention of the project proponent's plans to develop these other TDM
measures. Accordingly, consistent with the Secretary's directives, MassDEP recommends that
the project proponent address these other TDM measures in the FEIR, including its proposed
approaches to and arrangements for implementation during and upon completion of the project DEP.68
build-out, including:
An On-Site Vehicle Trip Reduction Coordinator. This coordinator would help
implement, promote and follow up on the use of the mitigation measures.
The Commuter Tax Benefit Program. Under this program, employers provide employees
with this opportunity to save on the costs to take public transportation. This
transportation tax benefit program, which would also save employers on payroll taxes,
encourages employees to take transit or vanpools to work, providing transit and bus
services are available within one mile of the project site. People that use transit are often
dependent on retail jobs and providing financial incentives will encourage more people to
take transit, thereby reducing emissions and expanding the number of people available
for employment in the proposed project.

A Rideshare-Matching Program. The project proponent should set up or otherwise
provide for a rideshare-matching program to match employees in carpools and/or
vanpools. The project proponent could also enlist the services of a third-party provider to
carry out this program. The rideshare-matching program should include methods to
promote and monitor the use of the program as well.
A Guaranteed Ride Home (GRH) Program. In a GRH program, the employer provides
emergency rides home in the form of taxis or work vehicles to employees that carpool or
vanpool to work. GRH programs provide ridesharing employees a strong sense of relief
that they can get home in emergencies and this helps them to commit to this commute
mode over the long-term. GRHs programs are not considered a great burden for
employers because they are only used on a limited basis and are therefore a relatively
cost-free way for employers to encourage employees to rideshare to work.

Preferential. MassDEP recommends that the project proponent designate special,
preferred parking spaces for carpoolers andlor vanpoolers as an incentive to encourage
people to rideshare to work.
Bicycle Incentives. The project proponent should install showers, clothing lockers, bike
lockers, racks, other storage facilities, and other enhancements (e.g., bicycle helmets,
coupons to bike stores and bike locks) to increase bicycle use to the site.
Caruool Incentives. MassDEP recommends that the project proponent explore ways to
encourage shoppers to use transit or carpool to the proposed project, including offering
discounts to customers who come to the retail establishment in a carpool, by transit or
another method.
In summary, the FEIR should contain a list and related detailed discussion of the
expanded range of TDM measures that the project proponent will commit to implement at the
project site.
Finally, MassDEP also advises the project proponent that any employer that employs 250
or more daily employees will be subject to the Massachusetts Rideshare Regulation at 310 CMR
7.16, a clean air program that seeks to reduce vehicle trips made by employees driving alone to
work. Employers subject to the Rideshare Program must implement a series of incentives that
are designed to reduce the number of trips made by employees who drive alone to work. To
date, employers with 1,000 or more employees and employers with 250 or more employees that
are also subject to the Air Operating Permit Program (as detailed in MassDEP's regulation, 310
CMR 7.00, Appendix C) must comply with the Rideshare regulation. The Rideshare Program
requires employers to submit annual reports, determine how their employees commute to work,
and provide transit passes and a carpool-matching program to employees, among other
incentives.
Waste Site Cleanup

Section 3.1 1.4

Though the Navy's efforts to identify hazardous waste sites have been thorough,
experience at closing military facilities located across the country indicates that unknown sites
may be encountered as redevelopment proceeds. Consequently, in the FEIR this section should
briefly summarize the measures that would be implemented to recognize and respond to
unknown hazardous waste sites (e.g., refer to Section 6.11), and the plans that identify the
specific measures that would be implemented should be cited (e.g., Health and Safety Plan, Soil
Management Plan, Construction Management Plan, etc.).
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Section 5.10.4
To address concerns about early property transfer and concerns about the proponents
conducting hazardous waste site cleanup work, the description of the three potential modes of
property transfer (post-cleanup transfer, pre-cleanup transfer with Navy conducting cleanup, or
pre-cleanup transfer with the project proponent, SSTTDC and LNR, conducting cleanup) should
be supplemented in the FEIR to explain that the cleanup requirements and level of EPA and
MassDEP oversight would not depend on the mode of property transfer.
To summarize the condition and status of the active cleanup sites, the FEIR should
include the table described in the final paragraph (Table 5.10-1 concerns AUL sites).
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Section 6.1 1.1
This section of the DEIR addresses CERCLA but in the FEIR it should also list the active
Area of Concern ("AOC") sites, which, like the Installation and Restoration ("IR) sites, will be
addressed under the CERCLA program. In addition, a reference in this section to Figure 5.10-1
(environmental site locations) would be helpful.
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Table 8.14-1
The numbers of CERCLA and EBS sites listed under Guideline 2.1 should agree with the
numbers presented in Section 5.10.1.
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Section 9.1
The project proponent's Response to Comment MEPA.26, indicating that the Parkway
will not require alterations to the cap on the Rubble Disposal Site, should be consistent with the
presentation in Section 8.10.1, which indicates that the cap would be modified. This
inconsistency must be clarified in the FEIR.
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Section 5.0
The Construction Management Plan ("CMP") in Appendix J of the DEIR should be
supplemented in the FEIR to identify the specific measures that would be implemented to
recognize and respond to unknown hazardous waste sites, including measures to notify DEP and
EPA of such discoveries. Alternatively, the CMP could summarize the measures and cite
attached project plans that present the specific measures that would be implemented (e.g., Health
and Safety Plan, Soil Management Plan, etc.).
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MassDEP appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on the above referenced
DEIR. If you should have any questions about MassDEP's comments, please contact me at 617566-1007.

Sincerely yours,

Richard Lehan
Acting Deputy Associate Commissioner
cc:

Richard Kleiman, LNR
Jamie Maughan, CH2MHill
Karen Rendell, CH2Mhill
Phillip Weinberg, DEP-Boston
Dave Ferris, DEP-Boston
Alan Slater, DEP-Boston
Steve Hallem, DEP-Boston
Mike Stroman, DEP-Boston
Dave Chaffin, DEP-Boston
Susan Lyons, DEP-Boston
Sharon Stone, DEP-SERO
David Terry, DEP-SERO
Jeff Gould, DEP-SERO
Frank Mezzacappa, DEP-SERO
Kermit Studley, DEP-SERO
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Wayne F. MacCallum, Director

8 December 2006
Robert Golledge, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEPA Office
Aisling Eglington, EOEA No.11085R
100 Cambridge St, Suite 900
Boston, MA 021 14
Project Name:
Proponent:
Document Reviewed:
NHESP Tracking Number:

Naval Air Station Redevelopment Project
SSi'TDC; LNR South Shore LLC
Naval Air StafionRedevelopment Project DEIR
00-8257

Dear Secretary Golledge:
The Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program (NHFSP) of the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries &
Wildlife has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the Naval Air Station
Redevelopment Project (dated 10/16/06) and would like to offer the following comments.
The Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program is reviewing the proposed redevelopment of the
former South Weymouth Naval Air Station for potential impacts to state-listed rare species. Over the past
few years, South Shore Tri-town Development Corporation and LNR South Shore LLC have made
considerable progress in addressing endangered species permitting concerns associated with this project. We
appreciate the project proponents' pragmatic approach to addressing endangered species concerns to-date, and
look forward to working with them to address outstanding issues.
Phase l a Development
In accordance with the Secretarv's Notice of Proiect Change Certificate (dated 2/10/06), on December 7,2006
the NHESP issued a conservatibn and ~ a n a g e k e nperm;
t
for the Phase l a development. Pursuant to the
permit, the project proponent will place funds in escrow in order to mitigate for +/-29.5 acres of grassland
habitat impacts. The funds will be used to support grassland habitat protection, restoration, and/or
management in order to benefit populations of the state-listed Grasshopper Sparrow and Upland Sandpiper in
Massachusetts.
"Village Center" Develoament (Phase 2)
Pursuant to the MA Endangered Species Act (MESA), a Conservation and Management Permit may be issued
for the proposed project provided that SSTTDCILNR (a) adequately assesses alternatives to both temporary
and permanent impacts to State-listed Species, (b) demonstrates that the project will result in an insignificant
www.masswildlife.org
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impact to the local populations of the affected species, and (c) catries out a conservation and management
plan that provides a long-term Net Benefit to the conservation of the state-listed species affected by the
proposed project (321 CMR 10.23). The NHESP is in receipt of a letter from SSITDCLNR, dated August 3,
2006 regarding proposed habitat mitigation measures for the Eastern Box Turtle, Grasshopper Sparrow, and
Upland Sandpiper, three state-listed species to be impacted by the proposed project. Based on this
submission, and other materials SS'ITDCILNR have provided to the NHESP, it is our understanding that, in
order to meet these permitting standards, SS'ITDCILNR is proposing the following endangered species
impact minimization and net-benefit mitigation:
Permanent Habitat Protection - The permanent protection of a large block of state-listed rare species
habitat within the southern and eastern portions of the base, through the granting of a Conservation
Restriction or some other mechanism of permanent legal protection acceptable to the NHESP. The area
of permanent habitat protection will include the entire southern portion of the base south of the proposed
"Transit Village" and "Golf Village" (813106 SS'ITDC letter, Exhibit 5), noting however, that the
development of a golf course, subject to certain design parameters (discussed below) will be permitted in
this area. The area of permanent habitat protection will include areas "A," "B" and, "C" within the
eastern portion of the base, previously shown as areas of proposed residential development (DEIR, Fig.
3.1-lb). Furthermore, the limits of work for development area D (located southwest of area C and south
of proposed parkway on above-referenced figure) will be consolidated, further adding to the habitat
protection area.
Golf Course Desim -The proposed golf course will be a links style course whose fairways, greens and
tees will not be landscaped with trees or large shrubs, and whose clubhouse area will not be heavily
landscaped with large trees or shrubs. To the greatest extent practicable, the golf play area will be
landscaped as grassland. Grading will be kept to a minimum. The roughs and areas between golf holes
will be managed as grassland bird habitat. According to the materials that have been submitted, a 16 acre
block of grasshopper sparrow "core habitat" within the golf course will be left undisturbed, and an
additional 87 acres of massland within and adiacent to the Golf Course will be restored. resultinpin
approximately 103 acres of grassland habitat within an overall Golf Course-Grassland area of 250 acres
of open land. SS'ITDCILNR acknowled~esthat the NHESP may not accept all areas of preserved
grassland in the Golf Course area as providing usable habitat dud to their location and configuration, and
wishes to continue discussing these areas on a case-by-case basis during the C&M permitting process to
determine whether these would "count" towards the on-site preservation acreage total. In addition,
SSITDCILNR acknowledges that the NHESP may request additional "fine tuning" of the golf course
layout. Additional mitigation measures for grassland birds include:
o Installing temporary fencing to protect preservation areas during construction;
o Restricting construction in grassland areas in the golf course area to non-breeding periods;
o Conducting initial vegetation management during non-breeding periods;
o Restoring the grassland areas between the East Branch of French's Stream and the infield
wetlands prior to golf course construction;
o Installing signs and other measures that prohibit golfers from entering habitat areas during the
breeding period; and .
o Developing and implementing a long-term monitoring program to monitor grassland bird
populations.
Habitat Management - SSTTDCILNR will develop and implement a long-term Habitat Management plan
for the areas of permanent habitat protection in order to optimize conditions for Eastern Box turtles and
state-listed ~raislandBirds. As discussed above, portions of this area will be managed as grassland.
Other areas will be managed as early successional habitat, forest, and turtle nesting habitat.
SS'ITDCILNR will establish a financial mechanism to guarantee completion of restoration and
management of the habitat areas. Such financial vehicles may include, but need not be limited to creation
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of an escrow account, establishment of stewardship endowment fund, or others as may be agreed upon by
NHESP and SSTTDCLNR.
East-West Parkwav Desim - In order to minimize impacts of the proposed parkway on Eastem Box
Turtle movement patterns, SSTTDCILNR will':
o Minimizeparkway width to the extentpractical. In the eastern part of the former Base and
across the forested land between the former Base and Weymouth Street, the Parkway has
been narrowed to a total cross-section of 75 feet (Exhibit 2 of the August 3,2006 letter from
SSTTDCILNR to NHESP). The median has been minimized (reduced from 16 feet to 4
feet), sidewalks have been eliminated, and bicycle/pedestrian accommodations have been
consolidated into a single 10-foot wide shared-use path. Side slopes of all embankments will
be 1.5: 1 (horizontal:vertical), further reducing the cross-sectional width.
o Construct a bridge over the Old Swamp ~ i v e ras
, shown on the bridge cross-section (Exhibit
3 of the August 3,2006 letter from SSTTDCILNR to NHESP). The existing fill and culverts
would be removed and the river channel and banks restored. This bridge span would be
approximately 85 feet long, providing an upland wildlife passage 10 feet wide on either side
of the channel. Shrub vegetation will be established on the Rubble Disposal Area cap to
enhance wildlife passage (Exhibit 3 of the August 3,2006 letter from SSTTDC/LNR to
NHESP). These measures are acceptable to NHESP. However, NHESP reserves the right to
continue discussions on the height of the wildlife passage on either side of the river under the
bridge during the C&M permitting process.
o Constructfour dty culverts under theparkway to further reduce fragmentation effects of the
Parkway and allow box turtles (and other small vertebrates) to pass safely between areas
north and south of the Parkway. The approximate locations of these proposed crossings are
shown on Figure 8.8-2 (August 3,2006 letter from SSTTDCLNR to NHESP). While the
number of dry culvertslcrossing structures (4 in addition to the 2 under each end of the Old
Swamp River bridge) has been agreed upon, the exact locations of the culverts have not been
specified at this time. NHESP will walk the alignment after SSTTDCLNR has staked the
centerline of the Parkway east of the Old Swamp River so that there can be mutual agreement
on the optimal locations for turtle crossings. SSTTDCLNR has committed to open bottom
arched culverts, 7 feet high and 19 feet wide, with an openness ratio greater than 0.25.
However, the NHESP remains concerned about light penetration into these culverts, and is
likely to request further modification during the C&M permitting process. Potential methods
of increasing light penetration to the culverts include increasing culvert size, grating of areas
in medians and vegetation strips above culverts and configuring the shared-use path in a
manner that increases the openness of the culvert.
o Construct apermanent barrier system that connects to the crossing system and keeps Eastern
Box Turtles off the road.
o Provide a mechanism for the long-term inspection and maintenance of crossing structures
and barriers.
Turtle protection during construction - SSTTDCILNR will conduct pre-construction searches for
Eastern Box Turtles, radiotrack turtles during construction, and install silt fence barriers in order to
protect Eastern Box Turtles during construction.
Species monitoring and conservation research - SSTTDCILNR will implement long term monitoring
of base populations of grassland birds and eastern box turtles. This monitoring will he designed to

It is understood that SSTTDC is cooperating with MHD on the design and permitting of the Parkway.
SSTTDC, not LNR, is the proponent for Parkway design, permitting and construction.
1
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evaluate the effectiveness of endangered species mitigation measures, including the turtle crossing
structures, and to fine-tune on-site habitat management decisions.
Off-site massland bird habitat mitipation - SS'ITDCILNR has agreed to provide off-site mitigation to
address the net loss of massland
habitat on-site. SS'ITDCLNR will nrovide mitigation
- funding- based
on a ratio of 2 acres of mitigation for every one acre of net loss of on-site grassland. According to the
Aueust 3,2006 letter, SS'lTDCILNR is prepared to provide mitigation for 113 acres lost (226 acres
~51).
SS'ITDCILNR has acknowledged that the NHESP may not accept all areas of preserved
grassland in the Golf Course area as providing usable habitat due to their location and configuration,
so some of this grassland may not "count" towards the on-site preservation acreage total.
Based on a preliminary review of the materials that have been provided by SS'lTDCILNR, the information
contained in our database, and site visits conducted by NHESP staff, the NHESP believes that the proposed
project along with the associated endangered species mitigation outlined above would be permittable,
pursuant to MESA. The NHESP expects to be able to issue a Conservation &Management Permit for this
project provided that outstanding details can be addressed. However, the NHESP will not render a final
decision until a formal Conservation &Management Permit Application has been submitted and the MEPA
review process has been completed. A summary of outstanding endangered species permitting issues
requiring additional information and NHESP approval are listed below.
MADFW.01

Summary of endaneered species permittine issues reauirine additional information
Final parkway turtle crossing structure and barrier design.
Final conservation restriction or other means to insure permanent habitat protection.
Proposal to mitigate for endangered species impacts associated with the off-site portion of the
proposed parkway.
Final golf course design plans.
Final grassland bird and Eastern Box Turtle habitat management and long-term monitoring plan. The
plan(s) must be prepared by qualified experts with extensive experience working with Eastern Box
Turtles, Grasshopper Sparrows, and Upland Sandpipers. The management and monitoring plan
should reference site plans showing specific management areas, along with detailed management
proscriptions for each management area.
Legal and financial instruments in order to guarantee the long-term management and monitoring of
endangered species and protected open space.
Legal and financial instruments in order to guarantee adequate inspection and long-term maintenance
of turtle road crossing structures and barriers.
Again, we thank the project proponents for their efforts to-date to address endangered species regulatory
concerns associated with the base redevelopment. We look forward to continuing to work with
SS'ITDCILNR to resolve outstanding permitting issues. Please do not hesitate to contact Jon Regosin, Ph.D.
at ext. 316 with any questions about this letter. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this project.

Thomas W. French, Ph.D.
Assistant Director
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cc:

Rich Kleiman & Kevin Chase, LNR
Terry Fancher, South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation
Cit~zensAdvisory Committee, c/o South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation
Lisa Standley, VHB
John DeVillars, Blue Wave
Sam Mygatt, Epsilon Associates
Brad Booth, Faxon & Booth
Weymouth Board of Selectmen
Wevmouth Conservation Commission
Planning Board
Rockland Board of Selectmen
Rockland Conservation Commission
Rockland Planning Board
Abington Board of Selectmen
Abington Conservation Commission
Abington Planning Board
Hingham Board of Selectmen
Hingham Conservation Commission
Hingham Planning Board
DEP Northeast Regional Office, MEPA Coordinator
Ed Reiner, EPA
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December 12,2006
Robert Golledge Jr,, Secretafy
Executive O@ce of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Sweet, Suite 900
Boston, MA 021144150

RE:

WeymoutbL4bihgtanRockland -Naval Ajr Station - DEIR
(EOEA #11805R)

ATTN:

W P A Unit
Willipm Gage

Dear Secretary Golledge:
On behalf of the Exeputive Office ofTransportation, I am submitting comments
regarding ths Naval Air Station (EOBA #I 1805) project in Weymoutb, Abihgton, and
Rockland, as prepared by the O f & @
of Transportation Planning. If you have any
questions regarding these comments, please call. 5. Lionel Lucien, P.E., Manager ofthe
PublictPrivate Development Unit, at (617) 973.7341.

Secretary Golledge
cc:

2

Luisa Paiewonsky, Commissioner
John Rlundo. P.E.. Chicf Eneineer
Grbg ~ r e n d e i g a s t , ~ eCGef,
~ u t ~ Envir~nrnental
Diane Madden, Project Manager, Environmental
Patricia Leavenworth, P.E.,District 4 Director
Bernard McCourt, District 5, Direcio~
St& Traffic Engineer
Stanley Wood, P.E., HigWaY Design Engineer
Fublic/Psi\rat.eDevelopinent Unit files
Ma$saohusetts Bay Transpor%atiop Authority
Mettopolitan Area Planning Council
Planning Department, City of Weymouth
Planning Board, Town of Abingt~n
Plailning Board, Town of Rocktand
Planning Board, Town ofI.Xingham

COMMONWBAI,THOF MASSACHUSETTS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICEOF TRANSPORTATION
PLANNING
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Kenneth S. Miller, P.E., Executive Directox
Office of Transportation Planning

DATE:

December 11,2006

RE:

Weymoutb/Abington/Rockland-Naval Air Station Development Project- DEIR
(EOEA #I 1085R)

The PubliciPrivate Development Unit (PPDU) has xeuiewed&e Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) for thc
~ a v a f ~station
i r project in Weymouth, Abington, and
Rockland. 'I'hc project is located on a 1450-acre site on the cast side of Route 18. 'Shc vroiect
,
cnt~ilsthe deveiopment of a master-planned community based on a "Villagc Center Plan"
sauare feet of
concept that will include UP to 2,850 units of housing: uv to 2.000.000
. .
com~erciallindustri~
sp&e, of which 500,000 squa&&et may be retaiccivic and educational
improvements to include schools and a
arts center;. recreation to includc an 18-hole
golf course and 9 to 13 playing fields. The development program will be built in three vhases.
Phase I will include the construction of up to 1,000 units of residential housing, up to &0,000 of
~ommercialspace, a 150-room hotel, askatina rink, an indoor recreation field house. vublic
parks and active opsn space; Phase I1 will inciude the constmetion of up to 1,060 && of
residential housing, up to 650,000 square feet of commercial spacc, 18 holes of golf course,
playing fields, public parks, a fitnesslwcllncss center, and the multi-modal center; Phase 111 will
include the rcmaining 855 units of residential housing, 900,000 square feet of cornrncrcial space,
additional public parks, and educational and institutional facilities. The project will also includc
the construction of significant transportation infrastructul'e to jnqlude d e 4 n g along the Route
18 corridor from the Route 3/Route 18 interchange to the Route l8koute 139 intersection, the
construction of an East-West Parkway from Route 18 connecting to Route 3 via local streets, and
the construction of a multimodal center at the existing South Weymouth commuter rail station.
Based on information contained in the DEIR, the project is expected to generate a total of
h w a is~ rcquired
approximately 34,300 vehicle-trips on an average-weekday. ~ ~ a s s ~ i g pcrmit
for acccss to Route 18. The project is categorically included for the preparation of an

.

?

-

An NPC submitted for the project in December 2005 requested a waiver to proceed with
a partial Phase I (Phase IA) development consisting of the construction of 150,000 square feet of
office, research and development, light industrial space, and 500 units of housing. Phase IA is
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located on 342 acres in the northwest quadrant of the base bounded by Shea Memorial Drive on
the north and east, Trotter Road on the south, and the western property line along the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority ("MBT.4") track right-of-way and Route 18. The
Phase IA waiver request was granted in a certificate issued by the Secretary of EOEA in
February 2006, and was conditioned on the substantial completion of a MassNigbway project to
implement intersection improvements at three locations along Route 18. MassHighway has
recently issued a Notice to Proceed for the construction of these improvements.
'Shc L)EIK included a transportation study that conforms generally to the EOEAEOT
Guidclines for liIIUI3S Traffic Imuact Assessments. Wc arc satisficd with the scooe of the
analysis presented in the study. T& proponent has met on several occqions with GOT and
MassHighway to discuss the project and the necessary transportation infrastructure
improvements to accommodate the traffic impacts of The development program. The identified
improvements consist of providing access from Route 18to the east side of the base via a
connector road, the East-West Parkwav; the widening of Route 18 from the Route 3 interchange
to Route 139; and intersection improv&ents at several locations in the vicinity of the project,These imurovements are eenerallv consistent with the urevious MassHighwav Access Studv
recomm&dations for theheveiopmcnt of the South~eymputh~ a v z ~itation.
i r The &IR
has further analyzed these irnprove~en~s
and their cnviro&cntal impacts, demonstrated that
they will be necessary to mitigate thc impacts of the project at full build, and presented a "phased
trksportation infiastkoture i&plementaGon that can-acEommodate varying stages of
develoument. However. we have several concerns that should be addressed in the FEIR. Those
concerns range from the alternative analysis for the East-West Parkway to its permitting, funding
the FEIR should clc&ly identify the parties
mechanism, and future ownership. ~ddjtionall~,
responsible for additional off-site mitigation
measures
and their associated right-of-way
acquisitions.
East-West Parkwav Alternative Analvsis
The proponent has indicated in the DEIR that the east-west connection will provide a
regional connection between the Route 3 and Route 18 corridors, while accommodating the
proiect traffic.
the modeling conducted by U P S has found that the majority of the
traffic along the parkway would be base-related, with a less signifioant portion using the
conneetot %r regional travel or as a missing link between neighborhoods in the nearby towns.
The traffic volume resulting from the modeling demonstrates the need for the connection to
Route 18, and to a certain extent the transportation network, cast of the base; however, the
proponent has not yet demonstrated that traffic volumes using the preferred alternative are
sufficiently be high enough to justify a regional need.
The East-West Parkway alternatives were developed through several rnectings and
discussions with MassHighway, from which the proponent has selected a preferred alternative.
Tile selection was made basedon a number of criteda that were also deveioped as part of these
discussions. The alignment of the proposed Parkway has three dtemtive connections to Route
18 on i t s western end, and four alternative configurations on its eastern end (Hingham Sheet1
Routc 3). While the review and discussion of the Route 18 options are adequate, we have still
have some concerns that should be reevaluated in the FElR before concurring with the selected
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alternative.

The following coments should be addressed in the FEIR. The three different alignments
proposed for the W1 altemativc would impact the wetland rcsources and bridges are proposed to
minimize the impacts. The matrix evaluation did not include the costs associated wit11 tic
proposed bridges, and the criteria used in the matrix to evaluate thc traffic flow and impacts did
not provide sufficient qualitative and quantitative measures to differentiate the alternatives.
~nf~knation
based on h e modeling seems to indicate that a signifcantly higher volume of traffic
would use the W3 alignment, and among thc three, W1 would carry the lenit volume of traffic.
Additionally, the traffic analysis indicates that the level of service at a significantly higher
number of intersections would improve 3s a result of the W3 alignment. he FEIR sh;ould
provide a bcttcr comparison of the transportation measures of effectivcncss for each alternative.
The DEIR indicates that a preliminary evaluation found the W3 alternative to be
infeasible because its location would conflict with the Wastewater Groundwater Recharge
System. Its siting was deemed ''the best location" "considering that the residential and
commercial development under the Village Center Plan is located in the northern part of the
property and the topopaphy g e n d l y txends from higher elevations in the n o ~ n o r t h e a sto
t
lower elevations in the southk;outheast." The FEX should provide a moxe detailed evalaation to
justify their preliminary findings, since as mentioned above the W3 alignment seems to have
significantly more regional benefit than the others, and could result in significantly less wetland
impacts than W-1.
As part of the alternative analysis, Trotter Road is proposed as either part ofaproposed
alignment or an aecevs point of the base overall access. In either case, tho FBIR should Clearly
identify the competitive needs of that segment of roadway to establish a balance between its
functionality and access requirements. Trotter Road is proposed as the main street leading to the
Village Center, wMch will be the most densely developed with commerctal and tetail space,
ground flow businesses and highest density housing. Additionally, Trotter Road would serve as
part of the access for parking and drop-off for the proposed multi-modal transportation center.
In summary, the proponent is encouraged to present a more detailed analysis of the W1,
W2 and W3 alignments in the FEIR, perhaps inclqdiing a eombined a l i m e n t between W3-B
and W3-C that minimizes impacts to wetlands and Upland Sandpiper'habitat, that justifies the
nmber of lanes required; comparatively assesses wetland impacts per roadway segment, bridge
cost and Right-of-way impact (perhaps area as well as buildings); and clearly eompms
transportation efficiency.

The FEIR should elearly identiQ all the ROW impacts of the project and clearly id en ti^
the parties responsible for acquiring the properties. The cost of the ROW should also be provided
and, where necessary, ineluded in the evaluation matrix.
Wetland Impacts

EOT.01

EOT.02

EOT.03

EOT.04

EOT.05
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The DEIR did not Mly quantify the individual and cumulative impacts of all wetland areas
associated with both the base development and the proposed infrastmcme improvements ss
requested in the WPC letter. The FEIR should clearly identify the resourcesateas under state and
federal jurisdictions, including federal functions and values, The temporary impacts to the Old
Swamp River, wetland impacts for the sections of the project east of the base, and temporary and
permanent impacts for the preferred alternative for the water pipeline along Route 37, fox which
MassHighway access permits will be required, should be quantified and included in the FEIR. A
Chapter 91 License will be required for the Old Swamp River crossing.

EOT.06

Wazardsus Materials
The FElR should discuss thc status of the hazardous remediation on the base, the

EOT.07

potential impact of the capped Rubble Disposal Area on the Parkway project, and the resultant

regulatory requirements and future maintenance responsibilities.

The FEIR should reevaluate the East-WestParkway connections to the local street
system. MassHighway believes th&tlane balance or lane configuration CQIICeWshould be
further investigatedlresolved in the PEIR. The proposed East-West Parkway alignment consists
of reverse horizontal curves with s h q radii. The design must meet the 49 mph design speed
standards with proper tangents included between the reverse curves.
Traffic operations along Routc 3 from Route 18 to Mingham Street will dcyade due to
the wroaosed development. l'he DEIR should evaluate the merge md diverge traffic o~erations
at ail tl;e Route 3 ramps with Route 18, Derby Street and ~ i n g h a mStreet. This analysis must be
includcd and awnrovriate
.. . mitigation nleasures should be vrooosed. To mitieate impacts at the
interchanges, the proponent should investigate options such as modification, widening or adding
of ramps and extcnding thc length of acceleration and deceleration lanes on Route 3.

-

..

EOT.09

-

The FEIR has indicated that parking will be provided on the parkway. MassHighway
generally does not support the provision of parking on roadways serving regional travel and
truck traffic. The project proponent should reevaluate some of the design criteria for the
roadway cross-scction. In addition, where wetlands are impacted, the project proponent should
Project
consider fnrther reduction of the cross-section, consistent with the MassHighway
ReveIopmedt and Design Wdebook,
-mltment

EOT.08

and Fundiqg

The DBIR has generally defcrrcd identifying the parties responsible for the
implementation of the identified mitigation nieasurcs for the project for the FEIR. The
im~rovementswill require signific~hvctstmentsin~ansp~m~~nlnfras~oture
and will
require close cooperation between the proponent, its develbper, and the appropriate state and
federal agencies. Wc have met on several occasions with the project proponent and its
representatives to discuss the finding mechanism for the project and its related permitting
implications. To date, MassHighway has not formally committed to be co-proponent of the

EOT.10
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Parkway and the eastside improvements as identified in the DEIR. Some of the issues raised
ahove, such as the selection of a prefcrrcd alternative and dcmonstration of regional travcl
benefit to the state highway system may nccd to be addressed prior to such dctcrmination. The
project proponent has previo;sly presented a funding strategy ;hat is yet to be approved by the
appropriate state and federal agencies; therefore, federal funding of the Parkwav has not bcen
cbinpietely ruled out. NEPA compliance will be $equired
the Federd iiighwaY
Administration if federal transportation funds are used, including the $8 million @P earmark
proposed to be used for the Multi-Modal Center, or through the Federal Transit Authority if
transferred to them. If statc funding is used to design andconstruct the Parkway, NEPAcompliance will be administered by thc US Army Corps of Engineers for the Individual Section
404 permit with the analysis of an Environmental ~ssessment,~ffederalfbnding will be used
for the Parkway, it needs to be eligible for the federal aid system. Generally, the minimal
classificatio~ifor entry is 8 collector that connects with an arterial. C m n t l y , the local road
Reservoir Park Drive is not and arterial. The future ownership and maintennnce responsibilities
of the Parkway are not described. ?'he Office of 'Transportation Planning and MassHighway will
continue to work closely with the SS'lyl'DC to ensure that the projects meet all access and
connectivity, ownership criteria for federal funding,
- and identify thc best way to fund, -program,
permit, andexpedite these improvements.
Transportation Remand M a n a m
The DEIR included a list of TDM measures that addresses alternative transportation
modes to the site. We believe that the list of measures is coinprehcnsive and would encourage
alternative modes to the site. The FEIR should expand on the specifics of their implementation;
s making transit an integral part of the site
in particular, the project proponent ~houldf ~ c u on
planning, and make the project more consistent with smart growth principles, The proponent
should evaluate projected ridership based on a robust TDM program that provide incentives such
as transit subsidy, limited parking for employees, walking and bicycliig opportunities between
home to on-site work, home to transit, and transit to on-site work, and any other measures that
could encourage transit usage. The project proponent should use these projections for site
planning and will include adequate access and atnenities to facilitate bus services, The
proponent shopld also identify the spedfic qualitative and quantifative measms thar will be used
for each of the clement of the 'IUM progranl, and set some goals that will be used to measure the
success of rhe program. We encourage the proponent to work jointly with the Office of
Transportation Planning, MassHighway, and the Citizen Advisory Committed to establish these
goals, which should be the basis for the yearly monitoring program committed to by the
proponent. Additionally, we will require the proponent to commit to implement any
recommendations that will result from the monitoring program to help attain the set goals.

s
in the FElR concept plans for the proposed multi-modal
The proponent h ~ provided
center. l'he project proponent should continue working with the MBTA to address vehicular,
pedestrian, and handicap access based on the proposed layout. In particular, the FElR should
pay special attention to the at-grade crossing on Trottcr Road near the site. The proponent
should evaluate the feasibility~fan at-gradi crossing as part of the solution to &dress access

EOT.11
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and safety conCerns. The transit analysis has indicated that additional coach and parking spaces
will be required to address the increase ridership associated wilh the project, f i e FEIR should
include the a'ssoCipted cost estimates and the funding sources for design and constructiorl of these
improvements.
The FIIIR or any future stage development should provide an update of the local
permitting processes for the proposed project, particularly with respect to any state highway
issues being discussed. We strongly encourage proponents to consult with MassHighway before
any state highway issues arc discussed in local meetings or hearings.
Any conceptual plans for roadway improvements included in a e FEIR should be of
sufficient detail to verify the feasibility of constructing such improvements. The drawings
shodd clearly show proposed connection ofthe public road system, lane widths and offsets,
layout lines and jurisdictions, and the land uses (including access drives) adjacent to areas where
improvement are proposed. In partioular, the PEIR should slate all land takings and @emitsthat
are necessary to implement proposed improvements and should identify the
responsible for
such takings. Thc proponent should ensure that tile improvements are designed in accordat~ceto
the reccntiy adope2 ~assachuse~ts
Highway Department Project ~ e v e l o ~ m eand
n t Design
Guidebook. Thc 1:EIK should also address future ownershiv of the East-West Parkwav upon
termination of the 8S1TDC.
We encourage the proponent to continue working with appropriate E01' divisions,
including the Office of Transportation Planning's PublicIPrivate Development Unit and
MassIIighway units including the District 4 and District 5 Offices, the Environmental, Highway
Design, and Traffic Operations sections, during the preparation of the FElR or additional
submissiol~sfor this project. If you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact
me at (617) 973-7341 or Diane Madden of the Masst-lighway Environrncntal Section.

EOT.13

EOT.14

MASSACHUSETTS
WATERRESOURCES
AUTHORITY
Charlestown Navy Yard
100 First Avenue, Building 39
Boston, MA 02129
Frederick A. Laskey
Executive Director

Telephone: (617) 242-6000
Fax: (617) 788-4899
T i Y (617) 788-4971

December 7,2006
Robert Golledge, Jr., Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs,
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Attn: Aisling Eglington
Boston, MA 021 14
Subject:

DEIR Naval Air Station Development Project - EOEA #1108R
Weymouth, Rockland and Abington

Dear Secretary Golledge:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above referenced Draft
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). The proposed project involves redevelopment of
the former South Weymouth Naval Air Station (the Base) as a mixed-use, Smart Growth
redevelopment of a brownfield site located in the towns of Abington, Rockland and
Weymouth.
In the DEIR, South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation and LNR South
Shore LLC identify a dedicated pipe connection between the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority (MWRA) water system and the Naval Air Station Redevelopment
("the Project") as their preferred water supply alternative. The DEIR also identifies an
on-site wastewater treatment and water reclamation facility as preferable to regional
management alternatives such as the MWRA and the Rockland Wastewater Treatment
Plant. It briefly notcs that a direct sewer connection to MWRA was considered on a
screening level but had several disadvantages. Because of the concerns identified, a
direct sewer connection was not pursued with, or considered, by MWRA. Therefore,
MWRA's comments below are limited to water supply issues.
Admission to the MWRA Waterworks system to supply Phase I1 and 111 of the
Redevelopment is sought, triggering review under MEPA and the InterBasin Transfer Act
(ITA). Tri-Town's enabling legislation grant it sufficient powers of a public nature to
establish Tri-Town's eligibility to seek admission to the MWRA Waterworks system
under Section 8(d) of MWRA's enabling legislation and MWRA Policy #OP.10,
Admission of a New Community to Water System. MWRA has ample capacity to serve
the project, and is pleased to be a participant in a project that is so heavily guided by
smart growth and sustainable design principles.
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The Project is expected to consume, on average, approximately 1.4 rngd of
potable water from MWRA. The Project's demand of 1.4 rngd represents only a small
fraction of the decrease in water demand - approximately 100 rngd - that has occurred
from the 1980s to the present. Section 6.5 of the DEIR presents MWRA analysis of the
environmental impacts of the proposed water withdrawal on the donor basin. MWRA's
analysis showed that the supply of water to the Project would have no perceptible effect
on the rivers below the MWRA withdrawal points. Thc quantity of water that would be
consumed by the project is insignificant in comparison to the capacity of the reservoirs.
Moreover, planned and controlled discharges at the dams are governed by statutory and
regulatory requirements, reservoir operation objectives, and water supply considerations
that are not affected by the prospective demands of the Naval Air Station and other
communities that are seeking water from the MWRA.
As noted in the DEIR, MWRA's current five-year annual average system demand
of approximately 230 rngd is considerably less than the supply system's safe yield of 300
rngd and historical demand. This leaves ample capacity to serve new users. The MWRA
modeling presented in the EIR addressed the impact of the district's withdrawals on safe
yield, as well as other reservoir perfoimance measures. In evaluating past, current and
proposcd withdrawals, MWRA started with a baseline demand of 230 mgd, and added to
it an additional demand of 13 mgd resulting from population and employment growth in
the existing scrvice area (based on projections out to the year 2030), plus the prospective
demands of the Naval Air station, Wilmington and additional demand of Reading,
approximately 5 mgd. Taking these demands into consideration, MWRA analysis
conservatively looked at a withdrawal of 250 rngd in the context of six reservoir
performance measures. Based on fifty years of records, the Naval Air Station's
withdrawals, coupled with the withdrawals of Wilmington and Reading, could result in
three additional months in a "Drought Emergency-Stage I", triggering some outdoor and
municipal water restrictions in the MWRA service area during a drought as severe as the
1960s drought. Quabbin's maximum pool descent would still be well above the level at
which reservoir performance would be affected. No other reservoir performance
measures would be affected.
Certain information included in the DEIR has since been updated, including the
cumulative monthly demands from Reading and Wilmington. A new table on cumulative
monthly demands was subsequently provided to MEPA and WRC and will be included in
the FEIR. The slightly revised table, however, does not change the conclusions of the
analysis contained in the DEIR, givcn the nature of MWRA's multi-year storage
reservoirs.
MWRA also conducted analysis relative to hydraulic performance of the MWRA
system (Appendix F of the DEIR) and found that the effects on existing community
meters would be negligible. MWRA analysis assumed the minimum and maximum
available hydraulic grade lines 261.5 - 274 ft BCB reflecting an assumption that the Blue
Hills Storage Facility is built.

MWRA's hydraulic and hydrologic modeling serves as the basis of some key
findings that must be made for admission to the MWRA waterworks system, pursuant to
MWRA's Enabling Act and MWRA BOP. 10, Admission of a New Community into the
Waterworks System (copy enclosed). MWRA Policy O.P#10, Admission of New
Community to MWRA Water System establishes the process and criteria that the MWRA
will use to evaluate a request for admission by a new community. Other information
provided in the DEIR and subsequent MEPA and ITA submittals is a prelude to the
information that MWRA will consider as part MWRA's Enabling Act and OP.lO. Key
MWRA criteria overlap with the criteria of other regulatory review processes. For
example, a criterion of the WIiC is that all practical measures to conserve water are
made; similarly MWRA requires that effective demand management measures be
undertaken.
The proponent notes that numerous state of the art water conservation techniques
are being pursued, including low water use fixtures and appliances and design of
landscape and open space with drought resistant low water use plan species. Irrigation
needs will be met by reclaimed water and an on-site well, rather than by potable water
from MWRA. The commitment to conservation outlined in the DEIR is an excellent
start; MWRA looks forward to additional information as the details of the conservation
plan and its implementation are further developed as part of the MEPAIITA review.
The conservation plan should address not only the residential component of the
development, but its commercial, biotechnology, officelretail and institutional
components that appear to represent over 60 per cent of total water use. Pursuant to
MWRA's requirements, the plan must be approved by the WRC and adopted prior to
application to MWRA.
The DEIR also provides preliminary information on pipeline routing and the
alternatives that are under consideration for supply of MWRA water to Tri-Town. At
this point, it appears a 7-mile, 16-inch pipeline is the preferred alternative for the Naval
Air Station Redevelopment. A storage tank would also be provided. The proponent
would be responsible for construction, permitting and maintaining the pipeline to MWRA
as well as its own storage tank. The DEIR also notes that MWRA would consider the
possibility of wheeling water; MWRA would only consider the possibility of wheeling
water from Quincy through Weymouth and to the Base if, as a result of the
Development's consultations with Weymouth and Quincy, those parties mutually
determined that wheeling was an approach they wished to pursue.
The pipeline route traverses sections of Weymouth, and the possibility of an
emergency interconnection with Weymouth is noted. An emergency interconnection for
mutual aid purpose is good water supply practice and doesn't require MEPA approval.
However, the use of MWRA water on an emergency basis by any non-MWRA
community is subject to MWRA OP.05, Emergency Water Withdrawals.

MWRA.01

MWRA.02

MWRA.03

The MWRA Advisory Board and MWRA Board of Directors' consideration of
the Tri-Town's request for admission to the MWRA Waterworks system will occur after
the District's completion of the MEPA process, and WRC's review and approval under
the Interbasin Transfer Act. Typically, the information provided in an application to
MWRA reflects the sum of plans that evolve through the MEPA and ITA review and
approval processes. MWRA looks forward to continued coordination with the Naval Air
Station, review agencies, and other watershed interests to ensure that water supply
concerns are addressed prior to application to MWRA.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to Pamela Heidell at 617
788 1102 or myself at (617) 788 1165.
Sincerely,

Marianne Connolly,
Program Manager, Regulatory Compliance
Attachment
cc:
Pamela Heidell, MWRA
Jack I-Ienderson, Tetra-Tech
Laura Rome, Epsilon Associates
Rich Kleiman, LNR
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WATER R E S O U R C E S C O M M I S S I O N
100 CAMBRIDGESTREET,BOSTON MA 02114
November 22,2006
Robert Golledge, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEPA Office
Aisling Eglington, EOEA # 11085R
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 021 14

R~t~\lEl

Dear Secretary Golledge:
The staff of the Water Resources Commission (WRC) has reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Report for the Naval Air Station Redevelopment Project within
the Towns of Weymouth, Rockland, and Abington. The WRC's jurisdiction over this
project is limited to the proponents' preferred alternative for water supply, connection to
the MWRA Water Works System. This connection will require WRC approval under the
Interbasin Transfer Act (ITA) (M.G.L. ch 21 @8B-8D and 313 CMR 4.00). The
proponents have provided much of the information needed to evaluate the water supply
option against the criteria of the ITA, however, the WRC staff still has the following
questions and concerns that if expects will be addressed in the Final Environmental
Impact Report (FEIR) for this project.
General Comments

A map showing the watersheds of the donor basins should be provided.
The planning documents listed under Section 2.3 of the Draft Local Water
Resources Management Plan refer to www.thevilla~ecenterplan.This document
is no longer available on-line. A copy of the plan, either in hard copy or compact
disk should be furnished to WRC staff at the Department of Conservation and
Recreation's Office of Water Resources.
Section 6.5.1.1: The water demands and demand projections on the MWRA
system must be clarified. The information provided to the WRC and used in the
analyses for the June 9,2005 Decision for the Town of Reading indicated that the
average demand on the MWRA water supply system in 2004 was 220 mgd, the
average annual baseline demand (for the past five years) on the MWRA water
supply was 251 mgd, and the future system demand is expected to be 265 mgd in
2025. Page 6-71 of the DEIR states a demand of 225 mgd in 2005, and an
average use of 230 mgd over the past five years, and a baseline (without the
Project, Reading, and Wilmington) demand estimate of 243 mgd in 2030.

MAWRC.01

MAWRC.02

MAWRC.03

The peak demand should he clarified. In some sections of the DEIR, it is listed as
1.8 mgd. In another sections, it is listed as 2.0 or 2.1 mgd.
The Interbasin TransferAct reviews project proposals based on the maximum
hydraulic capacity to transfer water across a river basin. What is the limiting
factor for the average day demand of 1.4 mgd and corresponding peak demand?
Will the management o f the proposed development enter into a contract with the
MWRA specifying the amounts of water that will be furnished?

MAWRC.04

MAWRC.05

Information needed to evaluate the proposal against Criterion #2 of the ITA
regulations: All reasonable efforts have been made to identify and develop all viable
sources in the receiving area.

Section 4.2 outlines the water supply alternatives investigated but does not
mention the Abington-Rockland Joint Water Works. The FEIR should explain
why this system was not considered a viable water supply source.
The basins of each o f the alternatives considered should he identified. In
addition, in-basin water supply sources should be identified on a map. Efforts
made to identify and develop all viable sources in the same basin as the project
should be fully described according to the Water Resources Commission's EIR
Scope for Communities Seeking Approval Under the Interbasin Transfer Act.
There should also be an explanation o f why Weymouth's system cannot be used
to continue meeting a portion of the development's water demand. Page 4-6
states that there is registered withdrawal o f 5.0 mgd under the Water Management
Act (WMA)and according to the DEP Annual Statistical Report for 2005,
Weymouth's average use is 4.27 mgd. Weymouth has committed to providing a
water supply o f 150,000 gpd for Phase I o f the development. However, the DEIR
indicates that, over the long-term,that capacity will be made "available to other
Weymouth users." The FEIR should clarify whether Weymouth was asked to
provide 150,000 gpd of water over the long-term and whether some or all o f the
balance o f Weymouth's W M A registration (0.73 mgd) is available for the project.
Please provide a copy o f the Pumping Test Report for the well at Site 1-01 to
WRC Staff. Also, provide a cost estimate o f providing treatment for the well
water.
Information needed to evaluate the proposal against Criterion #3 of t h e ' 1 ~ ~
regulations: All practical measures to conserve water have been taken in the
receiving area...

The DEIR states that an on-site well and reclaimed wastewater will he used for
irrigation o f the site and golf courses, however it is unclear i f the individual
residential areas o f the development will have access to this non-potable water for
irrigation of private lots and gardens. These non-potable sources o f water should

MAWRC.06

MAWRC.07

MAWRC.08

MAWRC.09

be made available as irrigation water to as much of the project as possible, if not
the entire project. The FEIR should address this issue and explain how the
residences, including the proposed single family homes and condo associations,
will irrigate lawns and gardens.
Section 3.3.2.4 of the DEIR states that "...the Project's Sustainable Design
Guidelines will recommend that buildings have low flow water use fixtures and
appliances that are as or more efficient than is required by Massachusetts
plumbing code" (emphasis added). The guidelines should include a requirement
that plumbing fixtures and appliances, at a minimum, must meet the
Massachusetts plumbing code and strongly encourage use of fixtures and
appliances that go beyond the requirements of the plumbing code.
Redevelopment of the NAS is a premiere opportunity to achieve significant water
savings in new constmction through the use of efficient fixtures and appliances.

MAWRC.10

MAWRC.11

More detail should be provided in the FEIR on how the public education plan will MAWRC.12
be implemented.
Table 1 of the Water Conservation Plan (Appendix 6-B) is blank.

MAWRC.13

Information needed to evaluate the proposal against Criterion #5 of the ITA
regulations: Reasonable instream flow in the river from which the water is
transferred is maintained.
Please provide clarification regarding the submittal of information for evaluation
of Criteria 5 and 8. Page 4-16 of the DEIR states that the MWRA is evaluating
and will provide the required documentation for Criteria 5 and 8 of the Interbasin
Transfer Act. However, page 6-68 states that Section 6.5.1.1 presents the
MWRA's analysis of impacts to the Swift, Nashua, and Ware River basins. Is
this analysis complete or will more information be provided?

MAWRC.14

Information needed to evaluate the proposal against Criterion #7 of the ITA
regulations: Communities have adopted or are actively engaged in developing a
local water resources management plan. A draft Local Water Resources Management
Plan was provided in the DEIR. WRC Staff has the following questions and comments
that must be addressed before the plan can be recommended for approval.
Section 4.2 Existing Stormwater Management, discusses stormwater outfalls
piped directly to French Stream. Will these drains be disconnected to allow for
more natural stormwater recharge to groundwater? How will this be
accomplished? Stormwater should be recharged to the maximum extent
practicable. This section also includes a question, "Any available information on
I/I in the Base collection system?" This question should be addressed in the final
plan.

MAWRC.15

MAWRC.16

Section 5.2.1 Rivers and Streams: This section should clarify that the French
Stream is located in the South Coastal Basin and the Old Swamp River is located
in the Boston Harbor Basin.

MAWRC.17

Section 5.2.2 Ponds and Lakes, discusses Twin Ponds and states, "There are two
ponds under low groundwater conditions and one when the groundwater in the
area is high." We assume that this is because the ponds merge under high
groundwater conditions, but this should be clarified.

MAWRC.18

Section 5.2.3 Wetlands and Vernal Pools: The Wetland Jurisdictions section
should be updated. It is our understanding that since DEP has reorganized its
regions, the entire Base is now under the jurisdiction of DEP's Southeastern
Regional Office.

MAWRC.19

MAWRC.20

Section 5.2.5 Rare Species: Should be updated.
Section 6.1 Regional Planning: Was the Metropolitan Area Planning Council
contacted concerning regional plans?
Information needed to evaluate the proposal against criterion #8 of the ITA
regulations:
The Commission shall consider the imaacts of all aast., authorized or
proposed transfers in the donor basin.

.

We note that when discussing flow releases and requirements in the donor basin,
the D E B states that, "Future discussions between EOEA, the Department of Fish
and Game and MWRA to discuss management practices and potential
opportunities to enhance resource protection are needed to address this complex
issue." We agree with this assessment and encourage the parties to continue to
discuss opportunities to improve the flow regimens in the Swift and Nashua
Rivers.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Kathleen M. Baskin, P.E.
Executive Director
cc:

Water Resources Commission
Michele Drury, DCR
Erin Graham, DCR

MAWRC.21

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

December 6,2006

William Francis Galvin, Secretary of the Commonwealth
Historical Commission
secretary ~
~~ ~b l ljr,
~ ~ Massachusetts
d~ ~ t~ ,
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Attn.: Aisling Eglington, MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 021 14
RE: South Weymouth Naval Air Station Development Project, Abington, Rockland, and Weymouth, MA.
MHC #RC.23343; EOEA #11085R.
Dear Secretary Golledge:
Staff of the Massachusetts Historical Commission have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR) for the proposed project referenced above and have the following comments.
MHC understands that a reconnaissance archaeological survey has been conducted for access to Route 3
and Trotter Road. MHC looks forward to reviewing the archaeological report and consulting to avoid,
minimize, or mitigate any adverse effects to any significant historic and.archaeological resources that may
have been identified in the area of project effect. MHC requests that the Final Environmental Impact
Report contain a summary of tkresultsof this consultation, described in a manner that does not disclose
any sensitive archae016~icalsite locational information, to protect the sites.
~

.

,

...

.. . ,

~

,

These coti&erits %reoffered io assist in compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Prcscrvation Act of 1966, as a~ucrlded(36 (:FR 800). Massilchusetls General Ldws, Chapter 9. Sections
26-27C (950 <'MI< 70-7 I ) aud Mlil'A (301 CMI< 1 I). If you have any ques~ionsor need iiddition~l
information, please feel free to contact Gregory R. Dubell at this office:
Sincerely,

-%'W"-zk

Brona Simon
State Archaeologist
State Historic Preservation Officer
Executive Director
Massachusetts Historical Commission
xc:

:
.:

David S. Hall, LNR South Shae, LLC
Kenneth A. Goff, South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation
Laura Rome, Epsilon Associates
Karen Kirk Adams, USACOE-NED-Regulatory
.
...
Kate Atwood, USACOE-NED
DEPdSoutheast ~,'.i g.i-o. n. aOffice
l. ,
'
~':.
. .
. . . ,
. . ' ?
3ohn'RempelaEs. MHD'
.
. . . , .:
. . ~
~b'ihgton~istorical~ o h i u s s i o n
Rockland Historical Commission
Weymoutli ~idtbricalco@@ssi'~n
Deborah C. COX,'PAL
220 Morrissey Boulevard, Boston, Massachusetts 02125
(617) 727-8470 Fax: (617) 727-5 128
www.sec.state.ma.us/mhc
:

,

,

MHC.01

.
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Metropolitan Area Planning Council
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60'Icmplc Placc. Boston. MavsachuseIts 021 1 1 h174.71-2770itlx 617-482-71 85 www.mirpc.org

./

Serving 101 cities ctnd towns in metml~oliranBosrorr

ftEieFBVB&
December 11,2006
Robert W. Oolledge Jr., Secretary
Exeoutive Office of E~lvironmentalAffairs
Atteotion: MEPA Office
Aisling Eglington, MEPA # I 1085R
100 Cambridge Street, Suitc 900
Bouton, MA 021 14
RE: ,Redevelopmentof Fotrner Naval Air Station, S. Weymouth and Associated Transportation,
EOEA f4 I 1085R, DEIR
Dear Secretary Golledge:
I

l'he(Metropolitan Awa Planning Council (MAPC) regularly reviews proposals deemed to havc
,regipnal impacts. The Council rcvicws these projects for consistency with Mktrol'k~n,the
~gi*l policy plnn for the Boston metropolitan area, MAPC's Smart Growth Principles, and the
Commonwealth's Sustainable Development Principles, as well as for their impacts upon the
env~onment.MAPC has reviewed the Draft Environ~nentalImpact Report (DEIK) and has the
following comments.
This proposed project hm undergone considerable review prior to the filing of thc DElR with thc
MEPA office. Most notably, MAPC and the Old Colony Planning Council conducted a "Peer
Review" of the project in early 2005 that addressed major issues such as iransportation, water
sup$y, wwsstowatcr, open space, housing, and utilities. This review made recommendations fur
changes in the plan and idenlfled issucs that needed further analysis in tlie MEPA review process
to follow. Our comments here are based in part on somc of the issucs that were identified in the
~ c c Rcview,
d
as well as changes that have been made to the plan since then. W C is also a
member of ihe Citizens' Advisory Comniittee that reviewed the DEIR.
1,

Ov0'pall, we find that the project hau the potential to be consistent with MAPC's Slnart Growth
Printiples,
. as well as the Conunonwealth's Sustainable Development Principles. Howcver, to
ensure.that the project is implcmcnted in a manner that realizes the benefits of smart growth,
certfin issues must be addressed and mitigation measures implcmcnlcd as nn integral pnrt of the
proj~ct.Conditions favoring consistency with sinart growth include:

rI

The project entails the redevelopment of an alrcady-developed site.
The project includcs a mixture of uses (residential, industrial, and relail), and will includc
,I some affordable housing- units.
t The site is close to an existing commuter rail station, and with mitigation such as shutllc
scrvice and im~rovedaccess to the station, the "project
could be considered a transit
; related development.
I
o, Prdsident

Cordon Feltmnn, Vice President

Grace S. Shcpnrd. 'li.aasurer

W m D.Draiwtl, F~ct:ulivfiDin:t:wr

Jcannc 8. Klchal-dson. Scoartrry
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The development will be located on about 30 percent of the site, leaving about 70
percent, or 1,000 acres, of open space, including thc proposed golf course.
'I'lie proposal for wastewater entails on-site ircament with a water reuse component.
The proponent has committed to implementing Low Impact Development measures.

MAPC commcndv the South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation and tlieir developlnent
parlner, LNR, for bringing forward an innovative uro~osalthat has thc ~otcntialto t u n lllc
abandoned Naval Air Station into an asset for the
host communit&s and the broader region,
MAPC's principle interest going into the MEPA review of this project is to ensure that all ofthe
mitigation ncedcd to accommodatc this large and complex project is implemented in atimely
manner throughout the various phases of thc devclopmcnt. To that cnd wc offcr tllc following
comments on the draft EIR.
Transportation
The proponent discusses an admirable range of lransporlarion options and mitigation stratcgies in
thc DEIR. consistent with the ndooted Master Plan. the earlier Peer Review.,and on-~oinw
di~c~ssions
with the CAC. Our concern is with the specifioityof the cotmnitn~entsto-those
mitigation strategies. We also believe that the need for additional mitigation should be based on
tncasurable traffic targets that should be developed for the FEIR.
2
'

~

~---

Develooine Tarcets
We recommended in our Peer Review that tho proponent sot a target for reducing auto trips to the
site (we suggested 50%). We continue to believe that setting a target in the FEIR i s tho fairest and
most effective way to determine die success of efforts to reduce t~afficimpacts on neighborhoods
and fo identify appropriate mitigation strategies.

i

The arget should be based on lhc capacity of Route 18 and of the east side connectio~~s
to Route

MAPC.01

3 to ~andletraffic fro111the base. Tli: targets should rcauire new tral'tic to not exceed more than
two-thirds of the new Route 18 cnpacityand no lnore than half oftha rcmaining capacity on
Hinghan Street and other connecting roadways. The exact targets should be developed in the
cour6e of developing the FEIR, in consultation with the local communities, Massliighway, U W ,
and the regional planni~igagencies.
The b o ~ i i t o r i nprogram
~
would bc uscd to measure perfor~nanceversus the targets. As volumes
apprpaoh or exceed the targets, no further development sliould takc place until the propol~ents
haveldeveloped in consoltation with all the communities and begun implementation ofmultimodal ~nitigationmeasures. DEI' s110ulJ havc rcsponsihility for enforcing this requirement as part
of it4 air quality regulations.
k
~itibationDetails

.P

Wie
Certificate requires "lhc DBIR should include clear comtllit~lientsto tmflic
. ecretary's
.
mltlgat~onand provide a timulinc for impleinentatio~lof mitigation measures based on thc
phasjng of the project." We do not bclicve the DEIR presents the detail necessary to achicvo the
clari}y required in the Certificate.
1
!

Golledpe, Jr., Secretary, Executive Offlce of Environmental Affairs
Re: Redevelopment of Former Naval Air Station, S. Weymouth, EOEA # 11085R, DElR
Robert W.

December 11. ZOO6
P. 2 of 7
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For example, as p a t of the Secretary's Phaso 1waiver approval, the internal shuttle to rhc South
Weypouth rail station must be made available to those initial residents and commercial areas.
The proponent's commitment in Table 3.1-4 is for "Phase 1 completio~lplus four years." This
phrase is unclear, but does not appear to adequuatelycomply with the Secretary's requirement.
~owcver,later in the document ("able3.1-5, Amenity #12), the shuttle bus is identified as
"beginning not later than the end of Phase 1,"with the Multi-Modal Center to be developed in
Phase 2. The proponents should be clear in the FEIR that the shuttle bus will begin operations
when the Phase 1 buildings are occupied, and provide a specific timetable for when in Phase 2 the
Multi-Modal Transportation Center will be completed.
Similarly, for thc East-West Parkway, in Table 3.1-4 co~lstructionis listed as beginning in ''Ph&e
1 completion plus four years," with completion sometime in Phase 2 .Howcvcr, on page 4-50, the
"East-West Parkway is pla~nedfor completion i n approximalcly 2011, to coincide with the
construction and occupancy of Phase l b and construction of Phase 2." Again, the proponents
should be clear when the East-West Parkway will be completed.
All these inconsistencies need to be resolved, in favor, we believe, oftlie earlier time frames. We
do not believe the proponent needs to identi& specific prqject details and costs, but a simplc
schedule that includes a commitmcnt to specific deadlines as well as a clear indication of who
will pay for all thesc projects, i~lcludingthe East-West Parkway, connections to Route 3, the
shnttle service, and the Multi-Modal Center, needs to be available in the FEIR.

MAPC.03

MAPC.04

MAPC.05

For dxample, as soon as therc are residents and commercisl users ofthe base, there should be
ways for them to walk, bike, and take transit to connections inside and outside the base, just as
therc+willbe for those who drive their c m . There should bc a commitment to provide tl~ese
Conngctions as soon as the buildings are occupied, and that com~nit~nent
should be the clear
resp(nsibility of LNR, South Shore Tri-Town, or someone else.

I
This should hold true on the
side as well. We applaud the proponent's suggestion of a
traffic monitoring program, and we believe such monitoring is a necessary step to identify
impqcts and develop mitigation. Otl~orthan the improvements to Routc 18 and tho consvuction of
the East-West Parkwav. we do not believe it is necessaw to ldentifv additional roadway
mitl$atation projccls at ilks timc. Rathar, the monitoring iesulls shoild be used lo identiiy impacted
locations, and appropriate mitigation (including consideration of a range of auto reductio~~
strat&ies) should the11be identified and funded. The FEIR should include a conunitment to work
with$ooal community representatives (perhaps as a continuation of the CAC) to identify
apprbpriate mitigation, find a com~llitmentto fund this mitigation. All the co~nrnu~~ities
in the
area,lat least Weymouth, Rockland, Abington, and Hingl~am,should be involved in determining
rniti&lion.

MAPC.06

\

Parking requirements under the approved Master Plan and zoning are spelled out in Table 3.5-1.
~esibentialand retail uses have both minimum and maximum requirements. We believe the
prohnent should provide the maximum number of spaces only if monitoring results sllow that
the djacent roadways cnn handle the tmafic. In the FEIR, the proponent should propose a system
that will allow spaces up to the maximum only if the mo~~itored
traffic volumes are found to be
safelk helow the levels that can be accolnn~odatedon Route 18 and the east side connections.

I
Whil'cwc support and appreciate the trnfic monitoring proposal, we believe the effort must occur

more( frequently than every threc years or after the ootnpletion of each phase. In particulm we
I

Rabe* W. Golledge. Jr., Secretary, Executive Offfceof Environmental Affairs
Re: %development of Former Naval Air Station, S. Weputh, EOEA # 110B5R, DElR
i
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recommend that all trafic enteringlcxiting the base be monitored montllly. At the three Route 18
connections, new signal equipment should include components atid software to automatical~y
count traffic on the base roadways. This information should bo retloned to the communities.
MassHighwny, and DEP nlontl~&.For tho eastern connection of 6 e East-West Parkway wiil
Wcymouth Street, a u t m a ~ i ccour~tingequipment should be instnlled on the Parkway if
signalization is not warranted. Wlienever these counts exceed the forecasted volurn& for
consecutive months, then the more extensive monitoring prok~amproposed (at 18 intersections
and 10 links) should be instituted. Ifmitigation is to include programs to reduce the numbers of
vehicles enteringlleaving the base, then the ino~~thly
monitoring prograrn can be used to eva1wdte
the success of these eKorts before lnorc extensive intersection and roadway reconstruction
projecls are required.

MAPC.08

Water Supply
As requested by MAPC and required by the Cettitlcate issued by the Secretary in rcsponse to the
ENF, the DEIR provides a thorough an.alysis of water supply alternatives, based on engineering,
envirpnmental, and cost considerations. MAPC concurs with the conclusion of tlie DEIR that the
tnost'viablc option for long term water supply is the Massachtiselts Water Rcsourccs Authority.
The Brockton/Aquaria option is shown to be feasible but co~~siderably
more expensive than
MWRA, and since both options rely on out-of-basin water sources, they both require an
intcrbasin transfer of water. Nevertheless, since the BrocktonIAquaria is the only viable
MAPC.09
alternative to the MWRA, MAPC would like to it canied forward to tlie Final B R in case an
alternative to tlie MWKA is needed for any leasoil. We agree that the other water supply
altcrqatives evaluated in the DEIR are significantly less viable and do not wnrrant further analysis
in the FBIR.
i
The Local Water Resources Master Plan and the model Water Conservation Plan are based on the
latest criteria it) the Interbasin Transfer Act Perfori~~ance
Standards and the Standards for Water
adopted by the Water Resourcm Commission. 'The only concern is ensuring that
to as the project moves ahead in several phases and with numerous individual
sitc devo~o~ments
by d i ~ e r e ndevelopers.
t
These standards should be adopted by the Soutl~
~horl?
Tri-Town Development Corporation as legally binding local regulations, and a monitoring MAPC.10
and reporting ~nechanis~n
should be establish to demonstrate that each individual development is
in comp1i;uice with the standards. We urge the Secretary to require this in his Certificate.

i

Wastewater

!

has documented the benefits of the proposed on-site wastewater and water reuse
Tho
system, and clearly iustified this as the vrefemed alternative. Other wastcwnter altemntives
einldated in the DE~Rwere shown to bk either infeasible oi- much less desirable from a11
cnvidonmental and cnginccring pcrspcctive, and need not be further analyzed in the PBIR. The
concern for the potential impact of the wostcwator dischargo on flooding in Frcnch's Stream was
addressed largely by showing that the volumo of omucnt discharged will be more than offset by
rcduftiono in stormwater. This is areasonable balancingof overall iinpacts in the watershed, but
it undersoores the need for the ex~ectedreductions in stormwater flow to be realized before tho
wasrkwater wwtmcnt facility goeb on line.
C

1

I
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Stormwater Management
The proposed two-tiered approach to stormwater management is innovative and uniquely well
suited to a large multi-phasc projcct that will ultimately comprise Inany separate developments on
(1..ID) techniques will figure
the site. MAPC is pleased to see that Low Impact Developtne~~t
pro~ninentlyin thc overall strategy to rcduce and mitigate stormwater impacts. If done well, this
projoct could serve as a national model for innovative site design and stormwater management
based on LID principles. MAPC encourages the South Shorc Tri-Town Development
Corporation to incorporate LID principtes into its local land use regulations to ensure that LID
and innovative stormwater techniques are consisLently applied project-wide, and we urge the
Secrehry so to require in his Certificate.

MAPC.11

Wildlife Erabitat
It is also critical that the proponent must include their approved Massachusecls Natural Heritage
and Endangered Species Program (MNH&ESP) Conservation and Management Plan in their
Final,BIR. Without this approved plan, there will still bc groat uncertainty regarding specific
aspects of the Village Center Plan, including details such as whether there will be housing in the
easten1 po~tionsof the site, and whether the proposed mitigatio~lmeasures are adequate. The
Final' EIR should incorporate the provisions of the approved Conservation and Managemeot Plan,
and should inoludc firm commitments and details regarding both on-sltc and off-site mitigation
for all wildlife, including but not limited to rare species. Based on the broad scope nature of the
EIR, 'the FElK should contain additio~lalinformation regarding spotted turtles; although this
species was recerrtly removed from the endangered species list, it should still be discussed in the
broader scope regarding wildlife habitat needs. The Final EIR should indicate where proposed
hous ng is being retnoved to protect habitats, but should also indicate the locations to which
hous ng i s being moved, including the implications ofthat relocation on the overall plan (e.g.,
more(housing being located closer to village cent& and train station).

1

MAPC.12

MAPC.13
MAPC.14

.:

Thc ~ E I Rshould include more details relating to tlie wetlands crossing at the west end of the
prefemed route of the East-West l&kway, including specific mitigation designed to minimizc
itnpdcts on habitats and habitat connectivity. The FElR should also include details relating to the
maintenance of the wildlife habitat mitigatio~lmeasures, such as the proposed turtle barriers on
tho chges ofthe parkway and the wildlife passages under the parkway.

MAPC.15

MAPC.16

I

~ect$n8.4.1.4 of the DEIR discusses rare species habitats tmversed by the potential MWRA
pipclinc, and notes that since the pipeline would be installed in the roadway there would be no
adveise impacts on the off-site rare species habitats. The proponent should cxamino the potential
of iaprovements to habitats and habitat connectivity as part of this pipeline project, as potential
mitigation for the loss of habltats in the Village Center Plan. Potential mitigation to be examined
cou1c.j include the installation of sub-roadway wjldlife passages as part of the pipeline
installation, similar to those proposed under the parkway, to re-connect these off-site endangered
speeies habitats.

I.

f

,

Site nvironmental Cleanup

t

The EIR states that the US Navy will be responsible for cleanup of all hwardous waste sites to
suffi ient quality to meet the standards for the proposcd uses in the Village Center Plan.
~owbvcr,sevcral references to h-dous
materiais in the DElR require further explanation in tho
FEI . First, thc DEIR states (in section 6.1 1.4 on page 6-136) that "corporalion docs not sca

?
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impacts to the development program due to lead-based paint." However, the DEIR states that the
lead levels in the outdoor storage yard of the US Coast Guard Buoy Station are too high, and that
these levels would restrict the area from being used for future residential purposes (according to
Final Record of Decision of October 2006). This area must be mapped (it is not on Figure 5.10I), and the impacts on the proposed use ofthis area as part of the Transit Village must be
addressed.
The DEIR also notes that Activity and Use Limitations have been placed on four sites. These four
areas of Activity and Use Limitations are reported to be under existing buildings, and must be
cleaned up iffwhen structures are demolished. Detailed plans for these particular locations,
including the schedule for demolition and cleanup, and designation of a responsible party for
cleanup, should be provided in the FEIR
Lastly, particular attention should he paid to the areas near the proposed recreational fields and
school. Areas within close proximity to these uses appear to include several Activity and Use
Limitation sites, as well as the IR-1 I Solvent Release Area, East Mat Drainage Ditch AOC 60,
and Building 81 (IR9). The FEIR should provide specific details regarding the timeline,
responsible parties, and proposed level of final cleanup for these sites.

MAPC.18

MAPC.19

MAPC.20

Open Spaces
The DEIR details proposals for management of the various open spaces on the property, from
village oarks to active recreational fields to conservation areas. The DEIR also lists the various
prot'ctions that would prevent conversion of these open spaces to non-open space uses. The FEIR
should also include the specifics (locations, use restrictions, etc.) of any areas that will be placed
under conservation restriction agreements reached with the MNH&ESP to protect endangered
species habitats. In addition to those protections listed, we suggest that the Secretary's Certificate
require that any reduction of open spaces beyond that shown in the FEIR be subject to a Notice of
Project Change review under the MEPA process.
The DEIR presents a somewhat unclear and incomplete picture of who will be responsible for
construction of the golf course and adjacent grasslands, when that will happen, and how it will
relate to certain other demolition activities. Page
., 3-20 notes that construction waste from
building demolition will be used as road base and as fill for golf course shaping; page 3-68 notes
that the massland oreserve adiacent to the golf course will be constructed in mitigation for loss of
habitatsr~owever:page 3-17"notes that thetower, runways and other structures & the south
portion of the property will be addressed in the "Corporation's development of the golf course."
If the construction of the golf course is included in this EIR, then there is a need for the
demolition waste from the golf course construction to be incorporated into the mitigation plans in
this EIR; if the golf course construction is not being considered as part of this EIR, then there
needs to be more information on how this golf course construction will be reviewed later. If there
is any chance that the golf course portion of the project will not move ahead since this is being
built by the Corporation rather than as part of the LNR portion of the project, then the current EIR
should note that there may need to be off-site disposal of the demolition debris from the
deconstruction of the naval base structures, roads, and runways.
Agricultural soils
Included in the DEIR is a provision for protection of agricultural soils by offering these soils to
local farmers to augment existing agricultural operations. The FEIR should note that the project
Robert W. Golledge, Jr., Secretaty, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Re: Redevelopment of Former Naval Air Station, S. Weymouth, EOEA# 11085R, DElR
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MAPC.22
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proponent will be responsible for the costs of excavation and transportation of these soits within a
reasonable distance from tho subjcct property.

In sum, MAPC believes that this project merits careful review and analysis, and that if properly
dcvclopd it can yield significant benefits to the region. Our comments above are offered in that
spirit, and 1 hope you will take them into considerallon as you prepare your Certificate on this
Draft Environmental Impact Report and in subsequent phases of review.

Tlimk you for the opportunity to commcnt omthis important project.

arc^. Draisen
Exeoutive Director
cc: Mr. 0rnrk.c H. Andason. Rwklnnd MAPC Reoresentative
~

~~~

~

~

~

~ a y o r ~ a i iivld. Madden; ~ c y n ~ o u Mt h~ \ P C l<cprescntativc
Mr. Tern, Pancher. Soutl~Shore Tri-l'awn Uevclooment Conl~nissiol~
Mr. Pat kimunell;, Old Colo~lyPluming council'
Mp Rosemary Monahnn, 13lJA
1
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Telephone: (508)58.3-11133
Fax: (508)559-8768

December 8,2006
Secretary Robert W. Golledge, Jr.
Executive Officc of Environmental Affairs
Attention: MEPA Office
Aisling Eglington, MEPA # 1 1085R
I00 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 021 14

Rc: fiaval Air Station Redevelopment Project, EOEA #11085R, DER
Dear Secretary QoUedgc:
Tltc Old Colony Planning Council (OCPC) regularly reviews proposals decmcd to have regional
impacts. The Council reviews these projects for consistency with its Regionai Policy Plan: A
Guida.fjr Shaping Our Communities and The OCPC Region, the Commonwealth's Sustainable
Dev~lopmentPrinciples, and for their impacts upon the environment. The DELR contains
voluminous amounts data and proves that the development team is attemptins to address the
myliad of abutting communities' issues. The proponent continues with its submitted DEE3 the
unenviable task of trying to provide the litany of ddcuqentation necessary to crc~atea new Smart
Growth Village, The question is, has the god of answering all. pertinent quertions been met?
OCRC has reviewed the D E R for the Naval Air Station Redevelopment Proje1:t in Weymouth,
Rockland, and Abington and offers the followhg comments:

Stormwntcr
Thexely thorough, comprehensive approach to storm water management balancing flood control,
water quality protection, stream flow augmentation and groundwater xcchar(;e appears quite
creditable.

Water Supply
The water supply section reviews many alternatives, eliminates those with little near-futurc
potehtiat, and-retains the MWRA and J3~ockton/~~uaria
(desalinization) alternutives for further
study. The M W M alternatives arc two possible direct tines or wheeling thxrugh Quincy and
Weymouth, while the lernaining Brockton option would be a direct line through AbingtOn and
Weymouth. The Draft EIR properly retains thcsc options until long-te~mcosts and impacts arc
full$ cxplorcd.
1

Jn tqc DEIR there is discussion of using an on-site well for irrigation pulpos~:~.The project's
wastewater treatment facility will eventually supply treated wastcwatcr fcr irrigation and
Could this on-site wcll walcr be used ir the commercial
district until there a~ sufficient amounts of treated wastewater available?

commercial building cooling system.
i

t
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Roadwavs
Transportation seems to be thc biggest and perhaps most costly issue facing t h redevclopmc~t
~
team. The fhstest growth region in the state is Southeastern Massachusetts and tlls project will be
one of the single largest projects in the region. The additional traffic from an incn:ased population
will have impacts on travel time and will cause many to seek alternate routes to avoid the wait.
This waiting will likely have drivers looking for any side slseet cut-through. Further the DEIR
appears to bavc focused on base generated auto and transit trips Thc issue of SouthField as a OCPC.02
destination point should be given scrutiny in the FBIR.
It is the opinion of OCPC that an indcpcndent trafic-monitoring program shocld be developed
and implemented before the start of any construction on this project. The aspect of an
independent contractor would remove any perceived bias of a paid consultant for the developer.
!
The original plans for SWNAS called for a connector road, though the DEIRsays there is no
connector road, (see DEWS response to comments) the document refers to the 13-W Parkway as
the kgional connector roadway. The E-W Parkway will be the primary comection between
scgments of the regional highway network This connector through the SWNAS land is well
designed and compliments the new village. Thg issue OCPC finds innadequate i s the information
concctning the eastern connection of the Parkway to Route 3. The DER lists mimy intersections
as corrceptual with no specific detailed data: The proponent's preferred routinf scheme for the
Park'yay raises several issues of concern. The eastern connection of the parkway proposes taking
at Iiast one existing business, and land from several other active businesses .rccorrling to the
I
conceptual
drawings in the DBR. Thc issues of funding, environmental concerns on already
consfrained roadway (Hingham Street), and an explanation of who will tilke the lead in
coor$inating the pnrtnerships that must be undertaken in this pan of the projcct ere not addressed
in thb DEJR. Presently Hingham Street has a jumble of lane expansions f ~ o m2 to 4 to 3 and back
to 2! The DEJR psesents a concept of expanding Hingham Street to 5 & ti lanes at given
interpections but the connecting seraightaway segments are missing. During tho MEPA process
for o*oject EOEA#13166, the "Pckry South Shore LLC Office Development inchiding Blue Cross
Bluq Shield of Maisachusctts Inc." the ENF & SEIR certificates discussed a potentid ROW
conqection Erom Weymouth Sweet to Rourc 3 that would have discussions between landowners
and the redevelopment team for SWNAS.Any discussion of this alternative would seem to be
beneficial. The opportunity to not impact existing viable businesses and the possibility of creating
a nck commercial center on this new connector roadway should aid the funding mechanism as
well as the tax base of Rockland and Rngham.
\
The >Wideningof Route 18 is a project that can stand alonc on its own merits, but has been
condected to this project. The DEIR has done an adequate job explaining the Route IS widcniag

aspeft.
1

~emboraryAccess Point A temporary eastlwest access point at or south of Reslzvoir Park Road
is pl'uned by the end of Phase I according to Table 3.1-4. With up to 1,000 dwelling units and
650. 00 square feet of commercial, space by that time traffic from the east an3 southeast may
need, earlier alternative routes to avoid circuitous routes through Rockland 2nd Abington to
Routel8. Could this bedone by at least temporarily re-openlng Union Street?
I

t

b

t
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Bike Pedestrian wavs
OCPV commends the proponent for creating such a pedestrian and bicycle friendly design.
During ow review w,e have come upon some issues we would like to see more illformation on in
the WIR. Integrating the project with surroundin&communities encouranes bikelpedestrian travel
bevond infra-hse &s. This reuuires more aokabilitv at the nroicct's edges. What is the
si&ificance of pedeskan-only ~;~-PBc" natire trails a& pdcstr~a~trail,s"
wkle the PBC trails
are mapped as pedestxian/bicycle paths? Is it fiat the non-PBC mails are simply sidewalks along
roads, which & open to bicycles byway?
- . WKie there appeas to be a connectior~to White Street
at the old main gate there is no connection to ~ o l u m b hSquare via the nearky neighborhood
along Union Street. Has the proponent discussed with its neighbors the chance to fomalize or
rcplacc any present informal walkway through housing on Shca Memorinl Boulevard housing to
IJnion Strcet?

OCPC.06

OCPC.07

Public transoorrarion
The design work that formed the Village Center Plan aims to create a village where vehicular
ownership could be optional. The plan calls for bikeways, sidewalks, shuttle buses, an intermodal
center, and an improved commuter rail station.
I

Review of the DEKR has raised several questions, some that the DER contradictr itself on. When
does,the shuttle bus service start? Table 3.14 on page 3-12 expects the "activatim of the on-site
transit system" at completion of Phase 1plus 4 years, while item #12 on the Amsity Table 3.15
on page 3-15expects the shuttle bus to begin not later than end of Phase 1.How are car trips to be
minipized in the interim if the shuttle is not activated either before the end of Phase I or worse, is
not activated until 4 years later? When does the service sta~t?
i
The ~ o u t h ~ i e intermodal
ld
center has the potential to address thc cross hub c~,nncctionissues
missing from most MBTA commuter rail stops. The forthcoming FEIR shoultl investigate the
feasibility of regional connectivity with existing transit systems. An example. that should be
explired is connecting Soutl*ieldls inti:rmodal center with the existing Brockton Area Transit's
(BAT) intermodal center. BAT has routes in thc vicinity of roadway Routes 18 & 123.

OCPC.08

OCPC.09

i

MBTG Bus service to the site has bean suggested to provide more frequent sewice than possible
withjcommuter tail. Has extended service been explmed with the MBTA and sr BAT? Isany
cominitment emerging7 There is reference in Section 3.5.1. to a regional bus by a private
operator or local transit servlce; mwe specific route details sl~ouldbe required of the forthcoming

FEW.
i
The p
EY
:R states that the developers 'and the MBTA are discussing c o m l t e r rail station
improvements. According to the latest MBTA's five-year Capital Investment F~ogramthe South
Weymouth commutes rail, station is not mentioned. As currently constituted, the :MBTA's budget
is fi~callyconstrained and the MBTA's commuter rail hub at South Staticn is physically
constrained. The DER does not discuss specifics of how any of the wiehcd fcr commuter rail
stati n knprovements will or can take placa.

OCPC.10
OCPC.11

OCPC.12

1

Presently there are plans for three separate TMAs in the area (SouthPield, Illue Cross-Blue
Shield, and South Shore Hospital). Elffoe could and should bc made to coordina~esimilar efforts
for rqasons related to air quality, traffic and economy.

OCPC.13

t

Initial Tsmsit Access Figure 3,I-2depicting Phase l a development, shows a :lew access road
parallel to Shea Memorial Boulevard but shows no direct vehicular or pedesirian connection

I

1

I
!
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between the Noah
and the nearby (1500') MBTA rail station. Will. there bc a boardwalk
through the intervening wetlands or circuitous early shuttle service?
Golf Course,
Golf Course - Partial daylighting of French's Stream is mentioned but it still appears to be piped
under a green. Is the plan shown, the most recent and does it reflect the recommendations in the
David Clapp Audubon Rcport?
Conclusion
The DEE3 contains voluminous amounts of data and shows that the development team is
attempting to address the majority of the abutting communities' issues. The Old Colony Planning
Council feels thnt the FEIR should address jn much greater detail offsite tldfic mitigation
including uansit options and the affected roads to the east of the SWNAS prope$r. Thank you for
the opportunity to comment on this project. 1hope that thcse comments am belpfcl.
Sincere

/4 Q-+++2!
F'asqhe Ciaramella
Executive Director
I

C.C.
I

Mr. A. Stanley Littlefield, OCPC Delegate
Mr. Joseph Murray, OCPC Alternate
Mr. Kenan Connell, Abington JTC delegate

Mr. Bruce Hughes, Abington JTC Alternate
Mr. Daniel Crane, Abington Town Planncr
) Mr. PhiIip L.Warren, Jr., Abington Town Manager
I' Mr. Bernard McCourt, Directm, MHD District 5
Mr. Reinald Ledoux, Jr., Brockton Area Transit (BAT)
1 Mr. Wayne P. Smith, Chair,Abington Planning Board
I
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December 8,2006
I

Mr. ,RobertW. Golledge Jr.
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office;Attn: Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Bos n, MA 02114

!"I

Subject: EOEA #I 1 0 8 5 ~Navd
,
Air Station Development Project
I
!

Dey Secretary Oolledge:
I

On behalf of the town of Weymouth, I am submitting the following comments on the
draft Environmeatal Ixn~actR m r t for the develovment of the Naval Air Station, South
~ e h o u t hThe
. reuse $an, bef&e us today is a sihficant improvement over previous
play and is the result of long, thoughtful, and at times emotional, debate within the
comfnunity. 1 am pleased that the plan embraces the village concept of development
whiqh reflects how traditional growth patterns have evolved in the town of Weymouth. It
is inportant to note the plan incorporates concepts from state and federal initiatives on
Smyt Growth, Transit Oriented Development, wildlife and wetland protection, water
conservation, and stormwater management.
Vi%$e I support the proposed plan, the redevelopment of the base will only be a success if
the pacts identified inthe report are px'operly mitigated as the development proceeds.
To C end I have enclosed the following comments, highlighting those areas that I
beli Je are critical to protecting the existing community from negative impacts from the
new development and enable the deve1opment to be an economic stimulus for the region.

g

t.
i
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Traffic, both construction and site generated, has the potential, to degrade the operation of
the local road system. It i s imperative that the mitigation identified by the proponent for
local streets and intersections be constructed in a timely manner. The developmeat phases
should be carefidly tied to the roadway improvement projects being completed before
additional development occurs. As part of the CAC review, the proponent has agreed to a
traffic monitoring plan to v&fy the results of improvements to the local road system. I
support the concept of the traffic monitoring but request that the proponent allow the
town to review and approve a final traffic monitoring plan prior to the submission of the
FEIR.
Columbian Square is the most significant off-base intersection impacted by the
development at the base. The town has examined many options to i m p r o v e M c safety
at this location over the years and recently has evaluated conceptual plans for the
installation of traffic signals. These conceptual plans are inwrporated in the analysis
done by the proponent fox the interwtion. The implementation schedule identifies the
work to be completed in Phase 16. Due to the importance of this intersection to the
vitality of the commercial core of the square and regional traffic patterns, it is crucial that
thesg improvements be an early Phase 1B project. I wodd q u e s t the Secretary to
require the proponent to begin design work on for the improvements concurrent with the
approval of the FER. T h i s will assist in getting the wnstruchon of the signals underway
e d y inPhase 16 of the project.
~he@struction of the East-West Parkway is important to circulation patterns both on
the tase and within the region. The siting of this roadway, particularly the eastem access
poiqt, will ensure maximum utilization by through traffic and less use of local residential
roa+ as short-cut options fox travelers. X believe locating the eastern access onto
Weeouth Street across from Reservoir Park Drive meets these goals. I would ask the
Secpary to require that carefbl d y s ~be
s completed in the FEJR to confirm that the
p r o p c d kp~ovementsto HingZlam Street and the Exit 14 interchange ramps can be
oomipleted as proposed.
I
concerned that several residential streets in Weymouth, i.e. Thicket Street, Pond
Street, Pine Street, Forest Street, and Randolph Street, show traffic increases that could
be &tigated witb road improvemmts w traffic calming, I am determined to reduce
imvacts from the dmlovment on these residential streets and intend to exvlore traffic
as a method to ~ccomplishthis. I k k the Secretary to require the ~ropoa.entto
with the towi to provide more detail on potential traffic calming measures
and have
,
included in the FEIR.
attached additional comments in Appendix A that expand upon my comments and
be addressed in the FEIR.
.

/

.

I

.

Wetlands impa~tsand Stormwater Management

Thekednelopment of Lh.base bas the potential to improve wetland resources and
sto water quality over existing conditions both on and off the base. Portions of the base
b$to the Old Swamp Riva, s water supply source for Weyrnouth. As development
pro*,
each development segment must have appropriate mitigation in place so that
cum lative impacts are addressed.

r

WEY.01

WEY.02

WEY.03

WEY.04

I
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I have enclosed additional comments in Appendix B. I would note the opportunity to
address off base stomwater issues and ask the Secretary to require the proponent to
exp\ore creative solutions to these issues with the respective towns.

Hazardous Waste Cleanup
Although investigation and cleanup of hazardous waste sites has been ongoing for over
ten years, there remain important issues to be resolvd prior to successll resolution of
the qites and reuse of the property. I am particularly concerned with the West Gate
Landfill, and the k a 1 plan to deal with contamination at that site. This area is atljacent to
the South Weymouth commuter rail station and is an importaut parcel. h effofis to
promote transit oriented development. I support the option of the removal of the
contflminated material rather than capping and leaving in place. I believe that this is the
prudent approach and will be in the best long term interests for the development of the
base. I have enclosed additional comments inAppendix C.
I
I

D. at& and Sewer
I

.

I ha$e agceed to provide the developmeat with 150,000 gallons per day of water and
sewer capacity. Any additional water needs for the development must come fiom another
sour@. I would note that the preferred alternative of a direct wnnection with the MWRA
proydes for a pipelhe over a portion of Route 18. This work should be coordinated with
the \econstruction of Route 18.
I

q&~e&4&..add M. Madden
Town Council
Corporation
enator Robert Hedlund
eprmentative Ronald Mariano
kpresentative James Murphy
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APPENDIX A

Construction Traffic
Construction traffic has been estimated at 300 to 445 trips per day. If these num'bers are
exceeded, the Proponent's monitoring program at the two Route 18 Base intersections
should flag this. If the increases are significant,the Proponent will be required to
implement sbicter and more effective worker mitigation measures.

WEY.05

Trip Generation and Distribution
The DEIR should discuss trip generation data by town and why Weymouth is such a
heavy generator of trips toltkom the Base.

WEY.06

East-West Parkway
The,Traffic chapter ~
the
IIDEIR should provide detailed information on the amount of
thrdugh traflic on the Parkway and the benefits to the surrounding neighborhoods. The
trip keneration data for the South Weymouth commuter rail station should also be

WEY.07

prorided.
I

Colpmbian Square
Mitigation analyses for Columbian Square should be performed for a supplemental set of
traffic volumes, ones that relate more closely to the ourrent traffic patterns. The analysis
shoyld also take into consideration the unique function of Tomey Street.

WEY.08

!

e

For st Street
TheIfutureimprovements
on Route 18 should have visible benefits on Forest Street,
which presently carries bypass traffic hetween Abington and Braintree. The Proponent
shoyld explain why the expected reduction in traffic on parallel local streets did not apply
to Fprest Street
I
Lane Configuration st HollidF'ondlDerby Streets
Xn rdodehg the intersection for the study area traffic network, LNR's traffic consultant
a s s i p 4 i&rreot lane use to this intersection. This resulted & excessive volume
assi$nments by the CTPS model.

k

WEY.09

WEY.10

Mo eling Concerns at Hollis/PondlDerby Streets
e

EXR claims that the CTPS model takes into consideration congestion at

.

int~ectionsand along links and reassigns traffic to less-congested corridors. As far as
the mibject intersection i s concerned, the model does the opposite.

WEY.11

!

Mbgation for Derby/Pond/Hollis and RandolphIForest Streets
The psignment of incorrect lane use at the Derby/PonalHollis intersection has resulted in
the ignment o f excessive volumes to M s intersection. The intersection of
Ran olphlPorest is also impacted by excessive assignments. The C P S model should be

f
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re-run for the southwest part of the study area and mitigation options re-examined in light
of the new infprmation
Thicket StreetIPond Street
The intersection is projected to operate at LOS F for the 2017 Build condition, and the
project's impacts have been described as "significant". Mitigation analysis calls for the
installation of a traffic signal during Phase IB. We question the trafficassignments and
the modeling results. Thicket Street is a candidate for traffic oalxning.

WEY.13

Route 18Improvements
Phase I calls for a maximum of 1000housing units and a maximum of 650,000 SF of
commercial space. Under a MEPA waiver granted to the project up to 500 housing units
and 150,000 SF of wmmercial space may be constructed prior to the completion of the
MEPA review.
i

Under the i&tructure

phasing plan the remaining three of the five intersections slated
for reconsttuction on route 18 between route 3 and 139 will wrnrnence construction in
2007. However, the widening of Route 18 will not commence and be completed until the
issuance of th; FER plus four years. The problem is that Route 18 on average functions
at a level "D" and during certainpeak periods pmbably fimctions at a level 'IF". Any
additional traffic on this road (even the amount resulting from the build out under the
MEPA waiven) will only r e d t in a worsening of an already unacceptable situation. The
widening of qoute 18 needs to be addressed in a more compressed heline. It is
probably more critical than the intersection improvements or at least as important.
The need for more aggressive schedule bGmes even more critical due to the fact that
the east-west uarkway kom Route 18 to Route.3 will not be comvleted until Phase I ~ l u s
four years. T ~ U Sall h e traffio pressures will be placed on ~oute~18.

WEY.14

r

Multi-Modal yransportation Center
The Multi-Mqdal Transportation Center and Shuttle system is describd as a facility to
allow pedestnps, bicyclists, commuters, rail users and shuttle bus users to transfer from
one transpor@tion mode to another. It will include bicycle storage hcilitiea and
loadhg/unlo~hgareas for shuttle, Amenities include clean-fuel shuttle system wih
routes to be determined. In addition it mentions regional bus service with no elaboration.
!

In order for this transportation facility to h c t i o n as a truly multi-modal facility, details
of a regional hus service need to be addressed. South Weymouth presently has no MBTA
bus service cofmecting it to the MBTA red line station at Braintree or the South
Weymouth coymuter rail station. These issues should be addressed through the EW.
This can be fiyther reinforced by the fact that one of the major medical facilihes on the
south shore tq"the largest employer in Weymouth, South Shore Hospital, is not senred
by regular pu61ic transportation. Public transportation service needs to be provided to
connect the Nqval Air Station Development, the South Shore Hospital, South Weymouth,
and Weymou$, the mounding towns, the Braintree T and the c~mmuter*ail.

I
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In addition there is no specific mention of commuter bus service from the NAS to Boston
or a connection tb the Route 3 park and ride facility in Hingham.
I

The NAS development is not an island unto itself. The development should be the
oatdyst that insures that public transportation serves the needs of the development and
the smimding areas. The point is we need to insure that public transportation is'
av$lable &om the sunowding areas to ensure access to ern$loyment oppo-ities
and
services on the Naval Air Station development as weU as provide access for residents of
Ule development to Wservices available in the surrounding area. The goal is to improve
mobiIity jn the development and the surrounding area by providing adequate public
transportation.

%

Bieways
7%; DEIR talks about on site bikeways but fails to talk about integrating these bikeways
intq the sunound@ w a s to the no& south, east and west -- especially Route 18 and
Weymouth St)

.

'

WEY.17

'

I

I

Rl+eUaaeous
r On page 6.33, Section 6.1.3.1 is referenced, there is m such section.
.;
TrafEo analysis for 2011,2014 and 2017 could not be located.
Question about the low v/c ratio but a poor LOS for Route 18, north of Winter
Street (see Table 6.1-9).
I Project trips on northbound Route 18 are not shown oorreotly in Figure 6.1-5a at
1 Park Avenue apd at Middle Street.
h Figure 6.1-84 the southbomd Route 1.8volume is shown as 11.96. Tlie correct
volume'is 1996.
. .
t' In Table 6.1-6, the Base trips entering the Route 1 8 / ~ i d d l e l ~ eStreets
st
intersection during the PM peak are shown as 468. That volume should be 444
vehicles.

WEY.18
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WEY.19
WEY.20
WEY.21
'

WEY.22
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,

WEY.23

TABLE 2
MODELING IMPACTS
VS.AJNCO#GESTED ~NTERSECT~ONS

--"-'-----mGESTED

--

--

-

--

Rte. IB/Pond/Pleasant

3710

4362

620

821

4330

5183

3634

4400

696

-783

Pte. 18IColumbian S t

2729

3563

489

616

3218

4279

2858

3771

-360

-408

Rte. 181ParkfPark Ave. W.

3529

4471

420

501

3949

4972

3609

4639

-340

-333

Rte. 18mAiddleNVest

3772

4731

403

444 (4)

4175

5175

3875

4838(5)

-300

-337

(1) Source: Figs. 6.1-2a and 6.1 -3a
(2) Source: Table 6.1-6
(3) Source:Table 6.1-6
(4) According to Fig. 6.1-5a, the entering Base volume is 444.
(Table 6.1-6 lists this volume incorrectly at 468.)
(5) According to Fig. 6.1-8a, the Build volume is 4937 (assuming that a correction is made for southbound trips).
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APPENDIX A-1

CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC
Early LNR promotional materids estimated that the Base would create 10,000 jobs. In
2005, the Metropolitan Area Planning Council and the Old Colony Planning Council
completed a peer review of the SWNAS Master Plan. In their review, the planning
agencies addressed the subject of construction traffic and showed that their numbers
could be in the range of 7,000 to 13,000 trips per day. At this rate, when added to
employee and household-generated trips by the Base, the total trip generation could
easgy exceed the k l l build-out trip generation.
'&DEB estimates that construction trips will amount to only 300 to 445 trips per day
between 2007 and 2014. These numbers include truck trips. Ifthese low numbers are
realized, the study area intersections should have no difficulty in accommodating these
v o l ~ e s The
, developer plans to implement the following traffic mitigation elements
dwing con$tnrction:
r Tmck deliveries minimized during rush hours.
7 Workers arriving before 7 AM and leaving between 3 and 3:30 PM.
7 Carpooling and use of park-and-ride facilities will be strongly encouraged.
7 Possibility of providing shuttle bus service tolfrom park-and-ride lots.
t Encouraging workers to use transit. Shuttle bus service connection to the South
? Weylsouth commuter rail station will be provided.

1f cdnstruotion traffic is underestimated by a significant amount, the following
int&ections will begin to exhibit operational difficulties between 6-7 AM and 3-4 PM:
Route 18IShe Memorial Drive
iI Route 18iTrotterRoad
I
To avoid congestion in the n o h g , northbound drivers may switch to Pond Street, and
aft? 3 PM, southbound motorists may also divert to Pond Street. These diversions would
be very undesirable.

f

...

le 2.9-1, the developer is committing to "A traffic monitoring program to
traffic projections." The program also provides for "Daily and peak how counts
vehicular access points to the Base.. This schedule should be modified to also
6-7 AM period and the 3-4 PM period. Trip generation forecasts should be
each year between 2007 and 2014 for the two (and later thtee) Route 18
Between 6-7AM and 3-4 PM, the forecasts should wntain both the
and the construction t r f i c .

."

WEY 24
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i

"1f Loxitoring results indicate that sustained Base-related traffic volumes are
sigaificantly higher (>IS%) than projected.. ., the Proponent will initiate an evaluation of
mitigation effectiveness with officials fiom .." the town of Weymouth.

,

'

If construction traffic is.responsiblefor the significant undesirable increase, the
Proponent will be required to implement stricter and more effective worker mitigation
measures.
TRIP GENERATION AND DXSTUBUTION

,

~igke.6.1-4and Table 6.1-5 present a "sux&ary of the generalized tr@ distribution for
project-related vehicle trips (external)." The D E R does not mention the fact that the
tow of We 011th accounts for 20% to 24% of the Base's trip attractions and
pro$u&ons . Figure 6.1-4a illustrates the non-Weymouth trip distribution. The Planning
Depahent has previously asked LNR's consultants for information on the Base's trip
'diskibution by town. 'Whereas Weymouth accounts for a very largeportion of the Base's .
trid genmatioa,
HingZlam's contribution appears to be in the single digits.
..

r"

,

Thi developer should provide trip generation data by town and discuss the reasons why

.r"outh is such a heavy contributor.

We

EAST-WEST PARKWAY

DER desc~besthe East-west Parkway in great detail in Sectiom 3.5.4 and 4.5.4. Its
q r t a n c e as a regional wnnector is described in Section 3.5.4 as follows:
'"I'he proposed Parkway will be a regional connector roadway that will establish
east-west oonnedivity between Route 18 (an urban arterial on the west side of the
Base) and the Hingham Street wridor and Route 3 (the key arterial and regional
highway facilities on the east side of the Base), alleviating much of the
neighborhood cut-through traffic and generally improving regional traffic flow."

1

1

4

~ i $ 3 the
n Parkway's value as a connector between Route 18 and the figbway facilities
on the east side of the Base, it was surprising to find no mention in the DEIR as to the
a m b t of through traffic that the Parkway will attract. Also, there was no discussion as
to $hat neighborhoods would benefit from the reduction of cut-through tmfrlc. The
Planning Department, therefore, attempted to determine the through traffic wmponent o f
the Parkway from the information provided in the DEIR.
I
i

*I

Th ' East West Parkway is expected to carry the following types of M c :
South Weymouth Commuter Rail station Traffic
1 BaseTraffic
I Through Traffic

I
I

'ofRoure
It 4popoble that Weymouth's coauibution may be in excess of 30%, because the hips fiom totfrom north
3 may aotually ba from North Weymouth.

.
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South Weymouth Commuter ReU Station Traffic
Figure 5.1-4a shows the AM peak hour volumes entering the intersection of Route
18/Ti.otter Road. The data show that 259 vehicles entered Trotter Road and 51 exited.
Twice during the last 12 months, the Planning Department surveyed the station. Our
numbers were somewhat higher: 375 vehides entering and 40 (drop-offs) exiting.
'Figure 5.1-5a shows the PM peak hour volumes entering the Trotter Road,intersectiori.
The figure shows 260 vehicles exiting and 53 vehicles entering. .
Based on existing counts, it is safe to assume that for the future (2017) conditions, the
station will, generate at least 3 10 vehicleshour.
Figares 6.1-2a and 6.1-3a show the No-Build volumes for the Route ISiTrotter Road
intersection. Xn 2017, Trotter %ad is shown to cany only 76 cars2 during the AM peak
and 380 vehicles during the PM peak.

Base Traffic
TAJe 6.1-4 shows tbat the Base is projected to generate 2140 external Ah4 peak tips and
'3100 PM peak trips. On page 6-14 the text states that the 2140 AM trips will be broken
down 8s follows: 1190 will be entering and 950 exiting. On page 6-16 the text details the
3140 PM peak trips as follows: 1450 entering and 1650 exiting.
pi&
6.1-6a and 6.14% show the PM peak hour
trips for the study area. The
Bage can be accessed by thee Route 18 intersections on the west and one ifiksection on
the past. By totaling the number of vehicles entering and exiting the Base &m the four
intersections, the following results are obtained:
I
Entering the Base
1442
i
!
ExitingtheBase
1658
I
3 100 Total

-

L

Fi&es 6.1-5a and 6.1-5b show the AM peak hour project trips. Again, by totaling the
nuqber of vehicles entering and exiting the Base tolfrom the four intersections, the
foll wing results are obtained;
Ente&g the Base
1189
!
ExithgtheBase
952
1
2141
Thqnumber of trips entering the Base matches the numbers presented in text on pages 614 &d 6-15; the totals also match the numbers shown in Table 6.1-4.

f
I

TJyougbTraffic
Figpes 6.1-7a and 7b show the 2017 Build volumes in the study area for the AM peak
tmdIFigures 6.1-8a and 8b show the 2017 Build I'M peak volumes. As mentioned above,
four'intersections serve the Base. If one were to add up all the number of vehicles
entering the four intersections and the number leaving the Base thxough the four
intepections, the results would show the sum of the three componmts: Train station

7

'

timfe ,No-Build condtlofl should show the station g

I

I

a

t at 1

3 1 vehicIeSmou
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tr&c,'~ase tra~ficand through traffic. Since the trip generation of the train station and
the p&e are known, the difference is the amount of througb traffic.
7

.

AM ~ & Hour
k
As $horn in Table 1, working backwards from the through traffic figures, one could
s d s e that the through traffic component varies between 3 10 and 460 vehicles d
a
. the AM.peak hour. f i e direction ofthese vehicles muld be determiaed by further
examining the traffic flow diagrams.

PM Peak Hour
AS shown in the enclosed table, the through traffic component is somewhere between 110
and 370 vehicles per hour.
Table I

!

Ugers of
East-West Parkway

~ h eI! ~ r o ~ o nshould
e n t provide the following information for the East-West Parkway:
What
is
the
through traffic component of the Parkway?
I
t How do the study area networks benefit from the construction of the ~ a r k w a ~ ? ~
1
in f'uming up the through traffic numbers for the parkway, the consul&ts should cl@fy
the .p geheration in 2017 for the South Weymouth Cornmutar Rail Station.

P
.1

'S o y e : Fig. 6.1.3a 2017 Nu-Build

'Dov Route 18 amact morelless u&c?

What neighborhood cut-through traffc is e-red?
Square benefit from the Parkway diversions'?

Does
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COLUMBIAN SQUARE

Existing volumes at Columbian Square were collected in September 2006 and are shown
in Pigure 5.1-4a and 5.1-5a. The number of vehicles entering the intersection during the
'
morning and afternoon peak hours is in the range of 2600 to 2660 vehicles.
~ u & etraffic volumes were generated by the CTPS tiaffic model first for the.2017No:
d then for the 2017 Build condition. Build volumes are shown in
Figures 6.1-7a and 6.1-8a. The Base project assigns 1.1.9~ p tosColumbian Square
. . during the AM peak and 186 trips during the PPM peak. Xn 2017, for the Build condition,
Columbian Square is estimated to process 21 10 vehicles during the AM peak hour and
295)O during thePM peak.
. Build condition k

'

,

Columbian Square i s an important cultural and economic center in Weyrnouth. Pleasant
Street is the principal arterial though the Square, and side streets (Columbian Street and

Union Street) are controlled by Stop signs. The town has been studying the intersection
fortthelast several years, retainixlg wmltants to evaluate various improvements, ranging
from a four-way stop, to a traffic signal to a roundabout. Currently the intersection
operates at a very bad level of Service F. Acwrding to town of Weymouth records, the
inttpection bes been averaging 20 orashes per year during the last three years.
T
n the DEIR, Columbian Square has been identified as a location for potential mitigation
mekures. Capacity analysis has been performed for the 2017 Build condition volumes
s h a p inFigures 6.1-7a and 6.1-8a. Figure 8.1-1 shows the signalization design that was
wyidered in the analysis.

~ h hplanning
,
Department requests that a supplementwy analysis be performed for
Colwnbian Square for 2017 Build conditions. In general, CTPS's modeling effort has
resdlted in reasonable traffic assignments and proGtions; however, ia. so&e cases
mitjgation and design should not be based on the model-produced numbers. Columbian
~ q @ eis such an example.
i

AM Peak Hou~

~Gentl~,
Columbian Square handles 2660 vehicles per hour during the AM peak. The
CTPS projections for 201.7 predict that the number of entering vehicles will drop to 21 10.

.

.

Weinote that many other nearby intersections are expected to grow by up to 25% in
v o l h e . Our recornmendation is that the entering volume for the AM peak be set at, say,
30 . vehicles, which would make the number equivalent to the entering volume during
the M peak. Individual lane group volumes could be increased to reflect either the
.
bers in Figure 6.1-7a or Figure 5.14% or a combination of both.

T

"7

P M ! P ?~O w
, ,.
,
Tbqentenng volume during the PM peak hour is projected by CTPS to increase from
2 6 q vehicles (Existing conditions) to 2990 (2017 Build). We agree with this overall
i n e e . However the Colurnbian Street approach at the intersection is projected to grow
1.40%, the Union Street approach is estimated to increase by 42%,'and Pleasant
, ,

I

;

..

>

I

,... .

5
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street volumes will be down by 24%. We believe that the Columbian Street volume
i n ~ e a s is
e a modeling quirk, which should be manually adjusted to reflect reality.
Therefore, the alternative design analysis should accqt the total entering volume at 2990,
but the Columbian Street volume should be reduced (and Pleasant Street volume
incyeased) reflecting either the 2006 numbers (Figure 5.1-5a) or the AM peak Build
proportions or a combination of both.
Union Street Rieht 'Ilw
Coiumbian Square has a peculiarity which is not readily apparent to even an experienced
degigner or analyst. Because ofthe congestion on the side streets, Union Stxeet drivers
have found a way to minimize the delays on the approach. Some of those who are
destined westerly towards Route 18 make a right turn and an immediate left turn into
Toqey Street. Aftcr the intersection i s signalized, this movement yill not be readily
available, because traffic on sbuthbound Pleasant Street will be qu& at the traffic light,
shdtting,offaccess to Torrey Street. After the intersection is signalized, many who
curkntly make the turn into Torrey Street will become a through movement at the signal.
I

sthies by the Planning Depariment show that approximately40% of Union Street right
turrjs are destined for Tomy Street. After the intersection is signalized, this component
should be assigned to the through movement. The designer should also consider bloclcing
or ystricting access tolfiom Tomey Street to insure smooth operation on the north leg of
Pleasant
Street.
1

)

FOREST STREET

I.

F u F e traffic volumes were generated by the CTPS traffic model. In section 6.14 on
p a y 6.7, traffic volume changes for some local streets are addressed by the following
paragraphs:
"As would be expected, in general, traf&ic volumes within the region are projected
to increase between the existing conditions and the future No-Build mnditions.
j However, traffio volumes at some locations are projected to decrease between the
1. existing and the fiture years. This decrease is the result of the state's
i,
&plementing major infrashucture improvements in the region inthe future, such
1 as tk Route 18 Corridor Improvements and the Route 3 widening. These projects
have the intended effect of drawing vehicle trips, that are currently using local.
streets to avoid congestion,onto the improved regional facilities, such as Route 3
and Route 18, where it is more appropriate that that they be. The shift in trips is a
response to the hecrease in capacity that will be provided on Route 3 and Route 18
and the associated reduction in peak period congestion. The net resulf is a'
f
decrease in traffic volumes on local roadways and an increasein trafic volumes
.on Route 18 and Route 3.

1

i.

1

An wintended effect of the improvements is an increase in traffic volumes on
certain roadways as trips shift away from the parallel 'short cut' routes to the
improved regional facilities."
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After reading this description of the model's capabilities, our attention was drawn to
Forest Street in the town of Weymouth. This residential street has been on the town's
"radar screen" for some time because it carries considerable though traffic. It has been
knqwn that Forest Street is a "short cut" for motorists traveling between A b i w n and
Braintree. Drivers have been avoiding the intersections of Route 18lColumbian Street
and Route 18iPondlPleasantStreets by switching from Route 18 at Route 181Route 58 (in
the northbound direction) to Pond Street, then turning left at Hollis Street and continuing
tb Columbian Street via Forest Street. Some would stay on Route 18 and leave the
arterial, via Derby Street and pick up Hollis Street at the traffic signal. Southbound "short
cut': was even more attractive because it involved a series of right turns: at Columbian
StreetRorest Street, at Hollis StreetDond Street and at Pond StreeVROute 18Route 58.
This '"short cut" route meets all of the criteria ofthe above quoted paragraphs:
+ Forest Street is a local (i.e., residential) street,
,a Forest Street is parallel to Route 18,
Currently Forest Street is used because of inequities in Route 18. Route 18
1
conidor improvements are forecasted to result in traffic decreases on parallel
local streets.
A shift of bypass trips is expected in response to increase in Route 18 capacity.

.-

I

It was surprising and disappointingto see that the volumes on Forest Street are projected
to @creaseby over 35% (2006 vs. 2017 No Build). Many of the arterials (Route 18,
Colhbian Street, Park Avenue, Park Avenue West) in the vicinity of Forest Street are
estijnated to increase by less than 25% during the same time period.

d

Th , subject of Forest Street was brought up at a meeting with LNR consultants, and a
follow-up ernail asking for an explanation was made to Rizzo Associates. No response
has been provided to date,

t

i

I

]LANE CONFIGURATIONS
AT
HOLLISIPONDIDERBY STREETS

F i w e 5.1-2a shows the lane configurations at the subject intersection. The southbound
Poqd Street approach is shown as having a through/right lane and a lefi-turn lane, and the
northbound Pond Street approach has two general purpose lanes. For existing conditions,
the bterseotion operates at Level of Sewice (LOS) C inthe morning and LOS B in the
afternoon.

1,

P w h g i s permitted on the northern leg of Pond Street, and cars are generally parked on
bo sides of the street. It is wrong to label the southbound approach as having a left-turn
lan and a thtougldrlght lane. Cars do not line up in two lanes on this approaoh because:
There are very few leR turns approaching from the north (less than 20/hour), and
p The
approach moves on its own phase, and the cars *me in one lane.

1

t
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,

~ h northbound
k
approach has two lanes, and the left lane is generally used as a l e f t - 6
la*, especially during the AM peak. During the AM peak in 2006, the traffic count
showed'that 273 left-turning vehicles were processed in this lane. ~ess'than5% of cars

k
tthe left lane go straight through. With cars parked on the east side of Pond Street north
..

of the intersection, the infrequent occurrence of two vehicles heading nodh is not much
of aconcern. .
For the No-Build wndition in 2017, the traffic patterns at the subject intersection are
estimated to change dramatically. From the north, the CTPS model has assigaed 298
vehicles to the non-existent left-turn lane and 556 vehicla to the throughlright
movements during the PM peak hour. The 20.5-foot approach with parking cannot
handle this traffic volume.

During the AM peak, only 32 left-turns are expected in 2017 for the No-Build wndition.
IEiJis assumed that both northbound lanes are general-purpose lanes, this means that the
CTPS model prooessd through movements from both lanes at a much greater frequency.
With parking present on the east side of Pond Street, and anly one wide departure lane
beiqg available, the saturation flow rate of the northbound approach is significantly
degiadd.

By ptering incorrect lalie use data hto the model, CTPS assigned excessive volumes to
the pubject intersection.
MODELING CONCERNS
AT
HOLWS/POND/DERBY STREETS

0niage-s 6-13 and 6-14 of the DEIR, the CTPS modeling process is described as follows:
"Please note that, unlike other traffic impact studies, adding the project-generated
trips Nustrated in Figures 6.1-5 and 6.1-6 to the fhture No-Build traffic volumes
illustrated in Figures 6.1-2 and 6.1-3 will not necessarily result inBuild volumes
illustrated ~nFigures 6.1-7 and 6.1-8 This i s due to the nature of CTPS's travel
I dmaud model, which is an equilibrium-type model. This means that the madel
will assign non-Base traffic differently in the Build scenario than in the No-Build
scenarios, if the model senses congestion on certain roadways or along certain
paths. The model assignment is an iterative process and the model may run 30 or
more times hyingto reach equilibrium state on the roadway network. The
consequence of this more sophisticated approach is that No-Build volumes plus
{ the project trips do not automatically add up to the Build volumes."

1
1

I
I

Aft+ reading the above, it ius reasonable to conclude that the model takes into
myideration congestion at intersections or along links and redtrects traffic to less
w estedcoriidors.

T

~ h iconcept
i
does not seem to apply to the only congested signalized intersection in
Weymouth west of the Base-specifically, Hollis Strqflond Street/Derby Streets. This

1
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intersection is projected to operate at Level of Service (LOS) F in 2017 for the No-Build
condition, while all signalized Route 18 intersections between Shea Memorial Dr. and
Route 3 to the north are all estimated to operate at LOS D or better in 2017 for No-Build.
As khown in ~ a b i 2,
e the assigned Base trips to the subject intersection are 158 trips
dutjng the AM peak and 250 during the PM peak. If one were toaccept the model's
ability to moderate congestion and anive at an "equilibrium", thecone would expect the
Build volumes to b e . h than the sum of the No-Build volumes plus the Base hips.
Hoyevq, as shown in the table, the Build volumes are
than the expected sum, ..
placing the intersection:at an even worse LOS F.
%henone examines the model's iterative pprocess on the Route 18 signalized

intersections to the north, it is surprising to see that the Build volumqs are hundreds of
vehicles less.than the sum of the No-Build volumes plus the Base trips (see Table 2).

The east-west Parkway is not included in the No-Build networks, but it is included in the
Build networks. The Parkway is expected to attract less than 465 through vehicles during
each ofthe p+ak hours. The presence of the new Parkway does have an impact on Route
1.8Volumes, but it does not account for the differences noted inTable 2.
1

<

!
I

MITIGATION FOR DERBYffOND/HOLLIS

AND

k%NDOLPH/FOREST STREETS

L

Table 8.1-1 lists the potential intersection mitigation locations, including the subject
intksections. The Derby/Pond/Hol.lisintersection is currently operating at LOS B/Cand
hasibeen described as "significantt' in terms of the Project's impacts. Tho
Rqdolph/Forest intersection is unsignalized and is currently operating at LOS C/F and is
schfduled for mitigation in Phase 3. Mitigation requirements for the Derby/Pond/Holfis
int ection include the removal ofparking on Pond Street and major widening. The
i m ernentation
~
schedule for this is Phase 1B. At RandolphPorest Streets, projected
irn@vements are signalization and the addition of turn l i e s . An alternative mitigation
opqn for this intersection is traffic calming and traffic monitoring.

3"

In the Planning Department's previous comments, we have identified incorrect lane
assignm.ents at BollisPond/Derby Streets. This "enhancement" encouraged the CTPS
model to assign excessive volumes to the DerbyiPondM[ollisintersection. Tbe model.
too advantage ofthe non-existent southbound Pond Street left-turn lane by assigning
hunpeds of vehicles from the intersection of Route lS/PondfPleasantS M s . It seems
thatlover250 southbound vehicles were directed to the left turn lane, then west on Derby
Streft and again right (presumably) on Route 18 heading southbound.

f
i

Tbo,hterseotion of DerbyPondfHollisshould be modeled with the correct lane use, and
the CTPS model should be re-mn for the southwest portion of the study area. The
resqtjng traffic assignments to the signalized intersktion should decrease sikfioantly.
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Traffic from the west on Randolph Street should also decrease. There should be much.
lower volumes assigned to the RandolphForest intersection. Having new traffic
assignments in possession, a better determination could be made whether signalization or
traffic calming meas'wes are more appropriate.
I

When more redistic traffic assignments are available for the DerbylPondMollis
intexswtion, a second look should thexbe taken regarding the appropriate mitigation
.measures for this location. It is possible that only peak hour parking xestrictions on the
northern leg af Pond Street are sufficient.

'

THICKET STREETIPOND STREET
On pages 6-13 and 6-14 of the DEIR, the CTPS modellng process is described as follows:
"Please note that, unlike 0 t h traffic impact studies, adding the project-generated
trips
illustrated in Figures 6.1-5 and 6.1-6 to the future No-Build traffic volumes
.
illustrated in Figures 6.1-2 and 6.1-3 will not necessarily result in Build volumes
! illustrated in Figures 6.1-7 and 6.1-8. This is due to the nature of CTPS's cravel
demand model, which is an equilibrium-type model. T h i s means that the model
will assign non-Base traffic diff'erentlyin the Build scenario than inthe No-Build
scenarios, if the model senses congestion on c&a, roadways or along certain
paths.
The model assignment is an iterative pmcess and the model may run 30 or
1
i more times trying to reach equilibrium state on the roadway network. The
t consequence of this more sophisticated approach is that No-Build volumes plus
the project trips do not automatically add up to the Build volumes."

I
I

Thi, quote was Arst introduced when we examined the traffic assignment process at

d

Ho is/Pond/Dmby Streets. There we found that the CTPS model assigned even more
traf$c to a congested intersection when going from No-Build to Build.

I

At p c k e t StxeeUFond Street, the model's iterative process had more dramatic impacts.

ForFOl7 No-Build AM peak condition, the intersection is projected to handle 591
vehlcles (Figure 6.l-2a). With the Project adding 68 AM peak hour trips (Figure 6.1-5a),
one b o d d expect the resulting Build volume to be in the range of 650 vehicles. B u ~
F i v e 6.1-7a, rqresenting the 2017 Build W-I. AM peak hour, shows the volume
incr aslng to 937 vehicles! Obviously, the Level of Service for the No-Build condition is
LOJC,but it degrades to LOS F fn the 2017 Build condition.
' M peak hour at the intersection exhibits a similar, though less violent, trend. For
The,P
the 2017 No Build condition (Figure 6.1-3a), 946 vehicles are projeoted to pass through
the intersection. The Project will add 155 trips (Figure 6.1.-ba), but the total volume for
the guild condition is shown as 1340 vehicles (Figure 6.1-8a). 'Xhe LOS shows a similar

intersection is based on the 2017 Build W-1 analysis, and it calls for
a traffic signal at the intersection. A traffic signal, will, no doubt,
to use Thicket Street.

,
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The modeling results on Pond Street at Derby Street and at Thicket Street are suspect,
and additional runs are needed to firm up the numbers. The main ingredient in this
co~cemis the incorrect lane assignment at HollisPondfDerby Streets. A correction to
the model input data should be made and the area southeast of the Base should be rerun
to obtain realistic No-Build and Build volumes.

We believe that Thicket Street is a candidate for traffic calming; less, rather than more,
traffic should be directed to the Tliicket Streetpond Street intersection.
MISCELLANEOUS

Incorrect Reference
Onlpage 6.33 there is reference to Section 6.1.3.1. There is no such section.
20i1,2@14 and 2017 Trsffie Analysis

Seation 6.1.3 states: "Traffic projections were made for each of three years that coincide
with the expected completion of the tbree phases of the Base redevelopment program.
Specifically, 2011 (Phase I), 2014 (Phase 2) and 2017 (Phase 3). For each of the analysis
d s , traffic volumes ware projected for both the No-Build and Build conditions."
:
w
e are the t r d o projections for these years? The Appendix also does not seem to
have any of this information.
i

I

Trqffic Flow Dhgrams
Figure 6.1-5a
i
Northbound Route 18 project trips are omitted from the intersection flow
diagrams at Park Avenue and at Middle Street.
Figure6.1-8a
1i
The southbound Route 18 volume at Middle Street should be 1996 rather than
1196. The Level of Service analysis forms for the intersection listed the
i
southbound
volume as 1996.
I

t

1

i

Base Trips
At Route 18MddleNest Streets, Table 6.1-6 shows that 468 Base trips are entering the
htefsection during the PM peak. According to Figure 6.1-5%the entexing volume of
Base trips is 444.

iI

Roadway Segments
A c ~ r d i n gto Table 6.1-9, Route 18, north of Winter Street i s projected to operate at
Level of M c e (LOS)E, even though the volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio is shown to be
1e~s~tha.u
0.20. Other two-lane roadways, with a vr'c ratio as high as 0.45, are shorn to
operate at a better LOS. Why?

I

L
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Development Objectives
Tbe "smart g r o w " development goals of the project are to be commended, and it will be
important to see the commitment to this goal continued and strengthened throughout the
permitting prows. The DEXR states that there are 318 acres of impervious surface
existing on the site today, and that the final site development plans will include 350 acres
of impervious surface. The concentration of development to create a compact,
sustainable, transit-oriented community will allow a significant amount of the land area
to remain open space.
~ e f l a n d Impacts
s
~ohtructionof the preferred alternative for the East-West Parkway would alter over one
acre of wetlands, and a variance .firom DBP will be required. Mitigation measures are
pro osed for these impacts. Issues include:

7

.

.

i
'

I

!'

i

The minimized aosS-sections presented in the DER would reduce wetlands
impacts by 12,200 square feet on the western side of the Parkway and by 2,400
square feet 06 the eastern connection. If the minimization proposals do not create
unworkable safety or traffic problems then the minimized cross-sections should
be utilized.
The Old Swamp River crossing will, be rebuilt with a bridge struchlre. The
proposed orossing win be an improvement over the existing conditions, which
consists of four 10.5-foot diameter cormgated metal pipes. Tbe replacement of
these culverts with a bridge crossing and an open bottom, and restoration of the
stream bed and croation of a wildlife conidor should have significant positive
impacts for wildlife and water quality.

W+ands impacts are proposed to be mitigated by constructing wetland replication areas
at aratio of 2 to 1. Issues include:
1
I
r The DEIR acknowledges that it may be impracticable to construct wetlands .
.replicationareas in thevicinity of the impilcted areas, as required by the DEP
regulations, and other mitigation areas on the site are proposed. Care should be
taken to ensure that localized impacts, such as removal of flood storage, are
mitigated in the same subwatershed.
. , , ,

I

r

1

The FEIR should discuss the timing of wetland replication construction relative to
the timipg ofthe. wethds alterations.

i

The wetlands replication areas should not be located in areas that would destroy
significant upland wildlife habitat. The goal should be a net benefit, or at least no

1

i1
1

I

WEY.24

WEY.25

WEY.26

WEY.27
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consemation Administrator Comments on S W A S DEIR

December 4,2006
Page 2 of3
I.

I

net loss, of significant wildlife habitat. Ideally, the replication projects would
utilize currently degraded areas.

I

The project also has impacts on isolated vegetated wetlands. The DEIR states that of the
siy isolated vegetated wetlands on the site, only one is regulated by the Wetlands
Protection Act. The Army Corps of Engineers hes confirmed that four of the six are
subject to federal regulation and is considering the remaining two areas.

WEY.28

Vernal Pools
The site includes many vernal pools, including eight vernal pools certified by NHESP
and 24 sites that are considered to have the required hydrology and biology to be
confirmed as vernal pools by NHESP.
i

i

,?me possible, LNR should attempt to protect functioningvernal,pools and the 100-foot
arqa around them even if not afforded protection under the Wetlands Protection Act.
. Wjldlife habitat assessments can be utilized to idcntify and protect the most critical areas.

WEY.29

I

F l ~ o d h Impacts
g
Stomwatm eom the Base drains to the Mill River and to the Old Swamp River io
~ h o u t h Both.
.
of these rivers have 100-year floodplains associated with them and
sohe downstream areas experience persistent flooding. All development on the Base
s h ~ d be
d designed so that it will not cause downstream flooding in the 100-year storm
evpt.
I
c
100-year floodplain on the Base is not mapped. There are several perennial rivers
and stxeams that likely have 100-year floodplain associated with them. The floodplain
are& should be mapped by the proponent so that flood-prone areas can be identified and
lo$ of flood storage can be adequately mitigated.

WEY.30

6

The related widening of Route i8 will generate additional. stormwater runoff. Design
p l a p should take into consideration the detention or other management of the increased
bff to ensure that i t does not cause increased flooding.

Iylat

Foq example, the Pond Street area in South Weymoutb near th.e Abington line
exderiences chronic flooding. S t o m a t a is supposed to flow in a ditoh along the rail
ling and, in Abington, discharge under the rail bed through a cross-culvert onto the Base.
Thg Town of Weymouth and the Mass Bay Commuter Rail (which owns and operates the
raiqline) have conducted some initial investigations into the problem and it appears that
stovwatex is not adequately flowing from the ditch to the cross-culvert inAbington.
Thfresult is ponding and flooding adjacent to the rail bed. Problems such as these
shqld be alleviated before additional stormwator flows are generated fiom the Route 18
wi ning.

4"

WEY.31
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~ohervationAdministrator C o m ~ e n t on
s SWNAS DEIR
December 4,2006
Pa$c 3 of 3

Stprmwater
As stated in the DEIR,the proponent will desrgn the project development to meet or
exceed DEP Stormwater Management Standards. The REIR stresses that the project will
strive to use 'low Impact Development techniques to manage stomwater. The use of
low-impact development techniques to disperse, treat and infiltrate stormwater from
buildings, parking lots and roadways can provide environmental and aesthetic benefits for
the wmmwnity as well as economic bendits for the developer.
Stormwater from the Base is discharged in Weymouth to the Old Swamp River Basin and
thd Mill River Basin. Both the Old Swamp River and the Mill River are Class A water
bodies, p a 314 CMR 4.00, which olassifies Whitmans Pond and "those tributaries
thereto" as Class A waterbodies. Wetlands bordering Class A water bodies are
considered "Outstanding Resource Waters" and require the 1 inch of water quality
treptment volume per the DEP Stomwater Management Standards.
W ter Reetamation Facility
Th on-site treatment and re-use of sanitary wastewater will reduce potable water demand
provide groundwater recharge and is an important component ofthe sustainable
n a v e of the development. The daylighting of about 800 linear feet of French's Stream

4

shquld provide wildlife and water quality benefits.
~ 4 e f idesign
l
and management will be needed to ensure that adverse impacts to
grqindwater w d surface water are prevented. Given that French's Stream is already on
thqDEP's 303(d) list of impaired water bodies, a monitoring program for surface water
as bell as gropdwater is recommended.

I
f
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APPENDIX C
Am OUALITy
Cl Section 2.8.2 discusses fugitive dust.kd emissions during construction. Further information

should be included regarding the mitigation measures that will be implemented to reduce WEY.33
migration of dust (ie water misting, chloride application, localized filtration, tire wash
stations, etc.)
U. During construction activities, constant air monitoring stations should be place in md around.
work areas to ensure PMlO levels are not significantly elevated, and to ensure possible,soil WEY.34
contamiriation is nit disturbed and released into the ambient air.
O ,Stringent work practices should be established and enforced to reduce emissions. from . .WEY.35
construction equipment (limiting idling and morning startup)
.

.

WASTE WATER
If the WRP is operational and groundwater recharge 1s occurring psor to final deanup of
WEY.36
groundwater contaminated sites at the base, a scope of work should be created which
includes a testing schedule for wells in the area to ensure contaminants are not being
mobilized.
O Given the fact that at full buildout, up to 2 million sqft o f commercial and industrial business
(biotech, pharmaceutical) will contribute their waste water to the WRF and eventually to the
existing groundwater and water bodies that contribute to weymouth's drinking water
supp,lies, the parameters in Table 3.7-1 do not seem sufficient to ensure contaminates are not WEY.37
relwed, Additional parameters such as: heavy metals, VOCs, and other organic wmpounds,
should be included in the analysis.
O Section 5.5 -Flow h m Pine Street pump station goes ffom the pump station to a short force
maid, to gravity sewer, to the new Libbey Xndustrial.Parkway pump station.
)IAZARDOUS WASTE
O l%e four buildinm in Table 5.10-1 are registered with AULs and are also included in Table
6.1232 as struGes to be demnstructed. Please include a section that &scvsses the
mecbanim by which the wntaminants the Navy left in place will be address as part of the
decomtruotion process (site management, cleanup cost, etc.)
U section 6.1 1.2 states that "No additional AULs are expected to be implemented by the
N a v . This statement is premature as the Navy continues to investigate contmin~tion.at
the base.
U S w t p 6.1 1mentions that redevelopment contractors will use "visual and oldfactory" senses
to id ti@ potential contamination that may be encountered. Most contaminates can not be
det ed in this f a o n . A more specific work plan should be included that specifies safety
precFtions that will be utilized during constructioddemolition, such as: personal air
monitoring, ambient air quality samplmg, soil evaluation for VOCs, inorganics, and o r g d c
corn unds, surface water sarnpljng, etc.
'

P
f"'
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December 7,2006
Mr. Robert W. Golledge Jr.
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office; Attn: Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114

.,

Subject: EOEA #I 1085R, Naval Air Station Development Project
Dear Secretary Golledge:
On behalf of the Rockland Sewer Commission, I submit for your consideration the following
comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report.

3.8 Stormwater Management
The Town of Rockland and its residents continuously experience flooding conditions in the
areas of French's Stream during moderate to high rain events. This creates both financial and
emotional hardships. The Sewer Department is greatly impacted by inflow and infiltration into
the sewer collection system in areas where ponding occurs around the sewer manholes. I
understand that the goal of the Project's Stormwater Management Plan is to reduce flooding RSC.01
upstream and downstream of the site. This seems to be an opportune time to positively address
some of the pre existing conditions in Rockland that contribute to these problems. The
resources of the Project far outweigh those of the Town of Rockland and could be utilized for
remediation of these conditions.
Very truly yours,

John F. Loughlin
Superintendent
Rockland Sewer Department

DEC- 8-06 F R I 3: 1 4 PM
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December 8,2006
Robert W. Gollege, Ir.
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Suite 900
Boston, MA 021.14-2524

Re: Naval Air Station Development Project DEIR
E.O.E.A. No. 1108SR
Dear Secretary Golledge;
The Town of Hinghan~is very concerned about the impact that traffic generated from the
redevelopment of the Naval Air Station will have on Ablngton St. and Gardner St. in
14ingham. According to the AM peak hour trips projection, AbIngton St. traffic will
increase from 5 14 trips an hour to 617 trips an hour by the year 2017. The I'M peak hour
trips increase from 557 trips to 1047 hips per hour. While it is projected that the Baso
traffic will only account for 66 of the additional trips inthe AM and 165 of the additional
trips in the PM peak hours, the additional traffic is a concern because of the current
condition of the road. Abington St. is a straight two lane residential road. The road lends
itself to drivers operating their vehicles at faster speeds than is safe. The lack of
sidewalks means children walking and riding bicycles on the road. The increase in traffic
1s a recipe for disaster. The NAS Study recogdzes this situation and has stated that this
is a potential area for traffic oalming measures. The town of Hingham submits that m y

HDOP.01

DEC- 8-06 F R I

3: 15 PM

PAX NO.

781 741 1462

P. 3

increase in traffic would call for rebuilding the road, building sidewalks and instituting
traffic calming measures.
The study was not clear 011 the effects of traffic on Gardner St. The Town of Hingham
has been working with the residential. neighborhood in an effort to calm the existing

(rai'tic. Any increase in traffic would only exacerbate the current problem. The Town of
Hingham agrees that additional traffic calming measures would be appropriate and that

the installation of a sidewalk would also be necessary due to the current configuration of
the road and the volutne of traffic using the road.
The Town of Hingham is awaiting additional information regarding traffic light timing
and sequencing for traffic leaving both sides of the base en route to Rt. 3. We bolieve
any significant delay will lead to more drivets seeking alternate routes and the most likely
shortcut would be Abington St. to Derby St. to Rt. 3.
The Town of Hingham is prepared to work with your office, the proponent, and the

Massachusetts Highway Department to seek solutions, which may enhance rather than
stifle, economic opportunity for Rockland, Hingham and Weymouth. To accomplish
this, however, we request that you require the proponent to review alternate
transportation corridors and designs, at her than to accept as a sole solutior~adding
multiple lanes to inultiple intersections between the Project Parkway and the Ilinghan~
StreatIRoute 3 interchange.
We look forward to reviewing your certificate and the final Environmental Iinpact.

w

Charles E. Souther
Deputy Chief
X-fingham Police Depruhnent

HDOP.02
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December 7,2006

Secretary Robert W. hlledge, Jr.
EOEA, Attn: MEPA Office
Aisling Eglington, EOEA No. 11085
100 Pambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 02114
Dey Secretary Golledge:
Please w e p t this letter as my formal oomment in response to the Draft ~nvironmental
Impact Report for the proposed development at the former South Weymouth Naval Air
Station.

As ti,e District Councilor representing the residential neighborhoods directly abutting the
property, I have been an active participant in all public meetings regarding the project for
the Ast three years. Many of my initial concerns were acknowledged by the proponent
dudog the process and other issues which I brought forward have been addressed through
the diligent work of the Citizen's Advisory Committee.
1

Traffic

I

7 No vehicular access, temporary or permanent, through Union Stmet andlor White
( Street in South Weymouth. The proponent has agreed to this restriction. .

1

Require the proponent be responsible for providing ttPliEo monitoring throughout

-

; all phases of construction Upon identification, areas of wnccm shall receive
I

appropriate mitigation measures in an expeditious manner

Require that the proponent provide appropriate tr&o mitigation for Columbian
1 Square in South Weymouth and all other Weymouth intersections identified in
section 8.0, Table 811-1

1
.. .. .. .
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SMART

Require that the proponent substantially complete oonstruction of the EastIWest
Parkway before Phase I1 of the redevelopment project may proceed
Water add Sewer
Require that the proponent install a permanent water source prior to the
completion of Phase 1construotion
Require that the proponent design and build a wastewater treatment plant during
Phase I of the development

I

Require that the Environmental Impact Report specify remaining parcels of land
on the property which will require additional cleanup
- and identify the
partylparties responsible for &e mediation
The proponent should encourage men sustainable development through L E D
certification for dl end developers

i
I

Community Outreach

*

Require proponent to utilize a website, updated on a weekly basis,
to allow Weymouth residents to monitor the oonstruction progress

i

/

Require proponent to provide written or e-mail notification to abutting
neighborhoods to alert residents prior to scheduling of construction activities
which will produce excessive noise andlor other disturbance

q Require the proponent ensure that the parking facility at the South Weymouth
I

commuter rail station is sufficient to accommodate additional riders

Require the proponent ensure that the MBTA is able to increase capacity of rail
; service to accommodate additional ridership

I

7

EO A 11085 Councilor Michael Smart Page 2
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i
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SMaRT

I

In closing, I respectfully request that as you complete yow review, in addition to other

WEY-SMT.01
concerns, you remain mindful of the residential neighborhoods which sun'ound the
former South Weymouth Naval Air Station. The quality of life for these residents will be
most directly and most rlgnificantly impacted by this development, and the preservation
of the integrity of these residential neighborhoods is paramount.

If I may be of any assistance to you in your review process, please do not hesitate to
contact me. Thank you for your consideration.

Michael Smart
President
Weymouth Town Council

Secretary Robert W. Golledge, Jr.
EOEA, Attention: MEPA Office
Aisling Eglington, EOEA # 11085
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 021 14

(aGElldE1

November 2 1,2006

-

!I@
8 2006

Dear Secretary Golledge,
I am writing to you in regards to the (DEIR) Draft Environmental Impact Report for the
former South Weymouth Naval Air Base. I am the District 4 Town Councilor in
Weymouth and also a member of the (CAC) Citizens Advisory Committee that reviewed
the DEIR. I would like to comment on a number of things that I feel need to be
addressed before your approval of the DEIR. My r~markswill be put into separate
categories with bullet points for each particular item in that category.
Traffic
A traffic monitoring protocol was included in the DEIR (Section 8.1.4). This
WEY-MAT.01
document was put in after the CAC approved the DEIR. This document was
never voted on by the committee and I have a number of concerns with it. First,
the document does not include anything to monitor traffic calming measures that
are being used by the proponent as traffic mitigation in Weymouth. Second, the
last bullet point of the document says that if monitoring results show an increase
of traffic over 15% then the proponent will do mitigation for the affected town.
The 15% figure is not consistent with the only 10% figure that is used in the entire
DEIR. These two issues need to be addressed and this should be revised with the
input of the CAC during the final EIR.
Require (MPO) Metropolitan Planning Organization to expedite all (TIP)
WEY-MAT.02
Transportation Improvement Program project including the widening of RT 18
along with all intersection improvements on RT 18 in Weymouth.
WEY-MAT.03
Require the MBTA to expand the number of trains on the commuter rail to
accommodate the additional population from this project.
Require the MBTA to add an additional bus route to South Weymouth or expand WEY-MAT.04
the bus routes for bus # 222 and bus # 225 into South Weymouth. A project of
this size should have bus service by the RT 18 entrance of the air base. Currently
only half of Weymouth is covered by these buses which are based out of the
Quincy Center Station. This would make the project more consistent with smart
growth principals.
Require addition traffic mitigation to the towns if vehicle internal capture rate
WEY-MAT.05
number is not met by the proponent at full build.
WEY-MAT.06
Require proponent to retime light signals at intersections where the level of
service is worse than a level D after full build out in 2017. This should include all
intersections that receive at least 1% of the total trips to and from the air base.

Water and Sewerage
Require proponent to remove all old water and sewerage lines after completion of
their wastewater treatment plant and after receiving water source from MWRA.
Require proponent to cap sewerage outflow pipe after completion of wastewater
treatment vlant. Wevmouth is currentlv under a consent order with the DEP in
regards to water and sewerage. Requiring the proponent to do these two items
into Weymouth's
Will eliminate the (I&I)
. . inflow and infiltration of groundwater
system from the air base.
Establish a water monitoring program to ensure new residential buildings are
using less than 65 gallons of water per person per day. This number is stated by
the proponent in section (8.4.1.8) of the DEIR.
Require installation of a flow meter at wastewater treatment plant in monitor the
amount of effluent discharge into French's Stream.
Require DEP monitoring for removal of solid waste from wastewater treatment
facility and ensure no long term on-site storage of solid waste.

.

.

.

Stormwater
Require proponent to implement annual cleaning and maintenance of all storm
water drainage
- systems
Require proponent to meet annually with DEP and Weymouth Conservation
Commission to ensure (ORW) Old Swamp River and its tributaries are monitored
for stormwater quality &d flow.
Require proponent to provide mitigation for increased stormwater into the Old
Swamp River from the construction of the new East-West Parkway.
Alternatives Anaksis
Proponent did not look at other direct Route 3 access road alternatives. It only
looked at different entrances and exits for the EasUWest Parkway. This question
is in the October 20,2000 ENF Certificate letter from Secretary Durand.
Proponent did not look into the feasibility of wind turbine energy at the air base.
This was asked by many residents during the (NPC) and should still be looked
into as an alternative energy source. he
should be required to install
an anemometer on-site to see what the winds speeds are at the air base.
Proponent should also be required to look into the possibility of a cemetery at the
air base. Currently Weymouth's cemeteries are at or near full capacity and this
might be an alternate way to reduce traffic to the base.
As a Town Councilor who voted in favor of this plan,
- - I do agree the maiority
"
- of
information in this document. I support the proponent's
with getting their
permanent water source from the MWRA and I also concur with the proponent building
onsite sewerage treatment plant at the base. These two items willbe beneficial to
Weymouth to ensure we meet our requirements in the consent orders with DEP. In
addition to those issues I agree with the location of the proposed EasUWest Parkway.

WEY-MAT.07

WEY-MAT.08

WEY-MAT.09

WEY-MAT.10
WEY-MAT.11

WEY-MAT.12

WEY-MAT.13

WEY-MAT.14

WEY-MAT.15

WEY-MAT.16

WEY-MAT.17

In closing, this project can work if the state stays activity involved with monitoring the
development of project during the entire construction phases and after full build-out. I
hope you can have my concerns addressed and if you should have any questions for me
please call me at (781) 331-2872 or email arthuremathews@,hotmail.com.
Sincerely,
Arthur E. Mathews
District 4 Town Councilor
15 Lakeview Rd.
Weymouth, MA 02 189

Mary A. Parsons
754 Union St.
Rockland, MA 02370
October 25,2006
Mr. Robert W. Golledge Jr.
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office: Attn. Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02 114
oiect
Subject: EOEA# 11085R South Weymouth Naval Air station ~ o t i c ~ . o ~ ~ ; "Change

-

My comments to the Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared for South Shore TriTown
Development Corporation 233 Shea Memorial Drive, South Weymouth, MA 02190 and
LNR South Shore LLC, 1900 Crown Colony Drive, Suite 401, Quincy, MA 02169
"I-.~-------'

_-I"

I am a member of the Citizen Advisory committee for EOEA # 11085R South Weymouth
Naval Air Station. I was unable to attend the October 11,2006 CAC meeting when the
CAC drafted our letter to you. I take issue with the first and second sentences, in the first
paragraph, on the last page, " We expect that the proposedproject will have signz$cant
impacts on vehicular trafJic in the affected areas. The projectproponent can address and
mitigate certain impacts, but in many circumstances the Commonwealth and the Towns
ofAbington, Hingham, Rockland and Weymouth, in coordination with theproponent, will
need to provide additional mitigation, " Per the Enabling Legislation, the Towns
involved will not be providing mitigation for this project. The majority of CAC
members were not involved in the planning of the former NAS South Weymouth and
may not be familiar with the Enabling Legislation, section 3, which states,
"In addition, it shall be the goal of said corporation, during its existence, to pursue
the redevelopment in a manner that imposes no costs on said towns for the provision
of police and fire protection, emergency sewices, water and sewer, and other
municipal sewices." Roadway repairs and improvements are a municipal service in
these towns. Also, unlike Fort Devens, which is a Commonwealth of Massachusetts'
project, NAS South Weymouth is not. The Corporation will cease to exist in the year
2018, but may be extended for a period of five years (section 30 of the Enabling
Legislation) by the three towns. Like any other developer, LNR South Shore LLC should
pay for any mitigation improvements required for their project.
The South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation is a public entity; LNR South
Shore LLC is a private entity, which has acquired a portion of the land in NAS south
Weymouth. This is a public project, which the private entity knew before some of the
acquiring land.
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One item missing in this DEIR is a copy of the zoning map for the former NAS
South Weymouth. It is important to know what the different land uses are in relation to
Housing, Business/Commercial, Wastewater Treatment Plant, Stormwater Management,
Roadways, Open Space, Wetlands, Rare Species, Uplands etc.
Figure 3.1-lb, The Village Center Plan (amended to Reflect Tentative Agreement
with NHESP)
The Zoning in the circled areas, A, B and C, needs to changed to protect rare species in
this area. Without a zoning change, housing could be built on this property in the future.
NHESP requires approved legal mechanisms for the open space habitat areas for PHASE
1. This should apply to the entire proposed project. Legal mechanisms such as a Land
Trust ( Trustees of the Reservation, Nature Conservancy, etc.) should be used.
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2.7.1.1, pg. 2-8, No Variance Alternative I Reduced Build Alternative 7thsentence
This section states, " Not building the Parkway would fail to knit the region together
through the introduction of a major circulation link." I have lived in this area all my life
and have driven these roads all my life. This Parkway would not circulate any traffic in
the region. Traffw on Weymouth St. and Hingham Street in Rockland is not travelling
towards Route 18 and traffic on Route 18, in Weymouth, is not travelling towards
Hingham and WeymouthStreets in Rockland Traffic on Hingham Street and
Weymouth Street (Rockland) exits the Route 3 Expressway via Exit 14(Rockland) and
exit 15(Hingham) not Route 18 in Weymouth. Traffic not on the expressway uses Pine
Street (Weymouth) which turns into Abington Street Hingham Abington Street
connects to Weymouth Street in Rockland
This Parkway is nothing more than a one and one half- mile private driveway to the
housing on the Project.
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The eight sentence in this paragraph states, " Neither would this alternative provide the
economic benefits to Abington, Rockland and Weymouth anticipated in The Village
Center Plan." This statement clearly shows that economic benefit is the only reason for
the DEP Variance. The towns of Abington, Rockland and Weymouth may not see
economic benefit, if any, for many years to come. This is more about the economic
benefit of the Master Developer, LENNAR, LNR South Shore LLC.
3.5.8 pg. 3-48, Temporary Access
The Proponent has never evaluated opening White St. and Union St. on the Weyrnouth
side to general / or residential vehicular traffic. These roads were open to general traffic
for decades with and without the Base presence. 1am including historical pictures of the
homes that were along Union Street. At one time Union Street was the main north 1 south
thoroughfare in this region.
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Section 4.1.2, pg. 4-2, No Build Alternative, 7msentence

The abandoned base would prevent the communities from re-establishing east-west
transportation links severed when the Base was built, and would likely result in
postponement of the planned widening of Route 18." There never was an historical
East-West transportation link from Route 18 to the eastside of the base in Rockland.
Union Street in Wevmouth and Rockland was the North South transportalion link. I
am providing pictures of that historical time when Union Street, Weymouth - Rockland,
was open to general vehicular traffic. This alternative was never analyzed, by the
proponent as an alternative to the East-West Parkway (access road or whatever they want
to call it). The proponent was told at CAC meeting that there never was an east-west
connection/transportation link to re-establish.
"

4.5.2, pg. 4-74, No-build Alternative.
This section states they would not involve the use of LID techniques, such as pervious
pavement. This stormwater runoff will be competing with 1.3 mil. gpd of partially treated
wastewater from the proposed wastewater treatment plant. The Base has large tracts of
land where the water table is one or two feet below the ground surface as well as at or
above the ground surface. The vernal pools on and adjacent to the Base hold water for as
long as eight months out of the year.

4.6.pg. 4-75, State-listed species alternatives
4.6.1, pg. 4-75, The Village Center
This section states, "The Village Center design is based on Smart Growth principles, and
has been carefully situated to avoid wetlands, maximize the reuse of previously
developed areas (paved, structures, runways, taxiways), and minimize use of natural
areas, particularly forested uplands."
In the second paragraph it states, " The Village Center will result in unavoidable impacts
to grassland areas with the potential to support state-listed bird species (approximately 99
acres of grassland loss), and 15.4 acres of box turtle core habitat at the east end of the
Base. These impacts could be avoided only by restricting the proposed Village Center to
previously-paved areas occupied by the former runways, taxiways, aprons, hangars and
buildings."
This last sentence contradicts the Village Center being based on Smart Growth
principles. The former runways and taxiways are located in rare specie habitat and
do not have building structures on it. The built area (where buildings are actually
located) of the Base has plenty of acreage to carry out the proposed Village Center
without destroying 99 acres of grassland and 15.4 acres of box turtle habitat.
MEPA needs to be aware of privately owned undeveloped land adjacent to the
former NAS South Weymouth on the east and southeastern side of the Base located
in Rockland. This land may be developed in the near future and further reduce the
box turtle habitat. This land has several different owners.
The next sentences in this paragraph are more of a threat and are meant to scare people.

As discussed in section 4.1, reduced build scenarios evaluated would not be consistent
with the approved Reuse Plan and would not allow many of the proposed environmental
enhancements to proceed." Tear down the current Navy buildings build the Village
Center on the excavated land where the Navy buildings once stood; otherwise the
Village Center townhouses and condos will have a beautiful view of the very
dilapidated hangar 2.
" The Navy would complete its cleanup of hazardous waste sites, but no development
would occur. At some point in time development of the former Base will occur.
"The Base would be lei3 with deteriorating buildings and decaying infrastructure.
Because of the safety risks that these conditions would present, access to large portions of
the Base would be prohibited." Access to the Base is already prohibited.
"The Navy's mowing regime would cease." The Navy's mowing regime will cease
after the navy fully cleans the former Base and leaves.
"

Figure 5.1-3 2006 Average Weekday Daily Traffic Volumes
There are several discrepancies with this map. Union St. in South Weymouth turns into
Liberty Street (South Weymouth). Union St. continues on to become a dead end in South
Weymouth.
Liberty St. (South Weymouth) is not shown on figure 5.1-3.
Liberty St., in South Weymouth, becomes Sharp St., in Hingham, becomes Weymouth
St., in Rockland, and becomes VFW Drive, in Rockland.
Liberty St., Sharp St., VFW Drive were built by the Navy; when the Navy closed a
section of Union St. in Rockland at the Weymouth town line and the Norfolk / Plymouth
County Line. Liberty St. (So. Weymouth) and VFW Drive (Rockland) connect to Union
St. in Rockland and Weymouth.
Liberty St. accesses Route 3 via Sharp St. and Weymouth St. to Reservoir Park Rd. and
Hingham St.
It is misleading to the public and permitting authorities to show an incorrect map.
This may not be the only incorrect map in the DEIR.
Union St. is not correctly depicted on the map. Union Street, in Rockland and Union
Street on the Weymouth side of the base, dead-end on both sides of the base. It is not
shown on this map extending to the base property line. Other maps, such as the The
Village Center Plan,jigure 3.1-la andfigure 3.1-lb clearly show Liberty Street
(Weymouth And VFW Drive (Rockland) connecting to Union Street in Weymouth and
Rockland respectively. It also shows both Sides of Union Street dead-ending at north and
south end of the base in the area marked 20 on the maps. Liberty Street Weymouth turns
into Sharp Street, Hingham, pictured on the map underneath "HINGHAM". It is the
straight white line connecting to Union Street in Weymouth.
Traffic counts are not depicted on the roads, in Rockland, closest to the base. These roads
are heavily trafficked during rush hours. No traffic counts for VFW Drive, Reservoir
Park Drive, Weymouth Street and Union St. in Rockland.
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Sharp Street is shown on Figure 5.1-3 as having 8000 vehicle trips to nowhere. Sharp St.
(Hingham) becomes Liberty St. (So. Weymouth) which becomes Union Street in South
Weymouth (the same Union St. that leads to the former NAS gate.
No traffic counts for the section of Hingham St., which becomes Pond St. when it crosses
the Nonvell town line.
Washington Street (Weymouth) becomes Whiting Street (Hingham) becomes
Washington St. (Nonvell) is not identified as State Route 53. This state route is farther
away from the base than any Rockland road; yet, it has a traffic count associated with it.
5.0 Existing Conditions
5.6.4, pg. 5-42,Wetland Functions and Values

Wetlands on the east-end of the Base (where the East-West Parkway is proposed) drain
towards Old Swamp River (Rockland). This can be visibly seen, especially in springtime.
Certified vernal Pools, 2636,2637,3345,3346,2710,3381, and others at higher
elevations and with in walking distance of Old Swamp River. Old Swamp River is an
outstanding water resource. I think it is classified as a Zone A water resource (drinking
water supply) that feeds into Whitman's Pond Weymouth, which is part of Weymouth's
drinking water supply. Old Swamp is also classified as a state, 303 impaired water body.
The wetlands on the eastside of the Base drain into old Swamp River.
5.6.5 Vernal Pools
Pg. 5-43 Along with the eight certified vernal pools on the Base; there are at least nine
more certified vernal pools adjacent to the Base located in wetlands where the East-West
Parkway is proposed.

7.0 Statutow and Keeulatow Standards and Rcauirements
7.0 STATUTORY AND REGULATORY STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS

7.2 State
7.2.1 pg. 7-3, Executive office of Environmental Affairs -Environmental Policy Act
Review

lS' paragraph, 3'* and 4~ sentences,
Quote, "Section6lof MEPA requires state agencies to take all feasible measures to avoid
or minimize and mitigate damage to the environment. Section 61further requires that
state agencies " use all vracticable means and measures to minimize dama~e
- to the
environment, " by studying alternatives to the proposedproject, and developing
enforceable miti.qation commitments, which will become permit conditionsfor the project
when it is permilled by state agencies. "

-

The proponents (SSTTDCILNR) have not studied all feasible alternatives to the
East - West Parkway. I am including historical pictures of Union St., where runway 26
is currently located, when it was open to general vehicular traffic before the expansion of
runway 8-26. These photos were taken before Union St. was closed (circa 1960). The
houses that you will see in the photos were either moved to another location or destroyed.
White St. was the location of the Base entrance from 1941 until 1986. These were
existing roadways. I am also including pictures of the Navy building Liberty St.
(Weymouth), Sharp St. (Hingham) and VFW Drive (Rockland).
These roads are an alternative to the East- West Parkway. The project could proceed with
the opening of Union St. (Weymouth gate side where housing is planned) and White St.
in Weymouth.
The "overriding public interest" for this project is economics only. This is a housing
development project spread out over land in three towns. There isn't anything special or
model about this plan. Someday the three towns may see tax revenue generated by this
plan.
Figure 3.5-10,Hingham St. 1 Pond St.
This figure shows existing conditions and proposed conditions for the intersection of
Hingham St. and Pond St. in Rockland. The figure shows lane improvements to
Hingham St., travelling east towards Route 53 1228 Queen Anne's Comer on the
Hingham I Nonvell town line and lane improvements to the right hand turn towards Rte.
53 I 228 from Pond St. in Rockland. It fails to show any lane improvements travelling
west on Hingham St. towards Reservoir Park Drive and the former NAS South
Weymouth in Rockland.
Figure 3.5 - 12 Hingham St. I Route 3 SB ramps
This figure shows mitigation being done by A.W. Perry for the Blue Cross I Blue Shield
building in Hingham. This is not mitigation proposed by the proponent of the former
NAS South Weymouth.
Figure 3.7-9 Groundwater modeling Results for Average Dail Flow, drawing not to
scale and Figure 3.7-10 Groundwater modeling resultsfor Peak Month Flow

Certified Vernal Pool 3383 is located in the north east portion of the map, next to the
legend, groundwater depth. This is approximately 25 acres of land that holds water (1 to
2 feet above ground) above ground for several months in the late winter and spring (as
long as July in some years).
Figure 6.1-1 Transportation improvements
This figure does not accurately portray proposed traffic improvements concerning
improvements in Rockland. Proposed signal, safety, and intersection improvements in
Rockland are not on the TIP's and are not likely to be on the TIP's for a very long time to
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come. The Town of Rockland is not looking to do these improvements at this time or in
the near future.
It is misleading for the proponent to include these as transportation improvements.
Anyone can propose something; it doesn't mean it will happen.
7.2.1 pg. 7-3, Executive office of Environmental Affairs -Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act Review

"Section 61 further requires that state agencies "use all practicable means and measures
to minimize damage to the environment," by studying alternatives to the proposed
project, and developing enforceable mitigation commitments, which will become permit
conditions for the project when it is permitted by state agencies."
White Street and Union Street, in Weymouth, were never studied as alternative
residential traffic routes to Rte. 3 in Rockland. These streets would have less of an
environmental impact on rare species and wetlands than the East-West Parkway
and temporary access road through the eastern section (Rockland section) of the
former NAS South Weymouth.
7.2.11, pg.7-8, Department of Environmental Protection - Wetlands Protection Act

Second paragraph beginning with 'LBecausethe Parkway will alter more than 5,000s.f.
Of bordering vegetated wetlands (BVW) and cannot be defined as a "limited project", the
Project will require a DEP Variance; The Department has not considered economic
development to constitute an overriding public interest."
I disagree with the LNRISSTTDC statement, " In response, it should be made clear that
this Project's documentation of "overriding public interest" is not based on economic
development. Rather, the Parkway is proposed to fulfill regional and local Transportation
needs relative to traffic management and circulation"
This project will not fulfill regional and local transvortation needs. The East-West
Parkway does not disperse the 34,500 vehicles that will be added to the existing roadway
network surrounding the former NAS south Weymouth.
The sole reason for the DEP Variance is economics for the three Communities
involved in this project.

The proposed Variance for the East-West Parkway does not meet the requirements for
the Commissioner to issue a Variance.
1.) There are other reasonable alternatives (Union St. and White St. opening) that would
allow the project proceed in compliance with 310CMR 10.21 through 10.60.
2.) The east -West Parkway fragments rare specie habitat and disrupts the natural
filtering of stormwater which flows to the Old Swamp River, which is classified as a
CLASS A ORW.
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3.) There is no overriding community, state or national public interest; nor is the land so
restricted that it would constitute a "Take" if there were no East - West Parkway. In
the NHESP comment letter, dated July 12,2002 to the Secretary of Environmental
Affairs, NHESP requested specific analysis of traffic impacts on rare W l e s road
mortality and analysis of possible water quality and water withdrawal effects upon
identified rare species wetland habitat. $here is no overriding ~ u b l i cinterest in the
EAST-WEST PARKWAY, since there never was an east -west connection
through the Base to re-establish. The Navy can verify there was never any eastwest roadway from Rte. 18 to Weymouth St. and Hingham St. in Rockland.

Section 2. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 1998 ACTS and RESOLVES states,
"It shall be the goal of this act to promote the expeditious acquisition and
redevelopment of NAS South Weymouth while addressing the economic, social, and
environmental needs of the region." It goes on to say, "The Reuse Plan is intended to
significantly stimulate economic activity and jobs on the base property &&
protectinp the environment and enhancing the aualih, o f life in the region. Said
redevelopment is designed to minimize and mitigate negative off-base impacts on
the area such as those on water resources, air quality, traffic and noise, limiting
impacts to those necessary to achieve reuse goals and objectives."

The proponent failed to analyze two streets previously open to general vehicular traffic,
White Street (Weymouth) and Union Street (Weymouth).

I am including pictures of Union Street when it was open to general vehicular traffic. The
houses in the victures were either removed or torn down due to the expansion of runway
26. The new master plan 1 reuse plan depicts housing adjacent to the union Street
entrance on the Weyrnouthl Rockland town line. Infrastructure is already there. The
Union St. gate was used for general vehicular traffic during the Blue Angels air show at
the base.
White Street was the entrance to the base from 1941 to 1986, when a new gate was made
off Route 18. Both of these roadways can be opened to general or residential traffic;
therefore, the proponents' claims of unavoidable impacts with the East-West Parkway are
untrue.
This is not a roadway that will relieve traffic congestion in the area surrounding the
former NAS South Weymouth. This roadway will be approximately 1 % miles long, most
of this roadway being in the town of Rockland on and off the former base. The proponent
would have us think the proposed East-West Parkway would relieve Hingham Street, in
Rockland, of traffic seeking Route 18. Traffic on Hingham St. is not travelling towards
Route 18. It is not seeking a route to state Route 18 and vice versa. Traffic does not have
to travel down Route 18 to get to the Town of Rockland or Hingham Street in Rockland.
The East - West Parkway will only take traffic from one heavily congested State
roadway in Weymouth to another heavily traveled single -lane roadway in Rockland.

This roadway does not serve a regional purpose at all. It serves the purposes of a private
developer's profit margin. The East - West Parkwav only adds 34.500 more vehicles
between two heavily congested roadwavs, Route 18 in Wevmouth and Hingham St.
in Rockland. There is no overriding public interest in the East- West Parkwav since
there never was an east-west road crossing the base: there was. however and north south connection. Union St., which was removed to expand runwav 8-26. the eastwest runwav.
Traffic seeking neighborhoods north and south of Hinrrham St. exit the Route 3 via exit
14 in ~ocklanld;fuGhermore, traffic seeking neighborcoods in South Weymouth and
Hingham exit Route 3 via exit 15 of the expressway. I see this everyday; I live in the
affected traffic area. The traffic consultants for this DEIR tried to tell us that the traffic
on Abington St. in Rocklandl Hingham, and Pine St. in Weymouth is travelling to the
neighborhood north of these streets to their homes in that neighborhood. It is very odd
that the traffic travelling on Abington St. at rush hour in the morning is travelling towards
that neighborhood and the traffic in the evening rush hour is travelling away from that
neighborhood. I live here and see this daily. Traffic starts exiting Abington St. in
Rockland around Three O'clock in the afternoon away from the neighborhood the
consultant says they are seeking.
Hingham Street will be AT CAPACITY with the build -out of the Blue Cross/ Blue
Shield project by A.W. Perry. I share the same concerns A.W. Perry states in their
comments to the NPC.
Has the proponent purchased the land adjacent to the NAS South Weymouth? Has the
proponent purchased the business that the proposed parkway is planned through? This
land and business are part of Rockland's tax revenue. Rockland would experience a loss
of tax revenue with the building of the proposed East-West Parkway.
Neither of the proponents (LNR / SSTTDC) have powers of eminent domain. Weymouth
St. in Rockland is not a state highway. MassHighway would need to justify the taking of
land and a business for a private developer's road. Wouldn't MassHighway need to
justify using taxpayers dollars to build a road for a private developer, which is nothing
more than a long driveway to the proponents housing? The Town of Rockland will lose
tax revenue due to the East - West Parkway being planned where an existing business is
located and where the parkway traverses privately owned land in Rockland.
7.2.11.2 Rare Species

The proposed East - West Parkway is a negative impact on wetlands, rare species habitat
and floodplain. It does not contribute to the protection of the interests identified in the
Wetlands Protection Act. It actually becomes a cumbersome burden on the interests
identified in the Wetlands Protection Act and will undoubtedly set those interests into
decline.
A less intrusive route would be for general vehicular traffic to use Union Street in South
Weymouth to access Route 3 at Hingham St. in Rockland. This route was used for a
couple of hundred years (first horses and then automobiles).
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7.2.15, pg.7-11, Department of Fish and Game - Conservation and Management
permit

"MESA regulations at 321 CMR 10.23 establish the standarhfor review of an
applicationfor a Conservation and Management permit. The regulations state that the
Director of the Division of Fislreries and Wildlge (Director) may in accordance with
provisions of M.G. L. c. 131A, s 3permit the taking of a State-listed Speciesfor
conservation or managementpurposes provided there is a long -term Net Benefit to the
conservation of the impacted species."
This section states that section 4.6 more fully describes how the proposed project meets
The performance standards of a permit.
"4.6.1, pg. 4-75, The Village Center
This section states, "The Village Center design is based on Smart Growth principles, and
has been carefully situated to avoid wetlands, maximize the reuse of previously
developed areas (paved, structures, runways, taxiways), and minimize use of natural
areas, particularly forested uplands."
In the second paragraph it states, " The Village Center will result in unavoidable impacts
to grassland areas with the potential to support state-listed bird species (approximately 99
acres of grassland loss), and 15.4 acres of box turtle core habitat at the East End of the
Base. These impacts could be avoided only by restricting the proposed Village Center to
previously-paved areas occupied by the former runways, taxiways, aprons, hangars and
buildings."
This last sentence contradicts the Village Center being based on Smart Growth
principles. The former runways and taxiways are located in rare specie habitat and
do not have building structures on it. The built area (where buildings are actually
located) of the Base has plenty of acreage to carry out the proposed Village Center
without destroying 99 acres of grassland and 15.4 acres of box turtle habitat.
MEPA needs to be aware of privately owned undeveloped land adjacent to the
former NAS South Weymoutb on the east and southeastern side of the Base located
in Rockland. This land may be developed in the near future and further reduce the
box turtle habitat. This land has several different owners.
The next sentences in this paragraph are more of a threat and are meant to scare people.
" As discussed in section 4.1, reduced build scenarios evaluated would not be consistent
with the approved Reuse Plan and would not allow many of the proposed environmental
enhancements to proceed." Tear down the current Navy buildings build the Village
Center on the excavated land where the Navy buildings once stood; otherwise the
Village Center townhouses and condos will have a beautiful view of the very
dilapidated hangar 2.
" The Navy would complete its cleanup of hazardous waste sites, but no development
would occur. At some point in time development of the former Base will occur.

"The Base would be left with deteriorating buildings and decaying infrastructure.
Because of the safety risks that these conditions would present, access to large portions of
the Base would be prohibited." Access to the Base is already prohibited.
"The Navy's mowing regime would cease." The Navy's mowing regime will cease
after the navy fully cleans the former Base and leaves."

The last paragraph contains the word "reservations" in the last sentence. The CAC
specifically asked the proponent to take out the word "reservations". Obviously this has
not been done. No Zoning map is depicted in the DEIR.
7.3.4 Conservation Commission Approval

"It is anticipated that Notices of Intent will be filed with the SSTTD Conservation
Commission" In this case, the proponent, SSTTDC Directors, are the SSTTDC
Conservation Commission. They have never appointed anyone other than themselves to
an SSTTDC board. According to section 6 (j) of Chapter 301. An Act Authorizing the
Establishment of the South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation, " @g
Coruoration shall have a1 o f the powers necessary or convenient to carrv out the
puruoses and urovisions of the this act, includinp the power:- (7) Aupoint crualified
boards and individuals in addition to the advisow board established uursuant to section
10, to serve as unuaid advisors under such terms and conditions as it may deem
necessarv. "
The background of the five SSTTDC directors does not suggest they are qualified to be
the SSTTDC Conservation Commission or any other board or commission created by the
legislation. Isn't it a Conflict- of - Interest for a proponent of a development project to
present his project before his own board? Will DEP do site visits to the project to
determine if the proponent is adhering to DEP regulations? The wetlands should be turn
over to a land trust for permanent protection.
'

8.1 pg. 8-1, Transportation

As stated before, there never was an east-west connection to re-establish. The Navy can
verify this. A variance should not be issued for the Parkway and the temporary access
road through the same area.
8.5.3 pg.8-15, Technology for On-site Water Reclamation Facility

"The only negative potential negative impact, and one that is not anticipated to occur,
could be degradation of groundwater over time from the recharge system which would be
entering into French's stream." French's Stream is currently classified as a State listed
303 Impaired Stream.
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8.5.4.1 pg. 8-16, Flooding
Flooding of French's Stream occur every 2 or 3 years and sometimes every year, causing
major flooding of homes and streets downstream in Rockland. To state that peak
discharge of wastewater won't occur during high stream flow; means that 1.3 mil. gpd of
treated wastewater will be released to French's Stream daily. French's Stream normally
has low flow except in rainstorms.
8.6.3 pg. 8-21, Wetland Compensation Site Identification, Screening and Selection
All wetland replication should take place on the former NAS South Weyrnouth. There is
plenty of acreage to replicate within. Licensed Site Professional, not a general contractor,
should be in charge of any wetland replication.
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8.7.2.2 pg. 8-3 1 Watershed FW-1
No FW-1 label on any watershed map.
8.8.1 pg. 8-36 Wildlife Habitat
Second paragraph, next to last sentence; "On the east- side of the Base, this contiguous
movement corridor would extend from Sharp Street to Salem Street' This corridor
should extend from Sharp St. to Spruce St.
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8.12.3 pg. 8-48 The Sports & Recreation Complex
The location of this complex may have a solvent plume in the groundwater
underneath.

8.12.6.2pg. 8-53, Preservation
Top of the page, 31d sentence from the end of the paragraph states, "Minor changes in the
use of recreational lands and open space within the EDC-conveyed area will be subject to
approval by the Corporation. Depending on their significance, MEPA review of a Notice
of Project Change may be required. Any changes that substantially reduce the amount of
open space in the EDC areas would require revisions to The ViNage Center Plan. "
Nothing protects this Open Space from development in the future. There are
approx. 300 acres of Open Space Corporation District. This land is also rare specie
habitat for grasshopper sparrow, box turtle and upland sandpiper. This land should
have deed restrictions applied and placed under the protection of a land trust such
as the Trustees of the Reservation, Nature Conservancy etc.
Enclosed; historical pictures of NAS South Weymouth, by Donald Cann and John J.
Galluzzo" Images of America Squantum and South Weymouth Naval Air Stations"
pages: 56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,84,85,86,87,88,89 and picture of house on Union St.
"Images of America Rockland, by Donald Cann and John Galluzzo
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Newspaper reports on the site of the Base, The Weymouth Gazette and Transcript, dated,
July 2,1942
The Rockland Standard, dated September 31d and 1 0 1959,
~
Union St. re-routing
The Rockland Standard, dated August 231d, September 6'h,and December 6" 1967, North
End of Union St., More about the houses at the turn-around on North Union St.

Yours truly,
Mary A. Parsons

Robert W. Golledge Jr., Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office: Attn: Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge, Suite 900
Boston, Massachusetts 021 14
December 8.2006

RE: EOEA #11085R, Former South Weymouth Naval Air Station Draft Environmental Impact
Report
Dear Secretary Golledge:
The Certificate issued from your office on Phase One Waiver demands that each phase of this development
be severable, capable of standing alone in the event that further phases failed to be permitted. In my
opinion, the proponent has failed to comply with this requirement by failing to seriously consider the
possibility that Phase I may be the only phase permitted, and to design alternatives accordingly.
The No-build and No-Variance alternatives, rather than being fully explored and considered as genuine
alternatives for development, are dismissed here in language that paints the ugliest, bleakest picture of what
might happen in the absence of full build-out, and outright misinformation is presented as fact. Section
4.1.2 ,the No-build Alternative states in part, "The abandoned base wouldprevent the communitiesfrom
re-establishing the east-west transportation link. severed when the Base was built and would likely result
in thepostponement of theplanned widening of Route 18. First of all, there was never an east-west
connection severed when the base was built. (How failing to achieve full build-out would result in the
postponement of the Route 18 widening is unclear.) Secondly, the only linkage of communities that I'm
aware was severed when the base was built was Union Street, which ran north-south, connecting the
communities of Rockland and Weymouth. These roads still exist on either side, and access across the base
between these communities would still be possible were it not for the existence of locked gates at the base's
perimeter fence. ..which brings me to another point: The proponent has provided in this document several
alternative access points from which the neighboring communities may access an East-West Parkway, but
nowhere is there any discussion of alternative ways of accessing the base that do not involve connection
with a Parkway. It's beyond me why these existing local roads (Union St. in Rockland and Weymouth, and
also White Street in Weymouth) were not explored as access alternatives (minus a Parkway) particularly
since their use for this purpose would result in considerably fewer impacts to wetlands and rare and
endangered species habitats than would the preferred alternative.
The proponent states further in Section 4.1.3 No Variance Alternative1 Reduced Build Alternative that [in
the absence of full build-out], " the runways and taxiways would remain in place ..." This contradicts
the directive issued by the DEP mandating the removal of the runways as part of the solid waste removal
plan.
It is to be expected that the developer would wish to maximize profits, but What I see here is an all-ornothing proposition by a developer that threatens paradoxically that smart growth principles will not be
feasible unless full build-out is carried out.
"

...

I have a problem with the proposed East-West Parkway for many reasons, not the least of which is the
destruction and fragmentation of wetland and upland habitat for rare and endangered species. The further
impacts to the human population in abutting neighborhoods (including my own) in the form of ANY
increased traffic makes the Parkway even less attractive to me. I understand the spirit in which it was
originally conceived, how the good people of Abington so ardently wished to minimize impacts to their
own neighborhoods that they extracted from the Development Corporation an agreement to build this
Parkway before the construction of Phase 11, in order to divert traffic from their neighborhoods. The
trouble with this plan is that it will, in spite of traffic projections to the contrary, end up dumping that
traffic in residential neighborhoods of Hingham and Weymouth to the east of the Base. The third item in
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Table 3.3.3, which compares Smart Growth Principles to the Village Center plan, is "Be Fair." The last
bullet item in this section claims that the Village Center Plan "Providespayments to the Host Communities
based on the level of impact each will experience. "There is no provision for communities such as
Hiugham, for neighborhoods such as my own that stand to bear the brunt of traff~cimpacts on the east end
of the Base.
How far off are the calculations that have fewer than ten peak morning trips added to Abington Street from
base traff~c?It's hard to say, but I can see the traffic light at the intersection of Reservoir Park Drive and
Weymouth Streets from my house roughly 500 feet up Abington Street. The proposed "improvements" to
Weymouth Street at this intersection (also the proposed exit site for the Parkway) is SIX LANES WIDE.
The Proponent states on p. 6-17 of the Project Impacts that during an anernoon peak "Approximately20
percent of the Base generated trafjic is expected to use the Hingham Street corridor to go to or comefrom
Route 3, Route 53, or Route 228, This represents 50percent of all the Base Trafjic entering or exiting the
Base on the east side via theproposedParkway. I believe that 100 percent of the Base traffic needing to
travel east would just as easily, (and perhaps more easily) be served by an alternative access provided at
Union Street in both Weymouth and Rockland. I believe the traffic projected to use Abington Street for
tips to and from the base via an East-West Parkway connection is grossly underestimated. Traffic on this
residential street is already extremely heavy during morning and afternoon peak tjmes. Dry figures such as
traffic counts do nothing to describe the frustration one feels at not being able to enter or exit one's own
driveway because of the steady stream of traffic on the street. To add even the 20 or 25.3% of total trips
projected to be base-generated traff~cto this street (6-24, travelling southbound and westbound
respectively) would constitute an unacceptable burden on the residents of a town which will not see any
benefits from the Base whatsoever. The proponent argues that these trips would not be "cut through"
traffic, as motorists must use this street to access neighborhoods to the north of Pine St and Abington
Street, yet they show 0 trips travelling to the Industrial Park off Derby Street, and there is no count at all for
the Derby Street Shoppes, one of the largest shopping destinations on the South Shore. In reality, anyone
wishing to access the neighborhoods north of Abington Street (which becomes Pine St in Weymouth) can
already do so easily by exiting the Base at Route 18, and proceeding down Pleasant to Ralph Talbot. They
can do this now, and they could do this forever without the so-called "benefit" of an East-West Parkway.

MB.04
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Should the Parkway be permitted, and should traffic ensue that exceeds the proponent's expectations (but
not mine) we are told we may approach our own towns to discuss traffic calming measures. Abington
Street is long and straight, bordered by wetlands on both sides, and provides few opportunities for
installing bends in the road that might slow and discourage traff~c.Speed bumps and stop signs are not at
all feasible.
Beyond the traffic impacts, what concerns me most are the impacts to wildlife if this Plan is carried out in
its entirety, especially if the Parkway is constmcted. Grassland habitat for the endangered birds that hunt
and nest here is extremely scarce, which is why the birds themselves are scarce. None exists in any nearby
town for these birds to move to should they suffer the loss of habitat here. Wetland and upland habitat for
rare turtles would likewise be lost and fragmented by constnrction of a Parkway. Full buildout of the Plan
would result in a tremendous loss of grassland habitat and would populate the Base with thousands of
people free to roam at will over the remaining acreage, further endangering its wildlife.
When the Navy pulled its operations out of South Weymouth, there was no giant sucking sound, no
economic collapse on the South Shore. For nearly a decade its fields have remained (relatively) quiet,
while several rare and endangered species of wildlife have lived and bred in peace in this rare and beautiful
place. Now, in the absence of any strong local environmental group that might have lobbied heavily to
preserve this space as the wildlife preserve it should become, it's about to be developed. Since the Master
Planners have a name recognized nationally in the housing industry, the future they see here is (not
surprisingly) largely residential. How far that development proceeds, and how much of the integrity of this
wild and beautiful place is preserved is in your hands.
Thank you for your time and for the incredible energy the review of this project must cost you
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Sincerely,
Mary Byram
CAC Member
5 Abington Street
Hingham MA 02043-4301

Rockland Open Space Committee

December 7,2006
Mr. Robert W. Golledge Jr.
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office; Attn: Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA. 021 14
Subject: EOEA # 11085R, Naval Air Station Development Project
Dear Secretary Golledge:
On behalf of the Rockland Open Space Committee, I submit for your consideration the
following comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report.
3.0 Project Description
3.1.2 pg. 3-4
The committee thinks that the proponent should abandon its plan to develop areas A, B
and C and to protect these areas via a conservation restriction, or another mechanism, as
described in 3.1.2 and in Fig. 3.1 - 1b, regardless of the outcome of an agreement with
NHESP. The proponent planned housing in these areas knowing full well these areas
were in a rare species core habitat. This violates Smart Growth principles. Building
housing in these areas also go against the Smart Growth principles of this project as it is
not within walking distance to any transportation or other amenities.
3.1.2.6 pg. 3-8
In this section and throughout this document the proponent states that under the Village
Center Plan, 1007 acres of land or about 72% of the site will be permanently preserved
open space. The committee thinks that this statement is inaccurate. For example, the 47
acre indoor Sports and Recreational Complex which will be privately owned, is included
in the 1007 acre figure. The proponent has publicly stated at meetings that they have no
plans to permanently preserve this 47 acre privately owned site.
Another example is the land the privately owned corporate softball field will be on and
will not open to the public. This should not be included as permanently preserved open
space acreage. The proponent has also stated that roadways are included in the open
space calculations over the objection of its consultant, Mr. DeVillars.
In 8.12.6.2 Pg. 8-51 Preservation,
The proponent clearly states that Economic Development Conveyance land including
parkland, woodland and passive and recreational areas including the golf course and
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indoor fitness facility, are not permanently preserved by a conservation restriction or any
other means of permanent preservation.
The proponent has not committed to a means of permanently preserving any of the
outdoor recreation fields, the golf course, the village parks, lot parks and some bicycle
and walking trails.
Only 381 acres of PBC land has permanent protection in this DEIR.
The three host communities voted on and accepted on the Village Center Plan with the
belief, then and now, that the open space acreage would be permanently preserved. '?'he
proponent has provided countless glossy mailings to the host communities and there have
been many newspaper articles promoting the Village Center Plan permanently preserving
1000 acres and over 70% of the site as parks and open space. The proponent should
affirmatively present a plan to permanently preserve all the open space acreage
(1007acres) they claimed they would when the towns voted on the plan.
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The only thing protecting the open space acreage now is zoning which can be changed at
any time by the towns and was recently changed in 2005. Zoning does not protect any of
this land from a 40B project, which overrides local zoning. For example, at some point of
time the owner of the golf course could decide it would be more financially rewarding to
develop the golf course as a 40B housing project. This would override the open space
zoning of the ..,
golf course area. and housing would be built on land that was ~lannedto be
("permanently preserved") as quoted by the proponent.to the public for several years. The
same example would go for all other non-PBC land on the base.

-

-

The Naval Air Museum should remain on the same parcel of land as the Naval Air
Memorial Grove.

ROSC.03

The control tower may serve as a h c t i o n to the open space activities on the base in the
future and should be preserved.

ROSC.04

3.3.3.2 pg. 3-24
The Project Plan does not provide for any connectivity or continuity of wildlife habitat
from the north end of the base to the south end of the base. The north end of the base
including the wet meadow which hosts vast wildlife, will be isolated from all other
wildlife habitats on the base because it is severed by Trotter Road, the four lane EastWest Parkway, potentially an additional road and a Multi-Modal Transportation Center.
We ask that the proponent provide a means of connectivity.
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3.5.1 pg. 3-35 Multi Modal Transportation Center
The committee recommends that the proponent provide off-site mitigation
as it relates to Smart Growth principles and the transportation component of the plan and
the pedestrianbicycle trail system connections to the Multi Modal Transportation Center.
For example, the Rockland Open Space Committee needs financial help in its efforts to
connect the Town Forest to the base's trail system and to the Multi Modal Transportation
Center. The committee has already acquired the land to build such a trail.
The committee is also working to connect the same trail to the abandoned Old Colony
Rail Line so the trail will run from Hanover, through downtown Rockland, into Abington
and to the Multi Modal Transportation Center on the base. The use of this trail may
decrease vehicle trips from commuters going to the Multi Modal Transportation Center.
Figure 3.5-1 Multi Modal Station- The Multi Modal Station on this figure does not show
an area for bicycle racks for commuters who will bicycle to the station from the
surrounding
" communities via the bike and trail system. A dace at the MMTC to lock up
a bicycle and take a shower before jumping on a train was discussed in the past by the
CAC. We feel the proponent
should provide at a minimum a bicycle rack at the MMTC
. .
and we encourage the proponent to provide shower facilities. This will encourage
commuters to get out of their cars and ride their bicycles to work thereby reducing traffic
and air pollution.
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3.8 pg.3-62 Stormwater.
Now would be the appropriate time to make an effort to alleviate the flooding conditions
of French's Stream in Rockland caused by stormwater leaving the base. The stormwater
management system planned for the base suggests there will be a slight improvement
over the current flooding conditions after full build-out.
It would be beneficial to the downstream residents of Rockland if the stormwater
management plan would more adequately reduce peak water flows further than what the
proponent is offering and required to do.
The Navy had no stormwater control measures in place and Rockland currently gets
flooded because of that. The Village Center Plan stormwater management plan allows
close to the same amount of peak stormwater flow down French's Stream into Rockland
at full build-out as the Navy currently does. This results in no improvement to the current
flooding conditions in Rockland. The base needs a better plan for stormwater
management to alleviate flooding in Rockland, without compromising open space. We
can fix these flooding problems caused by the Navy now, or allow Rockland to continue
to flood throughout its future during peak stormwater flows.

ROSC.07

3.9.2.2 pg. 3-68 Parkway

Riverfront areas are regulated by the Wetlands protection Act.
The Parkway as it nears the Old Swamp River appears to deeply penetrate for some
distance the existing 100 feet of forested riparian area of the perennial North Feeder
stream. Please see Fig. 5.6-1. This enters into Swamp River from the west. It appears that
most of the riparian area of the North Feeder stream would be eliminated to fit the
approximately 80 foot wide Parkway between the capped Rubble Disposal Area and the
North Feeder stream.
Figure 3.5-4 shows the Parkway as close as 20 feet from the banks of the North Feeder
stream. The North Feeder stream flows into Swamp River. Swamp River is a class 2
drinking water supply to the Town of Weymouth. The elimination of the riparian area
could greatly impact the water quality of the stream.
The proponent should consider excavating more of the RDA for the Parkway and leaving
the existing naturally vegetated riparian area of the North Feeder stream intact.
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3.1 1 pg. 3-71 Construction Phasing and Management

The Construction Management Plan was not reviewed by the Town of Rockland as stated
by the proponent and there were no comments from the Town of Rockland regarding the
CMP. The proponent did not properly communicate with town officials so they could
comment.
Fines of up to a mere $100- per day for violating the CMP does not seem sufficient to
deter any violators. Fines should be increased accordingly to discourage violations.
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4.1.4 Golf Course Alternatives
The committee would like to see the proponent not build any golf course at all and would
like to have the golf course zoned acres remain as passive open space so as to not impact
rare species at all. The golf course area could be used for mitigation of rare species
impacted from other parts of the base development.
If the golf course is allowed, it should be limited to nine holes. Clearly there is a huge net
loss of grassland habitat in this Village Center Plan and preserving the golf course area
could compensate for much of this.
The 13' and 1 4 holes
~ will impact the Eastern Box Turtle habitat and travel routes. There
is concern about box turtles attempting to use sand traps for nesting, as this is the type of
habitat they prefer. These impacts are not necessary and should be avoided.
There are already four existing golf courses within a 3-4-mile distance of the Naval Air
Station. The market is likely at its saturation point in this area. The town of Rockland
currently has 2 golf courses within it boundaries. Weymouth has a new golf course
opening soon about a half-mile to this proposed golf course on the base and Abington has
a golf course in close proximity of the base also.

ROSC.11

5.6.5 Vernal Pools pg.5-42
Vernal Pools on the base have studied by the proponent since 2001. The proponent had
not submitted any Vernal Pool Observation Forms until April 12,2006. This suggests the
proponent had no real interest in certifying any vernal pools before this document came
out for comment.
As stated "In accordance with Massachusetts Surface Water Quality Standards, vernal
pools are designated as Class B Outstanding Resource Waters."
Pg.5-44 As stated 'All certified vernal pools constitute Class B ORW's.
The upland habitat near all vernal pools is home for most vernal pool breeding
amphibians. A 100 foot no-disturb vernal pool buffer is essential for the survival of all
vernal pools on the base whether they are protected by the Wetlands Protection Act or
not. The committee suggests that there should be no permitting of any work within 100'
feet of any vernal pool until is has been disqualified or certified by NHESP, and it is
known whether it will be afforded protection by the Massachusetts Water Quality
Certification Regulations.
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We ask that you consider placing a 100 -no disturb buffer on all Certified Vernal Pools.
Clearly, with the delay of the proponent certifying the vernal pools, it is not known if the
vernal pools will be subject to regulation under the Massachusetts Water Quality
Certification Regulations, which would require a permit fiom the DEP to make any
alterations.

Recently (in the past 2 years), there was an EIR on the Blue Cross1 Blue Shield building
in Hingham and meetings of the Rockland Planning Board regarding the traffic on
Hingham Street in Rockland associated with the BCIBS building and the extension of
Commerce Drive. It was mentioned by the traffic consultant for the town of Rockland
and for AW Perry that Hingham Street from Commerce Drive, to the lights at Home
Depot and Route 3 would be at full capacity after the development of the BCIBS and
associated buildings.
Currently this strip of roadway is four lanes wide.
The intersection improvements in this DEIR may be sufficient to improve traffic flows
from Commerce to Route 3, but as stated by the traffic engineers, Hingham Street itself
would need to be widened to accommodate any additional traffic. There is no mention in
this DEIR of any widening of Hingham Street from Commerce Drive to Route 3 to
accommodate addition trafic
fiom the Naval Air Station Develoument. We ask that this
be considered.
The impact of the projected 34,000+ vehicle trips per day on air quality and all
surrounding open space and watershed areas needs to be carefully studied.
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The DEIR does not provide at least one reduced scale Master Plan alternative as
requested in the NPC certificate.

Thank you for your consideration.
,I$espectfully submitted,

Chairman
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November 27,2006
Terry Fancher
Executive Director, SS'ITDC
223 Shea Memorial Drive
Weymouth, MA 02 190
SRVING

THE SPECIAL
PLACES OF
SOrnEnsrrRN
MASSACHUS~S
SINCE

1973

RE: Potential Conservation Restriction on portion of former South Weymouth
NAS
Dear Mr. Fancher:
The Wildlands Trust of Southeastern Massachusetts, formed in Plymouth and
currently based in Duxbury, is a nonprofit land conservation organization sewing
the South Shore since 1973. We have recently become aware of the potential for
placing a permanent conservation restriction ("CR") under MGL Ch. 184,
Sections 3 1-33 on a portion of the former South Weymouth Naval Air Station.
The DEJR (Section 8.0, Page 8-53) recently disseminated for Phase I of the
property's redevelopment specificallyrecognizes the potential for placing CR's
on open space lands that have been acquired under an Economic Development
Conveyance ("EDC") comprising a sizable portion of its southern and eastern
areas.
As stated in the DEIR. unlike lands acauired under a Public Benefit Convevance
("PBC") these so-calldd EDC areas aknot subject to the protections offerid by
Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution or any other restrictions. Therefore,
they could potentially face conversion to non-conskrvation.uses at somejuncture
in the future. Such a conversion would not be in the best interest of conservation
or the residents of RocMand, Abington, and Weymouth, and would be a direct
contradiction of the Village Center Plan's mandate to maximize the open space
component of the base's development. Placing conservation restriciions bn the
EDC lands would therefore ensure that they remain as protected open space for
the benefit of current and future generations.

I write today to affirm our organization's interest in exploring the possibility of
holding the proposed CR. The EDC lands possess significant conservation value,
support an impressive diversity of rare and endangered wildlife species, offer the
potential to provide area residents with abundant opportunities for passive, nonmotorized recreation, and would comprise one of the largest conservation areas
in northern Plymouth County. The base property's transition from a military
facility to the vision articulated in the Village Center Plan will be incomplete
without ensuring that these EDC lands receive the benefit of permanent
conservation protection.
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The Wildlands Tmst has extensive experience in drafting, holding, and
monitoring CR's, and currently holds over 50 restrictions across Southeastern
Massachusetts. We are committed to preserving our region's natural heritage,
and we look forward to exploring the possibility of working with you and the
other stakeholders to ensure the permanent protection of this critical area.
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Executive Director
cc: Kevin Chase, W, LNR Properties
Citizen Advisory Committee
Rockland Board of Selectmen
Rockland Conservation Commission
Rockland Open Space Committee
Mass. Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Progra=
Aisling Eglington, MEPA Office, EOEA
North and South Rivers Watershed Association
Elise LaForest, National Park Service
David Hall, LNR Properties
Steve Ivas, SS'M'DC Conservation Agent

110 Winslow Cemetery Rd. Marshfield, MA 02050

phone: 781-837-0982

jacowie@aol.com

wetershedaction.org

December 8,2006
Mr. Robert W. Golledge Jr.
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office; Attn: Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
Re: EOEA #11085R, Naval Air Station Redevelo~mentProiect,
Wevmouth, Rockland and Abinaton
Dear Mr. Secretary:
The Watershed Action Alliance of Southeastern Massachusetts and Mass
Audubon thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental
Impact Report for the Naval Air Station Development in South Weymouth
(#I 1085R). We have found the proponent favorably responsive to a number of
the concerns expressed in our comments to the Notice of Project Change. More
specifically, we applaud the on-site waste water treatment plant designed to
tertiary standards in order to effectively reuse water. We find this critical to the
smart growth intentions of the development. We also endorse the day-lighting
and restoration efforts of French's Stream, and the low impact design stormwater
management practices outlined in the DElR including green roofs, infiltration
basins, grassy swales, and constructed wetlands.
We do have concerns regarding habitat restoration for endangered species;
impacts of development on the water quality of the site's rivers, vernal pools, and
wetlands; the permanent protection of open space; the environmentally sensitive
landscaping of the golf course; the development's irrigation plan; water
conservation practices and education, ground water modeling and the impact of
recharge on contaminated sites; and the process by which the proponent and the
Navy are held accountable for long-term hazard waste monitoring and
remediation. We request that these issues be addressed further in the Final EIR.
Endanaered Species
The DElR states that "The Village Center will result in unavoidable impacts to
grassland areas with the potential to support state-listedbird species

(approximately 99 acres of grassland loss), and 15.4 acres of box turtle core
habitat at the east end of the Base. These impacts could be avoided only by
restricting the proposed Village Center to previously-paved areas occupied by
the former runways, taxiways, aprons, hangars and buildings."
Use of existing infrastructure is a core smart growth principle. Areas in which
existing buildings are located have plenty of acreage to carry out the Village Plan WAASM.01
with out destroying 99 acres of grassland and 15.4 acres of box turtle habitat.
The former runways and taxiways are located in rare species habitat and this use
should be protected and enhanced. Existing endangered species habitat on site
must be protected to the maximum extent feasible in anticipation that private,
unprotected land abutting the base will ultimately be developed.
Grasshopper Sparrows require a minimum of 30 acres per mating pair and with a
loss of 200 acres of habitat and the restoration of only 100 acres it is unclear if
the base will be able to sustain a population. This assumes that Sparrows will
view the grasslands inter-dispersed with the golf course as continuous habitat,
yet no studies verify this will occur.
MEPA requires the proponent to evaluate alternatives based on the need to first
avoid, minimize and then mitigate environmental impacts. The DElR does not
include a no-build alternative for the golf-course, beyond recognizing the golf
course as a recreational need. The FElR must include an analysis of a no-build
alternative for the golf-course.
In addition, we ask that the use of culverts to mitigate fragmentation of habitat for
small vertebrates be monitored for beneficial impacts. (Section 8.8.1)

WAASM.02
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The off-site mitigation language is exceedingly vague and we ask the final EIR
provide more detail on how the proponent intends to provide off-site mitigation for
the endangered species impacts including specific locations, conceptual
WAASM.04
drawings of areas to be restored, narrative descriptions of restoration and
ongoing maintenance, implementation schedule, and clear assignment of
responsibilifies (e.g. if mitigation land is owned by third parties, provide
documentation showing agreement to allow the work and any commitments by
other parties to assist with implementation).
Riverfront Area and Wetlands:
The base includes two rivers: 1) The headwaters of the Old Swamp River, an
Outstanding Water Resource, and drinking water source that is currently listed as
impaired by pathogens on the state 303d listing; and 2) French's stream, the
headwaters for the North River watershed, which is also a 303d listed water,
impaired by pathogens, nutrients, organic enrichment, and unknown toxicity. The
Alliance strongly supports the improvements the proponent plans to make by the
day-lighting of French's Stream and the removal of culverts in Old Swamp River.

However, we ask that MEPA require on-going water quality monitoring to
demonstrate improvement andlor no further impairment of water quality.
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Open Space
The DElR is explicit that of the 708 acres of open space, 380 acres will be
permanently protected with a National Park Service Public Benefit Conveyance
(Section 8.12.1). Based on a discussion at a Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC)
meeting, it was our understanding that the golf course was to be protected. The
DElR needs to explicitly state what protection applies to the golf course and
since it is contiguous with large tracts of native habitat we recommend that the
Final EIR require permanent protection for the golf course.
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We are also concerned that Section 8.12.6.2 states that "Minor changes in the
use of recreational lands and open space within the EDC-conveyedarea will be
subject to approval by the Corporation. Depending on their significance, MEPA
review of a Notice of Project Change may be required. Any changes that
substantially reduce the amount of open space in the EDC areas would require
revisions to The Village Center Plan'! Nothing protects the 300 acres of open
space in the Corporation District from development in the future. This land is
also rare specie habitat for grasshopper sparrow, box turtle and upland
sandpiper and should have conservation restrictions applied and placed under
the protection of a land trust.
Both the Golf Course and the 300 acres of open space must be permanently
protected and managed (with endowment) with a credible land trust.
Landscaping
The FElR should detail a landscaping plan for manicured areas (including lots of
single-family homes) that include plant species that do not require irrigation.
This is an essential component of sustainable water use as it is not smart growth
to transport water from the Quabbin Reservoir to water grass in Weymouth.
The FElR needs to require the proponent to detail the landscaping plan for the
golf course using native plants with low water needs (section 8.12.2). We
recommend the plan used by Widows Walk in Scituate which utilizes native and
low maintenance grasses and other vegetation.
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Roads and Stormwater Improvements
The DElR specifically references the de-culverting of the Old Swamp River but
we ask that the final EIR require that all road stream crossings be upgraded
according to the Riverways Program guidance "Massachusetts Stream Crossing
Handbook." It is essential that the proponent use BMPs that do not create
habitat for mosquitoes (which are not only nuisances but may also carry
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disease) and that hydrologic monitoring is on going to understand impact of
increased recharge on groundwater levels, vernal pools, and contaminated sites.
The FElR must include a plan for addressing issues should they arise through
monitoring data.
Section 4.2 Existing Stormwater Management, discusses stormwater outfalls
piped directly to French Stream. The FElR should explain whether these drains
WAASM.10
will be disconnected to allow for more natural stormwater recharge to
groundwater and how will this be accomplished. Stormwater should be
recharged to the maximum extent practicable.
Groundwater recharae
As noted earlier, WAA supports the reuse of water and the ground water
discharge of any unrecycled water. However, we are concerned that the
recharge of groundwater from the wastewater treatment plant as well as from the
multiple storm water drainage basins located throughout the site will raise the WAASM.11
groundwater levels and increase the mobility of contaminants. We are
particularly concerned about contaminated sediment in the wetlands south of the
West Gate Landfill. We urge MEPA to require on-going groundwater monitoring
throughout the base and that this data be made available to the public and
watershed associations.
Water Supply
Weymouth has committed to providing a water supply of 150,000 gpd for Phase I
of the development. However, the DElR indicates that, over the long-term, that
capacity will be made "available to other Weymouth users." The time frame for
Weymouth water use and the proponent's participation in Weymouth's water
WAASM.12
bankinn and conservation wroaram needs to be orovided. The FElR should
clarify any planned future use of on-site wells. i h e peak daily water demand
should be clarified. In some sections of the DEIR, it is listed as 1.8 mgd. In
another sections, it is listed as 2.0 or 2.1 mgd.

.
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Water Conservation and Efficiency
Section 3.3.2.4 of the DElR states that "...the Project's Sustainable Design
Guidelines will recommendthat buildings have low flow water use fixtures and
appliances that are as or more efficient than is required by Massachusetts
plumbing code" (emphasis added). The guidelines should include a requirement
that plumbing fixtures and appliances, at a minimum, must meet the
WAASM.13
Massachusetts plumbing code and strongly encourage use of fixtures and
appliances that go beyond the requirements of the plumbing code.
Redevelopment of the NAS is a premiere opportunity to achieve significant water
savings in new construction through the use of efficient fixtures and appliances.

Water conservation and efficient water use should be a visible smart growth
principle not only during planning but during construction and in the marketing
and sale of residential and commercial property.
Cleanup ResponsibilitieslProc~ssand Propertv Transfer Modes (Section 5.10.41
The DElR notes that "the transfer mode for the remaining property has not yet
been determined" and subsequently outlines an option in which the responsibility
for clean up shifts from the Navy to LNR. The final EIR must detail what entity is
responsible for on-going monitoring and clean-up of contamination already
documented, discovered during construction, or discovered once the project is
completed and that funds be placed in escrow for that purpose.
A related concern is the transfer of land adjacent to the Westgate Landfill in
which polychlorinated biphyenols have been found in the sediment (EPA is
requiring further testing). The Navy has indicated they will do testing as part of
the predesign for the cap of the landfill and both the pre-design hearing and the
FOST approval process are concurrent (the transfer of land process). It is critical
to the health and safety of future residents that the EIR and state officials hold
the proponents and the Navy accountable to a process in which testing is done
prior to any remedial action or land transfer and that a monitoring plan is
implemented and the entity responsible for further clean-up action is clearly
defined.
If you require clarification or need further information please contact Jill Cowie at
(781) 837-0982. Thanks again for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Jill Cowie
Coordinator
Watershed Action Alliance of Southeastern Massachusetts

E. Heidi Ricci
Senior Policy Analyst Mass Audubon
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Watershed Associations Signing On:
The Fore River Watershed Association
The North and South Rivers Watershed Association
The Weir River Watershed Association
The Neponset Watershed Association
Copy to:
Senator Kerry
Senator Kennedy
Congressman Delahunt
Governor Mitt Romney
Governor-elect Deval Patrick
Senator Michael W. Morrissey
Senator Robert L. Hedlund
,Representative Kathleen M. Teahan
Representative Garrett J. Bradley
Representative Robert J. Nyman
Representative James M. Murphy
NHESP
DEP
Abington, Rockland, Weymouth Conservation Commissions
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Secretary Robert W. Golledge, Jr.
EOEA, Atm: MEPA Office
Aisling Eglinton, EOEA No. 11085
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston MA 021 14
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December 8,2006
Dear Secretary Golledge:
Friends of the Blue Hills takes this opportunity to comment on the draft EIR submitted for
the Naval Air Station Redevelopment Project in Weymouth, Rockland, and Abington as noticed
in the Environmental Monitor for December 6,2006.
Friends of the Blue Hills is a nonprofit advocacy group that seeks to protect and preserve
the historic Blue Hills Reservation, the largest and finest component of Boston's metropolitan
park system.
Because the project is seven miles from the Reservation, our comments are limited to the
relation between the proposed development and the preferred water supply alternative, a
connection to MWRA.
Certain portions of the DEIR, particularly Appendix F of the Appendices, indicate that
water supply planning for the project assumes that MWRA infrastructure available to support the
connection will include the so-called Blue Hills Covered Storage Project. For instance, the first
page of Appendix F, a letter dated October 7,2003, states that
Rizzo Associates, Inc. has completed a conceptual evaluation of alternative
MWRA water transmission main routes from the Blue Hills Storage Facility to the
South Weymouth Naval Air Station...the nearby Blue Hills Storage Facility is the
primary water sourcefor this MWRA connection [italics added]
Reference to the Blue Hills appears elsewhere in Appendix F, as in the graphic labeled Figure
1-1 on pg. 2479, which labels the Blue Hills Reservoir on Chickatawbut Road as "Blue Hills
Storage Facility," and the "MWRA Hydraulic Analysis," which includes the following on pg.
2672:

.

- .

. .

Kitchamakin Hill Chickatawbut Hill .Fox Hill Wampatuck Hill Rattlesnake Hill Little Blue Hill
Great Blue Hill. Wolcott Hill. Hemenway Hill Houghton Hill Hancock Hill. Tucker Hill Boyce Hill
Buck Hill. Hawk Hill. Nahantou Hill

Friends of the Blue Hills page 2

General Assumptions: The Naval Air Station Development is expected to require
water by the year 2009. At this time, it is anticipated that the Authority's Blue
Hills Covered Storage Facility will be on line
We also note that the map on pg. 2675 shows a 20 million gallon tank at the Blue Hills
Reservoir-the proposed covered storage facility-and the demand graphs on pg. 2676 are
entitled "Blue Hills Operating Range."
These items are of interest to us because of claims made by the developer that water
infrastructure construction for the development will have minimal impacts to wetlands and other
protected public resources (see Quincy Patriot-Ledger, May 27,2006, "LNR consultant sees
pipeline causing no environmental damage"). In fact, the proposed storage tanks will
permanently eliminate 8.7 acres of clean open water in the Blue Hills Reservation, and the
Wetlands Act variance granted to MWRA by DEP in September, 2005 requires none of the
wetlands to be replaced, contrary to the state's long-standing no net loss of wetlands policy.
Our research has shown that the variance approves a greater net loss of wetlands than
DEP has allowed any public agency to produce since 1984 or earlier. We also note that the tanks,
currently budgeted at $38 million, will bring millions of tons of steel and concrete into one of the
most scenic portions of the Reservation, which was set aside over a century ago for the use and
enjoyment of the people. The tanks, incidentally, are the largest construction proposed inside the
park since the interstates were built nearly fifty years ago.
If the Blue Hills tanks are indeed, as Appendix F suggests, a necessary precondition for
water supply to the proposed development, then the development is implicated in the major
wetland loss that the the tanks will produce, and the proponent should identify this loss as an
impact requiring mitigation. But there is no indication in the EIR that the developers consider
themselves in any way accountable for the uncompensated loss of 8.7 acres of wetlands in the
Reservation, although their water supply planning appears predicated on this loss.

FBH.01

When I brought up this matter with a representative of LNR,I was informed that, contrary
to the materials in Appendix F, the project is not dependent on the construction of the Blue Hills
tanks because storage is planned for site itself. Nonetheless, the hydraulic grade analysis starting
at pg. 2671, as well as the hydraulic profile included as Figure 4.2-5 in the graphics section of the
DEIR, make it clear that the proponent is counting on water pressure at the connection point,
quantified as feet of head, that would be provided by the unbuilt tanks. There is no attempt to
explore the implications for the proposed seven-mile pipeline if conditions at the point of
connection to the MWRA system are not as anticipated because the tanks are not built as
expected.
The unprecedented wetland losses that the massive tanks will generate, as well as their
intrusion into the heart of the park, have made the Blue Hills tank project highly controversial.
Here is an excerpt from a notice to our members we posted in October:

Friends ofthe Blue Hills page 3
At an MWRA board of directors meeting last year the longest-serving member,
John Carroll, "suggested the Board give considerable thought to abandoning the
Blue Hills Covered Storage Project, as Quincy benefits the most but has not
indicated whether they want the project." MWRA Executive Director Fred Laskey
"confirmed that 92% of the project benefits Quincy." As a matter of fact, Quincy
does not support the project: Mayor Phelan, the Conservation Commission, and
two members of the legislative delegation, Representatives Ayers and Mariano,
are all on record stating that the wetlands should be replaced.
But MWRA has steadfastly refused to contemplate or explore options for replacing the
wetlands, citing the variance now under appeal. What's more, the MWRA Advisory Board has
said that it wilisuppoa the tank project oily if no further mitigation adds to its cost.
The DEIR gives an impression that the tanks are all but built and there is no need to
consider how the pipeline plan might be affected if they do not materialize. This is not a realistic
approach. Sound planning requires proponents to describe all impacts that can be reasonably
expected from the proposed work, but the work itself is not accurately described if it is dependent
on public infrastructure that does not exist and may never exist. It is reasonable to suppose that
costly and redundant Blue Hills tank project is in trouble, considering its complete lack of public
support-not a single elected off~cialhas endorsed the project-and its highly damaging impacts
to wetlands, aquatic habitat, and historic parklands. We note that the incoming administration has
stated that one of its environmental priorities will be make sure that government "practices what
it preaches," and the state has been preaching no net loss of wetlands for many years.
Therefore we ask that you require the proponent to consider in the final EIR how the
absence of 20 million gallons of storage in the Blue Hills at 240 feet of elevation or more will
affect its plans to link to the MWRA system in Quincy, and to provide an additional hydraulic
analysis of the proposed pipeline alternatives based on existing and future hydraulic grades at the
point of connection if no tanks are built.
Sincerely

Thomas Palmer
President, Friends of the Blue Hills

FBH.02

South Shore
Chamber of
Commerce
...

The Chamber and you

December 6,2006
Mr. Robert W. Golledge, Jr., Secretary
Executive office of Environmental Affairs
ATTN: MEPA UNIT, Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Ste. 900
Boston, MA 02 1 14

RE: South Weymouth Naval Air Station, EOEA #I 1085
Dear Secretary Golledge,
The South Shore Chamber of Commerce, which represents over 2,000 businesses throughout the
region, strongly supports the contents of the Draft Environmental Impact Report now before you.
As you are well aware, the DEIR has been thoroughly reviewed and analyzed by all facets of the
public including the Citizen's Advisory Commission. The CAC held numerous public meetings
and generated countless hours of probing questions as well as insightful discussions regarding the
impacts on both the environment and public. In fact, as evidence of the thoroughness of the
CAC, it was not unusual to hear members comment regarding spelling and punctuation errors in
the working copy of the DEIR.
Of particular note, the Chamber of Commerce supports the CAC recommendation to create a
project "ombudsman" - hired by the proponent - whose focus will be to mitigate concerns raised
by both businesses and residents during construction of the project. Although we believe that the
proponents have adequately addressed the traffic concerns, as with any project of this magnitude,
minor unforeseen issues will no doubt arise. Having a specific, easily identified ombudsman will
surely be welcomed by the public.
The redevelopment of the South Weymouth Naval Air Station is important to the entire South
Shore region's economy. In terms ofjob opportunities - during construction as well as after affordable housing, recreational fields and accessible open space, SouthField's positive impact on
the S o u s h o r e is eagerly anticipated.

36 Miller Stile Road
PO Box 690625, Quincy, M A 02269
617.479.1111 Fax: 617.479.9274
www.southrhorecharnber.org

.

WATER SUPPLY CITIZENS
ARVlSOrcl-Y COMMITTEE
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fhc Muss. "Water Rusaurees Authority

8 River Drive * RO.BOX 47
I ladlsy, Mussochusctt~s01 035-Q47
(413 ) 586-8815
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December 8,2006
Aisling Eglington
MEPA Unit, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 021 14
Subject: Redevelopment of the South Weymouth Naval Air Station EOEA #11085, aka TriTown Development (The Project)
WSCAC takes an interest in this project because it is seeking to become a new water customer of
the MWRA. The Base was historically a water and sewer (MWRA) customer of the Town of
Weymouth which has had a water supply shortfall for a long time and has been attempting a
remedy with some success. We are pleased that the MEPA special procedure was implemented
and a CAC involved in the Project, precisely the method used to establish WSCAC.
WATER:
The MWRA's enabling act allowed the connection of communities and state and federal entities
to the water system. The Final EIR should explain the legal character of the redeveloped Base WSCAC.01
and how it meets the MWRA's requirement under Section 8(d).

-

The Revort states that the Town of Wevmouth will ~rovidewater services of uo to 150.000
gallons per day later to be replaced by a permanent water provider. The Town's capacity to
-provide initial water service includes, as we understand it, the new Winter Street well on line. It
appears however from the text of section 4, that this well is not yet on line. We believe much WSCAC.02
more needs to be presented on the Weymouth water situation, because the DEP letter in response
to comments in Section 9, p.9-89, indicates that Weymouth exceeds its water management act
permit by .4 mgd. This problem should be reconciled. Does the DEP comment predate the
authorization of the Winter Street well? The 380,000-gallon "surplus" given in the text is not
clearly explained or documented. If the community is in violation, it should not be providing
water to the project. What is the yield of the Winter Street well - did we miss its data?
Weymouth will still be close to its water supply capacity, in any event.
The project should have a secure water supply connection to another supplier. If project phases
WSCAC.03
were to be delayed or downsized, would Weymouth be responsible for long-term water supply?
-- A smaller or delayed project mig'ht not consiher it financiaily feasible to co-mect to MWRA or
Aquaria. More needs to be reported on the adequacy of water from Weymouth and how to add
another substantial water demand without throwing that community into an inadvertent water
crisis, again.
We do not lightly support extension of water service from MWRA to communities not presently
served, but the Project is in a location of little surplus regional water and either Brockton's
Aquaria or MWRA seem appropriate long-term providers. We can understand that the
proponent would prefer to receive water service from the MWRA because the base has been
served by Weymouth's sewer (MWRA) and this would simplify the provision of services.
WSCAC.04
However, some of the financial comparisons with Aquaria are not adequately presented and

skew the comparison in favor of MWRA more than necessary. For example, the MWRA's
current wholesale water rate is $2216.72 per million gallons, closer to $2.22/1<gal than as
presented in table 4.2-5 (1.81 $kgal). The rate is projected to rise between 9-12% per year for
the next few years. On a per gallon purchase MWRA is less expensive than Aquaria ($6.20
kgal) but is considerably more expensive initially in capital cost, although a portion of that cost,
the infrastructure buy-in, is a one time charge. Nevertheless, the higher Aquaria water price is
somewhat offset by the lower initial capital investment and using correct figures is important
here.
Please note that the revised Table 6.5-1 may still underestimate the cumulative demand on the
WSCAC.05
MWRA. The Town of Wilmington comprehensive plan (CWRMP) and EIR suggests that
Wilmington will seek 2.5 mgd ADD and 3.25 MDD from the MWRA. Should the new Table
identify the Wilmington column as "(additional)" as it does for Reading which is now applying
to MWRA for 111 service up to 2.27 mgd?
The Project must satisfy the requirements of the Interbasin Transfer Act and receive other
approvals from the legislature and the MWRA's Advisory Board and Board of Directors. The
Report lists MWRA's admission criteria that the Project must satisfy, but does not include the
MWRA's Enabling Act SECTION 71, which requires that a community must have
contamination that cannot be economically restored, as certified by the DEP, in order to join.
Although the MWRA tends to underplay this section of law, we believe that the Project actually
qualifies under this provision because of the hazardous waste on its site, and the Report states
that DEP would not likely approve the tested well as a potable water source. Weymouth or other
communities reviewed cannot be long-term providers of the 1.4 mgd estimated to be needed.
WSCAC.06
The Proiect should agree to use HETs. ultra high efficiency toilets and other fixtures such as
front loading washers and require sub-developersto do so. Using drip irrigation is a good
mitigation component, and should be used everywhere or define "feasible."(p.S-14). The
project also
ascending block rates, also a proper component of a water eficiency
program, as is continuing leak detection and repair, a requirement every two-years, when using
MWRA water. Onsite storage ca~acitvshould be a vrioritv. With some dismav we note that the WSCAC.07
MWRA's water improvement program has negatively impacted its water storage capacity from
many billions of gallons of potentially active storage,
- to only a bit more than one days supply
without an emergency declaration and boil order.

-

-

-

A

The onsite well proposal has presented mixed figures over time. The DEP new source approval
may set final conditions and restrictions but is not as readily accessible to public process as
WSCAC.08
MEPA. The FEIR should include input from DEP deliberations on this so that public review
can be done. In the NPC it appears only about 100,000 gallons per day would be available but
now it appears more is available but is "substantially less than 0.28 mgd for seasonal irrigation
use. The well is intended for use primarily on the golf course until the reclaimed wastewater is
available, but the golf courses need in the early years seem far in excess of the wells capability;
WSCAC.09
so, it is implied that the balance of additional water will come from the golf courses water
feature. Is this correct? To what specific extent will this well and golf course pond be used once
the reclaimed water is available?
The MWRA and its predecessor agency maintained a policy of direct connection to system water
service. This has been violated (note Bedford service from Lexington) infrequently. A direct

connection should be required. This will also preclude consideration in the future of telescoping
WSCAC.10
service to another user - we realize that such a prohibition is assumed in the Report. The
connection route to Brockton service has a lower impact on wetlands resources. The final
assessment of the true financial and environmental cost of each long-term water supply option WSCAC.11
could shift the balance away from a preference for the MWRA. (p. 6-99) Will the Aquaria desal
discussion be continued in the FEIR? We hope to see a more complete comparison of both longterm water supply options.
WASTEWATER
The Project proposes an onsite treatment and reclamation facility. In some sections of the report
the on-site wastewater facility discharge is left an open question, to ground or to surface or to
both, although section 6.6.3.3 states the discharge is stated to be to ground. The facility includes
advanced treatment. A concern, however, is the removal of materials often introduced into
sewer systems. There is an opportunity in this project to not only follow the metal and toxics
removal regulations required by the, EPA, state and MWRA, but to ensure that the Project
protects the receiving land, French's Brook, and residents within the complex from the
WSCAC.12
discharges of pharmaceuticals and biomedical wastes --- the Project proposes a biomedical
facility. Reclaiming biomedical waste components and dispersing them to land and water should
be prevented and the Final EIR should explain the precautions that will be implemented. We
recognize that the wastewater discharge to French's Brook will likely be of higher quality than
the stream receives now, but biomedical materials are still under-regulated. Dispersal of
effluent and composting the waste solids for beneficial re-use should not be done without a stateof-art content analysis and a program defining measures to prevent the introduction of such
materials.
Page 8-15 describes a potential negative impact of groundwater degradation from the wastewater
treatment facility. Does this leave the door open for a direct connection to Deer Island? What is
the fallback position if the monitoring program, which is essential, begins to show such impacts? WSCAC.13
Will DEP be reviewing the information, annually in a formal report, in order to make the
judgment and what criteria will be used?
WETLANDS:
The NPC Certificate recommended seeking no variances for the project. There are to be
variances, but we assume that the lack of "public benefit" will preclude any variance related to
the golf course. So much of the wetlands impacts are a function of the golf course and the eastwest connector roadway, any opportunity to trench piping for water or sewer services should be WSCAC.14
required. Also, the east-west connector should be maintained in the winter months by much WSCAC.15
reduced use of salt and other de-icing chemicals. A plan for winter roadway management should
be discussed. The Certificatejust issued on the Highway Department's updated GEIR is asking
for more analysis and work on the subject of Massachusetts ice and snow policy, beyond the
previously issues Generic EIR requirements..
The Final should report out the results of the investigation of the "nexus" between isolated or WSCAC.16
other wetlands and federal regulation. The interpretation of the 'land under water' of an
intermittent stream is challengeable. The impact of the U.S. Supreme Court cases on this matter
remains unclear. We do not agree that an intermittent stream is in fact not a stream but rather
definable as a bank (p. 6-1 11). Are these statements and the question of Army Corps jurisdiction

contradicted in the statements on page 6-112 in the WIA-F discussion? The proponent's
consultant should discuss this matter further with Alexandra Dawson of the WSCAC staff.
STORMWATER:
Compile and explain the requirement to re-grade "a large portion of the site"? Some features WSCAC.17
are obvious, such as the golf course. What are the others? (P. 6-122)
Most soils are class D and poorly drained (this means there is at least a high water table). Page
6-125 indicates that soil types may limit groundwater opportunities on the Project site. The Final
should be more explicit regarding what can be expected on the site. Will floodplain mapping WSCAC.18
be done for the site? It would seem essential.
RARE SPECIES AND GRASSLANDS
It is not clear whether the project meets the standard for prevention of long-term loss of species, WSCAC.19
especially the box turtle and sandpipers, although p. 8-40 (and statement on p.6-134) appear to
address much of the needs of turtle protection. The extent of grasslands disturbance of this
project (66% of the total) is very high. It would appear that only the sandpipers will know if the
"visual" of grassland from the golf course will serve to draw them to the other appropriate new
southern grasses on the Project site. This all sounds "iffy".
PARKING:
The Report implies that not increasing parking will provide an incentive to move commuters to
use walking or bicycling or shuttling. We do find it somewhat optimistic that through phases
1A and 1B there is little increase in expected automobile traffic or the need for additional
parking at the multi-modal center (p. 3-46) or the Weymouth commuter rail station. This may be
a formula for failure! We recommend that identifiable kiosk-like structures be installed along WSCAC.20
commuter walking routes to provide rest stops and inclement weather shelters to assist walking
and biking commuters to stick with it.
MITIGATIONS:
Page 8-9 references Table 8.4-1. We could not find it. More importantly, the onsite well may
badly impact wetland resource areas. Not only is the well recharge rate and yield probably
WSCAC.21
overstated, we think the proponent should set a lower limit to the wells useful production.
Whereas we would like to see avoidance of using MWRA expensively treated water for
irrigation, in this case some may be needed in order to avoid irreparable damage on the site. Can
more be done to retrieve rainfall for irrigation than the proponent has indicated from rooftops WSCAC.22
perhaps? We note that the land of the golf course, if not constructed, will revert to lands for
passive recreation - a good commitment.
Finally, the Project is a Herculean task of redevelopment within an area of hazardous materials
and failing infrastructure. All who tackle the investigations and oversight needed to redevelop
the Project must be commended for their fortitude. However, in the face of such complexity the
extent of possible environmental damages is considerable. We must particularly note the
possible forever loss of functional habitat with the loss of grasslands and wetlands. We cannot
fully parse the possible effect of the lack of increased parking with the building of new roads,
acknowledging that the main east-west connector has been redesigned to decrease impacts and
may yet see additional changes. We recommend trenching and jackimg of utilities wherever

impacts to the Weymouth water customers and a full explanation of the conditions of the
Weymouth water system needs to be presented.
The opportunity to comment is always appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Eileen R. Simonson
Alexandra D. Dawson
Co-Executive Directors

WSCAC.23
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Dear Secretary Prichard:
On behalf of the New England Chapter of the Congress for the New
Urbanism ("CNU-NE"), I am pleased to submit the following
comments with regard to the Draft Environmental Impact Report
submitted on October 16,2006 (the "DEIR"), by South Shore Tri-Town
Development Corporation ("SS'ITDC") and LNR South Shore LLC
("LNR") for the proposed Village Center Plan for the redevelopment of
the South Weymouth Naval Air Station. CNU-NE's mission is to
promote the Charter of the New Urbanism within New England; to
educate the public and the development community regarding the
benefits of New Urbanist planning,
- design
- and development; to
support the implementation of projects consistent with the principles of
New Urbanism at the local, regional and state levels; and to encourage
the adoption of alternative form-based codes that promote traditional
neighborhood development.
-

-

As we indicated in our prior comment letter dated January 31,2006,
regarding the Notice of Project Change (the "NPC"), we continue to
believe that the plan by SSTI'DC and LNR to create a new community
on the site of the former South Weymouth Naval Air Station
("SWNAS") is consistent with the Ten Sustainable Development
Principles set forth by the Office of Commonwealth Development
("OCD). We also continue to believe that the plan is consistent with
many of the principles of the Charter of the New Urbanism, which is
the set of criteria by which we assess any development project.

1
In our January 31 letter, CNU-NE recommended that EOEA consider
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the following safeguards to ensure that the SWNAS project remains a
successful, sustainable development that achieves many of the
objectives of smart growth and new urbanist development:

1. EOEA should approve this project in a way that is narrowly
defied, ensuring that a future developer on the site could not
effectively degrade the smart-growth goals of the project without
reopening the EIR process.

CNUNE.01

Action Since NPC MEPA Review is not yet completed. This comment
still stands.

,

2. The EPA Region 1 Smart Growth office should be asked to provide
comments on development standards during all phases of the
proiect
to ensure'that they are consistent with established standards
,
for smart growth, even as those regulations may change in the
future. Comments from the EPA should be carefully considered by
the SSTTDC board and the developer.

Action Since NPC: We are aware that the EPA Region 1Smart Growth
Office has been deeply involved since the filing of the NPC and note
their extensive comment letter on the NPC.
3. The Tri-Town board should hire a full-time 'town architect' to serve
as a part of the administrative and enforcement team on the site.
The architect should provide written comments to the Tri-Town
board on the development guidelines, as well as each of the
individual development plans. The architect should help enforce
the zoning and development regulations to reflectlmaintain the
original intent of the project. This town architect should be
somebody with significant experience in placemaking and a strong
understanding of the elements of New England town design. The
town architect must also be an individual who can establish a
strong relationship with the SSTTDC board.
Action Since NPC: We understand that SSTTDC has recently hired a
firm to be the Town Architect for the project. This action by SS'ITDC is
appreciated and will we believe, be a critical element of the project's
ultimate success, prdvided that the firm hired has significant
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experience in placemaking and a strong understanding of the elements
of New England town design. If the firm hired does not already have
this experience, we urge SS'ITDC to allocate the time and resources
necessary to provide the firm and its principals with the training
necessary to enable the new Town Architect to be a strong defender of
the essential architectural and site design quality of the project going
forward.
With regard to these conditions, we also note that the Secretary's
Certificate on the NPC dated February 10,2006, requested that the
DEIR "describe the controls that will be in place, such as SS'ITDC1s
development regulations and other standards, to ensure that the smart
growth goals of the Village Center Plan will be met as the project is
built out. The DEIR should describe how the proposed sustainable
design guidelines will be implemented and the mechanism by which
these guidelines will be adopted to ensure long-term application and
effectiveness!'

CNUNE.02

Action Since NPC: We understand that the SSTI'DC Board has, since
the NPC, adopted, among other things, sustainable design guidelines
and a form-based zoning document. We applaud these steps, while at
the same urging the Secretary to make the ultimate approval of the
project contingent on the substantial survival of these critical guidelines
and standards over the course of the buildout of the project. We
recommend that any material change to these guidelines and standards
by SS'ITDC be required to undergo further review by the MEPA Unit.
We thank you for your consideration of these important issues.
Sincerely,
CNU New England
President, Jonathan Ford

Perry South Shore Development, LLC
20 Winthrop Sq.
Boston MA 021 10
December 8,2006
DELIVERED BY HAND
Robert W. Golledge, Jr.
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Suite 900
Boston, MA 021 14-2524
Attn: Aisling Eglington
Re:

Naval Air Station Development Project DEIR
E.O.E.A. No. 11085R
Dear secretary Golledge:
The redevelopment of the South Weymouth Naval Air Station ("Southfield") is an
important application of Smart Growth principles, and is located in a region of the state
that bas long lagged behind other Eastern Massachusetts areas in commercial growth.
The emergence of an eastern exit from Southfield so late in the planning process may
account for impacts that would; a) exacerbate stormwater discharges adjacent to a public
water supply, b) increase congestion and impair air quality, and c) inadvertently stifle
Rockland's economic future by usurping the remaining traffic capacity along the corridor
which represents much of Rockland's commercial space. We respectfully request that
you require the project proponents to better examine this eastern exit and develop
alternatives and analysis provided for the Rt. 18 side of Southfield. At least one
alternative would transmute the array of disjointed intersections "improvements" into a
transportation plan which would accommodate rather than mitigate the dramatic traffic
from Southfield while simultaneously improving the Derby Street and Hingham Street
corridors and providing sustainable economic growth in the north area of Rockland.
Hingham Street. Hingham Street, Reservoir Park Drive and Weymouth Street border the
economic bread basket for the Town of Rockland. More than twenty-five curb cuts exist
between Route 3 and Weymouth Street in the corridor to be mitigated. The proposed
traffic volumes and additional lanes will remove left hand turn opportunities from
virtually all of these commercial property owners, including two hotels for which unsignalized left hand turns are required to reach their reception desks.
The geometries and carrying capacity of Hingham Street have been reviewed in depth in
recent MEPA filings, including MEPA #13 166 filed in connection with the approval of
400,000 square feet of office space for Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, for
which first phase construction is now near completion. That Environmental Impact
Report also considered an additional 100,000 square foot expansion for Serono, Inc, and
allowed for additional traffic approximating 250,000 square feet of background
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development within Rockland. Since then, another 100 unit hotel along Hingham Strcet
is in the early stages of development, and at least one owner has announced intentions for
a significant project behind the two hotels. We can find no reference to these and other
"background growth" traffic sources in this EIR. Moreover, we believe the assumptions
concerning through traffic from Route 18 through Southfield's parkway to Rockland,
Norwell, Plymouth and other Route 3 South locations significantly understate the impact.

PSSD.02

The Southfield DEIR describes an array of conceptual mitigation applied to each
intersection from Southfield to Route 3. Each of the intersections involves multiple turn
lanes, multiple light phases and significant congestion (with its accompanying air quality
impacts). Few traffic models adequately consider the impacts of multiple, closely
spaced, long-phased, traffic signals on each other, and we trust that you will examine this
model in greater detail than we are able. One intersection (Weymouth Street and the
Southfield exit) more than doubles the lanes entering the intersection to twenty-two (22),
as many lanes as the Big Dig proposed to cross the Charles River in the infamous Scheme

z.

The Secretary's Certificate for the Notice of Project Change on February 10,2006,
requested specific descriptions of traffic mitigation timelines, warrants, weave analyses,
etc. due to the conceptual nature of designs for the eastern access to Southfield, this
requirement appears to have not been met, and should be in the final EIR.

PSSD.03

We have been informed that no financial resources have been identified to pay for the
mitigation proposed from the Southfield exit to Route 3. Construction of Southfield
infrastructure, including the four lane East-West Parkway (the funnel that will send
traffic onto Rockland roads) should not begin until a schematic plan is in place, primary
permits are filed and funding is secured for this mitigation.

PSSD.04

Long experience with Hingham Street has identified many hurdles to increasing the
capacity of Hingham Street to accommodate this mitigation. Residential and commercial
takings, wetlands on opposite sides of the road, drainage to the immediately adjacent
Rockland-Abington water supply reservoir and recently constructed water and sewage
infrastructure, all materially complicate the conceptually proposed mitigation.
Alternatives Analysis. By all accounts, the mitigation conceptually described in the EIR
for the eastern exit of Southfield will require many state, local and federal permits as well
as cost several million dollars. If an independent project, this mitigation by itself would
trigger an Environmental Impact Report, including alternatives analysis. In light of the
environmental, financial, social and economic impacts of the proposed mitigation for
Southfield, we urge you require an alternatives analysis as well as to further examination
of the feasibility and efficacy of the proposed mitigation at the east end of Southfield..
Although at the time the EIR was filed for MEPA Project # 13166 the redevelopment of
the South Weymouth Naval Air Station was rejecting any need for an eastern access, that
EIR describes the reservation of a right-of-way sufficient to provide access to Route 3 via
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a service road extending the WNAS and along Rt. 3. The Southfield proponents have
chosen not to review alternative mitigation in their EIR, citing wetlands impacts
identified for a much larger road, in a different location and including a full cloverleaf
intersection at Route 3. We ask that you include review of some direct access to Route 3
as an alternative to the currently proposed array of intersection improvements on
Reservoir Park Drive and Hingham Street.
We believe such an alternative access from Southfield could convert an exvensive series
of disparate, opportunity limiting intersection mitigations into a transportation project
which reduces congestion
and also provides substantial economic development
opportunities to nearby industrial &d commercial areas along Reservoir Park Drive and
Hingham Street. Instead of precluding economic development in Rockland, an
alternative such as this might increase economic opportunity in the same magnitude as
for many economic development highway projects in the recent past.
An alternative such as this provides an opportunity for reducing congestion generated by
the existing employees and those who are passing through the Hingham Street and Derby
Street corridors, multiplying the value of the transportation investment. While a cost
analysis needs to be part of the proposed mitigation and any alternative; it appears likely
that any differential costs could be offset by a DIF (development impact financing), TIF
(tax increment financing) or other available means of harnessing a portion of the
increased development values generated by the transportation improvement.

As one of the primary land owners in both the Hingham Street corridor and along any
alternative exit from Southfield, we remain anxious to work with LNR, Tri-Town, the
surrounding communities, and the state agencies of Environmental Affairs,
Transportation and Economic Development. We believe that other owners and
employers will join us, potentially converting an expensive, destructive mitigation project
into a well planned transportation improvement. Such an effort would be consistent with
the high quality of planning that the proponent has brought to their project within
Southfield.
We look forward to working with you, the proponent, and our neighbors on this
important project.
Sincerely,

i" soLltloLltl.;-

LLC

By: Will

cc:

Mayor David Madden, Town of Weymouth
Bradley Plante, Rockland Town Administrator
Terry Fancher, SSTTD

G. Constable,

anager
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December 8, 2006
Robert W. Golledge, l r .
100 Cambridge St., Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
Re: EOEA 211085
Naval Air Station Redevelopment Project
Dear Mr. Golledge,
I n accordance with the public comment period and in reference to the above project, allow me to
enter the following comments to the preliminary filing:
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Inc. is nearing completion of our new Hingham facility,
which is set to hold approximately 1350 of our associates, beginning in the Spring of 2007.
These approximately 1350 associates will be using Hingham Street (Rt. 228) as the primary
access road to and from the new facility.
I t has been brought to our attention that the project referenced above may produce a
considerable increase in traffic along Hingham Street (Rt. 228). When selecting the site for this
new facility we did not calculate this potential traffic influx and request that the issue be further
analyzed, and if necessary, potential alternatives to mitigate traffic be considered.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Stephen Howard
Senior Director
Community Affairs
Corporate Affairs Division
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts
401 Park Drive
Boston, Ma 02215

cc: lay Curley
Larry Healey

M lndspendsnl LlGenees ol the Blue Cmss and Blue Shield AumialW
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December 5,2006

Mr. Robert W. Golledge Jr.
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office: Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, Ma. 021 14
Subject: EOEA #11085R, Naval Air Station Development Project
Dear Secretary Golledge:
The enabling legislation states in section 3 that the Redevelopment of the South
Weymouth Naval Air Station will impose no costs to the three communities, Weymouth,
Rockland, and Abington. This includes Fire, Police, Water, 62 Sewer, and other
Municipal services. If these services are required this should come at the expense of the
Tri-Town Development Authority. The Mayor of Weymouth promised Tri-Town a
certain amount of water, once this deal is consummated the water shed act states they will
have to give them the rest who will be paying far this? Who will be or is now paying for
the sewerage pipes going into the ocean via Essex St? Where will the water be coming
from?
Damages to the environment should be minimized, but this is not happening. The runway
that has a long list of contaminates such as coal, ash, jet fuel, beryllium will be kept on
base, and worked in with the regular soil around the base exposing these contaminants to
the people who will live there and the children who attend school there.
We will have approximately 60,000 more cars on the road at any given time, when the
council took their vote of approval in 2005 they were not informed by Tri-Town or
LNR. We have no connector Road in the foreseeable future because of the problems in
Boston. Towns to the South of Weymouth have been very ambitious building commercial
real estate that will create more traffic, such as Norwell, and Hanover. If this is allowed
to happnnwewill have a bottleneokfrom Miltolrto-Buxbury.2417.This also concerns me
because of the location of the South Shore Hospital, when people who are in danger of
life or death what will this do for them?
The village Center is based on the smart growth principals, how will they be able to build
on wetlands to maximize the use of this real estate. Will the residents be living on this
real estate? Which brings me to the next question the MBTA station that is to small for
this build out. Tri-Town and LNR will not be paying for this expansion, the way this
works is the taxpayer of Weymouth will be footing the bill. They will not see the money
because this will be deducted beforehand another violation of the enabling legislation.

AH.01

AH.02
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There are 11 superfund sites; if the government does the cleanup somewhere down the
road the real estate might be able to be used. Who will be responsible for tearing down all
the old buildings on the base?
Many of the citizens who live in this area were not treated in a kindly manor by the (cac)
board with the exception of a few. We asked numerous questions, that either were not
answered or they would get back to us this never happened. This was treated as a done
deal from the beginning. We did not appreciate Phil Johnson who does not have a license
to operate in Massachusetts sitting in on these meetings at the state level working for
LNR.

We also learned that Tri-Town has taken out a bond to cover themselves and LNR, we
asked what about the citizen and were laughed out of the room.
Anne Hilbert

45 Doris Drive
No. Weymouth Ma. 02 191
Fitzy63@comcast.net

AH.06
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Eglington, Aisling (ENV)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DCatbird37@aol.com
Friday, December 08, 2006 1:22 PM
Eglington, Aisling (ENV)
Public comments DElR #11085R former South Weymouth Naval Air St

To: Secretary of Massachusetts Executive Oftice of EnvironmentalAffairs
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From: David Wilmot
Abington Massachusetts resident
Date: 12-08-06
Re: Public response to DElR 11085R proposed redevelopment of the former South Weymouth Naval Air
Station.
Mr. Secretary,
We live in perilous times.
If the "Executive" in your office's title, truly affords you the executive privilege to operate above the politics
that control this shortsightedness of this environmental remediation than I am addressing the right person.
I had amassed what was becoming reams of detailed comments aimed at concerns I have with the way
things are proceeding here, but having my Congressman and Senator continue to avoid these much stated
issues, I'll forego taking up so much of your time, and condense my comments into one morally posed question
based on the just released "State of the Environment Report" compiled by The Environmental League of
Massachusetts as reported last month in the Boston Globe.

This report details the steady decline of the Massachusetts Environment.
Of major concern to me, are the recent cited studies confirming that lower income communities in the
Commonwealth bear" a grossly disproportionate share of health risks from such sources as hazardous waste
sites...".
Is the term Commonwealth of Massachusetts a gross misnomer now?
Allowing the Department of Defense to deferlbypass responsible health-protective remediation of the
property and watenvays tainted by many decades of military exercises, prior to transference of said properties
is grossly unjust to those who have sewed as host communities to the military, and those projected to take
residence on these tainted lands in the future.
Allowing the Navy and Department of Defense to crawl away from their obligation to restore host
communities natural resources before redeveloping efforts are engaged to further muddy the already muddy
waters of environmental remediation, is a huge blow to "The Commonwealth".
Allowing the Department of Defense to hold such power over the Public Health in this Commonwealth is
grossly unjust. Allowing the Navy the opportunity to protect their finances over the health of the citizens of their
former host communities is morally wrong.
So much about this redevelopment process I've followed closely for the past 8+ years is so morally wrong.
Employing law firms and public relation firms to construct a message that purports great gains for
townspeople, when those now-perceived financial windfalls truly represent the least computed "cost of doing
business" money allotments to communities, who have people in most cases unknowingly accepting increased
health risks for their families, due to the watering down of responsibilities of environmental remediation.
My friends at the Environmental Protection Agency(EPA) will tell us that bringing on new partners will not
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effect their resolve to assure health protective levels of cleanup are enforced.
But, the fact is, the EPA has become a federal agency incapable of keeping up with the quickly evolving
scientific discoveries that would best protect public health, as the current administration continues to underfund
their efforts.
Keeping apace with the science that is Environmental Medicine is something the EPA is not allowed to do,
as the politics and industry lobbyists don't allow federal budgets to be allotted justly.
Politics in place make protecting the environment of the Commonwealth an increasingly difficult thing to do.
Congressman Delahunt and Senator Keny gave credence to my concerns for many years, but political
decisions made have shut off any communication from their offices.
My concerns haven't changed a bit.
Like the stated concerns of the aforementioned Environmental League of Massachusetts, Iwould like to
demand better control of toxic wastes, like those buried in the landfills behind me on the old base. The Navy DW.01
proposes to cap these military landfills, with no sound forethought in regards to the watersheds these landfills
abut.
Control capping and monitoring efforts are not helping a recently reported Superfund site in Vermont where
five years of efforts have failed in controlling the leeching of toxins into their watershed. Responsible control
and full removal of toxic landfills laying atop and adjacent to streams and aquifers should be federally
mandated.
Perhaps the Massachusetts EOEA could take some measure to protect the Commonwealth on a state-wide
level.
This report on the failing Massachusetts environment also condemns our protection of the water and air
quality in our state, yet this cleanuplredevelopment plan is allowed to proceed sacrificing water sources in
water Stawed towns, by approving toxic landfill capping over our acquifers, as well as, approving a largely
residential redevelopment plan that will result in increasing the poor air quality from our already gridlocked road
system.
A recent Globe editorial discussing PCB pollution of the Housatonic River in Massachusetts explains that
half of the contamination is to be found in the floodplain and not the river bottom itself.
This statement makes it more disconcerting that the Navy continues to insist on basing their "Basewide
Watershed Assessment" on the statement that there is "no evidence of any contamination that has migrated off
the base". Children playing in the backwaterwetlands abutting these streams running off the base are in harms
way. And yet, the Navy sees no responsibility in protecting these children by doing the comprehensive testing
outside
the base
fence
that is warranted
...~
~ - .
.~
DW.02
The Navy responsibly performing any private well testing outside the base fence is also neglected.
Perhaps the executive power of the EOEA might better serve to protect our children?
~

-

~

Another recent article in the Globe points to the newly discovered finding of a gene variation in victims of a
leukemia disease cluster outside a Naval Air Station in Nevada. The study suggests that toxins play a role in
this mutation. Down the street from where I live, it was reported some years back that three children developed
leukemia, one of them plainly stating she had spent childhood hours playing and splashing inwhat she and her
neighborhood chums called "Cinnamon River". This is the orange-flocculent filled Frenches Stream that flows
lifelessly off the base.
Our children, no doubt, are in danger here. Might the EOEA have the executive power to curtail future
illnesses from befalling our children?
It appears our government is realizing the error of it's ways on global warming and the Iraq War, your
attention is required to address the spiraling rises of chronic disease incidence and subsequent rising
healthcare costs in the Commonwealth.
A morally responsible cleanup of militaty released toxins should be mandated by some governing power
prior to redevelopment. Anything less than that subject us here to much less than "commonwealth".
Will you be the one to assume responsibility Mr Secretaty?
If not, who?
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sincerely, David Wilrnot
Abington, Massachusetts

ICORPS TECHNOLOGIES INC

Mr. Robert W. Golledge Jr.
Secrgtary of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office: Attn. Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
~oston,MA 02114
Via Fax 617-626-1181
~ e aMr.
/ Golledge:
Subject: EOEA# 11085R South Weymouth Naval Air Station Notice of Project Change
Comments to the Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared for South Shore TrlTow?

-

After attending many meetings on this project, it is disappointing to read in the report a
num er of areas that have not been appropriately addressed. The most concerning
area!is related to Tri Town Development Corporation seemingly relinquishing its role as
an advocate for the Town of Weyrnouth.

I2

Tri ?own Development Corporation was established as an advocate for the Town of
~ e i r n o u t h .Yet it seems Tri Town is now one with LNR to the extent the Intent of the
Ena ling Legislation has been abandoned.

P

1

Per the Enabling Legislation, the Towns involved will not be providing mitigation for this
proj4ct. Yet, the first and second sentences, In the first paragraph, on the last page. "
We pxpect that the proposed project will have significant impacts on vehicular traffic in
the effected areas. The oroiect DroDonent can address and mitiaate certain im~acfs,but
In m ny circumstances ihe-~ommonwealthand the Towns of ~ i i n ~ f o/-/ingham,
n,
Roc and and Weymouth, in coordination with the proponent, will need to provide
additional mitigation. "

6
t

wit4 the current state of traffic on Rt 18 and In turn Rt 3. 1 am not seeing how the initially
under projected Increase in traffic onto these road can be mitigated without an inordinate
of local and state resources in terms of funding for roads and personal
current residents in terms of time. There has been much time spent by
three towns going to numerous meeting and it is disheartening to see this
pro]' ct seemingly proceed with so many major areas of concern not being addressed or
finafzed.

4

ThelEast West Parkway Is not a roadway that will be helpful In fulfilling regional and local
tra sportation needs -it wlll simply fulfill the very local needs of the project itself as it
wll&ot disperse the additional vehicular traffic, it will simply add additional traffic.

1

Seqion 3, states, 'In addition, it shall be the goal of said corporation, during its
exi tence, to pursue the redevelopment In a manner that Imposes no costs on said

7
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ICORPS TECHNOLOGIES INC

617 868 2100

P.03/03

town9 for the provision of police and fire protection, emergency seruices, water and
sewer, and other municipal services."
Roadway repairs and improvements are municipal services. The corporation ceases to
exist jn 2018, even with the extension for another 5 years, 1 am not confident impacts will
be mitigated per the Enabling Legislation.
The DElR talks about identifylng water and sewage alternatives but doesn't specifically
state which alternative will be utilized, only mentioned a preferred alternative.

TP.03

conservation
For Consewation Commission Aa~roval."It is anticipated that Notices of Intent will be
filed kith the SSTTD ~onservatia"~ornhission"~bwever.it appears the SSTTDC
Directors are the SSlTDC Conservation Commission. With the oversight
responsibilities, defined in the Enabling Legislation, being handled by the entity doing the
deve opment, and the Conservation Commission Approval being done by the same
entity, I am not seeing how any entity is acting as an advocate for the Town of
Weypouth.

/

~ r i c i bPries
15 oodbine Road
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Eglington, Aisling (ENV)
From:

2006

SkywrnChsr509@aol.com
Thursday, December 07,2006 8 5 3 PM

Sent:
To:
Eglington, Aisling (ENV)
Subject: Comments DElR EOEA# 11085R
Robert P Millette
60 B St.
Hull MA, 02045

/ November 23rd 2006
Mr. Robert W. Golledge Jr.
Secretary of EnvironmentalAffairs
MEPA Office: Attn. Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114

I

Subject: EOEA# 11085R South Weymouth Naval Air Station Notice of Project Change
My comments to the Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared for South Shore Tri-Town
Development Corporation 233 Shea Memorial Drive, South Weymouth, MA 02190 and LNR South
Shore LLC, 1900 Crown Colony Drive, Suite 401, Quincy, MA 02169

I

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the DElR for the development of the South Weymouth
Naval Air Station. EOEA # 11085R. While I fullv suooort develooina the land on which the air base sits.
I have many concerns about the size of this propos'a'l, the golf course, the traffic that will be generated,
the blatant destruction of wildlife habitat and wetlands, the dangers posed to endangered species, the
lack of comparison to a viable alternative, and the East-West Parkway.

I

.

-

.

-

The East-West Parkway

The East-West Parkway will not serve as a major circulation link for this area and it will not "knit the
region together". The major circulation links are already in place both directly north of and south of the
base. The northern circulation link is less than a mile from the proposed western entrance to the
parkway. Columbia St becomes Union St. after passing through Columbia Square. While Union St
dead ends at a closed gate to the airbase, the circulation link bears left onto Liberty St, which becomes
Sharpe St at the Hingham line, and then becomes Weymouth St and the Rockland line, running to the
same intersection that the Eastern Entrance to the Parkway would run at Reservoir Park Drive. From
the lights at the intersection of Route 18 and Columbia St., only one stop sign in Columbia Square
separates drivers from the set of lights at the intersection of Weymouth St and Reservoir Park Dr. In
order to use the Parkway as a circulation link from this point, less than a mile from the proposed
parkway, drivers would face three sets of lights at Route 18 and Pleasant St, Route 18 and Shea
Memorial Dr. and Route 18 and the Parkway. Any lights andlor stop signs on the Parkway would be
additional resistance to drivers using that route. It is readily apparent from the information above, the
drivers traveling south on Route 18 headed for that section of Rockland would not use the Parkway as
a circulation link. The fact that Park Ave E, which leads to Ralph Talbot St., is less than a mile from the
base and is the main circulation link to points north and east of Rockland near Route 228, Route 53
and Route123 should also be pointed out as there is already easy access to these areas from the
north as well. The parkway, which is supposed to grant east access to Rockland and points east for
Drivers on Route 18, would have to go to the same places to get east from Weymouth St. Drivers are
not going to drive south then east then north to get to the same location they can get to by simply
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driving east. Traffic headed north on Route 18 from areas south of the base like Whitman and Abington
or areas west of the base such as Brockton or Holbrook have Route 123 and Route 139,both of which
lead into Rockland, as major circulation links. From the set of lights at Route 18 and Route 123,drivers
can follow 123 all the way to points east of the base. From the set of lights at Route 18 and Route 139,
drivers must deal with two sets of lights, one of which can be avoided by using a side street (Salem St
in Rockland) and can reach the intersection of Weymouth St and Resewoir Park Dr. The circulation
link follows Route 139 into Rockland where drivers go straight instead of following Route 139 to the
right and continue down North Ave. At the set of lights, drivers turn left onto Union St, turn right onto
VFW Dr. which becomes Weymouth St. From Route 139,traveling North on 18,there are three sets of
lights, one at Route 18 and Route 58,one at Route 18 and Trotter Road and one at Route 18 and the
parkway, plus and lights andlor stop signs the parkway may have. Once again, the path of least
resistance is not the parkway. Even drivers traveling from immediately west of the base using Pleasant
St can cross Route 18 and drive into Columbia Square and turn right onto Union St with out dealing
with a single light or stop sign after crossing Route 18.They would encounter two lights in between
Pleasant St and the Parkway driving down Route 18,so even drivers from the west will not benefit from
this Parkway. With this information in mind, it is clear to see that the East-West Parkway is not a much
needed circulation link, it is a roadway that is only needed to support the amount of traffic that will
move about on the base, for purely economic reasons. All the parkway does is dump traffic onto two
already heavily congested roads making trafftc conditions worse for both locations and add its own
congestion to the problem.

RM.01

LNR has also proclaimed the Parkway as a connection to Route 3. Drivers north or west of the base
and even residents living on the base itself will simply use the newly expanded Route 18 and it's
highway access. Drivers south of the base would still use roads like 123 and 139 to access that section
of Rockland and route 3.The only people who would use the parkway to access Route 3 in Rockland
are people who live on the eastern sections of the development. Also, despite claims to the contrary,
drivers will find that traveling up Weymouth St to Abington St, which become Pine St in Hingham, and
dealing with one set of lights at Pine St and Ralph Talbot St to reach the Derby St Route 3 connector
will be easier than dealing with heavily congested Hingham St. and its traffic lights (three sets before
the Southbound onramp and four sets before the northbound onramp).
The Parkway on either end of the base will not even be the main entrance for the base. According to
the DEIR, only 39% of total base traffic will use the Eastern Entrance to the Parkway. That leaves 61%
of traffic for western entrances, of that 61% only 33% will use the West Entrance to the parkway during
the morning peak hours, that number falls to a mere 18% during the afternoon peak hours. The main
entrance for this proposal is Shea Memorial Dr.
LNR paints a rosy picture of roadway improvements for Hingham St in Rockland. The DEIR does not
include a description of the major constraints on Hingham St with the exception of noting the closely
adjacent wetlands. Hotels, Restaurants, Water and Sewer properties and other commercial properties
dependent upon easy access from Route 3 line the Hingham St corridor on both sides. Any suggestion
that the road network sewed by LNR's Eastern Parkway entrance will enhance traffic flow, especially
with the suggestion that Hingham St. may be widened to four lanes with a median barrier, is a
conceptual plan without regard to traffic patterns, environmental concerns, land use, or economic
impacts to neighboring uses and the Town of Rockland tax base.
The capacity of Hingham St. and its limited opportunities for expansion have been extensively
addressed in the EIR MEPA #I3166 filed by A.W. Perry dated June 1st 2004.After the mitigation is
completed by A.W. Perry, an estimated 200,000square feet (sf.) of additional commercial space can
be accommodated. However, additional traffic capacity beyond this would require substantial disruption
of both natural and commercial land uses as well as substantial public land taking for LNR's project.
RM.02
There is 2.4 million s.f. of land available for development in Rockland and nearly all of it requires
access to Hingham St. Any consumption of traffic capacity by this project will reduce opportuinity for
Rockland to increase its own tax base and manage its land futures beyond the proponents property.
The parkway will not help to decrease traffic. The parkway does not grant easy access to the
KingstonlPlymouth Commuter Rail Station or Route 3 and it does not maximize benefits to the existing
transportation network. The parkway is not only a detriment to the current transportation network, by
dumping huge quantities of addition traffic on already congested roads, it is also a detriment to the
environment in the area. According to the Natural Heritage Endangered Species program, the
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parkway will directly impact the habitat of the Eastern Box Turtle, Grasshopper Sparrow, and the
Spotted Turtle, which was recently removed from the list of endangered, threatened, and special
concern species. The parkway destroys 20.1 acres of wildlife habitat while causing serious habitat
fragmentation by creating a dangerous barrier to animal movement, reducing habitat quality, air quality,
and greatly increasing roadway mortality. With the problems caused by the parkways to these species
we can expect to see a significant drop in their populations and we can expect to place the Spotted
Turtle back onto the endangered species list. The DElR even states that th road mortality of small
terestrial vertebrates, including Turtles, would increase because of the parkway. The fragmentation of,
destruction of, and reduction in quality of these wildlife habitats will only hurt every animal in the area.
While the DElR states that roadway barriers and culverts can be used for the parkway, MassAudubon
states that these features have very limited success.

RM.03

The parkway effects 59,600 square feet of bordering vegetated wetlands, 380 linear feet of land under
waterways and banks, 446,000 square feet of Riverfront area, effecting a flood prone location and pass
within 100 feet of the habitat of two vernal pools. The proposed improvements to Hingham St for
parkway access would effect another 1,400 square feet of wetlands.
On these grounds, a variance should not be granted for this roadway. The parkway only maximizes
the benefits to the parcels of land that will be developed alongside it. Alternatives do exist that can be
used to provide access to the base including Union St in Rockland and Weymouth, White St in
Weymouth, and other roadways that can be connected to like a connection from Shea Memeorial Drive
and Liberty St in Weymouth. The purposes of the East-West Parkway are clearly economic in nature
and the roadway should not be allowed.
Endangered Species and Wildlife Habitat
There are five species that are endangered or threatened on the base. The Mocha Emerald
Dragonfly, Upland Sandpiper, Northern Harrier, Eastern Box Turtle, and Grasshopper Sparrow. The
Spotted turtl was recently removed from this list. This plan will effect more than 270 acres of wildlife
habitat on the base, destroying 10% of the total forest, 18% of the total shrub habitat, 66% of the total
grasslands, while effecting 76,200 square feet of wetlands according to the DEIR. The population
sizes of grassland species breeding on the base (3 of which are on the endangered specie list) would
be reduced as a result of this project. The project also has unquantifiable effects on wildlife
populations due to habitat fragmentation, reduced habitat quality, and increased roadway mortality.
The plan directly eliminates over 65,000 square feet of Mocha Emerald Dragonfly breeding habitat,
32.7 acres of the core habitat for the Upland Sandpiper, 14.3 acres of the core habitat for the
Grasshopper Sparrow and 2.1 acres of Eastern Box Turtle habitat. These endangered species will be
lucky to survive the influx of people and cars into their drastically reduced habitat. The water pipeline
for the MWRA connection will alos impact some endangered species habitat as it passes along side
the habitat during segment 4.
Traffic and Transportation
Route 3 is already one of the least efficient highways in the commonwealth, as set forth by the
MassHighway Corridor Needs Analysis dated May 28th 1999. Unacceptable level of service E all the
way down to exit 7 in Plymouth is projected for the highway in 2020. The report further details the
present problem of level of service E existing to exit 13 (southbound) and exit 12 (northbound) during
peak travel times. Former Hingham Selectmen Micheal Holden wrote "the limited improvements to
Route 3 are insufficient to address its failed condition under current circumstances" He goes on to say
"Route 3 is an F now and will continue to be and F affer these improvements are implemented. The
question is not whether the major thoroughfare service to the south shore will be grid locked. But for
how many hours each day." (Hingham Journal, March 2nd 2000). Harry Strate, of Wilbur Smith
Assocaites stated that "Route 3 is congested in the morning -congested in the evening and chances
are, no matter what we did, it will continue to be congested in the future".
The widening of Route 3 and Route 18 are necessary to ease traffic conditions today. Once the base
reaches its full build out, we will be staring at the same traffic issues 20 years from now. Now is not
the time for the scotch tape and bubble gum solutions of the past. The problems of traffic on the south
shore need to be fixed properly so we are not continuosly staring at traffic issues year after year after
year.
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In addition to current traffic, developments like the Linden Ponds Project, The Abington Transfer
Station, and the A.W. PerrylBlue Cross Blue Shield project will add to the traffic in the area. This
project will severly compromise the ability for any additional development in this fast growing area.
Construction of the preferred MWRA pipeline will also be a huge traffic problem for many areas. The
path the pipeline will follow has heavy traffic volumes, especially on Route 37 where it will pass on
ramps for Route 3 and Route 128 and the South Shore Plaza. Traffic will also increase due to
construction on the base from workers coming to and from construction sites. Traffic issues are
incredibly important as this proposal adds more than 49,000 vehicle trips l o local roadways.
The Greenbush line will not significantly impact ridership on the KingstonlPlymouth Line south of the
South Weymouth Station. The trains are almost full by the time it reaches this station and that will not
change when the Greenbush Line is in sewice. The DEIR states that latent demand for the commuter
rail will more than replace the commuters that use the Greenbush line instead of the
KingstonlPlymouth Line. By 2017, the KingstonlPlymouth llne will be over capacity in the no build
alternative.
The DEIR recommends accepting more standees on the trains. I find this suggestion to be
outrageous. We should attempt to keep ridership at levels so that all passengers may sit, not
knowingly be placing trains over capacity by forcing them to accept more standees at Weymouth when
they have more stops to go that add even more passengers.
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The Golf Course
The golf course is not environmentally viable at this location as it destroys 108.4 acres of wildlife
habitat and creates a huge barrier that causes severe habitat fragmentation. Mass Audubon actually
recommends that the golf course be replaced with a passive use conservation area that everyone can
visit, not just golfers.
A golf course of this size of the currently proposed 151 acre course is not viable as there is no
market. Rockalnd already has two golf courses, Abington has a course directly on Route 18 and
Weymouth is building a golf course % a mile away. There are also several more golf courses in the
surrounding communities including Hingham and a course heralded by Golf Digest as a great course to
play in Scituate.
Based upon these facts, the golf course in just an unnecessary removal ov viable wildlife habitat and
an unwanted barier to the wildlife.

RM.06

Alternatives
In the DEIR, LNR continues to refuse to compare the Village Center Plan with a viable alternative.
While I find that the No Variance1 Reduced Build option (NVRB) is much more viable for the area than
the three phase monstrosity that LNR proposes, as it would bring traffic and other issues down to more
manageable levels and it would also make the destruction of most of the wetlands and wildlife habitat
unnecessary.
A proposal I would like to see in the ElR is a proposal call the Business proposal. This proposal
eliminates the golf course and East-West Parkway which have been shown to be unneeded burdens
on the environmental and unhelpful aspects of the Village Center Plan. The Business propsal also
eliminates the burdensome housing. Communities like Abington and Rockland already have more
people than they can manage in their school systems and road systems. The towns are in need of
more local jobs for the citizens it already has, not more residents that will compete for the jobs this
project will bring in. The Business proposal also opens the gates at Union St in Rockland and
Weymouth and White St in Weymouth allowing local citizens easy access to the jobs on the base.
This proposal calls for up to 1,000,000 square feet of comercial space, as well as adding the fields and
recreation center as well as the sewer treatment plant, a small wind farm, and a massive passive use
conservation area. The business proposal also eliminates any retail from the site, allowing building like
the former Ames building on Route 18 to be filled again. This proposal allows for all of the
environmental benefits (re-claimed irrigation and cooling water, demolition of all on-site buildings,
restoration of wetlands, streams, implementation of the storm water plan to prevent flooding) while
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preserving wetlands and wildlife habitat.
Despite LNR's claims, a smaller plan would also allow for the pedestrian and bicycle access via nature
trails and connections through Union St. LNR also claims that the multi-modal center would not be
feasible. Between South Shore Hospital, the shopping plazas on route 18 and the new commercial
area on the base, there would be plenty of activity froml ocal areas for buses. The multi-modal center
on the basse would also allow for routes further down 18 to places like Massasoit Community College
or to the west at the Derby St Shoppes and the Hanover Mall and possibly even to the already existing
Hingham Bus Depot. The multi-modal center would still be possible even with a recution in size of the
plan as people would still be an increase in overall traffic with an easier route for buses with 2 lanes in
each direction.
The wastewater treatment plant would be reduced in size, but would still have the ability to re-claim
water for irrgation and cooling water for the businesses. The reduced flow from the treatment plant
would help prevent downstram flooding caused by the treatment plant and still help improve the base
flow of French's Stream and the water quality of the wetlands in the area.
An area set asuide for wind turbines would help produce large amounts of money and jobs for the
area, while making this plan into an energy producer rather than an energy burden and allow for clean
power to be added to the grid.
This plan is clearly the preffered alternative though LNR will not discuss it even though it has been
presented as a viable plan. The proposal is supposed to create permanent jobs in the area while
orotectina the environment, this alternative does iust that. The Vilaae Center ulan creates iobs, but
then takes them away by adding thousands more residents to compete for the jobs and it doesnot
think about environmental ramifications as a first steu on where to build. I ask that LNR be forced to
include this plan in the EIR.

October 25,2006
Robert W. Golledge Jr., Secretary
Executive Ofice of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge, 9th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02114

& A via certified mail

& e-mail

RE: EOEA #11085R, Fotmer Naval Air Station

Dear Secretary Golledge,

I am submitting my comments for the Former South Weymouth Naval Air Station, Draft
Environmental Impact Report your review.
I am commenting as a resident of Abington who has attended many meetings for several
years. I am a member of the Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) to the Navy. I have viewed
the Naval Base directly and certified vernal pools. I have a strong understanding of the land
and the proposed project. And I drive the roadways daily.
There are a number of environmental challenges which still remain. The present project
creates its own environmental obstacles. It is crucial answers be written in-depth.

General Comments

Weymouth has allotted the Phase One project up to150,OOOgpd from the towns' resources.
The Phase One portion of the project will be sustained, but beyond that point to any other
phase it is not 'self sustaining.'
Who wdl be responsible for any monitoring of Weymouth's' water? The EIR should show a
legally binding ' Water Management Plan' to prevent over use. The present project does not
have a commitment for 1.5M gallons of water. Again, if the Corporation will survey and
document water uses on the Base as they develop, who will be the check and balance?
For any further build-out, permits would be required. The MWRA hook-up, if permitted
would cost approximately 40 million dollars as stated by David Hall of Lennar. The EIR
should show the complete cost analysis for feasibility of this alternative and compare to 'no
build alternatives.' And how is the MWRA use justified? 2.7.2.1 pg 2-9 all other listed Water
Supply Alternatives are not obtainable. All local towns are stressed. I have been witness to
some private companies stating they would never provide water to any Base projects. They
simply do not have the reserve and there would be no benefits to any of these towns. These
kinds of limitations should steer the entire project.

BS.01
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Capacity
Capacity of population due to rapid growth is still very much a real concern. We can all say
that no one really enjoys driving through any dense part of the south shore. The present
multi phase project is the largest development project in the south shore. The land capacity
was once compared to the size of the Back Bay area of Boston. The fact that the Phase One
Village Plan exceeds a number of thresholds speaks for its self. The project, in full scale, will
not minimize and or mitigate all the major environmental concerns which I have had from
the start.
Local - Present Roadwavs
Route 18 as well as number of major intersections have been waiting for improvement long
before the South Weymouth Naval Base Closure. Some have taken twenty years. This was
planned for present capacity, which I believe, calculations for secondary impacts may have
not been included. No one really knew the wide range regional impacts which would affect
the area. I drive through intersections daily, which have been 'cleaned-up' or 'improved', but
do not clear the backed-up/congested traffic such as Queen Anne's Corner - Rt 228 & Rt 18
intersections especially at peak hours. The volume can be intimidating and I see and know
the differences. I grew up in the South Shore and have been driving the area for years. The
differences from even ten years ago are astronomical. The present Phase One Project will
add approximately 34,500 vehicles to our existing roadways, not including secondary
impacts/new projects, such as Lowes in Abington on Rt. 18 or A.W. Perry's -Blue Cross
Blue Shield on Commerce Rd. in Roddand.
The East-West Parkway / Access Road is presently designed as five lanes or approximately
77' wide. The traffic will not be dispersed. This is unacceptable. The question which
presents itself is, how can this issue be mitigated? The Parkway, if permitted would be a
tragedy for the local towns as well as the environment. The Parkway is not necessary, never
has been and is not part of Phase One. The roadway would require variances due to the
unavoidable large portions of wetlands includmg vernal pools, habitat, open space, would
pass over two impaired waterways & private property. No variances are provided in this
state for economics. The developer Lennar is private, the Tri-Town is a public entity, and
therefore they both do not have eminent domain. If they have researched the feasibility of
the Parkway against alternatives, the public has not seen the information. The State of
Massachusetts tax payers should not have to provide for such a costly road to a private
project. The roadway is not justified.
The access to theBase is there. Concerning Executive Order 385, the original setting of the
Base was farmland. Union Street went through the area (across the Base, north-south) from
Weymouth to Rockland. There are photos on record. An east-west road never existed on
this property, which the Navy can verify. Also; White Street in Weymouth was once an
entrance to the Base. These roadways should be considered viable alternative to the
Parkway.
Golf Course
The golf course is designed to be 18 holes. Natural Heritage is assisting in the lay-out, but
when you review the LNR 'Golf Course Route Plan-150.73 acres Fig. 4.1-1 Map and
comparing to the ENSR Turtle Survey 01/04 - Critical Nesting & Hibernation Habitats of
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Box Turtles, project #05060077, figure 3-4, shows Holes #13,12 & 16 are on top of the
nesting sites. Please show the mitigation in the EIR.
The developer has a proposal for an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) Plan. Why doesn't
the plan include all Phases of the project were applicable? Will these areas have separate
IPM Plans established? Why doesn't the Golf Course Plan include Sub-irrigation (helps
against evaporation)? Who will be the permanent authority to over see the guidelines and
logs of these landscape practices?

BS.04
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Natural Heritage is not permitting housing in the two zoned areas in Rockland, at the east
end of the Base. How will Lennar gain back its economic value? These areas will have to he
re-zoned. The only way, per the legislation, is two thirds vote from the three towns.

Ooen S ~ a c e
The proposed Golf Course is presently blended into habitat areas. Natural Heritage is
requiring mitigation for habitat. One requirement is off site mitigation. I will argue that
there is no need for off-site mitigation. This could further fragment the wildlife corridor.
Natural Heritage as well as Lennar should consider the Y.M.C.A. Property abutting the Base
in the town of Rockland.
There will be consistent Open Space within the EDC. Please specify what will be the
mechanism or mechanisms which will preserve this Open Space. Will it be granted in
perpetuity to a land trust?
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Alternative Enerw -Alternative Plan
We do not have to choose between the environment and economics or economics and the
environment. Profit can be made from renewable energy. I will strongly believe, both
corporations extremely short-sided if they do not fully compare their alternatives in detail. A
well stated quote from Conservation Law Foundation (CLE) ENF 2000 - "The Scope
should also caution the proponent not to blithely dismiss many of the alternatives that have
been put forth as not being "feasible." Indeed, to the extent that the EIR fails to include a
full description and analysis of any alternaave listed in the Scope or requested by any
commenter, the EIR must include an explanation of why those alternatives are not being
considered. 301 CMR 11.07(6)(9(5). While MEPA regulations do not define the term
"feasible", it is clearly not intended to allow project proponents to gloss over potential
alternatives." It appears to me Lennar represented by Epsilon, is dismissing Wind Energy
(Sec. 9.0, pg 9-80, other .07). After examining many websites, I strongly believe further
information must be addressed before this specific subject is closed. There are different
types of wind turbines which appear to be more efficient than others. The U.S. Department
of Energy offers a great deal of information. Tower height, low surface roughness out to a
distance of 5 miles or more, number of wind turbines, and information from local
meteorologists can all be factors. A tower should be erected and tested. Here is a quote
from True Wind.com "One of the biggest barriers to the use of wind energy in New England is
the lack of detailed information about the wind conditions throughout the region. The performance
and economics of wind energy systems are very sensitive to the magnitude and variability of the
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wind resource, which by nature is highly site specific. A site's wind conditions are influenced by
regional weather patterns as well as many other factors, including the elevation of the site relative
to surrounding lands, the shape and orientation of the terrain, the vegetative cover, the size and
proximity of local buildings and other obstacles, and the nearness to shorelines. Historically, most
Wind measurements have been takeh at airport weather stations located in urban and suburban
areas. These weather stations are widely separated and generally do not represent the wind
conditions found over the intervening hills, mountains, valleys, plains and shorelines that
comprise most of New England. Without initiating a site-specific wind measurement program, it is
difficult to determine whether the local wind resources are sufficient for a wind energy system to
be feasible."

IfWind Turbines are not found suitable for the site, a solar power plant should be strongly
considered. Just like the wind farm proposal, solar panels could be established in select areas
of Abington and Rockland per the permitting authorities. Also, could be established on
some 'Commercial Village rooftops'. I am submitting a resent article about Brockton,
Massachusetts (only one town away from the Base). The City of Brockton is now operating
the largest solar power plant in New England as of October 2006. The project is called "a
fiscally sound investment". And a local business, Global Solar Inc. designed, built, operates
and maintains the site, also providing jobs. This is a great opportunity to make renewable
energy a major component in the Plan. There is very little open space left in this state which
could provide a large facility. Brockton's (PV) solar energy system is located on 3.7 acres, it
provides 535 Megawatt hours of electricity annually, enough energy to power approximately
71 homes. Imagine what could be applied to the Base.
Lennar and the SSTTDC should make a commitment to use renewable energy strategies that
will both reduce the environmental impacts and increase the reliability of our energy
supplies. I suspect this idea is far more economically viable than a golf course and parkway.
Our state is in greater need of renewable energy than golf or new roads.
Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Beth V. Sortin
185 Walnut Street
Abington, MA 02351
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Michpel Zupkofska
19 Rice Ave
Rock@d, MA 02370

Mr. Robert W. Golledge Jr.
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office: Attn. Aisling Egligton
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Bost n, MA 02114

P

EOEP# 11085R South Weymouth Naval Air Station Notice of Project Change

I woyld like to state that I was a member of the Rockland Finance Committee when this
projyt came before our committee. The developer, LNR and South Shore Tri-Town
Devqlopment Corporation (SSTTDC) appeared before my committee and showed us a
PowerPoint presentation of the proposed plan. The fmance committee was later asked to
vote on this plan even though no documentation was given to us to show how both traffic
and &venue f i w e s were derived. Unfortunately, the wmmittee did support the plan
seeing the details. This behavior by the proponents is disappointing to say the
My {omments concern the trafic
this project will impose upon my town. I have included
six maps which I printed fkom Google Earth.com
I
studies for major roads
Firs I do not see where the proponent has completed any
in R ckland, specifically Union Sf VFW Drive, Weymouth St., Reservoir Park Dr.,
Plea$ant St, and others within the base scope when compared to roadways covered in the
City of Weymouth. This could possibly because the proponent, LNR has an employee
bJilliam Ryan who is a former selectman in Weymouth.

b

.
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An qxample of the above statement is where Washington Street in Weymouth becomes
Whijing Street in Hingham and then becomes Washington St. in Norwell. This road is
further away from the base than any Rockland road and the proponent shows trafic
bers for it. Inconsistencieslike these are worrisome to me.

n-l

EastJWest Parkway as desired will involve the taking of a business at 136St. (Known as the Smith's building) in which the Town of Rockland
in 2005. This revenue loss for my town for a
a mass housing project is not warranted when other
are considered as well. There is currently street access to the air
via Union St. in Weymouth. See Map #2 that I provided for an overview of
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1f thd ~ast/Westpkwy proposal moves forward, the following comments would hopefully
be m'tigated fbrther.

I

~ i ~ u3.5-8
k c Weymouth StJReservoir Park Drive
t

This @we shows the intersection with the proposed six traffic lanes. Beyond the view
shown in their figure when looking at Maps #3 & 4 that the roads narrow considerably.
They clearly show the six lanes wsl be bottlenecking down to two lanes going north and
sou@.
Figui*e3.5-9 & 11Hingham StJReservoir Park Drive-Hingham St. /Commerce Rd.

I

The firoposed lane additions will be interfering with existing businesses that are not
shodn on the maps or discussed. There is a hotel and a strip mall on one side with a
Dunkin' Donuts right across the street from them. There are no traffic signals here and
the cfongestionfrom the current traffic often prevents vehicles from entering or exiting
thesa businesses now. See my Map #6 for additional commentslclarification.
!

I

Figure 3.5-10, Hingham St. /Pond St.
I

i

Thisjfigure shows existing conditions and proposed conditions for the intersection of
Hinqam St. and Pond St. in Rockland. The figure shows Pond St. as a proposed 5 lane
road However the road in fact bottlenecks to two lanes just outside the pictures view.

f

Figure 3.5 - 12 Hingham St. I Route 3 SB Ramps
Thidfigure shows work currently underway for a project by A.W. Perry for a building in
Hinham accessed from Commerce Rd. off Hingham St. Although the proponent shows
an additional lane from Route 53,Exit 14, it does not appear to have any benefit for
traffic coming from the proposed Eastlwest Parkway. Nice picture, but no tangible
ben&t to the traffic issue at hand.

i

Ma s 1,2,3,4,5 & 6

i

Ma 3 I provided shows a close-up of the actual streets where the EasWest Pkwy meets
We , outh St. Notice the roads and how Hingham St. is two lanes as well. When you
look(at Map 5, can you see how the streets will most likely bottleneck as the proposed six
lanef narrow to two lanes and cause congestion going north and south? Taking a further
loo+ at a close-up on Map 5, VFW Drive and Weymouth St. meet at a sharp curve. How
will additional traffic help us here?

\

In tHe final analysis, the proposed EastIWest Parkway shows no benefit for the Town of
~ockland,but in fact will add and heavier traffic loads to our streets. This is not a
roa way that will relieve traffic congestion in the area surrounding the former NAS

4
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Souq Weymouth. The EasttWest Parkway in my opinion will only be a relief for the
devepper and not the community this project is supposed to benefit.
!

Thank you for your time.
i

/bhd@&
Mictfael Z kofska
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Mike Zupkofska

1-781-878-8438

Eglington, Aisling (ENV)
From:

WILLIAM COTTER w'cotter@verizon.net]

Sent:
To:

Wednerxla&2006
Eglington, Aisling (ENV)

932 PM

Subject: Comment EOEA# 11085R October 16,2006
6.8.5 Floodplain

Floodplain maps for the air station should be initiated through FEMA since floodplain is not WC.01
delineated.

William Cotter
8 Spyglass Landing Drive
Marshfield, MA 02050

December 6,2006
Mr. Robert W. Golledge Jr.
Secretary of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Office: Attn. Aisling Eglington
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 021 14

Dear Mr. Golledge Jr.

I do not wish to kill and mill more trees; my comments will be brief, accurate and
compelling.

Enabling Legislation:
Chapter 301 of 1998 established South Shore Tri Town Develo~mentCornoration as the
advkate for the towns of Abington, Rockland and Weymouth. *NOwhere'in the Enabling

Legislation is latitude given to SSTTDC that they become one with the developer LNR,
as memorialized in th;h@?p~ wavier certificateissued February 10,2006. Why does
MEPA continue to correspond with, and recognize SSTTDC a public entity that has
abandoned its Enabling Legislation purpose to become one with the private developer
LNR? It will never be the appropriate regulator of this project or the developer LNR,
their abandonment of their role as described in the Enabling Legislation (section 1) flaws
the process from going forward. The credentials and experience of the newly hired
project manager by SSTTDC should be discerning to every agency reviewing the scope
of this major project.
Further, as described in the Enabling Legislation, a significant change to the plan voted
on in 2005 must be brought back to the three towns for their approval or disapproval. To
date that element of the Enabling Legislation is being circumvented. Examples follow.

Traffic:
The (Master Plan) voted on by the three Towns was sold as a plan whose projected traffic
impact was 20,000 trips per day. SSTTDCILNR South Shore LLC defended their
projection when MAPC projected 68,841 trips per day, and presently agrees with MHD
recent projection of 40,000 trips per day. The offer by SSTTDCILNR South Shore LLC
to monitor and mitigate the new traffic impacts on a phase-by-phase build out is
disingenuous at best when you consider that they will not add one mile of NEW
INFRASTRUCTURE to accommodate the 100% traffic increase that they presently
acknowledge and agree with.
The Enabling Legislation defines the re-use proposed plan a "no cost project" to the host
communities. Be informed that MAPC has already funded and completed sewer
improvements (2006) in Weymouth described as supporting economic growth of the
former Naval Air Base as the reason for the project. (MAPC priority projects list 2005).

DG.01

LNR's intention to paint directional arrows, and install infuriating obstacles on the
perceived cut thru streets that they identify as "traffic calming measures" will discourage
alternate routes of travel, and keep the 4 lane roads to and from the Base grid locked.
You must consider the added traffic commuting time and the negative environmental
impact of added discharge from the additional 40,000 trips per day of idling cars and
trucks stalled by the inadequate infrastructure leading to the Base. Consider the
"SMART GROWTH titled development where the proponents present a usage factor of
1.7% of all trips per day of the convenient, near by commuter rail service. There has to
be a bigger rider-ship factor than 1.7% to enable a developer to declare a "SMART
GROWTH PROJECT".

DG.02

East West Parkway:
The East West Parkway is another example of the disingenuous nature of the proponent's
efforts to mislead and convey infrastructure costs to the host communities, the state'of
Massachusetts, or the Federal government. The East West Parkway as described by the
proponents is nothing more than a four lane cut thru from one congested area Rt18 to the
other side of the Base where infrastructure is less developed and unable to accommodate
the added traffic. (DEIR 2.7.1.1)

Water and Sewerage:
Prior to the 2005 vote of the then proposed plan, the proponents repeatedly assured the
Towns that the proposed project would not begin without an identified water source at the
Base. The proposed sewerage plant is a model; this untested facility is proposed at the
risk of acres of an environmentally sensitive eco system.

DG.03

Village Center Plan Maps #3.1-la and #3.1-lb
With a muted announcement, the easterly residential build-out is significantly changed
without permanent open space protection of the vacated land and without the necessitated
zoning by law changes that should be presented to the three towns, is another example of
the applicant's efforts to circumvent the entire review process.

Frameworks:
The Frameworks document voted and accepted by SSTTDC and classified as their Bible
to manage all aspects of this project is constructed of vague language, and does not meet
the Bible standard. It also DOES NOT ADD,RESSTHE CONTAMINATION mentioned
in the EPA reports. Proposing LNR police itself is insulting. If it is truly the Navy's
responsibility to clean the Base to a residential standard then it is reasonable to allow that
process to proceed without pressure or anticipation by the proponent.
I cannot recall a year in my life where State and Federal agencies have had to react to so
many permitted disasters. The Big Dig, Ashland and Danvers are examples of heralded
regulated oversight and safety inspections that are now being discovered to be less than
promised. Please think twice before signing once any document that does not
emphatically demand a total residential standard clean up of the 1400 acres.

DG.04

MEPA should be aware that ten concerned citizens from Weymouth filed an injunction in
the Norfolk Superior Court, Dedham, MA. Seeking to protect our health, quality of life
and property interests, we seek relief by way of preliminary and permanent injunction
and approval of a comprehensive clean up of the Base before any construction begins.
That the provisions provided in the Enabling Legislation chapter 301 section 13b
pursuant to revisions of the plan voted on in 2005 be strictly adhered to.
Not satisfied with the Judges decision to dismiss our effort due to procedural
shortcomings, our advocate, SSTTDC filed a motion to dismiss the record of the
injunction! On December 20,2006 at 2 PM in Court Room 8 we will articulate our
concerns to prevent a corruption of the historic facts, we hope you have the interest to be
present as a non- participant interested party. I have enclosed the record of proceedings
to date and wish that this record in its entirety be reviewed and considered part of my
comments to you.

86 Candia St.
East Weymouth, MA 02189

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
THE TRIAL COURT SUPERIOR COURT
DEPARTMENT NORFOLK DIVISION
Docket No.:

Norfolk, ss
/Plaintiffs
Steve Ames, Robert A. Casimiro, Michele Cronin,
Dominic Galluzzo, Anne Hilbert, Robert Loring, Trish
Pries, Joanne Rakers, Barbara Scannell, Peter Scannell

South Shore Tri- Town Development Corporation
&

LNR South Shore, LLC
Defendants
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR EQUITABLE RELIEF
PARTIES
The plaintiffs are residents of the town of Weymouth within which the
redevelopment of the former South Weymouth Naval Air Station is planned
and whose health, life quality and property interests are directly affected by
this proposed development.
Names and Address
1. Steve Ames: 47 Tomey Street, South Weymouth, MA,
Robert A. Casimiro: 617 Broad Street, East Weymouth, MA;
Michele Cronin: 65 Hinston Road, East Weymouth, MA,
Dominic Galluzzo: 86 Candia Street, East Weymouth, MA:
Anne Hilbert: 45 Doris Drive, North Weymouth, MA,
Robert Loring: 640 Union Street, Weymouth, MA;
Trish Pries: 15 Island View Road, Weymouth, MA;
Joanne Rakers: 126 West Street, South Weymouth, MA,
Barbara Scannell: 210 Pleasant Street, South Weymouth, MA,
Peter Scannell: 79 Front Street, Weymouth Landing, MA
2. Defendant, South Shore Tri- Town Development Corporation a body
corporate and politic ("SSTTDC"), was established by and pursuant to

chapter 301 of 1998 Massachusetts Acts & Resolves (The Act) with an
address at 223 Shea Memorial Drive, Weymouth, MA 02190.
3. The Defendant, LNR South Shore, LLC, ("LNR"), is a Delaware
Limited Liability Company, having a principal place of business at 1901
Crown Colony Drive, Quincy, MA 02169.
4. The Plaintiffs are residents of towns in which the former South
Weymouth Naval Air Station (The Base) is located. The redevelopment
plan for (The Base) directly affects the health, safety, quality of life and
property interests of the plaintiffs.
5. The legislature by enactment of chapter 301 of 1998, established the
defendant, South Shore Tri- Town Development Corporation, to develop
the former Naval Air Station at South Weymouth for the benefit of the
towns of Abington, Rockland and Weymouth, the region and the
Commonwealth.
See Exhibit A
6. The (act) required the expeditious acquisition and redevelopment of
NAS South Weymouth while addressing the economic, social and
environmental needs of the region. See Exhibit A.
7. The (act) in section 2, further required that this goal be accomplished in
a manner consistent with the reuse plan prepared by a majority vote of the
town meetings in Abington, Rockland and Weyrnouth, on March 23 1998;
March 16,1998; and March 4,1998, respectively, and approved b the
Commonwealth and the Department of Defense. See Exhibit A.
8. The (act) in section 2, further provides "said redevelopment shall be
integrated with the United States Government's clean up of hazardous
materials on the base to ensure effective, expeditious and efficient
environmental remediation and protection of public health and welfare
accordance with federal and state law and regulation." See Exhibit A.
9. The (act) further provides in section 3, that it shall be the goal of said
corporation, during it's existence, to pursue the redevelopment in a
manner that imposes no costs on said towns for the provision of police
and fire protection, emergency services, water and sewer and other
municipal services. See Exhibit 'A.
10. In May 2003, Secretary of the Navy deeded 549 acres of the base to
("SSTTDC"), of which 324 acres were transferred under an economic
development conveyance specifically for the purposes of commercial
development. An additional 225 acres were transferred under a public

benefit conveyance to be used exclusively for Public Park or public
recreation use.
11. ("SSTTDC") selected defendant ("LNR") as master developer for the
base by agreement dated June 13,2005. On December 15,2005,
("SSTTDC") and ("LNR") submitted a notice of project change for the
development of this project calling for construction of 2,855 units of
housing, 2,000,000 square feet of commercial/industria1,a school building,
and 18 hole golf course and 9-13 playing fields. See Exhibit B.
12. ("SSTTDC") and ("LNR") propose to start construction on Phase IA
of this project consisting of 500 residential units and 150,000 square feet
of commercial space.
13. ("SSTTDC") and ("LNR") propose to start construction on Phase IA of
this proiect without the completion of The Massachusetts Environmental
~rokctionAgency ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) i e vbased
i e wupon
, a waiver from the
secretaty of Environmental Affairs.
14. On February 10,2006, the secretary of The Massachusetts
Environmental Protection Agency ("MEPA")issued a transfer of the
waiver of the completion of an environmental impact report as to Phase IA
of this project.
15. ("SSTTDC") and ("LNR") propose to start construction on Phase IA of
this project without the completion of a report of finding of a four year
health study focused on the base and surrounding populations conducted by
the Center for Disease Control, which was financed by the Department of
Defense.
16. ("SSTTDC") and ("LNR") propose to begin construction on Phase IA
of this project without the RMAL report of the Department of the Navy as
to the existence of hazardous waste and the plan to clean up these
contaminants. There are eleven identified super fund sites on the base.
17. ("SSTTDC") and ("LNR") have denied the existence of findings of
the deadly contaminants; PCB's, dioxin, thallium, mercury, arsenic,
cadmium, lead and a host of others reported by the EPA
#MA2,170022022 in 1994, and have not taken appropriate steps to
contain further contamination as evidenced by the Rizzo Associates
Report in May of 2006. See Exhibit C.

18. Letters from Councilor Michael Smart (March 21,2003), the
Rockland Open Space Committee (March 27,2003) and Mayor David
Madden (March 24,2003) sent to Mark Krivanski, remedial project
manager Naval Facilities Engineering Command with copies to
("SSTTDC") expressed concerns regarding the spread of and
contamination by PCB's was not addressed by ("SSTTDC") as evidenced
by the 2006 report of Rizzo Associates. See Exhibit D.
19. The proposed construction of Phase 1A involves the grinding up of the
former runway on the air base without full knowledge of the nature and
extent of hazardous contaminants that will be released and without full
knowledge of the effect this will have on the environment and health of
the surrounding population.

20. The Defendants have failed to take the necessary steps to learn the
nature and scope of the hazardous waste contamination of (The Base) and
are therefore unable to plan or adopt an effective proposal to safely
develop (The Base). This puts the water supply and the Plaintiffs health
and property rights at risk.
21. The Defendant ("SSTTDC") has failed in its duty to protect the
public safety by allowing the proposed development of Phase 1A
without any provision for a qualified independent inspector to oversee
("LNR) performance of the development of Phase I of (The Base). This
allows ("LNR") to self police its job performance in properly
identifying and dealing with any hazardous materials. The Defendants
have stated that there will be no liability insurance obtained to
indemnify the Defendants from any harm resulting from the
redevelopment of The Base.
22. The development of Phase 1A of this project without final reports,
studies, approvals and permits from the Department of the Navy,
CDC. MEPA. and EPA, constitutes a direct and immediate threat of
harm-to the health, welfare and property interests of the plaintiffs and
the citizens of the towns of Abington, Rockland and Weymouth.

REOUEST FOR RELIEF
Now, wherefore, the Plaintiffs pray this honorable court enter
judgment as follows:
That this count grants the Plaintiffs a preliminary and permanent
injunction enjoining the Defendants from beginning any construction
on the redevelopment of the South Weymouth Air Station until final
reports

and approval of a comprehensive clean up plan of (The Base) is filed by the
Department of the Navy, EPA & MEPA; and such other relief as the court
may deem appropriate and just.
Count I1
23. Plaintiffs hereby repeat and incorporate the allegations contained in
paragraphs 1 through 22 above.
24. The notice of project change dated December 15,2005 along with the
transfer waiver from MEPA for construction of Phase I as amended constitutes
a substantial revision to The Reuse Plan under section 13 (b) of (The Act) and
requires approval by the towns after public hearings.
25. No public hearings have been held or town approvals obtained for the
notice of project change dated December 15,2005.
26. That this Court grants the Plaintiffs a preliminary and permanent
injunction enjoining the Defendant's froG beginning any construction on
the redevelopment of the South Wevmouth Naval Air Station until the
towns of wLymouth, Rockland andbington have conducted public
hearings and approved the project change dated December 15,2005, to
September, 2006, pursuant to the provisions of section 13 (b) of chapter 301
of 1998; and such other remedies as the court deems appropriate and just.

The undersigned Plaintiffs state that they have read the within document. The factual
statements therein are true based uaon our versonal knowledge or on information and
documents presently available to &e undersigned. Signed under the pains and penalties
of perjury.

NNutter
Erik P. Bartenhagen
Direct L i e : 617-439-2252
Fax: 617-310-9252
E-mail: ebartenhagen@nutter.com

October 26, 2006
101416-7

By Hand
Civil Clerk
Norfolk Superior Court
650 High Street
Dedham, MA 02026
Re:

Ames et al. v. South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation et al.,
Norfolk Superior Court, C.A. No. 06-1705C

Dear Sir or Madam:

@

I have enclosed defendant South Shore Tri-Town Development Corporation's Notice of
Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to Superior Court Rule 9E for filing in the above-captioned
matter.
Kindly date-stamp the enclosed copy of this Notice and return it to the waiting
messenger.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Erik P. Bartenhagen

n

EB:baw
Enclosure
cc:

Pro se plaintiffs Steve Ames, Robert A. Casimiro, Michele Cronin, Dominic Galluzzo,
Anne Hilbert, Robert bring, Trish Pries, Jo~nneRakers, Barbara Scannell and Peter
Scannell (by mail)
Wayne F. Dennison, Esq. (by mail)

NUTTER McCLENNEN & FISH LLP *ATTORNEYS AT LAW
World Trade Center West * 155 Seaport Boulevard

@

Boston, Massachusetts 02210-2604 * 617-439-2000 Fax: 617-310-9000
www.nutter.com

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
NORFOLK. SS.
STEVE AMES, et al.,
Plaintiffs,
v.
SOUTH SHORE TRI-TOWN
DEVELOPMENT CORP. and LNR
SOUTH SHORE, LLC,
Defendants.

SUPERIOR COURT
Civil Action No. 06-1705C
)

1
)
)
)
)

1

NOTICE OF MOTION TO
DISMISS PURSUANT TO
SUPERIOR COURT RULE 9E

)
)
)
)

Pursuant to Superior Court Rule 9E, defendant South Shore Tri-Town Development
Corporation ("Tri-Town") hereby gives notice to the Court that it has served a Motion to
Dismiss pursuant to Mass. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(l) and 12(b)(6) on the pro se plaintiffs on
Thursday, October 26,2006 pursuant to Superior Court Rule 9A.
SOUTH SHORE TRI-TOWN
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION,
By its attorneys,

0

Mary K. Ryan @BO #435860)
Erik P. Bartenharren (BBO #640003)'
Nutter, ~ c ~ l e n &
k Fish,
n
LLP
World Trade Center West
155 Seaport Blvd.
Boston, MA 02210
(617) 439-2000
Dated: October 26, 2006

1573337.1

attorney of record for each party by

-J-.2%&%
26/06

Date: l o

mall^

November 7,2006
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Norfolk, SS.

Superior Court
Civil Action No. 06-1705C

November 7,2006
Steve Ames, et a1
Plaintiffs,
v.
South Shore Tri Town
Development Corporation &
LNR South Shore, LLC
/~e:

South Shore
Tri Town Development
Corporations
Motion to Dismiss

Response to South Shore Tri-Town Developments
Corporation's Motion to Dismiss Norfolk Superior Court,
C.A. NO. 06-1705C
A. Defendants claim that plaintiffs lacks jurisdiction based on not
proceeding in accordance with G.L. 214 is an incorrect assumption.
As it assumes that it is absolutely necessary that plaintiffs must or are
proceeding pursuant to G.L.214. For clarification purposes plaintiffs
are proceeding under G.L. c 215. A more appropriate section that
addresses the public health concerns that have been brought forward.
B. Defendants claim, there lacks a claim for which relief maybe granted
is unsubstantiated. For clarification purposes, the plaintiffs articulate
their claims as follows:

1. STTDC has aggressively interpreted the Enabling Legislation as to
take full control of the proposed project leaving the towns at severe
risk. The administration of the Zoning By-Laws cited in the
Enabling Legislation of and by the three towns does not provide
SSTTDC the ability to transfer that duty to LNR, the developer, as
Mr. Fancher indicated at a recent Weymouth Town Council
meeting.
1

Rather than answer any concerns and issues with direct responses
SSTTDCILNR South Shore LLC continue to deflect, manipulate, disclaim
and change their "work in progress" plan, examples of which follow.
2. The action of South Shore Tri Town Development Corp. to
initiate and precipitate a motion to dismiss is a most eloquent
contradiction of their roll as advocate for the citizens living in
the towns of Abington, Rockland and Weymouth. A ruling was
made; we do not agree that it should be erased and request a
hearing at the Courts convenience. We seek relief proactively
regarding the residential clean up of the entire Base land, to
build on a 57 acre plot surrounded by known superfimd sites
not yet declared clean is reckless to the public health, welfare
and property interest of all citizens.
3. The filed DEIR of 2006 suggests that the proposed East Village
"contemplated in the Master Plan of 2005 will not be built.
We suggest that the abandoned land be classified as open space
in perpetuity since it is Massachusetts Heritage who denied the
build permits sought. See maps figure 3.1-la and 3.1-lb. This
is a zoning change that the Enabling Legislation section 13B
requires public hearings to establish approval or disapproval by
Abington, Rockland and Weymouth. It is SSTTDC's
interpretation that the Enabling Legislation allows them a free
hand. It is a purposeful attempt to keep the towns away from
the approval or disapproval process described the Enabling
Legislation.
4. Of the 200 meetings referred to what meeting or meetings
document the final approval of a water source? The draft D E E
identifies the MWRA as preferred option only. The proposed
water route thru Braintree is still being discussed and until an
agreement is signed it is only a proposal. Before the 2005 vote,
the towns were advised that nothing would begin until a water
source was identified and at the Base.
See Weymouth Town Council Meeting Minutes 2/17/05 public comments
pages 4- 6, 2/24/05 public comment pages 2-3 and 6/16/2005 public
comment pages 5-9.

4. (cont'd) By what process is the 150,000 gallons of water offered
by Weymouth not exceeded? The Massachusetts Water
Management Act cites that once water is in the pipe it cannot be
regulated or shut off. Since the project appears to be going
forward contrary to recorded water resource assurances, will
Weymouth again be subject to water bans because it is forced to
fill the entire proposed pioject with its water needs?

5. The Weymouth Council heard expert testimony from the
Massachusetts Wind Collaborative and the Hull Wind
Collaborative both individuals suggested that an anemometer be
erected to determine actual wind velocity before investing in
any wind energy alternative effort. Taking the position that
there is no wind to support a utility alternative wind energy
source SSTTDC's Board vote refused the host community
Weymouth Town Council's written request per a unanimous
vote to erect an anemometer to validate their position. We
submit documentation that refutes the defendants no wind claim
and wish to see the purported study they conducted. The
Enabling Legislation, per sections 2 and 3 instructs SSTTDC to
conduct studies and investigate opportunities that provide
maximum financial benefit to the host communities. They
failed their instructed obligations.
6. Recent traffic projection discrepancies are more than double of
those which the developer presented in the Master Plan (20,000
trips per day) and voted on in 2005, this new information was
gained subsequent to the February MEPA Certificate advising
SSTTDC/LNR South Shore LLC to apply for licenses and
appropriate permits so that they may go forward. To date we
do not know of any filings for licenses or permits suggested in
the MEPA Certificate of 2/10/2006. The new traffic estimates
(MHD 40,000 trips per day and the MAPC estimate of 68.841
trips per day) is an issue whose negative impacts cannot be
mitigated without major infrastructure improvements
surrounding the Base footprint and with approval of the towns
involved. The wait and see attitude to monitor the traffic
situation as it develops is not an acceptable response given that
there is no performance bond in place.

7. The good faith mitigated economic benefits package with the
towns of Abington, Rockland and Weymouth in 2005 was
disclaimed in 2006. See Memorandum Agreement June 2006
that tolls the mitigated fiscal benefits from the towns if local
boards and issues beyond local control do not allow a 95%
completion of the "work in progress plan". Good faith
mitigation proved hitless, why are we supposed to accept
good faith traffic improvement assurances?
8. The SSTTDC frameworks document is completely devoid of
policies and procedures regarding the expected or unexpected
confrontation of contamination. It proposes that LNR police
itself during construction, rather than invite continued
monitoring by EPA, DEP and the Navy during all phases of
construction. The vague language contained in the first
planning document provides the proponents a wide path of
interpretations.
9. The purchase of a $20M insurance policy protecting
S S T T D C m South Shore LLC regarding clean up issues
raises concerns of SSTTDCLNR South Shore LLC
unwillingness to stand by its product well into the future
regarding public health on and around the Base. It is common
for manufacturers to provide warranties, in this case a twenty
year, from date of completion; warranty should be a condition
of protection to the host communities
Again we ask the Court to understand the concerns of ordinary citizens who
petition the Court to protect them from an advocate, SSTTDC, who has
abandoned its advocacy responsibility, and become a division of an
aggressive developer, LNR, who seeks to push a project near known
superfund sites at the expense of public health.
Ames et al. did not arrive at this level of concern and mistrust by itself, it is
the result of an agenda to force several unwanted negative impacts upon the
host communities and in particular Weymouth, without full disclosure.

The undersigned state that they have read the written document. The factual
statements therein are true based upon our personal knowledge or on
information and documents presently available to the undersigned. Signed
under the pains and penalties of perjury.

Cc: Wayne Dennison, Esq.

------------

Comments on SWNAS DElR
As a citizen of South Weymouth I will be severely impacted by LNIUTri
project. This impact statement has many failings. I can comment on the one in my
neighborhood.
1. To improve LNR's return on investment they have ignored the direct connection

AF.01

to Rt 3 that was promised by Tri-Town when it was created.
2. To improve LNR's return on investment the traffic study intentionally ignored the

AF.02

impact of dumping 40,800 additional trips into South Weymouth on existing
traffic.
3. The traffic study and mitigation plan is inadequate for the Randolph - Forrest St,

AF.03

Columbian St. area. This route is one of the primary Rte 18 bypass roads that area
residents have come to use. The Forrest-Columbian St intersection is congested
and dangerous at present and LNWTri-Town will dump additional traffic onto a
residential St. Currently if I leave my house later than 6:50 AM in can take 5
minutes to travel the 0.09 miles kom the end of my street to Columbian St. If
someone lets me out of my street. LNRJTri-Town in the analysis of this
intersection identifies it as rated as F and will remain rated as F after build out.
This is very deceptive as the lowest rating is F so the impact is not spelled out.
The area is marked for possible "traffic calming" but the nature is not spelled out.
The residents of this area deserve full information on the projected impact and full
mitigation.
4. LNIUTri-Town also plans massive disruption to the Forest St area to ensure its

AF.04

water supply. It plans on running its water l i e kom Quincy through our
neighborhood disrupting this already busy street. The mitigation and
compensation described is inadequate.
5. Any traffic monitoring should be done by an independent entity paid for by
LNWTri-Town. Tri-Town as one of this project proponents is not independent.
Tri-Town's director stated in front of the Weymouth Town Council that he could
not conceive of any reason that would require the project to be scaled back due to

AF.05

traffic impact. This statement alone should disqualify Tri-Town from having any
role in the traffic monitoring. They have become a developer; they are no longer
concerned about the quality of life in our town. LNR has already proved itself
untrustworthy by the 20,000 trip a day study it used to sell the town on this
project.
In summary I can only provide comments specific to my neighborhood. The fxst I
became aware that this report was available to the public was on 1215 with the small
article in the Patriot Ledger. With the 1218 deadline and the inadequate bandwidth
purchased by Tri-Town I have not been able to fully study this large document. If
there are this many holes in our area this plan this must be many more. I urge the state
to protect the residents and reject this plan.

A1 Ferreira
80 Tommy Marks Way

S. Weymouth, MA 02190

